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PREFACE

The theory of an electromagnetic field is a concluding subject in the curriculum of 
the theoretical training of electrical engineers. The field theory course usually follows 
the course in the basic theory of electric circuits.

The author covers the basic aspects of the theory of an electromagnetic field within 
the restricted space so that the text can fit the interest of students and answer the 
practical engineering needs. The emphasis therefore is on the behavior of fer
romagnetic bodies in an electromagnetic field and on the processes in real imperfect 
dielectrics and poor conductors. The text also gives strict definitions of the basic vec
tors and shows the differences between them.

Many of the aspects discussed in the book focus on the problems one has to deal 
with in electrical engineering practice. This is one of the factors that influenced the 
organization of the book and the manner of presentation of the material. A similar 
treatment of the field theory was also given in the book by A. Netushil and K. 
Polivanov The Theory o f  Electromagnetic Field. Theoretical Principles o f  Elec
trical Engineering. Part 3 (Gosenergoizdat, in Russian). No effort has been made to 
cite a great number of contributors in this area. In the author's opinion, of many 
valuable texts, the following books will be very helpful to students in the study of the 
theory of electrical engineering: Analysis and Synthesis o f  Electric Circuits (Mir 
Publishers) by G. Zeveke, P. Ion kin, A. Netushil, and S. Strakhov, The Feynman 
Lectures on Physics (Addison-Wesley) by R. Feynman, R. Leighton, and M. Sands, 
Electricity and Magnetism (McGraw-Hill) by E. Purcell that treats the effects of 
moving bodies in an electromagnetic Field, and Fundamentals o f  the Theory o f  Elec
tricity (Mir Publishers) by I. Tamm. Special mention should be made of Maxwell's 
Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism which forms the basis of the course in the field 
theory.

In preparing the book for its publication in English, the author revised the text and 
added some useful information.



Chapter 1 MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS

In his great work Treatise o f  Electricity and Magnetism, published in 1873, James 
Qerk Maxwell generalized the experimental and theoretical studies of Coulomb, 
Poisson, Laplace, Green, Gauss, Ampere, Faraday, Ohm, Lenz, and other scientists 
of the 18th and 19th centuries. Maxwell introduced a new electromagnetic theory. He 
showed that it was quite possible to predict and quantitatively describe elec
tromagnetic phenomena from the concept of an electromagnetic field using a set of 
equations. The electromagnetic field equations introduced by Maxwell are known as 
Maxwell’s equations.

The text presupposes that the reader is familiar with Maxwell’s equations, in any 
case, in their integral form. Also, it is expected that the reader knows the definitions 
of all the quantities appearing in these equations.

1.1. Classical Electrodynamics

Considering the interaction of an electromagnetic field with a substance, it often pro
ves convenient to limit the discussion to a macroscopic behavior, i.e. regard a 
material medium as being continuous and characterize it by averaged values. The 
theory of field that uses the macroscopic concept of a continuum is called 
macroscopic theory. The theory of an electromagnetic field is often referred to as 
electrodynamics. If it considers the macroscopic properties of media, the theory is 
said to be the electrodynamics of continuous media, or macroscopic elec
trodynamics.

A further development in the theory of electromagnetism relies on the microscopic 
concept of substances.

The laws of classical physics are applicable to the electrodynamics of continuous 
media, whether stationary or slowly moving. For this reason, the electromagnetic 
theory presented here can be called classical electrodynamics. This book describes an 
electromagnetic field in the absence of moving bodies, although a considerable part 
of the most important electrical engineering devices and apparatus depend for their 
operation precisely on the motion of conductors and dielectrics in a magnetic or elec
tric field. These are electrical machines such as electric motors and almost all 
generator types, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) devices operating on the principle of 
interaction between magnetic fields and electrically conductive fluids and gases 
(plasmas), numerous devices relying on the controlled field of streams of electrons, 
ions, and other charged particles, etc.

Oassical electrodynamics essentially agrees with Maxwell’s theory, though the 
basic statements specified by the equations in his famous treatise were extended and
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substantially new conclusions were made, the most important one being the radiation 
of electromagnetic waves. It should also be noted that after the fundamental studies 
of Lorentz and the birth of electronic theory, the viewpoint on the interaction of a 
field with polarized material media has changed and now differs in many respects 
from that introduced by Maxwell. This explains why the classical field theory is 
sometimes called Maxwell-Lorentz electrodynamics.

Circuit theory and field theory. Almost all electromagnetic processes occurring in 
electrical equipment can be considered from the viewpoint of field theory. On the 
other hand, it is expedient to separate the theory of electric circuits from the general 
field theory because there is a large number of specific laws and calculation techni
ques which make it unnecessary to refer constantly to the theory of field. However, 
the physical concepts the circuit theory has to deal with, like many of its laws, follow 
exactly from the field theory. The analytical expressions for electric circuit 
parameters r, C, L, and M  can only be derived proceeding from the field theory.

Many branches of applied electrical engineering are even more closely related to 
the field theory than to the theory of circuits. To these belong not only the basic bran
ches of radio engineering dealing with radio wave propagation and reception, but 
also many branches of the theory of electrical machines and generators, including the 
theoretical aspects of insulation, high-voltage generation, etc.

1.2. Maxwell’s Equations in Integral Form

Maxwell's first equation is nothing else than the known circuital law (Ampere’s law) 
or Maxwell-Ampere’s equation:

$Hdl = jj/fS  (1.1)

Its right side gives the total current, i.e. the sum of the current of density J due to the 
flow of electric charges (commonly, it is just the conduction current) and the 
displacement current whose density is equal to the time derivative of electric flux den
sity (electric displacement density):

Jd = dD/dt

The integral on the left side is the closed-loop, or line integral (the integral along 
the closed-path line /) of a magnetic field strength H; for vacuum, the vector H is 
equal to the magnetic induction, or magnetic flux density B, divided by the magnetic 
constant: H = B//x0.

The integral on the right side is the surface integral of the total current density. 
This integral is taken over any surface bounded by contour /. In the simplest case, Eq. 
(1.1) has the form

^>Hdl = Liw (1.1a)

Maxwell's second equation1 is the known law of electromagnetic induction, also 
called Maxwell-Faraday’s equation. This law states that the emf induced in the

1 We have numbered Maxwell’s equations here as adopted in the electrical engineering 
literature. Other books might not number Maxwell’s equations at all or number them different
ly from this text.
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closed path by a changing magnetic field is equal to the time rate of decrease of the 
magnetic flux linking the loop. Defining the emf as the work done in moving a unit 
charge around a closed path, we may represent the emf (voltage) by an integral,

= <^Edl, since E is the force on the unit charge. According to Maxwell’s second 
equation, this integral is related to the derivative of magnetic flux $  = jBdS by the 
equality

<f= $Edl = (-a /ao jB d S  (1.2)

The next equation out of the set of Maxwell’s equations is known as the Gauss 
theorem for electrostatics (for electric charge)

*  = <£rws = Q =  \pdV  (1.3)

In words, this law tells us that the outward flux ¥  of density D through a closed sur
face S is equal to the charge enclosed within the surface. The charge Q is expressed as 
the volume integral of the charge density p; the integral is certainly taken over the en
tire volume V bounded by the surface S in question.

For a vacuum, the electric flux density D and electric field strength E differ just 
formally by the electric constant £0:

D = £„E

Equation (1.3) finds wide use in the calculation of electrostatic fields. Maxwell 
showed that this equation is also applicable to time-varying fields.

A similar equation defining a magnetic flux (i.e. magnetic induction B) says that 
the flux through any closed surface is equal to zero:

§ B d S = 0  (1.4)

In the simplest case, there are the following relations between the vectors entering 
into the equations given above:

J = aE, D = ££qE, B = al/IqH (1.5)

The first relation expresses Ohm’s law in vector form. The coefficients a, £, p are 
the parameters characterizing a medium. The quantity a is called conductivity. In the 
physical literature, the quantities £ and p are termed the dielectric permittivity and 
permeability respectively. In the electrical engineering literature, they are called the 
relative permittivity (or dielectric constant) and relative permeability respectively, 
with the subscript r attached to each symbol: er and pr  Throughout this book, we 
will designate these quantities as £ and p and call them permittivity and permeability 
for simplicity. The electric constant £0 and magnetic constant p0 depend on the 
choice of the basic systems of units and the adopted notation. In the SI system,

£q = 8.856 x 10"12 F/m and p0 = 4ir x 10~7 H/m

They are also known as the permittivity and permeability of vacuum (free space), but 
these names that arose in the course of development of science have no physical 
meaning.

The relations between D and E and also between H and B will be considered in 
detail in Chs. 3 and 4.
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1.3. Principal Electric Field Vector

The electric field strength E, or more briefly electric field, is found from the force F 
acting or capable of acting on a test charge q :

F = <?E (1.6)

If a test charge can disturb the field acting on this charge, the following expression 
applies:

E = lim (F/q) (1.7)
<7 -0

The above expressions in conjunction with Coulomb’s law for charges in vacuum 
enable us to formulate this law in the field theory language: the charge q = q x has a 
field whose strength at a point lying a distance R = R tR away from the charge is

E - t o / 4 * * ^ *  (1.8)

Potential and its gradient. The theory of circuits widely uses the notion of voltage 
defined as the integral of field strength and given as the potential difference:

u n  = j Edl = <PX -  <P2 (1.9)
1-2

We can identify voltage with potential difference if the E field is equal to minus the 
potential gradient [see Eq. (1.13)]:

E = — grad <p (1.10)

The field of static charges is a potential field. Expression (1.10) is always valid if 
the electric field is related to electric charges according to Coulomb’s law. Where this 
is the case, we can define Coulomb’s law itself not for the field (1.8) but for a poten
tial: for a point charge q in the absence of polarizable media

<p = q/4ire(f i  (1.11)

Taking the gradient of the last expression, observing (1.10), we directly arrive at 
(1.8) for a point charge q in the absence of polarized media.

Gradient. Let a scalar <p be a continuous differentiable function of space coor
dinates, <p (x , y , z).

In moving it by
ds = t j i x  + ey/y -I- e^dz

the scalar <p grows by d<p definable by the rules of differential calculus:
dtp = (dip/dx)dx + (dip/dy)dy + (d<p/dz)dz (1.12)

It is worthy of note that the last expression can be regarded as a scalar product of 
vector ds with components dx9 dy9 dz and the vector having components d<p/dx9 
d<p/dy9 dip/dz. Indeed, Eq. (1.12) gives the sum of the products of like components of 
these two vectors. The second vector is called the gradient

grad ip = (d<p/dx)ex + (d<p/dy}ty + {dip/dz)ez (1.13)

It is obvious that, with ds components being equal, the differential is at a max-
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imum if ds is in the direction of grad <p. We thus can give such a definition of the gra
dient <p: this is a vector any rth component of which is equal to the rate of growth of <p 
in the direction of the rth coordinate; the direction of the gradient <p is the 
direction in which <p rises fastest. This definition permits us to express the gradient in 
any system of coordinates (see Appendix A5).

Graphic representation (mapping) of a field. The representation of an electric field 
by the lines of vector E (field lines or lines of force) and by the paths of an equal 
potential (equipotentials) aids in visualizing the E field. Representing an electric field 
by field lines, Faraday assumed that the mechanical forces arise in the field as a result 
of tension and mutual repulsion of the field lines; Faraday conceived the lines as be
ing the axes of certain elastic tubes that fill up the space and tend to expand in cross 
section and contract in length. Modem field theory does not ascribe any more 
physical reality to these lines than it does to parallels and meridians on a geographic 
map or to lines of equal heights on a topographic map. However, the field 
represented by the lines is as real as the height of a mountain. It is thus no wonder 
that the field configuration enables us to reveal how the forces appear and visualize 
their direction and intensity. In Fig. 1.1 a and b , the full lines represent field lines, and 
the dashed lines the traces (lines) of equipotential surfaces. Knowing the pattern of

field vectors that surround a body, we can determine the force acting on this body. 
The figures given here reproduce in a somewhat simplified form the drawings given 
in Maxwell’s treatise. Fig. 1.1a illustrates the field of two like charges of which the 
upper one is four times larger than the lower one; the like charges are seen to repel. 
Fig. 1.1 b shows the field of a positive charge introduced into an external uniform 
field E0.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.
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1.4. Principal Magnetic Field Vector

Examining the system of two infinitely long thin parallel wires carrying currents i} 
and i2 (Fig. 1 .2a), we can express the force acting on a unit length of any of the wires, 
say, of the second wire, by the formula

F2 = MoOVy2*7*) (1.14)

Fig. 1.2

From the viewpoint of field theory, the same result is defined differently. In the 
space surrounding the moving electric charges, and hence the current, there is a 
magnetic field. The measure of this field is a vector quantity B that determines the 
flux density. For the historical reasons of development of the magnetic field theory, 
the quantity B is called magnetic induction, or magnetic flu x  density (Fig. 1.2 b).

A moving electric charge in a magnetic field experiences a mechanical force. A sta
tionary charge does not experience any force in a magnetic field. This explains why a 
magnetic field can be called an electrokinetic field.

If, instead of one charge, we consider a regular motion of charges (Fig. 1.3a) 
characterized by a current density J, then the force acting on a volume element dV

(with a current density J) in an external magnetic field B will be given by
tfF = J  x BdV  (1.15a)

For an element di of wire carrying the current i (the d\ is in the direction of current, 
as shown in Fig. 1.3b).

d¥  = idl x B (1.15b)
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Fig. 1.4

In a uniform field B( a straight wire of length / with current / experiences a force
F = /e/ x B /  (1.15c)

Here e,is a unit vector parallel to the wire axis and oriented in a chosen positive direc
tion of current.

Note that in electrical equipment the forces of interaction between the electric field 
and charges are generally very insignificant; on the contrary, the forces acting on 
current-carrying conductors in a magnetic field are often very large.

Comparing (1.15c) and (1.14), we may say that in the region of location of the wire 
with current / = /2, a field of the first (infinitely long) wire exists:

B = M00|/27rr)e/ x er (1.16)

The direction of the field B is determined by the vector product of unit vectors e,and 
er (see Fig. \.2b).

Being immersed in this field, an element of the second wire experiences a force 
given by (1.14).

The magnetic flux density due to a current element is
<m = Mo(J x eR/4 vR 2) d V  (1.17a)

or
dB = N (idi x eR)M *R2 (1.17b)

In these formulas, dV  is the elemental volume where the current has a density J 
(Fig. 1.4a) and d\ is the elemental length of wire carrying the current / (Fig. 1.4b). 
The total magnetic field vector B can be found from formulas (1.17) on integrating 
over all the wires carrying the current. Formulas (1.16) and (1.17) are valid in the 
absence of magnetized bodies. They hold for vacuum and, to a high degree of ac
curacy, for air, copper, and other nonmagnetic substances (see. Ch. 4).

As in the case of an electric field, the forces acting in a magnetic field on current- 
carrying wires can beevaluated from the pattern of field lines if, following Faraday’s 
conception, we assume that these lines exhibit the properties of elastic tension and 
contraction. Fig. 1.5 shows pictorially the flux lines, i.e. the lines parallel to the vec
tor B, for two parallel wires carrying currents in the same direction (Fig. 1.5a) and in
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(b) (c) Fig. 1.5

opposite directions (Fig. 1.56), and also the resultant magnetic Held (Fig. 1.5c) of a 
current-carrying conductor immersed in an external uniform field B0. The conduc
tors run normal to the plane of the paper; the cross is the tail and the dot is the head 
of the arrow indicating the current direction.

1.5. Principle o f Superposition

The electric field of a few charges at a given point is the sum of the individual Helds of 
charges, each taken separately. Thus the resultant field of three charges q j , q2, and q3

1S E = E1 + E2 + E3 (1.18)

The field Ê . for any k th point charge is determined from formula (1.8) by introdu
cing into it a radius R drawn from the point of charge location to an observation 
point.

The above statement expresses the principle of superposition or, saying it in the 
physical language, the principle of independent action: the fields of charges 
1, 2, 3 . . . add up, with the field of each charge remaining the same as it would be 
found in the absence of the other fields.

If a charge is continuously distributed throughout a volume V at a given charge 
density p, then each element dV  contributes its own component of the field at the 
point of observation in accordance with (1.8):

dE = (p d V /A ire^ 2̂  (1.19)

As a matter of fact, p can be a function of coordinates. The sought-for field is
E = j ( p / 4 « 0« 2) e ^ K  (1.20)

Employing the same principle of superposition for estimating the potential by (1.11) 
gives a simpler expression since we have a scalar function under the integral:

\{p /A T eJl)dV  (1.21a)

When dealing with point charges q t line charges distributed along the line / with a 
density r, or surface charges distributed on the surface S  with a density {, we should
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add the following components to (1.21a):
<Pq =  L q i / A v e ^ f
<pT = [ ( T / ^ e ^ y i l  (1.21b)

The values of qiy r  and £ can be evaluated by passing to the limit of distribution of a 
finite volume density p . Assume a charge with a volume density p distributes itself in a 
thin surface layer of thickness b. The charge per unit surface area will then be equal 
to bp . If b — 0, while bp remains finite, we can say that the surface charge has a den
sity £ = lim bpb ~ 0

The superposition principle is also applicable to a magnetic field. For a specified 
distribution of current density, we find from (1.17a) that

B =  Mo|(J X • K/4 * R 2)dV  (1.22a)

on integrating over the entire region where J =jfc 0. Knowing the geometric location 
of a wire carrying a line current /, we obtain from (1.17b)

B = -  Mor} eR X d \/4*R 2 (1.22b)

on integrating along the entire current loop.
It is sometimes convenient to deal with surface current whose density k is found as 

follows. Let a thin layer of thickness b adjacent to the surface have a current of densi
ty J, whose vector is certainly parallel to the surface, so that JdS = 0. If the product 
J b remains finite at b —• 0, the vector of surface current is equal to

k = lim Jbb~ 0

The magnetic field due to a surface current is
B = M0f(k X  e* /4  *R2)dS (1.22c)

The vectors R = R eR in expressions (1.22) also extend from the source points 
(points of current elements J dV> id\, or kdS) to the observation point (field point).

All the expressions given in this section are valid for nonpolarizable media (s = 1, 
M =  1).

1.6. Field Calculation by Equations 
in Integral Form

In view of the integral formulation of field equations, it is quite easy to calculate a 
field, but only in the case of a high degree of symmetry, indicative of constancy of the 
field vectors on the contour or surface being considered; as a result we can take the 
sought-for constant quantity outside the integral. Although such cases seem excep
tional, they are often met with in practice. The calculations become very simple, 
more illustrative, and help acquire skill in using the basic field equations. The prin
ciple of superposition applied here offers the possibility of enlarging the number of
2—5475
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easily soluble problems. The skill in performing these calculations with clear 
understanding of the calculation procedure may be regarded to be a prerequisite for 
better assimilation of the material presented in the subsequent chapters of this book. 
In this section we give two examples of calculation.

Example 1.1. A sphere of radius a contains an electric charge of constant density p. Elec
trically polarizable bodies are not present (e =  1). Determine the field and the potential cor
responding to this charge at R  < a and R  > a.

Solution. Let us surround the charge with a fictitious concentric sphere of radius R  and use 
Gauss’ theorem

<j> EdS = Q /e0
From the considerations of symmetry we conclude that E is equal to and cons

tant in magnitude at R  = constant. Bearing in mind that EdS = EdSt and taking the 
constant quantity E  outside the integral sign, we find

E  ■ 4v R 2 = Q /e0
At R  ^  a, the charge residing inside the surface of integration is

Q = p • 4 t/?3/3  
and, hence, in the internal region

E  = Ei = pR /3e0 (a)

At R  ^  a, the charge is independent of the radius and equal to the total charge of 
the sphere:

Q = Go = P ■ 4xa3/3  
and, therefore, in the external region

E = Ee = Q0/4 « o « 2 (b)

The direction of the field in both regions is along the radius. The respective poten
tials are

= - PR 2/6e0 + K, (c)

<Pe =<2o/4 «oK  + Ke (d)
where Kt and Ke are constants. Assuming the potential at an infinitely remote point 
to be zero, we set Ke = 0. Considering that ^  =* <pe at R = a, then Kt = pa2/2e0. 
The final expressions are:

Vi = (p/6e0) (3a2 -  R 2), R ^ a  (e)
Ve = Q0/4 r e ^ i ,R  >  a (f)

The field of an electric dipole. An electric dipole is the pair of opposite charges, 
+q  and -  q, separated by a distance I called the moment arm. The dipole moment is

P = </l (1.23)

At a distance R = R«K from the dipole center, if R > I, the dipole potential

fp  = P V 4* ^ 2 (1-24)
does not depend on either the charges q or the moment arm I, and only depends on
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the product of these quantities, i.e. on the dipole moment.
In accordance with the statement of a gradient, the field components in the 

spherical coordinate system are equal to respective derivatives:
Er = —d<p/dR = poosB/lre^JR} (1.25a)
Ee = -d<p/Rd$ = p sin flM x e^3 (1.25b)

Here the origin of spherical coordinates lies in the middle of the arm and the z  axis is 
in the direction of the arm (Fig. 1.6).

Example 1.2. Use the superposition principle to derive formula (1.24), assuming the expres
sion for a point charge potential to be known.

Solution. Let the distance from the dipole center to the observation point a be R = /?e^.

The distance from charges ± q  to the same point a is Rj 2 = R t  1/2. For a region 
with R /l  > 1, we find

R x 2 = V/?2 ^  Rl + I2/ 4 = /?=?= 0*1/2 (a)

using formula V1 + e = 1 + e /2 a te  < 1.
According to the superposition principle, the dipole potential is

= {q /A ite ^ (\/R x -  1 /R J  = q(R2 -  /?1)/(4x£0« 1/?2) (b)

Substituting (a) into (b) and setting I2 < R 2 yields (1.24).
Many techniques of calculation of a magnetic field are similar to those used for the 

calculation of an electric field. Consider the magnetic field of a coaxial cable 
(Fig. 1.7) in which the current / passing through the conductor comes back along the 
sheath. The permeability of both conducting and insulating materials is equal to 
unity. The cable may be thought of as being straight and infinitely long; the latter 
assumption implies that we disregard the field of currents at the points of connection 
of the cable to the source and load, whatever the configuration of wires at the con
nection points.

At B = /xqH and with the condition of symmetry being observed, it follows from
2
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the circuital law (1.1) that inside the conductor (r <  r j

B = B<* = ^ r / lv r o (1.26)

and between the conductor and sheath (r0 ^  r  < rx)

B = Ba = Moi /2 *r (1.27)

and, last, inside the sheath (rx ^  r ^

B  = Ba = Moi(r2 -  r2)/2T r(r| -  r?) (1.28)

Using formulas (1.22), we can obtain the same results, though the latter approach 
involves very complicated calculations, particularly for (1.26) and (1.28).

Consider now a long round ferrite core (Fig. 1.8) where a time-varying magnetic 
field if = Bz(t) exists.

The core radius is r0; inside the core, the magnetic flux density is independent of 
coordinates; outside the core, B = 0.

From the consideration of symmetry, the electric field caused by variations in the 
magnetic field has only the ath component and only depends on the radius

E  = Ea(r) (1.29)

From Maxwell’s equation (1.2) it then follows that
E  = -  (r/2)(dB/dt), r ^ r 0 (1.30a)

(a) (b) Fig. 1.8
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E  = -(r% /2 j-)(d B /d t),r^r0 (1.30b)

This conclusion presupposes a rather slow-varying field suchthat we can ignore (1) 
the process of propagation of electromagnetic waves around the core and also 
disregard (2) the density of displacement currents (Jd = e e ^ E /d t)  and thus the 
magnetic field which, in turn, accompanies these currents.

The laws and relationships reduced to simple form hold for describing various elec
tromagnetic phenomena. In the general theory, however, of most importance are the 
field equations expressed in differential form. It should be pointed out that students 
often experience difficulties in understanding these equations if they insufficiently 
clearly comprehend vector operations of differentiation and are short of experience 
in their application. Although for proper understanding of the differential equations 
and their solutions, as presented in this book, it is generally enough to know only a 
minimum of information on vector analysis, the knowledge of basic operations, sym
bols, and theorems is of course quite essential.

2.1. Differential Operators1

It is easy to transform the integral statements to their differential form by applying 
vector operations, divergence and rotation. As for the definition of gradient (1.13), 
see Sec. 1.3.

Divergence of any vector F is defined as the limit of the quotient of the outward 
flow of F through a closed surface S by the volume V within the surface, provided the 
surface contracts around the given point for which the divergence is determined; the 
statement certainly implies that the distance from the given point to any point on the 
surface approaches zero and hence the volume V approaches zero too. The formula 
for the above statement is

where div is an adopted abbreviation for divergence.
Rotation or curl of any vector F is a vector. Its component normal to the surface S 

is defined as the limit of the quotient of the circulation of F around the contour / 
bounding the surface by the surface area 5, provided the contour contracts to the 
given point for which the component of curl is determined; the statement of course 
implies that the distance from the given point to any point on the contour approaches

Chapter 2 DIFFERENTIAL FIELD EQUATIONS

(2 .1)

See also Appendix A3, formulas (6) to (8).
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zero and hence the area S  enclosed by the contour approaches zero too. In 
mathematical form, the statement is given by

curlnF = jim (£ F d l) /S  (2.2)

where the symbol on the left of the equation stands for the nth component of the 
curl; the symbol for the vector itself has no subscript: curl F. Notice also that the 
direction of the normal n to the surface 5 follows the rule of a right-hand screw turn
ing about its axis and traveling in the direction of the path di around the contour 
bounding the surface S.

The above definitions do not depend on the system of coordinates. It is always 
possible to apply these definitions to find the vector operations and thus express the 
divergence and circulation in any system of coordinates (see Appendix A5).

Maxwell’s first equation. Substituting (1.1) for total current into the right side of 
(2.2), we find directly that

curl„H = Jim ($ H tfl) /S «  Jim ( j 3,dS)/S  (2.3)

Applying now the mean-value theorem to the right side of the equation, we get

= <2 - 4 >

In these formulas, the subscript n denotes the component normal to the surface ele
ment dSt and the dash above the letter identifies the mean value equal to the value of 
the quantity in question, at least at one point on the surface S.

From Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) it follows that the nth component of the curl of magnetic 
field strength is equal to the nth component of the vector of current density; we 
should add that the statement is true for any nth component. This means that we can 
directly equalize the vectors proper, the curl H and J,:

curl H = J, = J  + dD /dt (2.5)

For an ordinary conducting medium, the density of conduction current can be ex
pressed in terms of electric field strength and conductivity (Ohm’s law). Maxwell’s 
first equation then assumes the form

curlH = oE + dD /dt (2.6)

or
curl H = (a + eeQd/dt)E  (2.7)

if the permittivity e of the medium is constant in time and independent of vector E.
In case of simple harmonic variations of the vectors under consideration, it is 

definitely possible to represent these vectors by complex quantities and use the factor 
jo) instead of time differentiation. Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) then convert to phasor expres-
sions

curl = afe + j  dD (2.8)
and

curlH = (a + juee0)E (2.9)
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Maxwell’s second equation. Employing the same formula (2.2) and substituting 
Eq. (1.2) into (2.2), we find in a similar manner

curl^E = Jim [-(d /d O (* „  jdS)/S] = - dBn/d t  (2.10)

Since the latter identity is true for any components, it also holds for vectors
curlE = -d B /d t  (2.11)

For a medium with permeability p being constant in time and independent of the 
value of vector, the expression is

curlE = ~nfi0dH /dt (2.12)

For quantities harmonically varying with time, Maxwell’s second equation may be 
written in complex form

curlE = -jo)B  (2.13)
and

curlE =  — y’a>pp0H (2.14)

Gauss’ theorem for an electric field. Substituting (1.3) into (2.1) gives the third
field equation

divD = Urn(^pdV )/V  = Urn(p ^d V )/V  = p (2.15)

Here too, apart from the divergence expression, we have used the mean-value 
theorem in deriving this equation (p is the mean value of charge density in volume 
V — 0).

The derived differential equation says that the divergence of a vector flux density 
or the density of sources of this vector is equal to the density of an electric charge. 
This equation is a differential statement of Gauss’ theorem for electrostatics.

With the permittivity being constant and also independent of coordinates,
divD = div (eeQE) = ec0divE = p (2.16)

and
divE=*p/ee0 (2.17)

Laplace-Poisson’s equation. In cases where an electric field is determined by 
charges described by Coulomb’s law (1.8), (1.11) and (1.20), (1.21), its strength may 
be expressed as a potential gradient

E = -grad^> (2.18)

Substituting the latter expression in (2.17) gives
div grad <p = - V 2v> = -A<p = p/eeQ (2.19)

This formula represents Poisson’s equation when p =£ 0, or Laplace’s equation 
when p = 0.

In formula (2.19), V2 is the del (nabla) operator (nabla square) and A is the 
Laplacian operator or the laplacian; when this operator of the second order is ap
plied to a scalar, for example, to <p, the above operators are identically equal:

div grad ■ V2 $  A (2.20)
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Laplace-Poisson’s equation is often written as

fO Laplace’s equation (2.21a)
— p/eeQ Poisson’s equation (2.21b)

Gauss’ theorem for a magnetic field. Applying the definition of divergence (2.1) to 
(1.4) in integral form, we can convert the latter to a differential expression

div B = 0 (2.22)

which implies that the magnetic B field vector has no source. This is equivalent to 
such a formulation in accordance with Faraday’s law: the magnetic lines of field B 
always form closed loops, i.e. they terminate on nothing but themselves.

In analogy with the divergence of electric flux density (2.16), the right side of 
(2.22) should be expected to equal the density of a magnetic charge. But it so happens 
that no magnetic charge exists, at least, it has not been found to be present in matter.

Relations between vectors. Maxwell’s first two equations contain five vectors. Ob
viously, there must be three more equations that independently establish the relations 
between these vectors. The first of these relations is Ohm’s law given in the set of 
three equations (1.5), of which the other two can represent the remaining vector rela
tions.

Notes: 1. Relating to continuity and differentiability. Integral expressions (2.1) 
and (2.2) for the limiting cases do not require further stipulations only when the in
tegrands of coordinates are continuous and differentiable; the same concerns the 
mean-value theorem.

Discontinuity appears if point, line, or surface charges or currents are present [see 
Eqs. (1.21b), (1.22b), and (1.22c)]. It is sometimes possible to avoid special formula
tions by considering the distribution of charges and currents of finite density in a cer
tain finite volume which then approaches zero. In certain cases the concept o f discon
tinuous functions expressing charge distribution proves useful and sometimes 
necessary. Even such basic formulas as Laplace’s and Poisson’s equations are direct
ly applicable only for the regions of continuous charge distribution (see example 2.2).

2. The del symbol in designating vector operations. The gradient, divergence, and 
curl can always be expressed in terms of the vector operator del:

V(p m grad^, VB *  div B 
curlE ■ V • E, V V  ■ div grad v?

where the sign • denotes the vector product.
In cartesian (rectangular) coordinates,

V *  ex(d/dx) + t y(d/dy) + ez(d/dz)

The list of vector operations considered here appears in appendix A5 for the carte
sian, cylindrical, and spherical orthogonal system of coordinates.

2.2. Examples o f Operations on Various Fields

Consider simple examples of fields illustrated schematically in figures presented 
below.
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J * curl H

Figure 2.1 shows a current-carrying conductor with a magnetic field depicted as a 
number of coaxial loops. The field lines are seen to be source-free (divH = 0). In the 
internal region of the conductor, curl H = J  *  0, while in the external region where 
no current exists, curl H = 0. In both regions, divH = 0. We can readily ascertain 
the results by carrying out the appropriate operation on (1.26) and (1.27).

Figure 2.2 illustrates the electric field due to variations in magnetic induction in
side a long rod. The electric field configuration is similar to that of Fig. 2.1. In accor
dance with the second field equation

curlE = - dB /dt
and therefore in the internal region, curl E is parallel to the vector B when 
B  = Bz > 0 and dB/dt < 0; otherwise, the curl E would be antiparallel to the vec
tor B. It is easy to check the statements by appropriately differentiating expressions 
(1.30).

Figure 2.3 shows the Held of a space charge distributed with a density p > 0 inside 
the cylinder of radius r0; outside the cylinder, p = 0. As seen, the origins of Held lines 
leaving out the circle lie within the region r < r0, where div E > 0. Outside the region 
r > r0, the lines* extend continuously and will certainly end on negative charges in 
space.

If the region r < rQ had a space charge formed by electrons, the arrows of vectors 
representing the E field would change direction and therefore p and div E would 
change sign.

Example 2.1. Show that expressions (a), (b), (e), and (f) of Example 1.1 correspond to the 
constant charge density p inside the sphere and to the absence of charge outside the sphere.

Solution. Calculating the divergence of the electric field and the laplacian of the potential, we 
obtain the required result. Operations should be performed in spherical coordinates (see Ap
pendix A5).

Example 2.2. The potential is expressed as

*> =  (b/4xe0R )e -aR (a)
where R  is the radius of the spherical coordinate system; the remaining quantities are constants.
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Verify now whether Gauss’ theorem
Q = jp d K = e 0<j>EdS (b)

is applicable to the field in question. Also, determine whether Poisson’s equation

- v V  = p/«b (c)
holds for evaluating the charge density. Besides, find whether it is possible to calculate the 
charge in volume Kby integrating the charge density over the volume. Explain the results ob
tained.

Solution. Calculate first the field strength. In the case when the potential is the function of 
the radius alone,

grad*> = eRdip/dR  (d)
In our case,

E =  -g ra d  =  (i>/4xe0* 2)(l + aR)e~aRt R (e)
The laplacian of y>, here too, when <p = <p(R),

V2*> m A<fi = (1 /R n& iR rf/dR 1] = (*fl2/4TC0/f)e -^  (0
and, hence, by Poisson’s equation,

p =  - « 0v V  = - ( b a t /A’KR)e-aR (g)
Substituting (g) into the middle term of equality (b) yields

j pdV = -b< P-/4r\\e-aR/R)AT'R1dR

=  - b [R(aR)e-aSd(aR) =  *[(1 +  aR)e-“R -  1]
Jo

(h)

Substituting (e) into the right side of (b) gives another result:
'  e0£  EdS =  e0ER ■ 4*R 2 = 6(1 + oR ]e-aR (i)

The obvious difference in the results is inconsistent with equality (b). The integral (h), i.e. 
j pdV, is smaller than the corresponding surface integral (i), i.e. £0 >̂ E^S, by a value of b ir
respective of R. From this we can assume that on integrating the charge over the volume, the 
point charge b at the origin has not been taken into account. The presence of this charge cor
responds to a particular field point at which Poisson’s equation is inapplicable.

A more general expression for the charge inside the volume

Q ^Z y q  + ^ p d V  (j)
(the assumption being the same as above) gives

Q = b( 1 + aR)e~aR (k)

In this case Gauss’s theorem of electrostatics
Q = c0 >̂ EdS

is certainly true.

2.3. Displacement Current In Vacuum

Consider a field in the absence of polarizable dielectrics (when P = 0 and e = 1) 
and polarizable ferromagnets (when M = 0 and p = 1). These conditions are true 
for vacuum and, to a certain approximation, for air.
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In this case Maxwell’s first equation can be written in the form
curl B = hqS + (2.23)

In the right side of the equation, the vector erfE/dt is as important as the vector 
of current density J due to the flow of charges.

This means that a change of electric field produces a magnetic field as effectively 
as the electric current (flow of charges) does. This remarkable result of Maxwell’s 
electrodynamics directly follows from the analysis of the first equation.

For a direct current field (dE/dt = 0), Maxwell’s first equation assumes a simpler 
form

cu rlB rr/io l (2.24)

or

£ Bdl =  p0 j JdS (2.2S)

where J  = < pv>  = < p  + v>  + < p  -  v>  is the current density caused 
by a steady transport of charges. The brackets < > denote averaging.

The last two equations become meaningless for a varying electric field.
Indeed, the current leaving out any closed surface must be equal to a decrease in 

the amount of electricity, Q, enclosed within this surface:'

i = $ MS = -d Q /d t = -  (d/dt) |  pdV  (2.26)

The expression is the statement of the principle of conservation
of charge.

Replacing the right side of the last equality by (2.16) and using
the Ostrogradsky-Gauss divergence theorem (see formula 2 in Appen
dix A3), we find that

<j> MS = - ( d /d t ) j  CoErfS = -  j  £0(dE/dt)dS (2.27)

This expression implies that the current density vector flux 
through the bounding surface may not be equal to zero when there is a 
varying field (dE/dt *  0).

In this case the notion itself — the vector flux of current densi
ty J  across the surface bounded by the contour / (2.25) — has no sense. 
The concept of a flux through a contour, or more accurately a flux
across the surface bounded by the closed loop, acquires a definite 
meaning only if the same flux passes through any surface bounded by 
the contour. But the latter condition implies that the vector flux
across the closed surface is equal to zero. Expression (2.25) is 
thus invalid in the presence of a varying electric field (dE/dt *  0),
as is obvious from (2.27).

Let us use Eq. (2.25) for a circuit completed through a capacitor
(Fig. 2.4). An alternating current can flow in such a circuit, and even 
a direct current can do as well for a short time if the voltage
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Fig. 2.4

across the capacitor varies with time. The direct current flows in 
the circuit if the voltage across the capacitor linearly rises with
time:

/ = Cduc/d t = constant at uc  =  U tf/T

Draw a closed loop / so that it encircles one of the wires. For this loop, §B dl

is determined unambiguously. Draw then a surface S Y (see Fig. 2.4) 
within the loop so that it will traverse the wire carrying a current 
/. In this case, the right side of (2.25) is equal to /*(/. Deform now 
the surface of integration within the same loop in such a manner 
that the current-carrying conductor cannot intersect it. In Fig. 2.4, 
this is the surface S2 that passes through the capacitor and thus 
does not intercept the current /. For this surface, the right side of 
(2.25) is equal to zero.

The analysis of Maxwell’s first equation (2.24) written in dif
ferential form also clearly evidences that an additional term is
necessary.

Really, assuming that the integrals in (2.26) are taken over the 
volume V and surface S bounding this volume, we divide these in
tegrals by V and, after passing to the limit, And that

lim (<£>JdS)/K= lim [ - ( (dp/dt)dV\/V  (2.28)
V—0 j  v~o  j

By applying the mean-value theorem to the right side of the equality and noting 
that the left side is nothing else than the statement of divergence, we arrive at the 
law of conservation of electricity in differential form:

d i v J = - d p / d /  (2.29)

But this statement is at variance with (2.24) since the divergence o f  any curl is 
identically equal to zero in the sense of mathematical operations proper. Taking the 
divergence of both sides of (2.24) and considering (2.29), we obtain

divcurlB *  0 *  div J  = - f i r fp /d t  (2.30)

Consequently, in order that (2.24) might be valid for varying fields too, its right
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side should contain a term F which reduces to zero the divergence of the right-side 
term:

at
tl//xo) curl B = J  + F

div (J + F) *  0 (2.31)
Such a vector F is easy to find. Expressing the charge density in (2.29) by Gauss’ 

theorem (2.16), we obtain
div J  = -  div (etfE/dt) (2.32)

or
div(J + efiE /dt) -  0 (2.33)

The sought-for term thus assumes the form
F = etfE /d t (2.34)

In the sense of Maxwell, this quantity may be called the density of vacuum 
displacement current, and the sum

J, = J  + erfE/dt (2.35)

the density of total (or actual) current.
The divergence of the vector of total current density is identically zero

divj, -  0 (2.36)
as seen from (2.33). The vector flux of total current density across any closed sur
face is then zero too:

$ J / S  ■ 0 (2.37)

So, the replacement of current density by total current density in (2.24) and (2.25) 
makes these equations unambiguous and consistent in any conditions. Thus in the 
system of Fig. 2.4, the vacuum displacement current through the surface S2 is equal 
to the current / passing through the surface S v 

The introduction of total current into Maxwell’* first equation ,

( l / ^ c u r i  B = J  + e ^E /d t  (2.38a)

or
( l /Mo)$B<fl =  j (J +  (2.38b)

constitutes one of the most important statements of Maxwell’s electrodynamic 
theory. What inevitably stems from this statement is that there must exist quite new 
phenomena which were earlier difficult or even impossible to imagine. The validity 
of the above equations was confirmed by experiments.

2.4. Corollaries to Maxwell’s Equations

From Eqs. (2.38) it primarily follows that a time-varying electric field gives rise to a 
magnetic field as does an electric current. In other words, in the absence of current 
in its common sense, i.e. in the absence of the motion of charges, a magnetic field
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must exist, the curl of which is equal to the rate of change of the electric field. But 
does the assumption of this relation between magnetic and electric fields agree with 
reality? We can judge of this, first, from a direct experiment, namely, by measuring 
a magnetic field arising from changes of the electric field, and, second, from the ex
perimental observation of electromagnetic phenomena which must exist as a conse
quence of the said assumption of the magnetic field due to displacement currents.

It is interesting to note that Maxwell’s brilliant hypothesis of the possible ex
istence of a magnetic field without currents and magnetized bodies and also an elec
tric field without electric charges in accordance with the equations

raised doubts and criticism at the time of publication of
Maxwell’s theory. It seemed to some of his contemporaries that
Maxwell reduced real physical phenomena to mathematical abstrac
tions which led to the prediction of existence of electrical
phenomena without electricity and magnetic phenomena without current 
and magnetism (magnetized bodies or permanent magnets). However, 
what makes Maxwell’s theory so important is that he, following
Faraday, was advancing the idea of physical reality of an elec
tromagnetic field.

Electromagnetic waves; their propagation with light velocity. Proceeding from 
Eqs. (2.39), Maxwell clearly showed the possibility of existence of 
electromagnetic waves propagating with the velocity of light.

Figure 2.5 reproduces Fig. 73 from Sec. 791 of Maxwell’s treatise; 
it illustrates an electromagnetic plane wave moving in the z  direc
tion. In Maxwell’s terminology, electric displacement for vacuum
is £qE and magnetic force for vacuum is B/fi0; the plus sign in
dicates that the respective directions are taken positive; the
coordinates of the cartesian system shown at the top are added here 
to the original figure. ___

The field of this wave traveling with a speed v = \N e ^ i0 = c may be 
represented by the following expressions:

curl B = ntfrfE /d t

or
curl E = -  dB/dt

curl B = jw fitf qE 
curl E = -  ju)B

(2.39)

E  = Ex = E0 sin o)(t -  z/v) 

B  = By = B0 sin — z/v)
(2.40a)

These formulas may also be written as

E  = Ex = E 0 sin (ut -  kz) 
B  =  By = B0 sin (a)t -  kz)

(2.40b)
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leaving thus o) inside the parantheses. It is this form of writing that is convenient in 
passing to complex quantities:

E  = E ff~ Jkz, B = (2.40c)

Here E  and B  are complex amplitude quantities; the real values of these quantities 
are equal to their moduli divided by V2. It is obvious that in the last formulas

k  = a>/v (2.41)

A wavelength defined by Eqs. (2.40) is easy to find as a z coordinate increment in 
which the argument varies by 2x. The wavelength is thus equal to

X = 2 * /k =  v / f  = vT  (2.42)

It can readily be verified that expressions (2.40) agree with Eqs. (2.39). 
Performing operations of differentiation in cartesian coordinates and considering 

that the Held vectors of a plane wave depend on time and only on one spatial coor
dinate z, we find that

curlB = t x{<j)/v)BQ coŝ  -  z/v)

and
n tfrfE /d t = e^oBow^o cos w(t -  z/v) 
curl E = - ey (o)/v)E0 cos w(f -  z/v)

and
dB/dt = t yo)B0 cos Q}(t -  z/v)

Equations (2.39) are satisfied if
(<u/v)B0 = ntffpEo  and (w/v)£0 = a>£0
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i.e. only if
Eq/B 0 = v = \ N e^ i q = oj/k (2.43)

The striking result of this solution lies in that the velocity v proves 
equal to the velocity of light in all the systems of units and with any method of 
determining the electric and magnetic constants, e0 and n0. It is really this result led 
Maxwell to conclusion that light is an electromagnetic wave. Maxwell even 
calculated the values of the electric and magnetic vectors of sunlight considering its 
energy as the energy of a field. He also calculated the value of light pressure.

But Maxwell did not prove directly the validity of his equations. He did not arrive 
at the conclusion that there exists radiation of electromagnetic waves at electric 
oscillations; this fascinating effect lies at the root of radio engineering and directly 
follows from Maxwell’s equations. It is an interesting fact that this conclusion does 
not involve at all complex computations, and Maxwell himself was a splendid 
master of the required body of mathematics.

Experimental proofs of the validity of Maxwell’s equations. Only 15 years after 
the publication of Maxwell’s treatise did Hertz confirm beyond any question the 
validity of Maxwell’s equations. In conducting his experiments, Hertz strived to 
produce oscillations of a maximum possible frequency in order to increase the 
derivative of an electric field strength that determines the density of a displacement 
current. In these experiments Hertz discovered electromagnetic waves emanating 
from the vibrator (see Fig. 10.2). The discovery of radiation is the basic result of his 
experiments. Hertz proved that this radiation occurs in conformity with Maxwell’s 
equations. The present book deals with radiation in Ch. 10.

Microwave cavity resonators. High-frequency generators and measuring devices 
available today make it easy to conduct experiments which clearly and directly attest 
to the “ creation” of a magnetic field by displacement currents in vacuum. Fig. 2.6 
illustrates the sectional view of a cylindrical cavity resonator in which a varying elec
tromagnetic Held is excited (known as the Held of type H 011). Dashed lines denote

z

Fig. 2.6
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the lines of a magnetic field and solid lines identify the lines of an electric Held. The 
resonator walls are made from a good conductor so that the field does not practical
ly penetrate the walls.

In its configuration, the magnetic field here resembles the magnetic field of a 
solenoid where the displacement currents closing on themselves in the form of loops 
serve as a “ winding” .

Cavity resonators of simpler types are considered in detail in Ch. 9.

2.5. Scalar and Vector Potentials

Scalar potential. It is well known that the vector E = E(jc, y , z) of any field can be 
represented by the gradient of a certain scalar function of coordinates, <p = <p(x,y, 
z ), commonly written with the minus sign,

E = -  grad (2.44)

if and only if this field has a zero curl in the region under observation:

curl E = 0 (2.45)

The latter identity is quite obligatory since mathematical operations imply that 
the curl of any gradient is identically equal to zero

curl grad <p ■ V x Vv? ■ 0

The scalar function <p is called a scalar potential.
Potential field. If in the field being observed curls are nonexistent at all, the field 

is simply said to be potential without any stipulations. This is exactly the field of 
stationary or slowly moving charges; it can always be represented as the sum of 
fields of individual charges (1.18) to (1.20). The field of each charge (in vacuum) ac
cording to (1.8) is

E = qeR/4'KE(JR2

The curl of such a field is identically zero. The vector integral taken about a clos
ed path is also identically equal to zero:

$ Edl = 0 (2.46)

In such a field the potential <p is evaluated uniquely, accurate to an arbitrary ad
ditive constant, as follows from the integral

<p = -  j  Edl = |  grad <p di (2.47)

If the potential is determined for a point x , y , z f then the integral is bounded only 
by an upper limit. This does not make the integral definite, and so any arbitrary 
constant can be added to it.

A potential or, more precisely, a potential difference may by given a definite 
physical interpretation: the difference in electric potentials of two points a and b is 
equal to the work per unit charge done by field forces in transporting the charge q. 
Denoting work by W, the statement can be written in the form

(1 /q W ab = 0/<7) = U/<?) = \^H=<Pa-<Pb
3—5475

(2.48)
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Field with nonzero curl. In that region of space where curl F *  0, the vector F 
cannot be represented by the gradient of a scalar potential.

For a coaxial cable (see Fig. 1.7), at r < r0 (i.e. inside the conductor), the 
magnetic field is

B = Ba = ntfr/lrtQ  (2.49)

This is a rotational field:
curlB = MoJ (2.50)

It cannot be represented by the gradient of any scalar function.
Vector potential. There is one more possibility of representing the vectors of Held

V in terms of a spatial derivative. This representation is possible when

divV = 0 (2.51)

for a vector, i.e. when sources in the vector Held do not exist. In this case the vector
V can be represented by the curl of a certain other vector A:

V = curl A (2.52)

This vector A is called a vector potential of Held V in analogy with the scalar 
potential whose gradient determines the field being examined. What makes identity 
(2.51) necessary is that according to the rules of vector operations, the divergence of 
any curl is identically equal to zero

divcurl A ■ V(V x A) *  0 (2.53)

But a magnetic field exactly satisfies the condition (2.51). The vector of magnetic 
induction has no sources:

divB = 0 (2.54)

For this reason the vector B can be specified as the curl of a magnetic vector 
potential

B = curl A (2.55)

The magnetic vector potential A is a function whose curl is equal to the vector B. 
By Faraday’s statement the vector A serves as a measure of an electrotonic condi
tion. He ascribed a substantial physical meaning to this vector.

It follows from the definition that any function F whose curl is equal to zero can 
be added to the vector A, since in this case

curl A = curl (A + F) (2.56)

The arbitrary component F added to the vector can be any function of coor
dinates. It is given as the gradient of a scalar

F = grad rj (2.57)

because the curl of the gradient is identically equal to zero.
The divergence of a curl is identically equal to zero, div curl S ■ 

*  0, whereas the divergence of a vector specified as a gradient may be 
different from zero. Moreover, we can always choose the function F = 
= grad rj so that div F is the desired function of coordinates. This
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implies that by adding the term F = grad tj, we can change the divergence 
of a vector potential, div A, without affecting its curl, curl A. 
This remarkable property of vector functions is used to simplify 
equations containing vector potentials. Substituting (2.55) in 
Maxwell’s first equation yields

curl B = curl curl A = -  V2A + grad div A = /xqJ (2.58)

Based on what has just been said above, we can add any value 
suitable for us to the term grad div A by choosing the proper form of 
function F.

In calculating the fields slowly varying with time, it is com
mon to assume

div A = 0 (2.59)

In the general case, it is most suitable to take
div A = —Etfitfiip/dt (2.60)

where ip is the scalar potential of an electric field.
When the potential changes but slowly, we may assume that the latter expression 

for divergence of A converts to the previous one. This leads to the equation relating 
the vector potential to current density

V2A = -Mol (2.61)

This equality permits expressing the vector potential for a dc field as an integral:

A = vL0\(idV /4*R ) (2.62a)

0F A = /t0j (idl/4*R) (2.62b)

Indeed, expression (2.61) is analogous to Poisson’s equation (2.19) for an elec
trostatic field:

V2v> = - p /£ 0 

whose solution is given by (1.21a):
<P = (\/E ^\(pdV /4rR )

Rewriting (2.61) for the components in the cartesian coordinate system

= “ /*(/,. v lA y = • • •
we can derive a similar integral expression on the analogy of Poisson’s equation. 
Using it for all components, summing them up after the requisite multiplication by 
e^, ey, and ez, we obtain (2.62a).

Formula (2.62a) is particularly suitable where J  has the only component in the 
cartesian system, for example, /  = Jt  

Without going to further generalization, let us determine the vector potential for 
particular cases.

Inside a coaxial cable conductor (r ^  whose field is described by (1.26), we can 
readily find that

A  = A z = —/aqT/^Mt/o (2.63)
\\
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considering the general expression for curl. In cylindrical coordinates,
curl A = -  ea (d/dr)Az + ez( l /r)(d/dr)(rAa) (2.64)

since d/da = d /dz  = 0 in accordance with the conditions of the problem.
Besides, it is known that B = curl A has only the ath component. Therefore, we 

may set A a = 0 and find A z from the equation
B =  Ba = ii(/r/2rrl = - d A / d r  (2.65)

The solution to this equation is given by (2.63), with the constant of integration 
being so chosen that A  = 0 at r =  0.

For the region rx > r > r0, where the quantity A z is determined from the equa
tion

B = Ba = n j/h r r  = - d A z/dr  (2.66)

the solution is obvious:

A z =  - ( / i 0r/2T )lnr +  constant (2.67)

Let us choose an integration constant such that (2.63) and (2.67) give the same 
result at r -  r0 (see note 2 at the end of this section). The constant that meets this re
quirement is

constant = 0io//4x)(2 In r0 -  1)

Expression (2.67) then assumes the form

A z = -(m (//4t)[1 + 21 M r/rJ ]  (2.68)

We invite the reader to determine A z(r) for the region r > rx.
Field vectors may be expressed as a curl of the vector potential,

and also in the region where the curl is zero. This is obvious,
for example, from solution (2.68) given above.

The notion of a vector potential is applicable not only to elec
tromagnetic fields but also to other entities. It is possible,
and in a number of cases advantageous, to introduce the notion of a
vector potential of speed, v, specifying the speed by the equation v =
= curl A; for a cylinder rotating at an angular velocity a?, one may set
A = A Z = -o n 2/! .

Vector potential and the field of a magnetic dipole. Consider a rectangular 
current loop with sides 1, = -1 3 and 12 = -1 4. Assume R  = IRI is the 
distance from the center of the area bounded by the loop to the obser
vation point a (Fig. 2.7). Also, set R > lk, where lk is the length of
any side of the rectangle. Reasoning in the same way as we have done
in Example 1.2 when deducing formula (1.24) for an electric dipole
potential, we find that the distances R x = IRjl extending from the
middle of the first side and R 3 = IR31 from the middle of the third
side to the observation point a are

R x 3 = IR db l2/2 I *  R ± eR\2/2  (2.69)

and that the distances from the middle of the second and of the fourth
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side to the same point a are
R 2A = IR =f 1/21 *  R  =f e* l,/2  (2.70)

According to (2.62b), the vector potential of the loop is given by 

A =  0»«//4*) [!,/(/? +  e*l2/2)
-  l , / ( *  -  e*l2/2) +  l2W  -  e ^ l /2 )  (2.71)

-12/(R + e*l,/2)]

After reducing to a common denominator, performing simple transformations of 
the numerator, and omitting small values of the order of / as against R, we get

A =  0 H //4 i)(P j(e^ ,) -  I ,(e^ lj)] /* 2} (2.72)

Using the known formula of triple vector product, the expression may be written
3.S

A = 0 V 4 t/?2)iii x  e* (2.73)

where m = iS, and S is the loop area equal to lj x l2.
Choosing the spherical coordinate system, where the angles 0 are counted off 

from the direction of m (Fig. 2.8), we can come to a yet simpler expression:

A  = A a =  UiQ/4icR2)m sin 6 (2.74)

The expression stresses the fact that A  has only the ath component, which is of 
course apparent from (2.73) since the vector product m x is in the direction of ea .

Having taken the curl of the vector potential, determine now the components of 
the magnetic vector

curl A = Oi0/4T)m
t R/R 2 sin 0 t e/R  sin 0 ea/R  

d/dR  d/00 0
0 0 sin H /R

= Oi0Vm/4ir/?3)(2 cos 0 • 4- sin 0 • ee) (2.75)

Comparing formulas (1.25) for the components of the loop field and of the elec-
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trie dipole Field 

and
Er = p  cos B/I'keJ P ,  Ee = p  sin 0/4xeo R 3 

Br = iitfn cos0/2x/?3, Be = n^n  sin 0/4xft3

we can see why the vector m = /S is called the moment of an electrokinetic or 
magnetic dipole.

Vector potential and magnetic flux. By Stokes’ theorem

j curl AdS  = $ Adi (2.76)

But curl A = B, and hence the magnetic flux $  can be expressed as a line integral 
of the vector potential

*  =  j BdS = <£ Adi (2.77)

This expression can sometimes be useful for determining the vector potential.
Example 2.3. Inside a long magnetized core of radius rQ there exists 

a magnetic induction parallel to the core axis, B = Bz. Outside the core (at 
r > r j ,  the magnetic field is not present. Such a core is shown in Figs. 1.8
and 2.2.

Problem: 0) Find the magnetic vector potential inside and outside the core 
by use of (2.77) and (2) verify by direct differentiation that curl A is equal
to the specified value of B.

Solution 1. Relying on the concept of symmetry, it is easy to conclude
that A  = A a(r). So, taking the integral around the circumference (r = cons
tant, z = constant), we Find from (2.77) that at r ^  rQ

$  = B rr2 = A  • 2icr (a)
whence

A = A a = B r/2 (b)

Similarly, at r ^  rQ

$  = BxrJ = A  • 2xr (c)
whence

A  = A a =  Br%2jr (d)

2. Calculating the curl in the cylindrical coordinate system gives

curl A = B tz at r < r0 

0 at r > r0 (e)

Conclusion. Note 1. In the general case the field vector may contain the com
ponents of which one is expressed in terms of the scalar potential and the other in 
terms of the vector potential:

F = -  grad ¥  + curl A (2.78)

. To a particular class belong the fields in which one region has zero circulation and 
the other nonzero circulation. The field of Fig. 2.2 where curl E = 0 outside the
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magnetized core and curl E = — dB/dt *  0 inside the core may serve as an example. 
Here the electric field strength of the first region may be expressed as a gradient, 
though the value of scalar potential will prove ambiguous in the absence of a condi
tional (visualized) partition which does not allow drawing a closed loop to bound 
the second region.

In the absence of such a partition, the integral around the closed loop bounding 
the core of Fig. 2.2 becomes other than zero, though all contour elements lie in the 
region where curl E = 0. Indeed, by Stokes* theorem in integral form (formula 3 in 
Appendix A3) applied in conjunction with Maxwell’s second equation

$ Edl =  J curlEdS = -  j  (dB/dt)dS = - d * /d t  (2.79)

Applying a partition in the form of a half-plane (a = constant) to 
exclude bounding of the second region, we find that the integral taken 
along any closed path lying in the region with a zero curl is defin
ed in a unique fashion.

Note 2. As is clear from (2.77), in fields with finite values of 
flux density B the tangential component of vector A on either side 
of the interface between any two regions is the same

A 1t = A 2t (2.80)

i.e. does not undergo discontinuity. Otherwise, in tracing around
the contour whose parallel sides are arbitrary close to each other
but lie in different regions, we would obtain a finite value of the
magnetic flux passing through a vanishingly small area, which con
tradicts the assumption of finiteness of B.

Note 3. Both scalar and vector potentials determining the vector 
E = — V̂ > -  dA/dt are measured in the units of the vector times the 
unit length. Thus the unit of a magnetic vector potential is that of
B(T = W b/m2) multiplied by a meter, i.e. Wb/m.

2.6. Electric Field Expressed in Terms o f Two Potentials

The expression for an E  field defined in terms of two potentials, which is also 
suitable for E  fields with nonzero curls, represents a generalization. The conclusion 
of exceptional importance is drawn by performing very simple mathematical opera
tions, though using powerful means of vector analysis.

Let us focus on Maxwell’s second equation
curl E = -  dB/dt

and express here the magnetic flux density as the curl of a vector potential. Keeping 
in mind that the succession of differentiation with respect to time and spatial coor
dinates is commutative, we obtain

curl E = -  (d/dt) curl A = — curl (dA/dt) 

curl (E -I- dA/dt) = 0
or

(2.81)
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(the sum of curls is equal to the curl of the sum because the differential operation is 
linear). The solution to the latter equation may be given as

E + dA/dt = -g ra d  * (2.82)

since the curl of any gradient is identically zero.
This solution is in agreement with Maxwell’s equation for an -electric 

field:
E = - V *  -  dA/dt (2.83)

which says that the electric field strength is equal to the sum o f  an electric potential 
gradient and the time derivative o f  a magnetic vector potential.

This remarkable equality reflects the differential expression of the law of elec
tromagnetic induction which, in Faraday's opinion, was determined by the time 
variation of an electrotonic condition.

Indeed, integrating (2.83) around the closed path yields
^Ecfl =  <f = -  -  (d/dt)

But the first integral on the right side is identically equal to zero and the second, 
according to (2.77), is equal to a magnetic flux. The obtained expression is thus 
identical to the Faraday-Maxwell law:

<f= - d * /d t

Formula (2.83) enables us to determine the induced electric field strength at any 
observation point, i.e. the component resulting from the varying magnetic field, 
whereas formula (2.84) can only be useful for determining an integral quantity, 
namely, the electromotive force.

It is essential to pay attention to the fact that the induced field 
Ea = —dA/dt does not depend directly on the magnetic field at the 
same point. Thus, there are regions where B = 0, whereas the induced
electric field is nonzero. On the other hand, one can detect the 
points where the induced electric field is zero despite the presence of 
a time-varying magnetic field. An example is a two-wire overhead 
line.

For a two-wire line, the magnetic flux density can be determined
from the circuital law by calculating the field vectors for each wire
separately and then adding them together by the principle of super
position. In the plane of wires (Fig. 2.9), the magnetic flux density 
between the wires, where x2 < a2, is given by

B — By — (jitf/lv)  [1 /(a - x ) +  I/(a  + x)] (2.85)

In the same plane, the vector potential according to (2.77) is

A  = A z = 0*of72x) In [(<a + x)/(a -  x)] (2.86)

The same result can be obtained in a more general way (the super
position principle) by summing up the values of the expressions
for a vector potential of the left and the right wire. Each of these

§ Adi (2.84)
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expressions agrees with formula (2.68) derived for an insulating 
gap in the coaxial cable, where the magnetic field is in the direc
tion of the field of one wire; one must take into account here the 
difference in r between the left and the right wire and also the op
posite direction of current flows.

The graphs of corresponding quantities plotted for a certain moment of time t ap
pear in Fig. 2.9, which also shows the graph of the induced field EA = -  dA/dt (in 
the plane y  = 0) that has only the zth component. The field EA is equal to zero at jc= 
= y  = 0, but B *  0 and dB/dt *  0. Along with the EA field, the potential compo
nent E — —V(p due to wire charges exists between the wires. In the plane of wires, 
E^ generally has a dominant xth component. The direction of this component is 
from right to left if the line transfers energy out of the plane of the paper, or from 
left to right if the flow of energy is into the paper.

As follows from the analysis made in deducing (2.86), the vector potential of the 
two-wire line of Fig. 2.9 at any point a distance r 0  remote from the left wire (the 
current moves along the z  axis) and a distance r 0  from the right wire (the same cur
rent but opposite to the direction of the z  axis) is given by

A  = A z = ( ^ /2 x )  In (r0 / r 0 ) (2.87)

In Fig. 2.9, the values of A , B, and EA are the functions of x  at y  = 0.
A transformer represents another interesting example. For

simplicity, visualize a transformer as the one having an inter
nal cylindrical core (r = Tq) whose magnetic flux flows through the 
yoke and closes on itself as it passes through an outer coaxial
cylinder with an internal radius r l and external radius r2. Fig. 2.10 
illustrates such a transformer (sometimes called shell-type) with a 
primary whose turns have a radius r^  In the region surrounded by the 
magnetic circuit, ra < r < rv  the magnetic field strength is very 
small if the ferromagnetic material shows high permeability, and
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so B  *  0. If the magnetic flux density in the internal core (r0 = 2 cm) 
is B = IT ,  then at r  =  2.5 cm we have according to (2.77):

A = Aa = BT/Q/2rr = 8 x 10“ 3 T m = 8 x 103 G cm

If the field decays by one half in 10“ 3 s, the electric field
strength is

E  = Ea = -d A /d t  = 4T  m/s = 4 V/m

because 1 T = 1 V s/m 2 and 1 T m = I V  s/m. This quantity is determin
ed by the rate of change of the vector potential and is practically 
independent of a weak magnetic field in this region.

If the internal core winding of radius r  = 2.5 cm contains, say, 1 000
turns, its field strength Ea will be bound as an integral taken over the entire turns,
and the emf per turn will be 0.63 V. Since the integral {Edl rises by 0.63 V with each 
full turn, the emf for 1000 turns will become equal to 630 V.

Components due to scalar and vector potentials. An unambiguous resolution 
of the E field into the components E^ = - V a n d  E^ = -d A /d t  
presents sometimes difficulties. This is particularly the case
where the analysis involves not the entire field but only a por
tion of it enclosed in - space within a certain region. Notice that
these difficulties are generally not met in calculating the vector E 
or its divergence and curl, the physical meaning of which is unique
ly expressed by Gauss’ theorem and Maxwell’s second equation. As a 
matter of fact, such integral quantities as a magnetic flux $ and 
voltage U remain unambiguous.

In the simple examples that follow we can definitely specify the 
condition at which the potential component vanishes or arises
and also calculate the values of -  dA/dt and — V^>.

Example 2.4. A long magnetized core of radius rQ (see Figs. 1.8 and 2.2) is coaxially sur
rounded by a wire ring (Fig. 2.11) of radius r =  2 cm > rQ = 1cm and of cross-sectional area 
5 =  1m m 2. One half of the ring is made of copper wire with ax = 56 x 104 S/cm, and the
other of lead wire with a2 = 4.55 x l^ S /c m .

The magnetic flux density in the core uniformly vanishes: dB/dt = 
= -  100 T /s = constant.

Of course, these conditions exist for a short time, 10 to 20 ms, but still we can take the current 
induced in the ring to be constant during this period or at least a fraction of a millisecond after 
B  begins to change.

Problem 1. Determine the electric field strength in copper and lead and separate the com
ponents corresponding to the vector and the scalar potential.

Problem 2. Explain the physical cause that gives rise to the component -  V<e.
Solution I. It is obvious that the emf

<f = - irr*dB/dt =  Ea ■ 2x r  =  31.4mV
The loop resistance

R = (irr/SXl/a, -I- 1 /a2) = 14.95 X 10~3fl 

The current set up in the ring is / = <?/R = 2.1 A.
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- 0A /at

At this current, the field strength in copper
E ] = i/Sol = 0.375 mV/cm

and in lead
E2 = i/So2 = 4.61 mV/cm 

But the sinusoidally varying component of the vector potential is only the function of 
changes of the magnetic flux density in the core. Applying (2.77) to derive the expression for 
vector potential A  = A a = Bicr^/lirr, we find that

Ea = -d A /d t  = 2.50 mV/cm
both in the copper and in the lead half of the ring. The resultant difference between E { and E2 
can be attributed only to the appearance of the gradient of a scalar potential:

£ , = -d A /d t  -  (V*>)al (a)
e2 = -dA /d t -  (V*)0j

The obligatory condition
= (V^)al/, + (V*>)a2/2 = 0 (b)

leads us to conclude that
<y*)a2 = -<v*)al/,//2 w

At /j = /2, we have

(V*)« 2 = (d)
Given this condition, from Eqs. (a) we obtain the component due to the scalar potential gra
dient

~(V*)a = -(V * )a2 = (E2 -  £ ,)/2  = 2.12mV/cm 
2. The physical explanation of the result is very simple. In the junction region where the cur

rent flows from copper into lead (at ax > a2) the distribution of positive charges takes place, and 
in the junction region where the current flows from lead into copper, the distribution of 
negative charges occurs, as schematically shown in Fig. 2.11. These charges, acting by 
Coulomb’s law, produce the field in lead that is in the direction of the component -  dA /dt, and 
so the field grows. In copper, the same charges produce the field in the opposite direction to the 
component -  dA/dt and hence the field in copper weakens.

What will the voltmeter read? This question often arises if the voltmeter connec
ting wires lie in the region of a changing vector potential ( -  dA/dt *  0), i.e. if an in
duced electric field exists in the wires.

Imagine for more clarity that the voltmeter at hand is an electrostatic device and 
shows the potential difference between its electrodes (as the thermometer shows its
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own temperature), regardless of whether or not this potential difference conforms to 
that between the points to which the voltmeter is connected. Proceeding from the 
above, it is easy to provide the answer to the question raised after working through 
the following example.

Example 2.5. Two voltmeters V{ and V2 (Fig. 2.12) measure potential difference under the 
conditions given in Example 2.4.

The points of connection of the voltmeters to the ring, m and /i, are diametrically opposite 
and coincide with the points of junction between the lead and copper wires. Assume that the 
vector B goes into the plane of the page and dB/dt < 0; this is consistent with the direction of 
-d A /d t  = Ea shown in the figure (this component is in the positive direction of A  =  A a at 
B  = Bz > 0 since B A Jd t < 0)1.

Problem 1. What value will each voltmeter show? 2. How can we explain the difference, if 
any, in the readings of the two voltmeters?

The electrostatic voltmeter of a slightly elaborate design can also indicate the sign of poten
tial difference at its terminals. Keeping this in mind, we have to give the answer with due regard 
for the sign and thus assume that

Ul = “  *b' U2 ~  * c -  *d

These conditions correspond to the “ plus” sign marked near one of the terminals of each 
voltmeter; this sign denotes that the deflection on the voltmeter is positive when the potential at 
the “ plus” terminal is higher than that at the other terminal.

Solution. 1. Evaluating the integral around the closed path, a, b, /, m, Pb, nt O, a (see Fig. 
2.12), we obtain

$Edl = <pa -  <pb -  E2 ■ *r = 0 
where E2 is the field strength in lead.

1 Check that the E direction is in agreement with Lenz’ law: a change in magnetic flux 
causes an emf that tends to induce a current opposing the change in flux.
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This result is obvious because the connecting wires do not carry current and hence E  = 0 in 
the regions bl> Im, nO, and Oa. The reason why the complete integral is equal to zero is that the 
varying magnetic flux does not link the loop.

It is known from the solution of the problem stated in Example 2.4that£'2 = 4.61 mV/cm at 
r  = 2 cm. Therefore the solution sought is

u \ = ~ *b = E2 • = 29.0 mV
To determine the readings of the second voltmeter, we integrate around the loop, c, d, /, m , 

Cu, n, O, c:
§Ed\ = <pc — <pd + E l • nr = 0 

whence, knowing the solution to the problem formulated in Example 2.4, we get

U2 = * c -  *d= ~ E\ ‘ *r = - 2*4mV
where E. is the field strength in copper.

2. The difference in the readings of two voltmeters is easy to find by extending the integral of 
E along the external loop, a, b, /, d, c, O, a:

$Edl = (<pa -  <pb) -  (<PC -  *Pd) =  U\ ~  u i  

This integral, however, is nonzero because the loop under examination is linked by the vary
ing flux; in tracing around the loop counterclockwise, the flux flowing into the page should be 
considered positive. Hence,

$Edl = Ux -  U2 = -(d/dtXBicr>) = <f
From the above calculations (see Example 2.4), S’ — 31.4 mV, which fully agrees with the 

found difference between the readings of the voltmeters.
It is quite possible to formulate these problems in a variety of ways and work them 

by the method presented here. Where moving bodies are involved, substantial dif
ficulties arise in calculations.

Chapter 3 ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN
POLARIZABLE BODIES AND CONDUCTORS. 
STATIC AND QUASISTATIC CONDITIONS

3.1. Stationary (Quasistatic) Field 
in the Presence o f Polarized Bodies

Electric polarization vector. The electric field of an uncharged body may be different 
from zero if the body contains pairwise bound charges ± q  that produce, on the 
average, a non-zero electric moment

Etfl=  Ip=*0at£<7 = 0
Conducting bodies immersed in an external electric field also exhibit an electric 

moment. Fig. 3.1 shows the resultant field after a conducting body has been placed
into an external uniform electric field. The electric field exerts force on charges 
capable of moving inside the conductor. They move in the field direction until the 
field inside the conductor cancels. In static conditions, the electric field inside a con
ductor is equal to zero as are the volume charge and dipole moments.
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It is different with dielectrics. Under static or almost static conditions, these 
materials can have an electric field, space charge, and also bound charges exhibiting a 
dipole moment. Neutral molecules of a substance contain pairwise bound charges. 
The sum of charges is equal to zero, but the mean positions of charges may not be 
coincident, with the result that neutral molecules can possess an electric moment. 
Such molecules become dipoles. If a substance shows an ordered orientation of 
dipoles, the substance is said to be polarized.

A measure of intensity of electric polarization is the total dipole moment per unit 
volume (the density of dipole moments):

P =  lim (i;p /F ) = < p > =  <q\> (3 .1)
v—0

Here, the summation sign covers all the dipoles in volume K, and the symbol 
< y  denotes averaging related to a unit volume.

The vector P is the intensity of polarization, or just polarization.
Figure 3.2a illustrates randomly oriented dipole molecules, and so P  = 0. In 

Fig. 3.2b are shown the same molecules exhibiting, in the average, an ordered com
ponent of moment P in the E field direction.

Dipoles have an electric field. A polarized substance exhibits an electric moment. 
For a volume element dv , this moment may be expressed in terms of polarization:

dp = P dV  (3.2)
Since the electic field of dipoles is nonzero and defined by (1.24) and (1.25) in 

terms of the dipole moment, the field of a polarized substance must also be nonzero; 
the potential of this field can be determined from (1.24) by summing up the effect of 
all elementary dipole moments, PdV. The sought-for potential is thus the integral

n>p = j(Pe*/4 ■KejfydV (3.3)

extended over the entire volume where P *  0.
The density of bound changes in a polarized medium. A simple analysis of the in

tegrand in (3.3) gives significant results. From the vector analysis (see Appendix A5) 
it follows that

eR/R 2 = V(1 /R ) (3.4)
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if the vector R is drawn from the variable source point (x, y , z) to the fixed observa
tion point ( x y z ' ) ,

R  = V(x '  -  x)2 +  ( y '  -  y)2 +  ( z '  -  z)2
and the differentiation (expressed in terms of the operator V) is performed with 
respect to the coordinates of the source point (x, y, z). If we were to differentiate with 
respect to the observation point coordinates (x ' , y ' , z ' ) ,  the result would be of the 
opposite sign.

Taking into account (3.4), we can express the integrand in (3.3) in the form

P eR/R 2 = PV(1/R) (3.5)

But by the rule of differentiation of products, as applied to P and 1/R,

V[P(1//?)] = (1/R)VP + PV(1/R) (3.6)

and, hence,
PeR/R 2 = PV(1/R) = V(P/R) -  (VP)//? (3.7)

Substituting this result in (3.3), we see that
<PP = |  (Pe^/4*e ^ d V  =  j ( — div P/4ire^l)dV  (3.8)

The last integral should be extended over the entire volume occupied by the polariz
ed medium. In the final expression, we discard the integral of the first term on the 
right of (3.7) as being equal to zero. Indeed, applying the Ostrogradsky-Gauss 
theorem to this integral gives

jd iv (P //J )JK =  <j>(P//ty/S (3.9)

The integral must be extended over the entire volume of the polarized medium or 
even over a larger volume, which is permissible from the statement of the problem 
proper: the inclusion of extra volume elements into the integral of (3.8) adds nothing 
but zero. But extending the integration beyond the boundaries of the region, P *  0, 
reduces the integrals of (3.9) to zero because the closed surface S lies in the region 
where P = 0.

Comparing expression (3.8)
<PP = j ( —div PM t EqRW V  

with the earlier deduced expression (1.21a)

ip = ^{p/AreJl)dV  (3.10)

allows us to assume that for polarized bodies, the electric field is due only to an un
balanced charge caused by nonuniform polarization; the density of this charge is 
then

pp = —div P (3.11)

This quantity is called the density of a bound charge, pb. The validity of the above 
assumption is clearly evident from simple examples.

In a uniformly polarized medium, positive and negative charges of dipoles over the
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entire bulk of the substance mutually cancel out (Fig. 3.3); the uncompensated 
charges are seen to lie only at the boundary of the polarized substance, so that the 
volume density of bound charges is equal to zero. In this case, only the surface densi
ty of bound charges is evident:

h  = =  Pn (3-12>

But a nonuniformly polarized substance can have volume bound charges as well as 
surface bound charges. If, for example, polarization varies linearly

P  = Px = a +  bx

a negative volume charge pb appears in the space. Indeed, we may visualize the rise in 
polarization as the growth of the number of dipoles in a unit volume. In this case, the 
number of negative charges in the entire region where P ±  0 is greater than the 
number of positive charges (Fig. 3.4).

The use of the Ostrogradsky-Gauss theorem and the operation div presupposes 
that the vector P being differentiated is continuous. To satisfy the condition of con
tinuity at the boundaries too, we can assume that near the real boundary of a dielec
tric the vector P changes but gradually in a thin boundary layer.

-q

P -0
Fig. 3.4
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If the vector becomes discontinuous at, say, the interface of two media, we can 
pass to the so-called surface divergence that defines the surface density of a charge 
due to polarization,

i p = -EKvP = -(P 2 -  P,)e„ = Pu -  P * (3.13)
where P } and P2 are the intensities of polarization on both sides of the discontinuity 
surface.
♦ The density of surface charges, like that of point charges (see Example 2.2), should 
also be allowed for when performing integration by use of (1.21b).

Electric flux density (electric displacement). As mentioned above, the electric field 
of a polarized medium may be regarded as a field of bound charges whose density

Pp = -d iv  P and = - D i v P

It is only the existence of these charges that distinguishes the fields in the presence 
of polarized media. Therefore, all the field equations valid for vacuum hold well if 
they take into account bound charges along with free charges.

The above statement leads us to introduce an additional term for space charges in
to the right side of Gauss’ theorem:

div = p + pp (3.14)

Expressing the bound charge density as the divergence of polarization, we find that
div CqE =  p -  divP (3.15)

Assuming the divergence operation to be linear, we arrive at a new statement of 
Gauss’ theorem

div^oE + P) = p (3 .16)

What distinguishes this statement is that on the right of the equality there is only 
the volume density of an electric charge in the common sense of the word (free 
charge), the effect of the polarized medium being taken account of by the summand 
P under the sign of divergence.

The sum of vectors, the divergence of which is equal to the density of a free charge, 
is known as the vector of electric flux density, or the vector of electric displacement 
density l :

D = e0E +  P (3.17)

Introducing this vector, we obtain field equations
divD = p

$D dS = |  p d V  = Q (318)

They contain in explicit form only the free charge Q and the volume density of the

*The term displacement arises from the former conception which comes to the following: an 
electric field causes two similar processes: displacement of electricity in vacuum (eQE) and in a 
substance (P).
4—5475
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free charge, p, if we can disregard point and surface charges [see (1.21b) and Exam
ple 2.2)].

Polarization and electric susceptibility. Field theory most often deals with electric 
polarization in dielectrics and poor conductors that occurs under the action of an 
electric field: forces + qE and - qE  disturb the mean position of pairwise bound 
charges (+  q and -  q) in molecules. The field displaces positive and negative charges 
in opposite directions and thus gives rise to polarization expressed as the mean elec
tric moment per unit volume.

In molecules which have no moment in the absence of a field (nonpolar 
molecules), moments may appear in the direction parallel to the applied field E as a 
result of displacement of the mean position of orbital electrons. If molecules exhibit 
moments in the absence of a field (polar molecules), but have the mean moment 
equal to zero because of random orientation, the applied field tends to orient the 
moments of molecules in the field direction.

In both cases polarization depends on the field applied. But it is easy to see that the 
intensity of polarization of polar and nonpolar molecules must depend differently on 
such physical factors as temperature, electric field frequency, etc.

Really, thermal motion must favor random orientation of polar molecules; as the 
temperature rises (while the electric field remains the same) the substance polariza
tion due to polar molecules must decrease. On the contrary, the polarization of non
polar molecules must be independent of temperature.

Polar molecules subjected to an electric field take a certain time to align in the field 
direction. Therefore, the polarizability of a substance containing polar molecules 
may markedly decrease with an increased frequency of the applied field (see Sec. 3.2). 
Last, polar molecules may come to “ saturation” : in a certain sufficiently strong 
field, but of course not too high to bring the dielectric to rupture, almost all the 
dipoles of molecules may be found to be aligned along the field and a further rise in 
field strength does not lead to any noticeable increase in the degree of polarization.

The polarization of a substance having nonpolar molecules does not depend on 
frequency over a very wide frequency range and is proportional to the field strength 
until the dielectric breaks down. The field strength at which the dielectric ruptures is 
known as breakdown strength.

In the simplest case, polarization is proportional to a field strength (Fig. 3.5a):
P = e0keE (3.19)

where ke is a proportionality factor called electric susceptibility.
In the centimeter-gram-second (CGS) system, the electric susceptibility is the fac

tor x entering the expression
4ttP = 4*xE = keE (3.19a)

The factor x is related to k e, adopted in the SI system, by the equality 4xx = ke. All 
the tables of physical parameters generally give the factor x.

Expression (3.19), like all the text of this section, relates to steady-state conditions. 
The P -E relation under transient conditions and in ac fields is discussed in Secs. 3.2, 
5.5, and 5.6.
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Polarization is not always proportional to field strength; it may vary nonlinearly 
with E  (Fig. 3.5£) and even in a hysteretic manner (Fig. 3.5c). The dielectric 
materials which exhibit a hysteresis loop are known as ferroelectrics, or ferroelectric 
materials. An example is the Rochelle salt (potassium sodium tartrate) whose P-E 
relation resembles the magnetic characteristic of ferromagnets, or ferromagnetic 
materials. It is important to note that polarization in ferroelectrics may exist even in 
the absence of an E  field (P *  0 at E  = 0).

For ordinary solid and liquid dielectrics, the susceptibility lies in the order of a few 
units: for transformer oil, ke -  1, and for porcelain, ke = 4. In ferroelectrics, ke 
depends on field strength and may range into the hundreds and even thousands. For 
air and most of the gases, k e is by far lower than unity and may be taken to equal zero 
in practical calculations.

In anisotropic substances (crystals and dielectrics with an ordered structure), the 
susceptibility is a function of the field direction. In an anisotropic medium, 
therefore, the vectors P and E may not be in the same direction; for such a medium 
the susceptibility is expressed in terms of a tensor.

Of great importance is the fact that an electric field is not the only source of 
polarization of a dielectric. Electrical engineering widely uses the effect of polariza
tion occurring in some crystals when subjected to a mechanical stress. A well known 
example is a crystal (piezoelectric) phonograph pickup: as the stylus moves along the 
plate, it causes vibrations and thus a change in the compression of a small crystal 
piece. The compression gives rise to an electric polarization; in the final analysis, a 
varying electric field due to polarization exerts the desired effect on an electron tube 
or transistor. Piezoelectric crystals (quartz) are also suitable for measuring the 
pressure of impacts, blasts, etc.

In turn, the polarization caused by an electric field results in mechanical deforma
tion of a crystal (the electrostrictive effect). Electrostriction underlies the operation 
of quartz resonators intended to control frequency, for example.

Dielectric permittivity. Proceeding from the general statement of electric displace-

4*
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ment and the assumption that P is proportional to E, we can readily pass to the 
eauality

D = e0E + P  = e0(l + k e)E  = eQeE  (3.20)

where e = 1 + ke is the dielectric constant, or relative permittivity.
In the above equality, the first part, D = e0E + P, is always valid, whereas the 

second part is true only if P is in proportion to E. Thus, there is no sense in defining e 
when polarization arises from a mechanical stress.

In the SI system, in use is the product eQe called the absolute capacitivity, or ab
solute dielectric constant:

ea = *oe
Substituting D given by (3.20) into Gauss’ theorem (3.18) yields

$D dS  = f  ee0 EdS = \pdV  = Q (3.21)

If a point charge q lies in an unbounded medium of permittivity e, its field strength
is

E  = Er = q/AtteEqR  2 (3.22)

as is readily apparent from the considerations of symmetry. Thus, the factor e ap
pears in the denominator of Coulomb’s law.

Field vectors at the interface between two media. Boundary conditions *. The sur
face density of a free charge, { , o n a  conductor adjacent to a dielectric and the nor
mal component of a field strength, En, on its surface (Fig. 3.6) in the static case are 
related to each other by the equation

f =  D n (3.23)

where the normal points to a dielectric and D = ee0E for a linear dielectric.

The above statement directly follows from Gauss’ theorem (3.21) applied to a clos
ed surface covering the boundary between a conductor (where E  = 0) and a dielec
tric (see Fig. 3.6).

Indeed, let the surface be a rectangular parallelepiped with bases dS  parallel to the 
conductor-dielectric interface and the parallelepiped height be negligible. In this case

1 All the text here is set forth on the assumption that no moving bodies are present. This fact 
should be given due consideration in discussing boundary conditions whose formulation is 
sometimes different for moving boundaries even at low (prerelativistic) speeds.
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the outward flux through the surface of the parallelepiped is equal to the flux leaving 
its upper face:

d ¥  = IWS = ee0EndS

because the field does not exist inside the conductor in statics. The charge enclosed 
within the surface is equal to the surface charge density £ on the conductor times the 
conductor area dS within the parallelepiped:

dQ = HdS

Formula (3.23) directly follows from the comparison of the last two equations.
Consider now the interface of two dielectrics. The general principle underlying 

Lorentz’ field theory for dielectrics states that, taking into consideration both free 
and bound charges, we can express all field laws in terms of field strength vectors, the 
permittivity of a medium being ignored and displacement vectors disregarded. The 
total surface charge at the interface between two media (Fig. 3.7a) is then given by

^ + ^p = £0(E2n- E l„) (3.24)

But according to (3.13) the surface charge density due to polarization (Fig. 3.7b) is

i p - p in - P * ,  (3-25)
Comparing the last two equalities gives the free surface charge (Fig. 3.7c)

f = *0*2* + p 2 n - <*0*1 * + *1*) = * 2 « -  Dm (3-26)
In the absence of a free surface charge, £ = 0, the normal components of D do not

undergo discontinuity, and the boundary condition takes the form

fi2^2n = B\E \n 0r n = D \n (3.27)
The normal component of E  can be discontinuous across the interface. On the 

contrary, the tangential component of an electric field is continuous across the boun
dary between two media:

= E u (3.28)

The latter condition is obtained by applying Maxwell’s second equation to a small 
rectangular loop (Fig. 3.8) whose both sides A/ are parallel to the interface and lie in
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different media, the other two sides dn of the loop being negligible as compared to a 
value of A/. The integral of the field strength along the loop, assuming the field sta
tionary, is then

$ Erfl = -  E u) M  = 0 (3.29)

Hence, E% -  E u = 0.
Note also that the tangential component is a vector “ normal to the normal” , and 

can have two components in the plane tangent to the interface. In this case it is safe to 
assume that (3.28) is applicable to any of the two components. Expression (3.28) then 
also holds for vectors E lr = E^.

In the presence of a varying magnetic field, the right part of the integral in (3.29) is 
equal to -d4>/ dt = — ( dBn/  dt)Aldn . Hence,

E21 ~ E u = - (  dBr,/ dt)dn  — 0

at any finite value of dBn/ dt. Here B^ is the magnetic flux density component normal 
to the plane of a loop with sides AI and dn.

Equalities (3.27) and (3.28) lead us to conclude that in isotropic media the field 
vectors and E2 and the normal e„ going from medium 1 into medium 2 form angles
/3j and (Fig. 3.9), for which

tan/3j/tan02 = i P u ^ \ n ^ ^ 2t ^ 2n) = ^ 2n ^ \ n  = ei ^ e2 (3.30) 

if there is no free surface charge at the interface.

The effect of conductivity on the field in a dielectric. Practical dielectrics always 
display conduction to a certain degree. If the conductivity of a medium is not too 
high to screen the effects observed in polarization, the medium is said to be an im
perfect dielectric, or poor conductor; otherwise, the medium is said to be a conduc
tor. Conduction heavily affects the field distribution. But in a dc field under steady- 
state conditions, the conductivity of a medium does not play any role — the field is 
definable as a field in a conductor (conducting medium). For many dielectrics, 
however, such steady-state conditions set in a few hours after applying a dc field.
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3.2. A Dielectric in a Time-Varying Field

Polarization current and displacement current. A change in polarization leads to a 
motion of charges. Indeed, as follows from the definition of polarization,

P = <q\>

A change in the moment of dipoles, q\, can always be represented as a change in 
distance I between charges ± q  which remain invariable. In this case

dP/ dt = <qd  1/ dt>  = < qy>  (3.31)

where, as earlier, the symbol < > denotes averaging over the volume referred to a 
unit volume.

The right side of (3.31) expresses the mean velocity of bound charges (referred to a 
unit volume), i.e. the density of current due to the motion of bound charges with 
changes in polarization; it is called the density o f  polarization current:

3p = dP/ dt (3.32)

We can conclude from the above that the right side of Maxwell’s first equation 
must contain a displacement current in vacuum (the term is quite conditional and 
anachronistic) along with the density of current due to transport of free charges, J, 
and polarization current density:

curlH = J -I- dP/ dt + eQdE/ dt (3.33a)

Using the vector D, we can convert (3.33a) to an expression of the form
curlH = J -I- dD/ dt = J t (3.33b)

where the right side expresses, as before, the total current density that also includes 
the density of polarization current. The term dD/ dt is called the density o f  displace
ment current.

Applying (3.33) to harmonic (periodic) phenomena, we can replace all the quan
tities by complex counterparts, and the derivatives d / dt by the factor jw , as done in 
(2.8) and (2.9). The two summands of the displacement current density, dP/ dt and 
e0dE/ dt, are given different interpretations. The first results from changes in the 
state of a substance and constitutes the flow of charges, though they are just bound 
charges. The second reflects only one of the properties of an electromagnetic field 
itself, i.e. a time-varying electric field that is the curl of a magnetic field and can be 
accompanied by a magnetic field.

Polarization delay. Where polarization of a medium is due to the displacement of 
electron orbits (nonpolar molecules), the dipole moment builds up practically at an 
instant, i.e. immediately after the application of an electric field. In the case of polar 
molecules, however, the polarization occurs as a result of rotation of the molecules, 
and so the mean dipole moment sets in with a certain delay, which varies with the 
types of dielectric.

It is natural that the permittivity of dielectrics decreases with increasing frequen
cies because of a delay in polarization. Thus in most high-permittivity magneto- 
dielectrics the value of e rapidly decreases with a rise in frequencies and does not ex
ceed 12 in the superhigh frequency (SHF) band ( /  *  109 to 1010 Hz).
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Dielectrics with a higher permittivity generally exhibit a greater lag in polarization, 
though there are some exceptions. For example, the permittivity of rutile keeps high, 
over 100, even in the SHF band.

In the simplest case, the delay in polarization of a linear medium is described by the 
equation 1 in differential form

P  + rdP/ dt = e0k eE  (3.34)

From this equation it is apparent at once that here as before the factor ke deter
mines the polarization under the steady-state conditions and in a stationary field 
( dP/dt = 0). But at dP/ dt > 0, i.e. with the polarization process gathering way, 
P  is lower than its steady-state value:

P  = e0k eE  -  rdP/ dt = eQk e(E -  adP/ dt) (3.35)

The expression within parentheses may be regarded as a field weakened by friction, 
adP/ dt, or as an effective (actual) field.

The equations similar to that given above are often met in physics.
It is useful to compare such an equation as (3.34) and the equation for a series RC  

circuit:
uc  + Tduc /dt = u

where r = RC  is the time constant.
Of interest is also the comparison of (3.34) and the classical equation of mechanics

x  + rdx/d t = k f  (3.36)

which describes elastic deformation, for example, tension of a spring in the presence 
of friction proportional to the rate of motion. This friction is called viscous or newto- 
nian. The effect of inertial forces proportional to acceleration, dx2/d t2, is not taken 
into account here. These forces may be regarded to be included into the right side of 
the equation.

Equation (3.35) is quite easy to solve. For example, under zero initial conditions 
and with the step-like changes in E  = EQ • 1 (/),

P = e0keE0( l - e - ' /T) (3.37)

For steady-state periodically varying conditions, it is convenient to represent in 
complex form both equation (3.35)

P  + Tju P  = E0k e E  (3.38)

and its solution
P = £0[ke/( l  + y o ) r ) ] i  (3.39)

For the case under study, the electric flux density in complex notation is obviously 
given by

D = e0 E  + P  = e0[(l + ke + ycor)/( 1 + ycor)] E  (3.40)

1 In words, this equation states that the rate of change of polarization, dV/ dt, is propor
tional to the difference between the steady-state polarization Pw = and the polarization
P  actually established at a given moment.
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and at cor < ke > 1, the electric flux density is expressed by the approximate equa
tion of the form

Z> = £0IO + k e) / ( l+ ju r ) ] E  (3.41)

But at high values of cor and, in particular, at cot — oo, it is only the full expression 
(3.40) that gives a physically correct result:

D ^ e 0 E  (3.42)

Complex representation of susceptibility and permittivity. Leaving the statements 
of susceptibility and permittivity for ac fields intact, we must represent these factors 
in complex form, as is clear, for example, from the latter equations. If there is a need 
to stress the complex nature of these factors, a bar is drawn under the respective sym
bols:

e_ = E ' - j e " \  k = k ' - j k "  (3.43)

where the prime and the double prime denote respectively the real and the imaginary 
part of complex quantities.

Assuming P  = eQk E , we find that for (3.39)
k_ = k '  -  j k "  = ke/[ \  + (aw)2] -  j{k ew /[ \  + (aw)2]) (3.44)

where ke = £(0) = Ar(0) is the susceptibijity at o> = 0.
In a similar manner, setting D  = e0ê  E, we find that for (3.40)

e_ = e- - j e ” = [e(0) + (ow)2]/[l + (ow)2]
-  7([e(0) -  l]ow/[l + (ow)2]} ‘ '

where e(0) = 1 + k e is the permittivity at co — 0.
As seen from the derived expressions, both susceptibility and permittivity may de

pend on frequency.
The frequency response of susceptibility may be rather complex in character. But 

in most cases the frequency response reduces precisely to the dependence specified by 
(3.44). The factor r is the time constant, or relaxation time. The term relaxation 
refers to all differential equations given above and also to their solutions including 
the frequency characteristic.

The hodograph, i.e. the locus of quantity k_( ya>) in the complex plane, is a circle 
diagram. Whatever the frequency dependence e_(j<o), the relation between E'(jw ) 
and E"(jco) is quite definite if the dielectric remains linear. This relation is seen from 
the Kramers-Kronig permittivity dispersion expressions:

e (c*>j) =  2/*■ jo (o>e"(c*>)/[g>2 — co2]}d w  -|- e '(oo)

^''(ajj) = — (2 /tt)o)1 j [e '(o))/[(j)2 — (j3 \̂}do)

where is the frequency at which it is necessary to define permittivity.
Thus, the real part of e_ cannot be constant if the imaginary part is different from 

zero: e ' is constant only if e"  = 0 .  Notice that the dependences in question are 
similar to the frequency characteristics for two-terminal networks. Where the ex
perimental results do not follow the Kramers-Kronig relationships, it can be stated
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with confidence that these results are in error if, of course, the measurements are 
made on linear dielectrics.

In many dielectrics, the frequency characteristic contains not one but two time 
constants r { and r2, or even more.

Reactive and active components of displacement current. In the absence of 
polarization delay, the displacement current leads the field strength in phase by ex
actly 7t/2:

j  = yo>e0e E  (3.46)

The displacement current is in quadrature with the field strength and hence can be 
called reactive. This is only the case if there is no delay in the processes of polariza
tion. But if the polarization cannot keep up with changes in the field, the displace
ment current leads the field strength by less than x /2, which points to the appearance 
of an active displacement current component that is in phase with the field strength. 
The active component adds to the density of conduction current.

The complex permittivity then has a negative imaginary part. Indeed, if the permit
tivity is e_ = e ' -  y e ' ' ,  the displacement current density takes the form

J  = jo)€QE_E = ( J ojSqE + ojeq€ )E  (3.47)

The addend in the parantheses expresses the displacement current component

yfl = we0e " £ ’ (3.48)

which is in phase with the field strength and can be called active. Its appearance is at
tributed to power dissipation in accordance with Joule’s law

P0 = JaE  = M 0e " E 2 (3.49)

The ratio e "  / e ' is often called the dissipation factor, or loss tangent
tan 5 = e ' ' / e '  (3.50)

By formulas (3.49) and (3.50),

P0 = o)£0e E 2 tan6 (3.51)

At low values of tan 6, one can assume to a sufficient degree of accuracy that 
£ = I £_ I 35 e ' (the error is less than 1 % at tan 6 below 0.1). Instead of £ , we then 
may simply write £ and, hence,

P0 = we0eE 2 tan6 (3.52)

This formula is applicable to good dielectrics in which tan 6 comes to hundredths, 
thousandths, and even ten thousandths of unity.

Dielectric loss. The power PQ is dissipated in a dielectric even if it does not display 
conduction. It is called power loss. In accordance with (3.35), this power may be in
terpreted as the loss due to friction with changes in polarization. The dielectric loss 
results in heating of a dielectric, which is commonly undesirable (in capacitors, 
cables, insulators). But high-frequency heating of dielectrics finds practical applica
tions, for example, in the manufacture of plastics, for rubber heating, in food in
dustry, in glassmaking, etc.
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Imperfect dielectrics and poor conductors. All dielectrics are imperfect insulators 
to a greater or lesser degree. They have a finite, though very low, conductivity 
(a *  0). In an alternating field, therefore [see Eqs. (3.33) and (2.9)], the total current 
is a sum of the conduction current, J  = oE, and displacement current. For a steadily 
varying field, Maxwell’s first equation in complex form is then given by

curlH = (<7 + ya>e0eJ  E = [a + ywe0(e' - y V ' ) ]  E (3.53a)

or
curlH = [a + c*>e0£ '' +./cij£0£ ']E  (3.53b)

In the latter equality, the complex permittivity is presented in terms of the real 
part, s ' , and imaginary part, e " , as given by (3.43). The equation contains only a 
real quantity a, which is always true up to very high radio frequencies.

The electric properties of a substance subjected to an ac field of a given frequency 
are described by all the terms inside the brackets of (3.53). The imaginary part of per
mittivity, e ' ' ,  is responsible for the current component in phase with the conduction 
current. Therefore, it is practically impossible to distinguish a from ue0s ' '  by the 
results of an experiment conducted in an ac field of constant frequency.

Equivalent conductivity and equivalent permittivity. The complete multiplier at E 
on the right side of Maxwell’s first equation, i.e. all the terms in the brackets of 
(3.53), can be expressed as one complex factor by introducing an equivalent complex 
quantity a eQ for a conducting medium:

curlH = o_eq E (3.54)

or by introducing an equivalent complex permittivity for a dielectric medium:
curlH =jw£0e fQE (3.55)

Comparing (3.53) with (3.54) and (3.55), we can readily find that

and that
<Leg = a l + j ° 2 -  a + +y'wE0e (3.56)

Leg = £1 - j e 2 = e ’ - j ( £"  +  <r/£0«) (3.57)
The equivalent imaginary part of permittivity contains here a component propor

tional to conductivity:
e2 = e ”  ■+■ o/EqO) (3.58)

With a decrease in frequency (w — 0), the equivalent imaginary part of permittivi
ty infinitely grows.

It is apparent from the two latter equations that the total loss tangent for a medium 
exhibiting E_eg is

tan$e9 = e2/£j = [a + e0we"J/(e0s'u>) (3.59)
The total power loss may then be expressed as

PQ = a)Eqe2E 2 = <o£0£, tan6eqE 2 (3.60)

Boundary conditions at the interface between two imperfect dielectrics. The condi
tion for the normal components of an electric field strength becomes more com-
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Is it a conductor or dielectric? As seen from (3.56), the equivalent complex quanti
ty o_eq is frequency dependent. The same is true for E_eq given by (3.57).

If we assume e "  = 0  and e' = constant (or even e "  = constant =£ 0 and 
e' = constant over a certain frequency range), it will be apparent that the reactive 
component of a_eq grows with frequency. This means that displacement currents rise 
in magnitude as compared to conduction currents. At low frequencies, a medium 
may sometimes be regarded as a conductor:

a + co£q£ "  > <j)E0e ' (3.67)

and at high frequencies, it may be regarded as a dielectric if
o)€0e' > a + oje0e "  = o>£0£2 (3.68)

In electrical engineering and primarily in high-voltage applications, it is sometimes 
important to know the field distribution throughout the insulation. As seen from 
(3.56), the dielectric properties of insulation do not play any role in the distribution 
of field at frequencies approaching zero since in this case o_ eq «  a: it is only the con
ductivity that determines the dc field distribution. At high frequencies, however, the 
field distribution throughout the insulation can depend on its dielectric properties 
(see Example 3.1).

The permittivity of many media is frequency dependent, i.e. e "  = e' '(cj) and 
e ' = e ' (o>). The effects observed in this case show up as follows. In a low-frequency 
field, such materials as glass and vanish-impregnated paper behave as perfect dielec
trics showing very low a and rather small tan6. But as the frequency rises, e ' drops 
sharply, e ' '  and hence tan 6 begin to grow, and so these materials cease to function as 
insulators and heat up heavily in strong fields. The ionosphere enveloping the Earth 
proves a good conductor and does not let pass through itself both low-frequency and 
very high-frequency radio waves. That is why only definite frequency bands are 
.suitable for communication with space vehicles and for radio astronomic observa
tions.
/ Frequency characteristics and transient processes. The extent of information given 
by the frequency response of a linear circuit is well known. The characteristic 
E_eq( or — eq( gives same amount of information useful for field calcula
tions.

In the calculation of sinusoidally varying (ac) fields, account is taken of £_eqox o_eq 
at specified frequencies. The things are different with aperiodic disturbances. In
deed, an aperiodic disturbance contains a spectrum of frequencies, and the 
frequency-dependent parameters of a medium respond differently to different fre
quencies.

In the calculation of a transient process, it is very convenient to use the operator 
form of the equivalent parameters of a medium, replacingy w by p  in expressions for 
E_eq or q_ eq. The operator expressions for equivalent permittivity and conductivity 
then become:

£ eq(p) = E(P) + °/pe0 (3 69)
° e q W  = a + P W (p )

These formulas are written on the assumption that the conductivity a does not de
pend on frequency, while the permittivity is frequency dependent; it should be noted
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that the permittivity in question is precisely = e' -  j e ' '  and not only the 
equivalent permittivity. In this case, the permittivity is given in operator form, e( p). 
For the relaxation-type frequency dependence (3.45), the permeability in operator 
form is then

e (p ) = le (0 )+ pr]/(\ + p T) (3.70)

It should be remembered for sure that we can pass to operator notation only if we 
proceed from the full function of the complex argument j oj by substituting p  for jw . 
That is why there cannot be expressions in operator form for e ' or e "  numerically 
specified for any frequency or frequency range. As a matter of fact, an external in
fluence must be expressed in operator form too. The solution assumes the simplest 
form under zero initial conditions. The easiest way for the solution in the nonzero in
itial conditions is to apply the superposition principle.

Frequency response is of large importance not only for the calculation of a field in 
a given medium, but also for the study of the physicochemical properties and struc
ture of substances.

Capacitor in an electric circuit that shows a given change in polarization. Consider 
a parallel-plate capacitor connected to an external circuit (Fig. 3.11). For simplicity 
of calculations, we regard the external circuit as an ordinary resistor R. The general 
methods of calculation of transients enable us to perform further generalizations 
quite easily, assuming the capacitor to be connected across the impedance Z(p) in 
operator form.

Let us place between the capacitor plates a strip whose polarization changes in
stantly to P 0 and remains constant. It may be assumed that the polarization arises 
from a mechanical pressure instantly applied to the strip.

The strip and plates have the same area, S. The strip thickness is a and the air gap 
between one of the plates and the strip is b. Determine the voltage across the 
capacitor, u ^ t) .

The capacitor stays uncharged at t < 0 (uc  = 0, P  = 0). This initial condition is 
sufficient if the capacitor is connected to a resistor1.

Fig. 3.11

| e.

lp I'

1 See the theorem for an induced charge, given in Sec. 4.8, and, in 
ample 4.5.

particular, Ex-
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plicated here because there is a need for considering both complex permittivity and 
complex quantity a_eq.

From Maxwell’s first equation,
curl H = jo x 0e_eqE

it is obvious that the vector ^  E is source-free since the divergence of any curl is 
identically equal to zero. Therefore, at the interface between two imperfect dielec
trics a and b

—eq, a^c n —eq, b^b, n (3.61)

Similarly,
-e q . a^a, n —eq, b^b, n (3.62)

since a differs from c_ only by the constant factor ju e Q.
For tangential components at the interface between two media, the condition 

derived earlier remains valid:
(3.63)E a ,t  =  E b, '

Expressions (3.61) through (3.63) are suitable for use in all the calculation and 
analysis methods developed for ideal dielectrics with the real part of permittivity.

As seen from expressions (3.61) and (3.63), the field strength Ea is generally out of 
phase with E b.

Free and bound charges expressed in complex form. When there is a possibility of 
deriving the conductivity a from the complex parameter of a medium, it is natural to 
determine a free charge using (2.29) written in complex notation:

divJ = div(aE) = -ywp (3.64)

Here p and J are the complex quantities of the volume density of a free charge density 
and the conduction current density.

The surface density of a free charge at the interface between two media is therefore 
written as \

J  =  Ja , n ~  K , n = °aE a, n ~  °bE b, n (3-65)
where the positive direction for the normal component of conduction current densi- 
ty, Ja n% corresponds to the flow of charges to the interface; the contrary is true for 
the normal component Jb n.

Substituting into (3.65) the expressions for oQ and ab from equalities

°-a =  a- e q , a - j « * & a  

°-b =  <Leq, b ~  J (j3E0eb

set up in accordance with (3.56) and taking into account (3.62), we find that Gauss’ 
theorem in complex form holds for imperfect dielectrics:

i  = e*(ehE h — e E  ) = D u -  D  (3.66)* 0K b b, n & a, n> b, n a, n v /

where the normal is in the direction from medium a to medium b .

Example 3.1. In a parallel-plate capacitor with two-layer insulation (Fig. 3.10), eg = 7 in 
layer a = 0.05 cm and eb = 2 in layer b = 0.20 cm. The conductivity of both layers is the
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Fig. 3.10 <Pb *  -

I-
same, a = 1.5 x 10 10 S/cm. The capacitor is connected to a source of voltage U = 2.5 kV 
at a frequency: (A )/ = 50 Hz; (B )/ = 5 kHz; (C)/  = 0.

Problem: determine (1) the field strength in layers a and b and (2) free charge density £ at the 
dielectric-dielectric boundary.

Solution. 1. From Eqs. (3.61) and (1.9), namely, from
€ E  — e .E .— eq, a a — eq,b b

and (a)
aE  + bE. = Ua d

where
L a, b =£a,b + a/Ju£o (h)

we determine (in kV/cm):
(A )E a = 7.12 z  -  27°40; ^  = 1 0 .9 z4 °2 0 '

(B )£f l =3.33, Eh = 11.65 
In the latter (B) case, the field distribution practically coincides with the distribution when 

a *  0 and e_q = ea,e_b = eb ;(C )E a = Eb = 10 kV/cm a t « — 0.
2. Knowing EQ b and o, we determine from (3.65) the free charge density at the dielectric- 

dielectric boundary (in C/cm2): (A) f  =  (-1 .9 8  + y2.20)10” 9; (B) { =  j 3.97 x 10"11;
(C){ =  -4 .43  x 10- 9 atfa) -  0.

Check. It is interesting to verify the obtained results for the surface density of a free charge 
by use of formula (3.66), namely,

£  =  ^ b , n ~  A z ,  n -  e0 (£b^ b  ~  Ea K ^  ^

For (A), i.e. a t/  = 50 Hz, we get £ = (-1 .9 7  + y‘2.20)10“ 9 C/cm2, and for (B), i.e. at 
/  = 5 kHz,

L a  = ea + a /j (J>eo = 7 ”  /0-054 
L b ~  2 -  y‘0.054

One cannot simply delete small imaginary components here but must continue to perform 
algebraic transformations. However, it is first necessary to make sure that the difference be
tween the values of quantities, being very close in value but yet different from zero, is quite 
definite.

Using formulas (a) and (b), we can readily determine Ea and Eb in general form. 
Substituting these expressions into (c) gives

i  =  ea [ 0 /(b e_ B + « „ ) ] (« „  L a  -  ea L t )  (e)

In the denominator of (e) we may set e_a «  ea and e_b *  eb. However, such an approxima
tion is impermissible for the expression (£bL a ~ eaL b )• Substituting the equivalent complex 
permittivities defined in (d), we obtain

eb L a ~  £a—b =  ° ( Eb ~

Finally, from (e) we find that (  = y‘3.97 x 10” 11 C/cm2, which is in argeement with the 
result determined by use of (3.65).
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Set up the following equations for the system under examination:
uc =<pi ~<f>2 = iR  = E(p  + Elp  (3.71a)

and
D a =  *0Ea +  P 0 = D b = £( £ b = t  (3 .71b)

The electric flux density is the same both in air and in the strip because there is no free 
charge at the air-strip boundary; this flux density is equal to the surface charge densi
ty on the inside of plate. 1. The current in the circuit is equal to the rate of decrease of 
the charge on the upper plate:

/ = -  Sd^/dt (3.72)

which directly follows from the principle of conservation of charge. This current 
completes the circuit as a displacement current:

/ = -  SdDb/d t (3.73)

Since Db = £, both statements are identical.
Of much significance is to make a point of the fact that the formulation of all the 

above equations has certainly required choosing (arbitrarily) the positive directions 
of E , P 9 /, and uc . How the choice has been made is clear from Fig. 3.11 and Eqs. 
(3.71) to (3.73).

On eliminating all the unknowns, excepting £, we come to the differential equation
d t/d t  + [(a + b)/(£(f i m  = (a /e ^S )P 0 (3.74)

for which the initial value of £ is obvious: £(0) = 0.
Indeed, the capacitor was not charged preliminarily, and so a change in the charge 

at the finite value of current over a vanishingly small time interval is equal to zero. 
Solving the above equation, we have

Z = [a(a + b)]PQ( l - e ~ t/T) (3.75)

where r  = e0RS/(a  + b) = RC0, C0 is the capacitance of the capacitor in the 
absence of polarization.

Knowing £(0, it is an easy matter to determine the current, voltage, and also EQ 
and Eb.

It is of interest to note that the polarization and field strength within the polarized 
layer are in opposite directions, i.e. the field tends to depolarize the dielectric.

3.3. Stationary Magnetic Fields 
in Magnetized Media

Magnetic polarization — magnetization. As known long ago, it is not only moving 
charges that possess a magnetic field, but also magnetized bodies in which the flow of 
current in the common sense of the word is nonexistent. However, comparing the 
magnetic fields due to currents with those of magnetized bodies (permanent 
magnets), French physicist Amp&re suggested that the magnetization of bodies 
should stem from microscopic currents existent in the bodies and forming 
microscopic closed loops.
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With the ordered orientation of amperian currents, these form a magnetic moment 
which, on the average, is different from zero. It is this moment that accounts for the 
existence of a magnetic field despite the seeming absence of the ordered motion of 
charges and absence of the current flow through any cross section of a body. Such 
visualization of amperian currents is not always applicable, but then it is not at all 
necessary. What is only necessary to recognize as valid is that a moving charge and 
hence current exhibit a magnetic moment. Of great importance was a much later 
discovery that elementary particles possess a magnetic moment and angular momen
tum along with mass and charge. The former two vector quantities are known as 
spins. Apart from the four parameters mentioned above, quantum physics employs 
other quantities which play an important role in characterizing elementary particles. 
In determining the resultant macroscopic magnetization, it is of no significance to 
consider whether this magnetization results from the orientation of spins or orbital 
moments (i.e. the moments due to orbital motion of atomic electrons). On the con
trary, a change in the mechanical moment that accompanies a change in magnetiza
tion depends on the nature of carriers of a magnetic moment, and therefore the at
tendant mechanical effects are different.

Magnetization is the magnetic polarization of a substance defined as the volume 
density of a magnetic moment

M = lim d m /  V) (3.76)
v -o

where m is the magnetic dipole moment.
The right side of (3.76) requires averaging such as done in defining the vector of 

electric polarization, P.
From the definition itself it follows that the magnetic moment of an elemental 

volume dV  of a magnetized body is
dm  = M dV  (3.77)

The field of magnetic dipoles is defined by formulas (2.73) and (2.77). The vector 
potential for the magnetic field of a magnetized substance may be determined from 
(2.73) by summing up the potentials of all moments, MdV. TTie vector potential is 
thus expressed as an integral

Am = Mo i (M x ejj/4*R 2)d V  (3.78)

extended over the entire volume V where M  *  0.
Density of coupled currents of a magnetized medium. Expression (3.78) lends 

itself to transformations largely similar to those performed in deriving equality (3.3) 
that relates P to <pp. Note first of all that b r /R 2 = V (1//?), reasoning from all the 
assumptions built into (3.4). Further, using the formula

curl(M/R) = (l//?)curlM  -  M x grad(l/R )

(see Appendix A2), we find that
M x eR /R 2 = M x grad (1 /R )  = (1 /R )  curl M -  curl (Ni/R) (3.79)

5—5475
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Substituting (3.79) into (3.78) gives
Ho \  (M X e R/4TrR2)dV  = fi0 |  (curlM /47r/?)rfK (3.80)

The integral must be extended over the entire volume occupied by the magnetized 
medium. In the final expression we have omitted the integral of the second term given 
in (3.79) since it is equal to zero. Indeed, applying to this integral the modified 
Ostrogradsky-Gauss theorem which contains vector products instead of the scalar 
product of vectors (see formula 4, Appendix A3), we obtain

j c v il(W R )d V  = -  § ( M /R ) x d S  (3-81)

The integral must be taken over the entire volume occupied by the magnetized 
medium or even over a larger volume, which is permissible from the statement of the 
problem itself: the inclusion of excess volume elements in the integral of (3.80) adds 
nothing but zero. But the extension of integration beyond the boundary of region 
M  =£ 0 reduces the integrals of (3.81) to zero because the closed surface S lies in the 
region M  = 0.

Comparing (3.80) with (2.62a), i.e.
j  (curlM/4*7?)dK 

A = /t0 j (J/4irR)dV  (3.82)

allows us to state that the field of magnetized bodies is identical to the field of a 
spatially distributed current density equal to the curl of magnetization:

JM = curlM (3.83)

This quantity is known as the density o f  coupled currents.
The transformations performed here presuppose that the vector M is continuous 

and differentiable. However, one has often to deal with surfaces of discontinuous 
magnetization. As noted earlier when considering polarization it is initially possible 
to assume that magnetization smoothly changes near the discontinuity surface and 
then to pass to the limit. Let the tangential component of magnetization change 
abruptly from M0 to zero on the surface of a body. Choose the cartesian coordinates 
so that the direction of vector M is along the x  axis and the normal to the surface ex
tends along the y  axis. Also, suppose that magnetization varies linearly from M0 to 
zero in a thin layer of thickness h (Fig. 3.12) obeying the law

M = M X= (Mo/bKb - y ) a t 0 ^ y ^ b  (3.84)

We thus assume that the magnetization near the observation point is independent of
z.

Calculating the curl of (3.84) gives

I 6Jf 6 V 6 z I AA
J M = d/dx d/by d /d z I = ( - dM /dy)e. = - ^ e ,  (3.85)

I M  0 0 I z b z

The current density J w is in the direction of the z  axis and represents the vector 
product of magnetization by the normal to the discontinuity surface. The current
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Fig. 3.12

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.13

density is constant and nonzero only over the width b; it may be given as the vector of 
surface current

Kw = J ^ = M 0 x e n (3.86)

where en is the normal external to the discontinuity surface.
The found result does not depend on the chosen law of changes of M in a thin sur

face layer whose thickness may be taken to approach zero (b — 0). If the magnetiza
tion at the discontinuity surface varies from Mj to M2, the equivalent density of sur
face current takes the form

Ka/= (Mj -  M2) x e n (3.87)

which is not difficult to show by applying the method just described above; the nor
mal e n runs from medium 1 into medium 2. The latter expression is known as the sur
face curl expression:

CurlM = Km  = (Mj -  M2) x e n (3.88)

It replaces (3.83) at the surface of discontinuity.
Compare the magnetic field of a round core magnetized along its axis (Fig. 3.13a) 

and that of a solenoid of the same dimensions, having w0 turns per unit length carry
ing current / (Fig. 3.13&). The magnetic fields of the core and solenoid must be the 
same if they have the same magnetic moments m. But the total magnetic moment of 
the solenoid is

m = iSwez = iSwJez = iwQVez (3.89)

where V is the solenoid volume.
According to the definition, every turn has the same moment iS; e z is the unit vec

tor directed along the axis.
The magnetic moment of the core according to the definition of magnetization is 

given by
m = M V = M V e z (3.90)

5*
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Hence, replacing the core magnetization by the equivalent surface current KM, we 
must take

K M = iw o = M  (3.91)
because the surface current density of the solenoid is just equal to iw0.

Experience confirms that the magnetic fields of a magnetized core and a solenoid 
are equivalent if the core corresponds to the solenoid as stipulated above. One of the 
widespread methods of measuring magnetization lies exactly in the comparison of 
the magnetic effect of the magnetized body under examination and that of a solenoid 
whose geometric dimensions are known and the current is measured by an ammeter.

Example 3.2. The magnetization of a round cylinder along its axis (see Fig. 3.13a) is 
M  = 800 A/cm, its length is / = 2b = 6 cm, and its diameter is d = 2a = 3 cm.

Problem. Find the B field on the z axis of the cylinder as a function of the distance from the 
middle of the magnet. Assume we know the calculation formula for the B  field on the axis of a 
solenoid:

B= Bz = fiQiw0(cosa{ -  cos<*2)/2 (a)

where iwQ is the magnetomotive force (mmf) per unit length of the solenoid (per meter if /a0 is 
expressed in H/m); aj and a2 are angles formed between the solenoid z axis and radii drawn 
from the observation point to points on both end faces of the solenoid (Fig. 3.14); the angle cxj 
corresponds to the end face in the direction of growth of z; the positive direction of current in 
the winding is in the direction of the z axis according to the right-hand screw rule.

Solution. Using formulas (3.86) through (3.91), we find the equivalent surface current for 
the magnetized core: KM = M  = 800 A/cm. This current is equivalent to the mmf per unit 
length of the solenoid having the same dimensions as the cylinder. So,

B  = /i0A/(cosa1 — cosa2)/2

Counting off z from the middle of the magnet we get

cosaj =  (b — zJ/Va2 + (b -  z)2 
cosa2 =  “  (b + zJ/Va2 + (6 + z)2

The B  field is at a maximum in the middle of the magnet (z = 0):

Bmax = ^ M b H b 2 + a2 = n0Ml/'Jl2 + d2

At the end faces of the magnet the flux density is Bfnd =  y.^Mb/'Jl1 +  a 2. If 4b2 = 
=  / 2 > rf2.th e f lCTrf is half as high as in the middle. For the parameters given in the example, 

= 0 0900 T &00 ° )  “ r i  Bend =  0 0486 T (486 G>‘
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Magnetic field strength. Applying Maxwell’s first equation to a magnetized
medium, J  =  J  + dD/dt (3.92)

we should add to its right side the current density equivalent to magnetization and 
assume that

curlB = J M) (3.93)

The vector JM entering this equation takes into account the effect of the magnetized 
medium on the magnetic field.

But the current density J ^ is  equal to the curl of magnetization (3.83), and hence
curlB = /x^J, + curl M) (3.94)

Transposing curl M to the left side and keeping in mind that the sum of derivatives 
is equal to the derivative of the sum, we obtain

curl[(l/Mo) B -  M] = J , (3.95)

or, applying the integral notation (the circuital law), we have
$ 1(1/m0)B -  M]rfl = j J,</S (3.96)

Expression (3.96) directly follows from (3.95) on integrating over the surface and 
using Stokes’ theorem.

It is highly useful for the reader to see the similarity between the reasonings which 
have led to the two latter equations and the reasonings pertaining to an electrically 
polarized medium [see Sec. 3.1, Eqs. (3.11), (3.14), and (3.18)]. As we did in the case 
of an electric field, we can now make the following important step.

Using the vector difference (B — M (instead of vector B), we can apply Max
well’s first equation (the circuital law) to magnetized media, taking into account in 
explicit form, as before, only the total current. This difference between the two vec
tors is referred to as the magnetic field strength

H = (l/Vo)B -  M (3.97)
Employing this new quantity, for any medium we can write

Ht/I = |  J,rfS , or curl H = J , (3.98)

Now the current density that represents the effect of magnetization is taken into ac
count in implicit form by passing from the B field to the H field.

It is obvious from all the expressions that the unit for H in the SI system used here 
is the ampere per unit length (A/m).

In the Gaussian system, the magnetic field strength is defined by the equality
H = B -  4tM  (3.99)

which certainly has the same meaning as (3.97). The units of measurement for B, H, 
and M are principally the same in the Gaussian system. To distinguish B from H, 
however, one customarily calls the unit of B the gauss and the unit of H the oersted 
(Oe) though they are equal:

1 Oe = (l/0.4ir)A/cm *  0.8 A/cm (3.100)

Formulas (3.97) and (3.99) differ not only in units of measurement but also in
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form. Therefore, the relations between H and M in these systems are different: the 
numerical value of M given in A/cm should be multiplied by 0.1 to obtain the value 
of M in gausses (and oersteds).

Example 3.3. A wire carrying direct current IQ runs inside a ferromagnetic ring of rec
tangular cross section. The internal radius of the ring is rQ and the external radius is 3r0. At the 
specified current, the magnetic field strength H  = HQ is sufficiently high and at a radius of 
r ^  1.5 r0 the ferromagnet undergoes magnetization practically to saturation, 
M  = Ma = Ms.

Problem. Determine the magnetic flux density in the core at r < 1.5 rQ and find the 
equivalent current density in the ferromagnet for the given region.

Solution. It is apparent from the basic statements that in the region of interest,
B = B a = fi0(I0/2*r + Ms)

According to (3.93) and by reference to Appendix A5,
= cu rK fl//^  = (ez/r)[(d/dr)(I0/2v  -I- rM$)\ = e^A1 /r

Susceptibility and permeability. For materials of weak permeability and for weak 
fields, the intensity of magnetization is proportional to the magnetic flux density:

M = cB (3.101a)

Obviously, M proves proportional to the magnetic field strength:
M = k Hm

In turn, B must be in proportion to H:

(3.101b)

B = + M) = H (km +  1)H (3.102)

or
B = ^ H (3.103)

The proportionality factor k m relating M to H received the name magnetic suscep
tibility. The proportionality factor m relating B to H (multiplied by the magnetic 
constant bears the name of permeability

/* =  1 + k m ~ (3.104a)

In the Gaussian system of units, the permeability has the same value, i.e.,
M = 1 + 4ttX = B /H (3.104b)

while the susceptibility x is a factor of 4tt smaller [see also Eq. (3.19) and the next 
equations that follow in the same section].

In SI, the product fi^i known as the absolute permeability is in use sometimes:

Ma = M &
where \k is the relative permeability, also designated as 

The relation between B  (or M ) and H  for ferromagnetic materials is intricate in 
character. In the B-H  or M -H  plane, this relation appears as an open or closed 
magnetization curve called a hysteresis (magnetic) loop. Fig. 3.15 shows various 
types of loop (the dashed line passing through the origin is that for B/fx0 = Af). 
When the curve assumes the form of a loop, the notion of permeability as defined by 
equality (3.103) does not make sense, nor does the equality itself. It should be
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Fig. 3.15

pointed out that statement (3.97) as the basic definition of the concept of magnetic 
field strength proper always has meaning.

In electrical engineering calculations, the permeability of all materials, excepting 
ferromagnets, is commonly taken equal to unity. In SHF applications, resonance 
phenomena in ferrites heavily affect the permeability (see Fig. 3.21).

The strength of a field on the hysteresis loop at which B  = 0 (or M  = 0) is known 
as the induction coercive force BH C (or magnetization coercive force MH C). At 
relatively low values of coercive force (Hc/M 0 < 1), BH C is practically equal to 
mH c «  H c. The magnetic flux density and magnetization on the hysteresis loop at 
H  = 0 are called the remanent induction (retentivity) and remanent magnetization, 
or just remanence (denoted by B0 and M 0 or Br and M r respectively).

Careful consideration of the examples given below can help the reader to com
prehend well the essence of the notions of B , Af, and H.

Example 3.4. A current-carrying coil uniformly wound on a homogeneous toroidal core 
magnetizes the toroid. After cutting off the current, the remanent induction is found to be 
B0 = 1.6 T.

Problem. Determine the remanent magnetization MQ and make sure that formula (3.91) is 
valid.
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Solution. In the absence of field strength1 *, formula (3.97) gives
(1 / ^ B Q = M0 = 1.6/(4irl0~7) = 1.27 x 106 A/m

Assuming that the field produced is due only to the surface current (in A/m) we apply the 
circuital law to B  and get

B0 ~ PqF m 01 ~
Example 3.5. A coil uniformly wound on a circular core of ferromagnetic material (steel) 

carries a current magnetizing the core. On deenergizing the coil, the core retains magnetization 
Af equal to 9.5 kA/cm or 950 G. The steel core has a small air gap of length lg = 0.02 cm. The 
total length of the ferromagnetic core is lf  = 10 cm.

Problem. Find B  and //inside the core and in the air gap assuming the B  field at all points of 
the steel core and in the air gap to be the same (Ba = Bj = B) because the air gap is small. 

Solution. According to the circuital law
H /f + { \ / ^ B l a = iw = 0 (a)

Substituting the expression for B> derived from the basic field-strength statement (3.97),
B = v0(Hj + Af) (b)

into equation (a), we obtain
/ / / / , + y  + M / ^ 0  (c)

or
Hf = -  Mla/(la +  lf ) (d)

In the air gap
Ha =  B/m0 (e)

with B determined from (b) at the given M and the found H y  

'  B = n0M l/(la + lf )
The numerical values of quantities in the given example are as follows: H* = -  19.0 

A/cm = -  23.8Oe, B  = 1.19T = 11.19k G an d Hq =  9.48 kA/cm = 11.9kOe.
It is important to note that Hj\s opposite in direction to M if the field is set up by the body of 

a given magnetization.
Example 3.6. What current must the core coil of Example 3.5 carry to reduce HjOi the core 

to zero after its magnetization? We may assume that the value of M here is invariable since the 
core is of a rectangular-loop material (Fig. 3 .15c). What is Ha in the air gap in this case? What 
portion of B  field can we ascribe to external current (Bi) and what portion can we attribute to 
substance magnetization (BM)7

Solution. Unlike formula (a) of Example 3.5, the formula below set up from the circuital 
law has its right side different from zero:

/ / / / + ( l / p 0)B/fl =  /w (a)

The statement of the problem is that /f^must be zero. So, H j = (B /nJ  — M  = 0 or
B = p0M  (b)

1 Since $ Hd\ =  H  • 2 vr =  iw =  0, th e n / /  =  0. If the core is inhomogeneous, we can
not take //ou tside the integral and thus cannot assume that H  = 0 (see Example 3.5).
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Consequently, from (a) and (b) we obtain
iw = MIq ( c )

The field strength in the air gap is then
H a = B /f i0 = M

Here M is the magnetization of the ferromagnet as before.
The component due to magnetization must be the same as in the preceding example because 

the core geometry and magnetization have not changed:

Bm = MoAV^z + '„)
The component of B  due to the current in the coil is

B, =  M0iw /(lf  + /„)
Its value is the same as in the absence of ferromagnets.

The solution iw = Mig implies that the current in the coil must make up for the lacking 
equivalent current (equivalent ampere-turns in the air gap) in order to achieve the conditions 
existing in a continuous uniformly magnetized toroid (see Example 3.4).

Example 3.7. A round ferromagnetic core (cylinder) has reached such a magnetization M 
that it may be considered constant and parallel to the axis (Fig. 3.16a). The cylinder radius is 
a = 1 .5  cm, its length is / = 2b = 6 cm, and M  = 800 A/m.

Fig. 3.16

Problem. Find the magnetic induction and field strength along the z  axis coinciding with the 
axis of the cylinder.

Solution. The field on the axis of the cylinder in question is the same as given in Example 
3.2. The H field is found as the difference between B /n 0 and M. Inside the cylinder, on its axis

H  =  Hz = B /n Q -  M  = M (cosa, -  cosa2)/2 -  M

the angles otj 2 being shown in Fig. 3.14.
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Inside the cylinder, the field strength on the axis is negative, i.e. its direction is opposite to 
the direction of M (see Example 3.5). Outside the cylinder, the field strength differs from B only 
in a constant factor the value of which depends on the choice of the system of units (/Zq or 1).

It is of importance to note that the B normal component does not experience discontinuity 
on passing from the magnetized body to the environment, whereas the H normal component 
(normal to the end face) abruptly varies by a value of A/.

Table 3.1 lists the values of B , / / ,  and M in two systems of units for three values of z. The 
values are rounded off to a certain extent; z = 0 is the center of a core; for its end faces, 
z = ± b; e — 0.

Table 3.1

M B H

0 800 A/cm (80 Oe) 9 x 10"2 T (900 G)
b -  e 800 A/cm (80 Oe) 4.86 x 10” 2 T (486 G)
b + e 0 4.86 x 10~2 T (486 G)

-  84 A/cm ( -  106 Oe) 
- 4 1 3  A/cm ( -  520 Oe) 

387 A/cm (486 Oe)

It is worthwhile to plot B, Af, and H  versus z and also to prove that

It is certainly possible to calculate B and H  in other regions rather than on the axis only, 
though this involves substantial difficulties. In Fig. 3.166 and c are shown the B and H field 
lines inside and outside the core. A change in B inside the core is fully in accord with the change 
of B inside the coil of the same dimensions.

The vectors B, H, and M at off-axis points do not coincide in direction (Fig. 3. \6d). But in 
this case too, B = /z0(H + M).

Field vectors at the interface between two media and boundary conditions. From 
Gauss’ theorem div B = 0 it follows that at the interface of two media the normal 
component of the B field remains continuous:

(3-105)

From the circuital law it is evident that the tangential components of field strength 
at any finite current density are continuous:

**2t = H u (3.106)
Indeed, to support the point, consider a rectangular loop (Fig. 3J7) whose two 

sides Al are parallel to and lie on both sides of the interface and other two sides dn are 
normal to the interface and are very small even against the sides Al. Applying the cir
cuital law to this loop, we find that

$ Htfl = (H, + H2)AI = ( //j ,  -  H u)Al 
= JAl x dn  =  Jd S (3.107)
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-  H u = J^dn -  0

where Jv is the component of current density that remains finite; this component is 
normal to the loop plane, i.e. parallel to dS.

In analogy with (3.30), we can write at once that

t a n /3 / t a n 0 2 =  (H l/ H ln) / (H 2/ H 2n)  =  H ^ / H ^  =  \l x/\i 2 (3.108)

Magnetostatics. We can extend the analogy still much further. In the absence of 
currents, i.e. when

curl H = J = 0 (3.109)
the magnetic field is potential, and so it is possible to specify the following system of 
similarities:

D = ee0E -  B = /im0h

P ~ * t0M (3.110)
E = -  grad y> ~  H =  -  grad v M

A magnetic field differs from an electric field in that it has no free magnetic 
charges since div B = 0. As for bound magnetic charges, these are defined by the 
expression

div(#t0H) = -  divG*0M) = pM (3111)

which is similar to (3.15).
Reasoning further from analogy, we may develop an expression for a scalar 

magnetic potential in terms of the distribution of volume charge density:

<PM = l/4a>0 j (pMd V /R ) (3.112)

where pM is certainly defined by (3.111).
Magnetic phenomena are kinetic in character, though electric phenomena can be 

kinetic too. What mainly distinguishes the former phenomena from the latter is that 
magnetic monopoles do not exist in nature, at least only magnetic dipoles have so far 
been discovered. This is the reason why magnetostatics must deal with dipoles, i.e. 
magnetization. Some peculiarities become evident only in the calculation of dynamic 
interaction of the field with polarized bodies: in considering mechanical forces, one 
should assume that they act on the dipole as a whole, but not on bound charges being 
visualized as a dipole cut in two. The above reasoning, however, also refers to elec
trically polarized bodies immersed in an electric field.
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Dipoles and the analog of Coulomb’s experiment. Knowing the dynamic interac
tion between dipoles, we can determine their magnetic moment and field strength. 
This is the statement Gauss had made from his experiment. To a known extent, 
Gauss’ experiment is the analog of Coulomb’s experiment. Gauss’ idea lies in that the 
oscillations of a dipole — a magnetic arrow having a moment m in a stationary field 
H — adhere to the equation

/ ^ + MoWma = 0 (3.113)

where a is the angle formed between the vectors H and m; 7 is the moment of inertia 
of the arrow, assumed to be known; fiQ is the magnetic constant, and t is time.

The solution of this equation for very weakly decaying oscillations takes the form
a = A  sinwf at a> = 2* /T  = '!\i1H m /J  (3.114)

In the absence of an external field (the external field source being compensated 
for) and with the location of two identical arrows on the same axis, the field strength 
is determined from (1.25) and (2.76):

H  = m /2rs3 (3.115)
where s is the distance between dipoles.

In this case, from (3.114) and (3.115) it follows that
m = <j \ f j2 v s i / f i0 (3.116)

With the external field being present, the moment m can readily be evaluated by 
measuring the frequency twice: the first time, when the external H 0 field and the 
dipole Hd field are in the same direction, so that the resultant field H  = H Q + H d, 
and the second time, when both dipoles turn through 180° and the resultant field is 
H  = “  Hd- Knowing the difference between the frequencies, we can calculate
m and Hd.

In conclusion, let us point out that magnetization and polarization may be at
tributable to other sources and not only to the field strength. Where this is the case, 
M and P must be specified additionally one way or another. If M and P arise precisely 
from field vectors, the corresponding dependence, say, P(E) or M(H), must be given 
in addition to (3.17) and (3.97).

3.4. Ferromagnet in a Time-Varying Field

Main effects. A varying magnetic field gives rise to an electric field. An electric field 
in a conductor causes current. By Lenz’ law, the induced current (eddy current) is 
always in such a direction as to oppose the change of the magnetic field. For fer
romagnetic materials (the iron group) immersed in a time-varying field, this effect 
plays a dominant role. We shall discuss it in detail in Ch. 8. All the same, here we can
not but mention some of its features, for example, the demagnetizing action of eddy 
currents, which leads to a decrease in the mean permeability of ferromagnetic cores 
with increasing frequency. This certainly brings about thermal dissipation of the elec
tromagnetic energy (Joule heat due to eddy currents).
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The behavior of real ferromagnets in varying fields is very complex because these 
materials feature nonlinear response. The frequency response is then of no avail in 
judging the conditions at impulse input, which are highly important in engineering.

Complex susceptibility and complex permeability. The magnetization is not able to 
keep up with the changes in the field as is not the electric polarization. This effect in 
ac fields can be taken account of in the linear region by introducing complex quan
tities:

k = k ' - j k "

* = = 1 + * (3.117)
If a change in magnetization depends on newtonian friction, i.e.

M  + TdM /dt = k mH  (3.118)

then the susceptibility of a substance in a sinusoidally varying field is expressed as a 
complex quantity dependent on frequency:

k = k ' - j k ' '  = km/ (  1 + j<*T) (3.119)

where km = k (0) is the susceptibility in a stationary field (co — 0).
For the case where the field changes abruptly, H (t) = H 0 • 1(f), the solution to 

differential equation (3.118) gives us the known relaxation dependence
M (t) = k mH00 - e - ,/T) (3.120)

Figure 3.18 illustrates the frequency response of the permeability of nickel-zink 
ferrite. This characteristic is in the main definable by (3.119). A drop in permeability 
is sometimes characterized by a few relaxation constants r p r2, . . .

At high frequencies, practically all ferromagnetic materials show a decay in 
permeability. The point is that we mean here the decay of permeability itself rather 
than the demagnetizing action of eddy currents. The assumption that internal fric
tion indeed exists often allows us to explain well the phenomena being examined. In 
high-permeability materials, p usually drops off at much lower frequencies. Because 
they have a high resistivity (millions of times that of metals), ferrites are practically 
free from the effect of eddy currents. All the same, the permeability of these 
materials noticeably decreases at 5 to 10 MHz if it was initially high (see Fig. 3.18).

Elliptic hysteresis loop. At a complex permeability
£ = m' “ ./> "=  m'O  — ./tan6) (3.121)
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the sinusoidally varying magnetic flux density
B(t) = £ msin(o>/ -  6) (3.122a)

lags the changes in magnetic field strength
H (t) = H ms\TU*t (3.122b)

by an angle of 5 = arctan/*''
It is easy to see that the last two formulas represent the parametric equation of an 

ellipse (Fig. 3.19). '
As known and proved in Sec. 7.2, the energy dissipated in a unit volume per cycle is 

expressed as an area of the hysteresis loop (Warburg’s law). The power dissipated per 
unit volume at H II B is then

P0 = f§ H d B  (3.123)

Substituting the expressions for B  and //in to  (3.123), we find that the loop area per 
cycle is equal to

H mBm/ 2 1 sina>/cos(a>/ -  8)do)t = irHmBmsin5

Consequently, for the sinusoidally varying case,
P0 = a>(BmH m/2}s inS = ' '  (3.124)

Here, Z /^ is  the actual (effective) field strength, and B and / /a re  the instantaneous 
parameters. In deriving (3.124), we have taken into consideration that

Bm ~ ^  M l / / /nand I ft I sin6 = (3.125)

In reality, the elliptic loop occurs rarely, mainly at low amplitudes of the field or at 
high frequencies. Fig. 3.20 illustrates how the hysteresis loop approaches the elliptic 
form as the frequency of weak fields grows.

Equivalent parameters. The complex permeability and elliptic loop enable us to 
evaluate approximately the properties of ferromagnets through the parameters
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which are equivalent to a certain degree. The equivalent parameters are most often 
chosen so that at the specified values of a? and Bm the actual and equivalent fer- 
romagnets can dissipate the identical amounts of power at the same values of Hm.

The equivalent parameters are easy to determine. Thus, knowing PQ, Bm, 
we find from (3.125)

a n d / / , ,m'

if*i = •/*' - y > " 1 =  Bm/(i (3.126)

and from (3.124)
f i"  = P0/<j>y.(p 2eff (3.127)

and, finally.
n ' = V i i 2 -  (m ")2 (3.128)

Proceeding from the parametric equations of an ellipse, we can determine its axes 
2a and 2b (see Fig. 3.19) and plot the entire ellipse in coordinates B and H.

Resonant effects. The carriers of a magnetic moment in ferromagnetic materials 
are liable to free damped oscillations at natural frequencies. Obviously, this effect 
can give rise to resonances.

In 1913, V.K. Arkadyev investigated for the first time the dependence of 
permeability on frequency over the SHF range. He suggested that this dependence 
stemmed from weakly defined resonant effects. The effects were indeed weak, and it 
was very difficult to observe resonance phenomena at the time in the absence of high- 
sensitivity devices; what is more, the materials under investigation were iron and 
nickel. Modem devices enable clear observation of these effects, which Find substan
tial uses in super-high-frequency applications.

Resonance occurs in ferrites, garnets of yttrium, and similar materials of negligible 
conductivity. The simplest way to produce and observe resonance is to subject a fer
romagnetic material to the action of a high external dc field along with a weak 
magnetic field at high frequencies; intrinsic fields in anisotropic media can produce 
the same effect.
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Resonant effects in ferrites can also appear in the absence of an external field 
(natural resonance) at frequencies of a few million hertz, though the quality factor of 
the oscillatory system in this case is not high. But the existence of resonance can be 
judged of with confidence from a small increase in the real part of permeability /*' 
with a rise in frequency (Fig. 3.21). Such a phenomenon is unlikely to take place if the 
process described by the first-order equation is of the relaxation type. Resonant ef
fects may only be evident if the magnetic state of a substance corresponds to a dif
ferential equation of at least the second order.

The time lag of the process that results in the second derivative in magnetization 
equations may be accounted for by the relation between magnetization and elastic 
mechanical deformation of the body being magnetized.

3.5. Notes on Sections 3.1 to 3.4 ■v
From the text of Ch. 1, which defines field vectors in vacuum, and from the detailed 
analysis of the present chapter it follows that vectors E and B are just the vectors o f  
an electromagnetic field  and vectors P and M are the vectors characterizing the state 
o f  a polarized substance, i.e. its polarization. The vectors

D = e0E + P a n d H  = ( l / ^ B  -  M

represent a linear combination of the respective pairs of field and polarization vec
tors; the formulation provides for convenience of describing the field in polarized 
media. The equations repeated in this section serve as the definitions of vectors D and 
H. The analogy sp-essed out here is in agreement with that presented in modern 
relativistic electrodynamics.

The above reasoning needs one stipulation: in considering the field in a polarized 
medium from the viewpoint of macroscopic theory, the vectors B and E are the 
averaged values of field vectors as are the vectors P, M, D, and H.

3.6. Electric Field in a Conducting Medium.
Quasistatic Conditions

As noted earlier, conductors differ from dielectrics in that the former have free 
charges capable of moving under the action of an electric field. In conductors, 
therefore, an electric field causes an ordered flow of electric charges, which is an elec
tric current. In conductors of finite and constant conductivity the process of charge 
motion is defined by the current density proportional to field strength (Ohm’s law):

J = oE
where a is conductivity.

At the interface of two immobile conductors

* °\E \n =  *2^2n (3129)
As is clear from the formula, the normal components of current density are equal 
since the accumulation of charges does not occur (dE /d t = 0). The condition 
(3.129) is a particular case of the more general relation (3.62). Statements (3.28) and 
(3.63) given earlier in the text allow us to affirm that
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£ ,, = £2, (313°) 
The similarity between boundary conditions for conductors and dielectrics, and 

even for magnetic materials, is put to extensive use in investigating Helds on models.
Along with ordinary conductors obeying Ohm's law, of substantial importance in 

modem electrical engineering are (1) plasmas which are highly ionized gases, (2) 
superconductors (1 /o  -  0) and (3) nonlinear semiconductors showing distinctive 
features in the region of boundaries between two materials, and also anisotropic 
crystalline substances which do not obey simple equations of electrodynamics. Like 
the physics of dielectric and ferromagnetic materials, the physics of the above 
substances and materials lies beyond the established bounds of the course in the 
theoretical bases of electrical ergineering.

Chapter 4 SIMPLE SOLUTIONS OF FIELD EQUATIONS
AND THEIR APPLICATIONS IN CIRCUIT THEORY

It is possible to find a number of solutions of the field equations, applicable on cir
cuit theory, without resorting to the complete calculation of a field. Some of the solu
tions are set forth in this chapter.

In particular, the chapter shows the way of defining in simple cases the integral cir
cuit parameters such asC ,M ,L ,  and R. The subsequent sections describe the princi
ple of reciprocity for circuits. The text also presents the techniques of calculation of 
flux linkages in electric circuits due to magnetized bodies and, besides, explains the 
calculation of the current in a circuit due to changes in the polarization of a body im
mersed in a capacitor field or the current due to motion of an electric charge between 
capacitor plates.

4.1. Electric Field and Electric Parameters 
of Parallel Wires

The field of a uniformly charged thin straight wire (electric, or charged axis) is very 
easy to define by applying Gauss' theorem:

E = Er = -d<p/dr = T'/r  (4.1)

and
<p= - t '  \dr / r  = - t '  lnr + constant (4.2)

where 7 = r/2xe0; r  is the radius in the cylindrical coordinate system.
For two wires (Fig. 4.1) carrying charges + r and -  r per unit length, the potential 

at a point which is a distance r + and r _ remote from the respective wires is given by
<p = t ' ln(r_ / r  + ) (4.3)

Here the constant is so chosen that all the charges, or points ±  r, equidistant from the 
axes, have the zero potential.
6—5475
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Fig. 4.1

Expressing r _ and r + in cartesian coordinates, we obtain
<p = r ' \n k  (4.4)

where
k  = r _ / r + = V(x-  a)2 + y 2/\l(x  + a)1 + y 2

The equation for equipotentials, ip = constant, then results from the condition 
k 2 = constant if

(x -  a)2 + y 2 = k 2(x + a)2 -I- k 2y 2

The above expression is the equation of circles
(x -  Xf)2 + y 2 = R 2

whose centers lie on the x  axis (i.e. at y  = 0) and are a distance x Q remote from the 
origin of coordinates. Here,

x 2 = a 2[(k2 + \ ) / ( k 2 -  l)]2 = a2[l + 2/ ( k 2 -  l)]2 (4.5)

The radii of these circles are
R* = x 2 - a 2 = Ak2a2/( k 2 -  l)2 (4.6)

The potential difference between two equipotentials, <p{ and v>2> radii R { and 
R 2 (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3) is

U \2 = <P\ ~  <P2 = T' “  ln k 2> (4 *7)

where k x 2 = 2_ / r x 2+-
We have desciibed the equipotentials encircling the fields, the position of charged 

axes being given. Imagine now that the equipotential surface, i.e. the circle <p2 of 
Fig. 4.2, is the cross section of a cylindrical wire of radius R 2 lying inside a hollow 
cylinder of internal radius R x > R 2. The latter has a potential ipv How can we deter
mine the field between the cylinders and also the charge r?

Electrical engineering practice teaches that in a homogeneous linear medium the 
same field always sets in between the electrodes of the same geometrical shape and 
with the same potential difference. What follows from the above statement is that 
one should always expect to have the unique solution to the field equations in ques
tion. In other words, any solution that satisfies field equations and boundary condi
tions of the problem is complete and unique. We can also prove the uniqueness of the 
solution mathematically (see Sec. 5.1).

Applying the same reasoning to the region bounded by two equipotential cylinders 
(see Fig. 4.2) and knowing that (4.3) is precisely the field equation, we are in a posi
tion to assume that the field of given wires is identical to the field of charged axes,
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±  r, if the latter field occupies the requisite position. Using (4.5) and (4.6) we can ex
press three parameters *01, x ^  and 2a, being additionally required here, in terms of 
the specified parameters R v R 2, and s. If s < R x -  R 2 (see Fig. 4.2), the distance 
between the geometrical axes of cylinders is

5 “  *01 *02 (4.8)

Rewriting (4.6) for /?, and R 2 gives

r 2i = *01 “  fl2 and  R 2 =  x 0 2 ~  ° 2 (4.9)

Solving the last three equations simultaneously yeilds
*02 = (R* - R \ -  s 2 ) / 2 s (4.10a)
x m  = ( R \ -  R \  + s 2) / 2 s (4.10b)

a = V*q2 ~ R 2 = M i  ~  R i (4.11)

The parameters k x = rx_ / r x + and k 2 = r2_ / r 2+ that determine wire potentials
are easy to find from Fig. 4.2 as the ratio between the distances from the axes -  r and 
+ r  to cylinder points 1 and 2 nearest to the origin 0:

*i = (a -  x Ql + R x)/(a  + *01 -  R x)

k 2 = ”  *02 + R ^ a + *02 “  r t> (4*12>

After the position of electric axes has been found, we can readily determine the 
potential difference at a given r  and calculate the capacitance. The potential dif
ference between the cylinders (wires) is given by

Ux2 = 7 (InArj -  ln*2)

-  r '  In (<? ~  *01 + R ')/(a  + ~
(« -  *Q2 + + x (a - R ^

By definition, the capacitance per unit length is

CQ = r /U l2 = 2xe0/ln(A:1/* 2)

(4.13)

(4.14)

6*
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A similar discourse can apply for two wires of radii /?j and R 2 (see Fig. 4.3). In
stead of (4.8), here we have

5 = *01 + *02 <4-15) 
where jc01 and are the magnitudes of distances.

In contrast to (4.10), now we obtain
X01 = (s2 + /?2 -  R \)/2 s  (4.16a)
x <a = (si  + R l -  R])/2s  (4.16b)

The quantity a is expressed by (4.11) as before.
The parameters k x and k 2 defining the cylinder potentials are easy to find for 

points 1 and 2 lying on the x  axis of coordinates:
= (a + *01 -  R x)/(a  + R x -  x Ql) (4.17a)

k 2 = (a + R 2 -  x 02)/(a  + x m -  R 2) . (4.17b)

The potential difference is expressed by the companion formula to (4.13)

„  =  T' in  !Ll  — T' in  ( * ± * - 01 "  * i ) (g  + * 0 2  -  *2>
k 2 (« ”  *01 + R \H° “  *02 + *2>

In a particular case, for wires of the same radius R  = = /?2,
Ul2 = 2t In [(a + *0 -  R )/(a  -  *0 + *)]

The capacitance here is
C0 = r /U l2 = veQ/\n[(a + *0 -  R )/(a  -  *0 + /?)] *  xeQ/\n {s/R )  (4.20)

Wire above a conducting plane. If a wire runs parallel to a conducting plane (in 
particular, above ground), we can consider its field proceeding from the assumption 
that the conducting plane is the surface of a cylinder whose radius R  approaches in
finity. If h is the distance from the geometrical axis of the wire of radius R = R  j to 
the plane (Fig. 4.4a), then the field can be specified as the field of two charged axes 
with coordinates

a = V/i2 -  R 1 (4.21)

(4.18)

(4.19)

+ T
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where a is the distance counted off in the direction normal to the plane. In this case 
the whole charge + r lies on the axis running inside the wire, and the charge -  r on 
the other axis.

Formula (4.21) follows from (4.11) since the mirror image of the wire has the same 
radius R  and the distance between the image axis and the wire axis is s = 2x0 = 2h.

At h > R t the electric axis practically coincides with the geometric axis, i.e. a *  h 9 
as is the case with the wire suspended over the ground plane (Fig. 4Ab)t for example, 
a wire of R  = 1 cm at a height of h = 15 m.

Potential and charge distribution in a system of conducting bodies. So far we have 
discussed the field of one or two charged bodies. But engineering had often to deal 
with systems consisting of a number of wires (conducting bodies) which accept dif
ferent potentials and carry different charges.

Coefficients of potential. Using the principle of superposition, we can find the 
potential of the system of charged wires at any point A  as the sum of potentials due to 
charges on the first, second, third wire, etc.:

* A  =  * A l  + f ,A 2 + ,f,A i  +  • • ' 

where each component is in direct proportion to the respective charge, i.e.

A 1 = aA\^l*^A2 = aA2^2- • •
The coefficients of potential, • •» depend both on the location of point

A  and on the geometry of all wires carrying charges. Combining the last formulas, we 
can obtain the potential at A :

* A  =  a A\<I 1 +  <*42?2  +  « 43*3  +  * * •

Assuming that the point A  is first located on wire 7, then on wire 2, etc., we set up 
the system of equations:

<P\ = ctn q x + a l2q 2 + . . .

<*2 = a 21? 1 + a 22?2 + • • • (4*22)

or
<Pk = otkiQj (4.22a)

where <p{ is the potential on the first wire; <p2is the potential on the second wire, etc., 
and the coefficients akj are the coefficients of potential. Formula (4.22a) represents 
the system of equations written in matrix notation which implies summation with 
respect to the identical indexes /.

The matrix equation enables us to solve directly the problem in the distribution of 
potentials in the systems of wires if we know the charges they carry and coefficients
a ki*

Coefficients of capacitance. One often needs to solve an inverse problem: to find 
the charges on wires, given the potentials. For this it is necessary to solve matrix 
equation (4.22) with respect to charges:

= $ik*k (4.23)
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Such a system is known as the system of equations in matrix notation with the coef
ficients of capacitance, 0ik. The relation between the coefficients of capacitance and 
potential is easy to find regarding (4.23) as the solution of (4.22), ia  which case

h i  = 1 /a *  = A ki/ D  (4'23a)
where the coefficients A kj are cofactors, or adjuncts, and D  is the determinant of 
matrix (4.22).

Direct (partial) capacitances. Essentially the same relationships can be written in 
another, very convenient notation using the concept of a direct capacitance between 
two conductors. Direct capacitances thus interrelate pairwise all the conductors of 
the system under study. As an example, Fig. 4.5 illustrates direct capacitances in a 
triple-conductor cable.

Fig. 4.5

Given the connection diagram of direct capacitances, we can easily express the 
charge on each of the wires in terms of the potentials and capacitances. Thus assum
ing the potential of the cable sheath equal to zero, we derive the expression for 
charges on the three conductors of the cable:

Q1 = 4- (^j “  ^2^12 "** (^1 ^3^13
Ql = (^2 “  ^1^21 ^2^22 + (^2 “  ^3^23 (4.24)
^3 = (^3 “  ^1^31 + (^3 “  ^2^32 + ^3^33 

Capacitances C12 and C21, C23 and C32 are identically equal. Equating the coeffi
cients at identical potentials in matrix equations of the types such as (4.23) and 
(4.24), we readily obtain:

1̂1 = ^11 + ^12 + ^13*^23 = “ C23, etc. 
or, in the general case, for the (n + l)th conductor:

0/7 =  C /1 +  C i2 +  — +  C in
(3jk = -  c ik at z* k  (4.25)

The solution of these equalities with respect to CH gives
C , = /?,, + 0i2 + . . . + /?,- + . . . + 0in (4.26)

Reciprocity principle for the coefficients of potential and capacitance. For the
system of a potential field of charged bodies the principle of reciprocity holds true. 
This principle is expressed by the equalities
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«.* = o^and/S* = pki (4.27)

In words it reads: the potential of one conductor due only to a charge on the other is 
equal to the potential on the second due only to a charge on the first.

The equality of capacitance coefficients Pik -  0ki is in agreement with the obvious 
equality of direct capacitances Cik = Cki; in point of fact, Cik and Cki differ only in 
notation and indeed represent the same capacitance between wires k  and /. The 
equality of potential coefficients, ajk — &ki, directly follows from the equality of 
capacitance coefficients since a ik can be found from the solution of system (4.23) for 
which the algebraic adjuncts are Bki = Bik (because 0jk = 0ki).

The coefficients of potential for overhead lines. For the system of parallel aerial 
conductors (Fig. 4.6) suspended above the ground, the coefficients a ik are easy to 
calculate. Really, according to formula (4.3), the potential on the surface of one con
ductor due to a charge on this conductor, rv  and its mirror image is given by

<PU =  7 jln (2 /i1/ ' ' 1) (4.28)

where h x is the height of suspension of conductor 1 above the ground; rx is the radius 
of this conductor; and r  j = t^ /It Cq is the charge per unit length of conductor.

The potential of the same first conductor due to a charge on the second conductor 
and its mirror image is

*i2 = 72' 1n(/i2. / / i 2) (4.29)

where r2' = r2/27re0 and r2is the charge per unit length of the second conductor; / i r  
is the distance between conductor 1 and the mirror image of conductor 2; /12 is the 
distance between conductors 1 and 2 (see Fig. 4.6).

Similarly, we find
*>i3 = r3'h i(/i3 ,//i3 ) (4.30)

where the designators are analogous to the above ones.
Thus the potential coefficients for the system of Fig. 4.6 with the normalized 

charges Tk = r^/2ire0 are
« n  = In (2 h x/ r x)
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a I2 -  ln(/,2. / / i 2) (4.31)
a,3 = In(/i3 .//i3)

The coefficients in the expression for the potential on conductor 2 are determined 
in exactly the same manner.

Formulas with coefficients <*ik,&ik and Cik closely resemble the general expressions 
for distribution of currents and potentials in linear circuits. In the case of periodically 
varying potentials, the resemblance becomes still greater on passing to complex 
quantities and multiplying by j<a because ywr = Ik. This similarity is useful to keep in 
mind; proceeding from this, we can apply all the techniques of calculation of linear 
circuits to the system of equations being considered, in particular, when determining 
the coefficients aik, 0ik, and direct capacitances Cjk.

The systems of equations with the coefficients of potential and capacitance are 
often referred to as Maxwell’s formulas because they were systematized by Maxwell 
in his treatise. Notice that the systems of equations for an electric circuit with loop 
currents and nodal potentials were also given by Maxwell.

High-voltage overhead line wires. We can readily determine the upper limit of 
voltage between wires for a double line, given the wire radius, in particular, if we can 
neglect the effect of ground. Note that we mean here only the calculations made with 
respect to a maximum permissible field strength. Actually, the technical calculations 
are more complex.

Let r0 be the wire radius and s the distance between the wire axes. Assuming 5 = 1 0  
m and 2rQ = 3.3 cm, we may disregard the displacement of axes (*0 *  a and s *  2d), 
The voltage between wires is then

f/j2 = (t/7t£q) In (5//q)

The maximum field strength on the wire surface is

£ ma* =  t / 2 * V o

if we neglect a nonuniform change distribution over the wire surface due to the in
fluence of neighboring wires, line supports, and ground. The field strength must be 
less than 30 kV/cm to avoid an electric discharge in the air, i.e. a corona as a glowing 
layer round the wires. Of course, the emergence of a corona does not yet mean that 
insulation between the wires breaks down, but this discharge may be a cause of its 
subsequent rupture. Also, a corona discharge entails power loss, and gives rise to up
per harmonics of the current, which are highly undesirable because they interfere 
with the operation of communication systems. That is why the actual value of a 
sinusoidally varying field must be lower than the limiting value of Elim = 20 kV/cm.

In this case, t/ tc€0 = 2rJSUm and

Urn = 2'o * « J n (*/'o) <4-32>
Thus at 5 = 10 m and 2r0 = 3.3 cm, the permissible effective voltage between the 
wires is Ulim = 420 kV. With an increase in the distance s between the wires of the 
same diameter to 15 m, Ulim rises to merely 450 kV. In use are now overhead lines 
transmitting high power over long distances at nominal voltage ratings of 500 to
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750 kV. The trend today is toward overhead lines for still higher voltage ratings. It is 
then hardly reasonable to employ single conductors of increased diameter. As 
regards overhead lines rated at very high voltages, the approach is to replace a 
separate single-phase conductor by a group of three or four parallel wires or stranded 
conductors spaced a certain distance apart but electrically connected one to another 
(Fig. 4.7). Mutual shielding of conductors lowers a maximum field strength on the 
surface of individual wires.

Such a separation of a conductor into a number of wires in high-voltage installa
tions was suggested by V.F. Mitkevich in 1910, and the results of his investigations 
and experiments were published the same year.

4.2. Self-Inductance and Mutual Inductance

Basic definitions. If two loops of any electric circuit lie in sufficiently close proximity 
to each other, the magnetic field due to the current in the first loop can spread over 
the region of location of the second loop, as is the case with two parallel double lines 
(Fig. 4.8) or two coaxial coils (Fig. 4.9). As a result, when the current flows only in
the first loop (/j *  0 ,/'2 *  0), the second one proves linked by the magnetic flux pro-

Fig. 4.8 Fig. 4.9
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portional to the first current:
*21 = M lxix (4.33)

The flux that links the first loop, ¥ n , is equal here to the product of the first current 
and self-inductance L x:

* u = L xi x (4.34)

Similarly, when current exists only in the second loop, the flux linking the first 
loop is %1> _ XJf . (4 .35)

*12 “  ^12*2
and the internal flux linkage of the second loop is

*22  = L i i  (4*36)
Figure 4.8 illustrates schematically all flux components.
This section opens with the sentence where we have used the phrase “ close prox

imity’\  How must we understand it here? As the space between the loops increases, 
the magnetic linkage between them decays so that M 2xix and M 12/’2 can be ignored in 
the analysis, otherwise we must say that the loops lie rather close to each other.

If the current in the first loop changes, an electromotive force is induced in the se-

COnd: 4  = - M 2ld ix/d t  (4.37)

In a similar manner, an emf is induced in the first loop with a change of current on
ly in the second loop:

= - M n di2/d t  (4.38)
This phenomenon is known as mutual induction, and the proportionality coeffi

cients
M \2 = M 2{= M  (4.39)

are termed the coefficients of mutual induction, or just mutual inductances. The 
principle of reciprocity (4.39), commonly known from physics, rigorously follows 
from the energy equation for inductively coupled loops [see Eqs. (4.51) and (4.52)]. 
The unit of mutual inductance and self-inductance is the henry (H).

If the current flows both in the first ^nd in the second loop, the total flux linkage is 
the algebraic sum of flux linkages due to self-inductance and mutual inductance (see 
Fig. 4.8):

*1 ”  *11 + *12 “  ^1Z1 + ^12* 2
*2 = *22 + *21 = L i l  + ^21*1 (4 4 °)

Here and are the total flux linkage of the first and the second loop respectively.
The formula^ are set up on the assumption that the flux linkage of one loop with a 
positive current rises under the influence of the positive current in the other (see 
Figs. 4.8 and 4.9). The above statement places a definite requirement on the consis
tent choice of positive current directions.

Marking the ends of inductively coupled loops. To determine the sense of the flux 
Mi2 or Mi j as it adds to the flux L  or L j 2, it is necessary to mark the terminals of 
branches with inductively coupled loops, assuming L v  L2, and M  positive.

A terminal (pole) of one of the two inductively coupled elements (or loops) is 
usually taken as the start and marked with a certain symbol (more often with a dot)
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iL T U 1"
(c)

'□  C  9  r >
(d) ' (e) 

Fig. 4.10
(f)

put near the terminal (see Figs. 4.9 and 4.10). The second mark is drawn on the se
cond element to indicate that the flux linkage of each element rises as a result of 
mutual induction when the currents and i2 flow in the same sense with respect to the 
marked poles of the elements (see Fig. 4.9 and 4A0atc,d)- In this case

= Lj/j + Miv  ¥ 2 = L j 2 + Mi i (4.41)

If the currents in two elements are in the opposite sense with respect to the marked 
poles (Fig. 4.10b ,e j) , then the flux linkage of each element is expressed differently:

= I j / ,  -  M/2, * 2 = L j 2 -  Mii (4.42)

As regards the two lines of Fig. 4.8 or coaxial coils of Fig. 4.9 with the known 
direction of winding, the manner in which we must put polarity markings is clear. 
Where the relative orientation of magnetic fluxes is not known definitely, the 
measurement of induced voltage can give an idea of how to mark the poles: if the cur
rents are in the same direction with respect to polarity markings, the self-induction 
voltage

UL\ = L xd ix/dtOTULx = Lj/Wj (4.43)

must add to the voltage of mutual induction, and therefore

= L \d i\/d t  +M di2/d t  
U(L, M)i = M di\ 'd t  + L j i j / d t  (4.44)

Correspondingly, for the circuit with an ac current we can write
= L \iu i\ + Mj<j)i2 

U(L, M)2 = <4-45)

On the contrary, if the currents ix and i2 are in the opposite direction with respect 
to the marked poles, then

V,A/)1 = L fliy fd t -  Mdi2/d t  (4 46)

u(l ,M)2 = - M d i /d t  + L J i / d t
In Fig. 4.10a and b the paths of inductively coupled loops have a resistance.
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Therefore, for the circuit of Fig. 4 .10a carrying the first current,
u { = i lR l + L xdix/d t  + M dij/dt (4.47)

and for the circuit of Fig. 4.10£,
= ij/?! + L xd ix/d t  -  Mdi^/dt (4.48)

Energy stored in a magnetic field of two inductively coupled loops. Find the energy
stored in the field of two circuits from the source energy consumed on condition that
initially / x = i2 = 0.

Let us connect only the first circuit to the source leaving the second open (/2 = 0).
As the current grows from zero to /, during time L, the first source must supply the 
energy 1

tVj =  j ' 1 i\R xdt + j ' 1 ixL\(di\dt)dt (4.49)

Substracting the energy dissipated in the resistance R x (the first term) from Wv  we 
find that the first source has given up the following amount of energy to the magnetic

field: w, = L xi]/2

Connect the second circuit to a new source at an instant t x to allow the current in 
the circuit to rise from zero to i2 by the instant 12. If the current in the first circuit re
mains constant (ix), the energy supplied to the second circuit by its source and stored 
in the magnetic field must be

. f2
w2 = f i2L 2(di2/dt)dt = L $ / 2

J n
But an emf of mutual induction is induced in the first circuit as the current i2 

grows; in order for the first current to remain constant, the first source must main
tain the voltage

u x = ixR x -I- M ^ i ^ d t

that balances out not only the voltage drop across the resistance O ^ )  but also the 
emf induced in the first circuit. Therefore, the energy the first source gives up to the 
magnetic field during the growth of the second current is

W12= j  ixu xd i -  j  1i\R xdt =  M n (di2/dt)dt = M 12/,/2 (4.50)

The total energy stored in the magnetic field at currents /x and i2 in two inductively 
coupled circuits is then

w = L xi]/2 + L-i\/2 + M12/,/2 (4.51)
If we switched on the second source and then the first, we would find from the 

analysis that
w = L ,/j/2 + L f i f l  + M2xixi2 (4.52)

The final conditions of the circuits are the same in both cases: a magnetic field ex
ists in the system, which lends itself to a unique definition for the given configuration
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of wires at the given currents. This statement leads us i o conclude that mutual induc
tances are equal:

M n  = M 2l = M  (4.53)

Circuit containing inductively coupled elements. The above discourse on two in
ductively coupled loops applies well to a system consisting of three or more loops. 
The flux linkage of each of the loops can be given by the equalities

* i  = M \\[\ + M \l2  + M \ih  + • • •
“  ^ 21* 1 ^ 22? 2 +  ^ 23;3 +  • • • (4 -54 )

* 3  == ^ 31*1 +  ^ 32*2 +  ^ 33*3 +  • • •

if the currents / v /2, . . . are in the same direction with respect to the marked poles of
inductive elements. If the sense of any current is different, the respective term 
changes sign, for example, - M mnin instead of +M mnin.

In the above system of equalities, all the coefficients with two identical indexes are 
inductances of the respective loops, i.e. M n  =  L v  =  L2, etc., and the coeffi
cients with two different indexes are mutual inductances of the respective pairs of 
loops. Applying the same reasoning as given above to any pair of loops, it can be 
shown that the following equality is always valid:

Mmn = M nm (4.55)

Positive and negative mutual inductances. In the general case, mutual inductances 
can be both positive and negative. According to the rules of algebra, we can reveal 
this only by substituting numerical values. Thus, in (4.54) the mutual inductance Af12 
may be negative and equal to, say, -0 .14  mH.

For two loops defined by one mutual inductance, pole marking is made so that M  
is positive in value, though here, too, a controllable mutual inductance usually takes 
both positive and negative values. Thus in two ring-type windings, one of which can 
turn by 180°, M  changes from -I- \MQ\ to -  IM QI. Pole marking is certainly 
necessary in this case too.

For a number of loops, say, three loops with L V L 2, and L3 linked together, it is ex
pedient to suppose that A/12, M23, and Af31 can be both positive and negative; the 
sign of mutual inductance can certainly be determined only after pole marking. It 
should be noted that in a number of cases it is impossible to mark poles so that all 
mutual inductances M mn can be positive.

Figure 4.11 illustrates schematically three large coils disposed one next to the 
other; the arrangement of coils is approximately the same as that for reactors used in 
power systems to limit short-circuit currents. The directions of fluxes 4>2, and $ 3 
are shown to be positive for each of the coils. This is exactly the direction pattern for 
the flux due to the positive current in each reactor. The figure also shows the flux due 
to the current in the first reactor, which links the turns of the second and the third 
reactor. When this flux is due to the positive current of the first reactor, the fluxes 
$ 21 and $ 2 are in opposite direction as are $ 31 and $ 3.

Assuming the upper terminals (poles) to be the start of all windings and marking 
them with dots as shown in Fig. 4.11, we find that, with the positive currents heading 
for the marked terminals, the flux linkage of reactors is expressed as

= ; i^i + *2^12 + Z3^13
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*2 = *1^21 + *2^2 + f3^23 (4.56)
= i{M 3l + *3^3

where

^ \ 2  ~  ^ 21* ^ 2 3  =  ^ 32’ ^ 3 1  =  ^ W

In this case all mutual inductances are negative, and there is no way of marking the 
poles of these three coils with one sign (dot) in order that the three inductances might 
have positive values.

Both self-inductance L  and mutual inductance M  are important parameters of an 
electric curcuit. The calculation of inductance comes to determining a magnetic flux 
linking the given loop; in other words, it calls for the calculation of a magnetic field. 
In a number of cases it is convenient to evaluate the magnetic flux not directly, as the 
vector flux of magnetic induction, but as the closed-loop integral of vector potential

Adi

Parallel wires. Using Eq. (2.87) derived earlier, we determine the vector potential 
in the field of two wires carrying currents + / and —/:

A  =  A z = (M d/2x)ln(r_/r+) (4.57)

where the z axis (Fig. 4.12) is the axij assumed to rim in the positive direction; r_  
and r + are the distances from respective wires to the observation point. This expres
sion bears much resemblance to (4.3) for the electric potential <p of two charged axes.

Fig. 4.12
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According to (2.11), the magnetic flux linking any loop is
$  = (4.58)

So, using (4.57), we can readily find the flux going through the air between the two 
wires of the same radius rQ:

* = A j - A 2 = fitf/2irlnl(r_/r+)1(r+/r_ )2]
=  0 y '/2 7 r)ln [(5  -  r j / r j 2 =  ( / v /* ) l n [ ( s  -  r j / r j

Here s = 2a is the distance between the wire axes as shown in Fig. 4.12. This is the in
tercept of the x  axis that lies between points 1 and 2 denoting the wires carrying the 
currents into the paper and out of the paper —i and + / respectively.

The air inductance for a two-wire line per unit length is
L 0 = * / /  = (ii(/Tr)\n [(5 -  r ^ / r j  *  (/X(/7r)ln ( s /r j  (4.59)

This formula expresses only the external (air) inductance. The effect of the 
magnetic field inside a conductor is discussed in Secs. 6.3 and 7.3.

It is worth comparing (4.59) with (4.20). For the same line, one always finds that
C ^ 0 = e^ 0 = 1/c2 (4.60)

where c2 is the light velocity squared, as could be expected because the velocity of 
wave propagation in the line is equal to 1/VL0C0.

Mutual inductance of paraDel two-wire lines. Let 1 and 2 be the wires of the first 
line, and 3 and 4 the wires of the second line. The transverse cross section of these

wires is shown in Fig. 4.13. The flux of the magnetic field of the first wire that passes 
between the two wires of the second line is

= (M(//2^r)ln (r 14/ r  13)

where rmn is the distance from wire m to wire n, as follows from (4.57) and (4.58). 
The flux of the second wire is expressed in a similar way. After the algebraic summ
ation of fluxes ($ = -  $ 2) and division by the current, we obtain the mutual
inductance

M  = * / /  =  0*(/2ir)ln ( ' ' i / 23/ r i3r24) (4-61>
For the two lines of Fig. 4.13, M  = 4.6 /iH/km at a = 1 m, b = 2 m, and 

c = 2.5 m.
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Mutual inductance of loops. Let Aj be the vector potential of current in the first 
loop of Fig. 4.14. By use of (2.62b), we get

A i = *‘0$ / , M i /4 ’r'')

i

The magnetic flux linking the second loop here is expressed by the integral of 
(4.58), which should be taken about the entire closed path:

*2 = $/2A 1^2

Substituting the preceding expression into the latter expression and dividing by ix 
yields

^12 = M = Moy /j y 4xr) (4.62)

where r is the distance from the element of the first loop, dlj, to the element of the se
cond, dl2.

Reciprocity principle. The equality of conditions for the elements d ix and d\2 per
mits us to conclude that in the general case,

Mi2 = A/2i= A /

which was proved earlier in another manner [see (4.55)].
Formula (4.62) is only applicable to vacuum or to a homogeneous medium (on 

multiplying by /x of the given value). The calculations by use of (4.62) always prove 
rather involved.

Consider the calculation of mutual inductance for two coaxial circles (loops) 
whose geometrical parameters are given in Fig. 4.14. For the loop 2, the element of 
length is d\2 = bd$t and the scalar product is d ix • dl2 = b cos0 ■ d\xdd. The 
distance between the elements of two loops is

r = Vc2 + a2 + ft2 — lab cos 6

Each of the elements, d \v  occupies the same position with respect to the set of all 
elements, dl2, of the other system. Therefore, the integral taken with respect to the 
elements of loop 1 is equal to 2xa, and formula (4.62) assumes the form

M  = cos6(c2 + a1 + b1 -  lab cos6)~ l/2d$/2

This is an elliptic integral that cannot be expressed as elementary functions. The
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result may be written thus
M  = n0(ab)w2[(2/k -  k)K -  lE /k ]  (4.63)

where A:2 =  4ab[(a +  b)2 + c2] “ and K and E  are complete elliptic integrals given 
by

K  = f /2 (l -  *2sin2a ) - |/2</«
Jo

E  = f (1 -  k 2 sin2a )w2da 
Jo

whose values can be found in appropriate tables.
For two particular cases, these expressions take a much simpler form. If c > a and 

b, then
M  = (pL0ic/\6)(ab)l/2k 3 (4.64)

If c * a and c < b with a being approximately the same in value as b t then
M  = fitfilIn (Sa/d) -  2] (4.65)

where d  = V(a -  b)2 + c2 is the smallest distance between the loops.
If the loops are two coils with m and n turns respectively, the found values should 

be multiplied by the product mn.
Similar calculations can be made to derive the expression for self-inductance of a 

ring-type loop:
L = fiffllIn (8a /f) -  1.75] (4.66)

where a is the ring radius, and r is the wire radius.
The constant terms between the brackets in (4.65) and (4.66) express internal in

ductance. Although these expressions are in traditional use, the consideration of in
ternal inductance presents a more complicated problem [see Sec. (8.3)].

4.3. Equations o f Field Lines

The equation for E and B lines of both an electric Field (F = E) and a magnetic field 
(F = B) may be given by

F x di = 0 (4.67)

where F is the known field vector, and d\ is the elementary displacement along a field 
line.

Expression (4.67) is nothing else but the statement of parallelism, Fldl. By express
ing di in terms of space components (in any coordinate system) and appropriate com
ponents of the vector F, we arrive at a differential equation subject to the solution.

For a plane-parallel field, we obtain the following equation from (4.67), using the 
cartesian coordinate system:

Fx(x,y)dy =  Fy(xfy)dx

or
dx/dy  = Fx(x,y)/Fy(x,y) (4.68)

Note that the lines of force of the magnetic Held in a two-wire line coincide in 
geometry with the equipotential circumferences of the electric field of the same two- 
wire line.
7—5475
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The equations for field lines or flux lines of a plane-parallel field are comparatively 
easy to derive using the method of functions of a complex variable [(see Sec. 5.8)].

4.4. Approximate Methods o f Calculation 
of Potential Fields

Analytic calculations often lead to complex equations, which are far from always 
solvable in the form of a set of certain known functions. An aproach in this case is to 
reduce equations to the form convenient for calculation by the methods of com
puting mathematics or by approximate methods. Of much practical significance are 
the methods of field modeling. Here we restrict ourselves to simplest approximate 
methods.

Graphical field mapping. For a plane-parallel field, the pattern of its field lines 
depends on two coordinates and obeys Laplace’s equation:

d V a * 2 + d2<p/dy2 = 0 (4.69)

(d<p/dz and d2<p/dz2 *  0). To map the field, we first draw the cross section of two 
capacitor plates and then scribe “ by eye’’ a few equipotential lines between the 
plates, for example,

<Pn = nU /N

where (/is the potential difference between the plates, usually taken equal to 100 for 
convenience; N  is the number of intervals between neighbouring equipotentials; and 
n = 1, 2, . . .  is the order number of each equipotential line.

In Fig. 4.15 are shown the capacitor plates with potentials ranging from 0 to 100, 
representing the edge of a parallel-plate capacitor, and also the equipotential lines 
with potentials 20, 40, 60 and 80 respectively, drawn by the rule of thumb.

Next, we draw orthogonal field lines in such a manner that they run at right angles to 
the equipotentials and the identical E flux flows between the neighbor lines. These 
lines can of necessity be drawn “ by eye” too. The field map obtained certainly differs 
from a more accurate one given in Fig. 4.16.

After the first two operations, checking and refinement operations follow. Each 
field cell (Fig. 4.17) bounded by two adjacent equipotentials and two adjacent field 
lines (forming a curvilinear trapezoid) must display definite geometric properties. 
First, all the four angles should be right. Second, the ratio b/h  must be constant 
throughout the extent of any “ tube” of force, being bounded by adjacent field lines. 
Here b is the average width of a trapezoid, and h is its average height. The second
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condition stems from the fact that the average field strength between two equipoten- 
tials is in inverse proportion to the spacing between them

Eav ~ 1 /h
while the E flux between neighbor field lines must remain constant. This flux is pro
portional to the average trapezoid width and average field strength:

* 0 ~ EaJb ~ b/h  = constant (4.70)

The sign -  in the two latter formulas implies proportionality.
Of use can be checking the pattern construction by the grid rule (Fig. 4.18). In the

7*
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network having orthogonal meshes (cells) each with a side equal to a , the potential of 
the center point is equal to the average value of potential at surrounding points. Real
ly, Laplace's differential equation may approximately be expressed as a finite dif
ference

d2<p/dx2 *  (*4 -  <fi()/a2 -  (<e0 -  ipf)/a2 (4.71)

Here the numerator gives the difference between the first derivatives, as related to a 
unit step (interval), i.e. approximately expresses the second derivative along the axis 
804 taken as the x  axis. On performing a simple cancellation, we get

a \d 2<p/dx2)

Taking the line 206 as the y  axis we get
a2(d2<p/dy2) ~ <p6 + <p2 -  2<p0

Summing up the two latter equations and applying (4.69) gives

4>0 =  (<f>2 + *4  + ^6 + * 8)/ 4  (4-72)
Using the lines 105 and 307 as the x  and.y axes, we obtain a similar result:

4>0 =  (*1 +  +  * 5  +  ^ 7)/4  (4 -73)

The higher the skill in constructing field lines, the easier it becomes to map the field 
that closely resembles the real one. For this it is very useful to drill oneself in con
structing the field pattern for cases amenable to an analytic solution.

Example 4.1. Construct equipotentials and flux lines for the field of a parallel-plate 
capacitor in which one plate is an infinite plane y  =  0 and the other is an infinite half-plane. 
The cross section of the plates of such a capacitor is presented in Fig. 4.19.

y

Fig. 4.19

In parametric form, the equation of equipotentials, <p = 
lines), ¥  = constant, was given by Maxwell and written as

x  = (tf/ir)(if -I- e*cos <p) 

y  = (a/ir)(<p + e*sin (p)

On the strength of these equations we should draw the lines of potential in a step of 0.2Ut 
where U is the total potential difference between the plates, and also scribe force lines at an in
terval of - 1  < 4e ^  2 so that 4e can change by 0.5 between the neighbor lines and by 1 in the 
interval -  1.

Prior to building up the pattern (more accurately, to be in a position to start with the con
struction), we need to answer the following questions.

1. What are the upper plate coordinates that correspond to equations (a)?
2. What are the plate potentials and the potential difference between the plates?

constant, and of flux lines (field 

(a)

11
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Solution. 1. They coordinate of the upper plate cannot depend on the flux, ¥ ,  and hence its 
potential should be taken equal to <p =  x. Obviously, in this case y  = a.

Knowing the potential on the upper plate, we write the first of the two equations for this 
plate in the form

x = («/*)(* - (b)

because cos ip =  cos x = - 1 .  It is apparent that the x  coordinate of the upper plate depends 
on the flux, i.e. on at ¥  = -  oo, it is clear that x  = -  oo. it now remains to determine the 
maximum possible value of x  that satisfies equation (b), which is just the coordinate of the up
per plate edge.

Employing the classical method of determining a maximum, we seek the solution to the . 
equation

dx/d* = (a/x)(l -<?*) = 0

The solution is obvious: ♦  =  0. The respective maximum value is
x  =  — a /ir

2. We have determined the potential on the upper plate in analyzing the first question; name
ly, <p = tc. The same considerations force us to believe that the potential on the lower plate is
<p =  0 .

The field pattern so constructed is given in Fig. 4.16.
Plane-meridian field mapping. This type of construction calls for meeting certain 

additional requirements. The field of electrodes in the form of bodies of revolution is 
a typical example of such a field. In the cylindrical system of coordinates, the axis of 
which coincides with axis of rotation of electrodes, the pattern of such a field is in
dependent of the angular coordinate, a . In any plane, a = constant, the field pat
terns are identical and are only dependent on two coordinates, r and z. Fig. 4.20 il
lustrates the field formed between a point and a disk.

After mapping the lines in an approximate manner, one should check the map and 
make it more accurate using now a new rule as a guide: inside of each section (Fig. 
4.21) of the field map, the parameters b , h 9 and r must satisfy the equality

br/h = constant (4.74)

Really, now the tube of flux ¥ 0 has a thickness (in the direction of the normal to 
the plane of the paper) which depends on the distance from the observation point to

Fig. 4.20 Fig. 4.21
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the axis: this thickness is proportional to the radius.
Throughout the present book we will repeatedly analyze plane-meridian fields, to 

which belong the field of a dipole, the magnetic field of a coil, and the field of a 
spheroid polarized along the axis of symmetry.

Additional conditions for field mapping in the presence of differently polarizable 
media. If a boundary between the dielectrics of permittivities ex and e2 exists within 
the field, then the field mapping requires fulfilling the boundary conditions. In this 
case, on passing from one medium to the other, the angles j31 and 02 at which field 
lines cross the interface obey Eq. (3.30):

tan/Sj/tanjSj = ex/e2 =  * * /* !„
Then, according to (3.26),

D \n ~ D2n
It is of interest to compare Figs. 4.22 and 3.9.

Determination of capacitance. Using the field map, we can determine the 
capacitance between two electrodes. The density of electric flux going from one elec
trode to the other is proportional to the number of tubes of flux (in a plane-parallel 
field). The potential difference is known from the conditions of field pattern con
struction and enters into the scale constant for each field cell. Therefore, the ratio 
between the number of tubes leaving the electrodes and the potential difference is 
proportional to the capacitance.

Magnetic field mapping. In the region where currents are not present 
(curl H = 0), it is possible to express the strength (or induction) of a magnetic field as 
the gradient of magnetic potential, H = -  grad <pm> and to use Laplace’s equation. 
In considering the field in an air gap, the surfaces of ferromagnetic electrodes may be 
assumed equipotential (if the permeability is high). The air gap between the rotor of 
an electric machine and its poles satisfies this condition to a high degree of approx
imation. A section of the electric machine is shown schematically in Fig. 4.23.

The integral of the magnetic field strength along the closed path a , b, c, d, e must 
be equal to the magnetomotive force of the first core winding. If the permeabilities of 
the ferromagnetic cores, rotor, and stator are high, the magnetic field strength can be 
taken equal to zero.
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In this case the integral around the closed loop reduces to the integral taken be
tween b and c

j ‘ //ctf (4.75)

if the windings are symmetric about the poles. With the latter condition being met, 
the line dl is always normal to the lines of an insignificant portion of the magnetic 
flux that flows past the rotor.

But in the air, according to the condition, H = -g ra d ^ m. We then may assume 
that the difference in magnetic potentials between the pole piece and rotor is

<Pb~ * c =  e \ (4 *76)

where 6{ = i]wl is the magnetomotive force of the winding.
If the longitudinal dimensions of the rotor and poles are large as against the gap 

between the poles and rotor, all the conditions for a magnetic field do not differ from 
the conditions for a plane-parallel electric field. But this is not so for the region oc
cupied by current-carrying windings. This region should be left out of the considera
tion; it may then be assumed that a longitudinal component, H t = iw/l, exists on the 
surface of windings.

4.5. Simple Approximate Calculations 
o f Capacitance and Inductance

Method of average potentials of an electric field. To start with the calculations, we 
replace the actual constancy of potential on an electrode by the assumption of con
stancy of a charge density (surface charge density £ or line charge density r), consider
ing that electrodes carry charges ± q . A hypothetical potential distribution cor
responding to the assumed charge distribution is found from simple formulas 
analogous to (1.21b):

<P = {|  (dSMirSffi) or <p =  r^d lM ve^ i)  (4.77)

Next we find an average potential on electrodes, which is supposed to be equal to 
the real one.

Actually, the electrode potential* remains constant and the potentials of (4.77), 
which correspond to the constant-density charge distribution, level off as a result of 
the additional distribution of a self-charge equal on the average to zero. We will not 
dwell on how to specify and substantiate this approximate method suggested by an 
American engineer Howe, but only note that it generally gives quite satisfactory 
results.

Assume two wires of lengths /j and l2 carry charges q j and q2. The potential at any 
point on the first wire in the field of the second uniformly distributed charge will then 
be given by

^ ' l , 2 = ^ j / 2W V 4« 0 « ) (4-78)
where R  is the distance from the element dl2 to the observation point on the first ele
ment cf/jj t2 — q2/ l2.

The average potential on the first wire is

*1,2 = 0*) (4.79)
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By comparing (4.79) with the known system of equations (4.22), we can state that

a \2 = \i2(dl\dl2/4Tce(f t )  (4.80)

The average potential of the first wire due to its self-charge is found in a similar 
way, and therefore the coefficient a n is expressed as

“n = (l//f)jj(rf/',rf/,' V4xCqR) (4.81)
Here R  is the distance between various elements d l ' and d l"  of the first wire. The 
assumption here is that the charge, t x = q x/ l l9 distributes itself on the axis of the 
wire forming the first electrode (Fig. 4.24). If the wire is round in cross section, the 
smallest distance between the elements is R = r0, where r0 is the wire radius.

Knowing the coefficients ctmnt it is an easy matter to estimate the capacitance be
tween the pair of wires. For two wires having ce]2 = a 2V q x = q , and q7 = — q, we 
find from (4.80):

<P\ -  <P2 =  U  =  (a n  -  a 2l)q -  (<x12 -  ot12)q

and
C = q /U  = l / ( a n + a 22 -  2a12) (4.82)

Inductance calculation by the approximate method of lengths. In expression (4.62) 
for A/, we can replace the closed-loop integrals by the sum of integrals, each extended 
along a small path amenable to simple computation. Formula (4.62) can thus be 
rewritten to assume the form

M = mkml  E  <4-83>

Here the first loop is broken down into m length elements, and the second into n 
length elements. In determining self-inductance, a companion equation applies:

*11 = E ̂  j/.*W<*rdr,/4T*) (4.84)
where R  is the distance between the two elements of the same wire. As in the case of 
determining a n , the smallest distance between the two elements here is equal to the 
wire radius (see Fig. 4.24).

If the loop lengths are straight paths, we can replace the scalar product by the pro
duct of absolute quantities, taking the constant cosine of the angle outside the in
tegral. In this case, comparing (4.83) and (4.84) with (4.80) and (4.81), we get

A/ = ot X21 yI ^ qJEqCOS B (4.85)

Fig. 4.24
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where 6 is the angle formed between the lengths dl{ and d\2.
The angle 0 is different for different terms when taking the summation with respect 

to individual lengths. Formula (4.85) was derived by a Soviet scientist L. A. Tseytlin. 
He also introduced the notion of the inductance of lengths into calculation practice.

The calculations by the formulas given above are particularly convenient if the 
coefficients a l2 are known. For simple cases, the computations do not present dif
ficulties.

4.6. Potential Field Modeling.
Electrolytic Tanks

Electrolytic tank. In studying various fields not amenable to simple calculations, it is 
usual to model the fields using an electrolytic tank, i.e. the bath with an electrolyte. 
The primary requirement here is to ensure the geometric similarity between the real 
field and its model.

To convert the data such as U ' and R ' obtained from a model to the data such as U 
and R  expected to be adequate for a real field, use is made of scale factors, or the 
coefficients of model equations.

A conductor of rectangular cross section (sides a and b) and of length / has a con
ductivity a and resistance R  = l/aba . A geometrically similar model of the conduc
tor in a reduced scale, / / / '  = a /a ' = b /  b '  = m lt o' = a/m o, has a resistance

R  = l /a 'b  V  = (l/abd)mlma

The scale factor mR for the resistance R  is then given by
R  = R ' mR,m R = 1 /m fn a (4.86)

For a hemispheric well-conducting electrode embedded in the earth of conductivity 
a (Fig. 4.25) at a very long distance from a second electrode, the leakage resistance is

Fig. 4.25

found in such a manner. The field strength about the first electrode is
E = Er =

where I  is the current leaking off the electrode. The potential difference between the 
surface of the electrode of radius r0 and the second electrode is given by

U=<f i i -<fia>=  ( Epdr =  7 /2 w r0
J r=r0

When making measurements in an electrolytic tank, the resistance of a similar elec
trode is expressed as
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R  = U / I  =  1/2 T to 'r '0 =  m j n l/2'KorQ =  R /m R

at m R =  R /R  '  =  \ / m j n t .
Protective grounding and step voltage. Grounding, i.e. connection of parts of 

electrical equipment to grounded electrodes, is laid out to protect the attending per
sonnel from the hazards of high voltages. Its purpose is to keep the contact voltage 
between two exposed points from rising to the values dangerous to health. A man ap
proaching a ground rod with a step of 0.7 m is subject to a voltage that exists between 
the points (on the earth surface) lying at a distance of 0.7 m from each other. This 
voltage is referred to as a step voltage.

Example 4.2. A geometrically similar model of a grounding structure, made at a scale of 1 
to 50, is immersed in an electrolytic tank with a = 1. 5 x 10“ 2 S/cm. The real grounding 
system consists of a number of tubes 8 cm in diameter driven into the ground to a depth of 2 m 
along the perimeter of a rectangle. From the consideration of symmetry, under test is only one 
fourth of the model of the grounding system (Fig. 4.26a). A second, “ far remote” electrode is 
represented by a copper plate disposed on the opposite curved wall of the tank. The tank 
radius R is considered large, as is the tank depth, in comparison with the linear dimensions of 
the grounding (R « 51' to 10/'). The dashed line d ' in Fig. 4.26a is the direction of the 
quickest change in potential <pail' = 3 A. The drop in <p' is found experimentally and shown 
in Fig. 4.26b.

*>'I 
/ i \/  i \

! >— i------ii ^  d'
0 10 20 30 cm

Plot the <p-d curve for the real grounding system at a fault-to-ground current /  of 1 000 A 
and ground conductivity a of 10“ 4 S/cm.

Solution. The problem comes to determining the model equation coefficients or scale fac
tors for the potential and the coordinate, given in the equalities <p = and d = d'm^ 

Using simple relationships
U = EL = Jl/a = Il/Sa

we readily get

where
U = l'm I - l 'm /s 'm s a'ma =  u 'm

I'm j = / , . . . ,  o'ma = a and U' = I 'l '/S 'a  
Hence, the scale of voltage or potential is

.  m v = m v  = m im / m }n a 
(/«_ = m j). For the concrete values of the parameters given in this example, m =  
= 1 000. ”
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' Knowing the scale factor in addition to the given geometric scale of the model, we can con
struct the graph, therewith changing the scale division along the vertical and the horizontal on 
the graph of Fig. 4.2b.

By measuring the potential difference at a step of 0.7 m on the curve of Fig. 4.26b, it is easy 
to plot the graph of step voltage (in the direction d) against the coordinate and verify whether 
or not the step voltage at every step is within the limits specified by safety rules (U ^  40 V). If 
the step voltage exceeds the permissible value, it is necessary to smooth out the rate of drop in 
potential by changing the configuration of grounding connections, lay out insulating mats, or 
guard the hazardous zones (commonly lying in close vicinity to ground rods and their pro
truding parts), or take appropriate precautions against high short-circuit currents dissipating 
into the earth.

Conductivity and resistance. In the simplest case, we can represent a mixture of 
two heterogeneous materials by a number of balls located at the sites of a cubic lat
tice. Designate the ball conductivity as ob and the conductivity of the base as a0. If 
ab > o0, then it is possible to model the mixture (structure) by placing an electrode 
in the form of one-eighth part of the ball in one of the comers of a cubic bath (Fig. 
4.27). The two walls 1 and 3 are made conducting, of which one is adjacent to the 
electrode. The remaining four walls do not conduct current (,Jn = 0). In accordance 
with the conditions of symmetry, the appropriately disposed planes in the system of 
an unbounded cubic lattice display exactly the properties mentioned above, i. e. they 
are equipotential and parallel to the lines of current.

Fig. 4.27

The resistance between the conducting walls of the model is

R '=  U '/ r  = \E '\axf l ' / J ay(a')2 (4.87)

where af is the length of the model (cube) edge.
The resistance R ' is equal to the actual resistance divided by the appropriate scale 

factor given by (4.86).
The structure (intrinsic) conductivity may be expressed as

l E i cv/ J av =  R a  =  °str

where a is the length of the cubic lattice edge.
The structure conductivity defined for the model is

°str =  ° s t / m o (4.88)
If the structure contains nonconducting ball inclusions (ab = 0) in 

the medium of conductivity a0, then R  and astr will substantially be different from 
those of the structure described above. But the scale factor will remain the same
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provided the conditions of geometric similarity are observed. In the system of Fig. 
4.27, conducting one-eighth ball parts should now be replaced by nonconducting 
ones, with the walls 1 and 3 left conducting as before.

Coefficients of capacitance and potential. Fig. 4.28 shows a measuring curcuit for 
determining the coefficient a 12 in a three-phase cable. The setup has electrodes 
geometrically similar to the stranded conductors. The electrodes are immersed into 
an electrolyte that fills a metal cylinder in the form of a cable sheath. The procedure 
is as follows. When the position of wiper 2 is such that the null inducator 0 shows 
zero, the readings U2 and I x are taken from voltmeter V2 and ammeter .4 j. The ratio 
U2/ 1 1 multiplied by the scale factor gives the coefficient of potential:

<*2i = (t/2//,)m a 

m a = (/'//)(a/e£o)

(4.89)

where a is the electrolyte conductivity; e is the permittivity of cable insulation; / '/ /  is 
the ratio of the axial model length (tank depth) to the cable length / being defined 
when determining the charge density per unit length, r  = q/l. The geometric 
similarity is assumed to be observed in the transverse cross section.

& — i

Fig. 4.28

Knowing the reading Ul of voltmeter Vl9 it is easy to determine the other coeffi
cient of potential:

« n  = W x/ I xyma (4.90)
Flat tanks and conducting sheets. In the case of plane-parallel fields, where the 

potential depends only on two cartesian coordinates, <p(?ct y ), modeling is made us
ing flat tanks. The tank is a thin layer of electrolyte with electrodes whose 
generating lines pass through the entire depth of electrolyte to the nonconducting 
bottom. Another approach to field modeling is to use paper impregnated with a 
suitable conducting compound or uniformly coated with the thinnest layer of 
graphite or some other conducting substance. When employing conducting sheets 
for modeling, the conducting bodies of requisite configuration, tightly pressed 
against the sheet, serve as electrodes.

The fringe effect of the tank or sheet can in essence be eliminated by elaborating a 
little the tank design.
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4 .7 /The Reciprocity Principle for a DC Circuit

The methods of field theory offer the possibility of establishing certain general 
statements which are of significance in circuit theory too. The principle of reciproci
ty applied to a linear electric circuit is one of the statements.

Figure 4.29 illustrates a linear passive two-port that satisfies the reciprocity princi
ple expressed in the form

I f f *  l ‘2U2 = f xU[ + f 2U2 (4.91)

where primed and double-primed symbols denote the quantities typical of certain 
(generally, any) two conditions. It is only the external circuit that determines the dif
ference in conditions because the four-terminal network is passive and its properties 
are invariable. However, whatever the condition that may exist, the current entering 
the pole a is equal to the current leaving the pole c.

Fig. 4.29

li

u i

V_______________J  h

The voltages are defined as the respective potential differences:

U"2 =<p'b -< pl
Let us take the integral of the artificially derived difference over the closed sur

face S:

-  J '<p )dS = j[div ( J V ' )  -  div ( J '> ') ] r fK  = 0 (4.92)

which is transformed in accordance with Gauss' theorem. The volume integral that 
results is identically equal to zero, which is easy to prove. Really, taking the 
divergence of the product, we get

d i v ( J V ')  = *>" div J '  + J '  g r a d * '' = 0 -  Y E "  = - Y Y ’/o (4.93)
Equations (4.92) and (4.93) take account of the fact that div J  = 0  (Kirchhoff’s cur
rent law). The subtrahend in (4.92) also proves equal to the same quantity given in
(4.93):

d iv (JV ) = -  J  J  /a

Invoking again Eq. (4.92) and integrating over the closed sur
face gives Eq. (4.91). Indeed, the current density is nonzero only
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where the surface S traverses one of the four wires. Where the surface crosses any 
wire, the potential may be considered constant. Therefore, for the two crossed wires 
a  and c the integral of the first term can be written as

where S Y is a part of surface S crossing only the wires a and c. For the wire a crossed 
by the surface, the integration of current density gives l[  negative in sign because, 
according to the condition, l[  is the current entering the network along the wire a . 
But J ^ S  is positive when the current leaves the surface S (by the adopted rule, the 
direction of dS is out of the paper).

Integrating both terms over the entire closed surface, we arrive at (4.91), thereby 
constructing the proof of this formula.

The applicability of the reciprocity principle for any linear ac circuit without 
revolving elements follows from the reciprocity principle applied to the coefficients 
of capacitance and potential, 0ik @ki and a ik = aki, and also to the coefficients of 
mutual inductance, M ik = M ki.

4.8. Theorems o f a Magnetic Flux 
and Induced Electric Charge

Application of the principle of reciprocity. Many electrical devices depend for their 
operation on the emergence of an emf with changes of a magnetic flux linking a cer
tain conducting loop. It is sometimes easier to determine this flux by using the prin
ciple of reciprocity if we then can restrict ourselves to the calculation of a simpler 
field.

An instance of the circuit in Fig. 4.30 may serve as an illustrative example, though 
hardly real from the technical standpoint. We have to determine the emf e = u2 in
duced in the turns of a solenoid diametrically pierced by an insulated wire having a 
voltage source u x connected across it. It is very easy to calculate the flux that links 
the straight wire when the field is due to the solenoid current. But it is more difficult 
to find the flux that links the multiturn solenoid from the magnetic field of the wire 
carrying the current i v

The above statement that refers to the possibility of simplifying the calculations 
by use of the principle of reciprocity is of particular importance when the problem 
at hand is to determine the loop-linking flux due to the magnetization of a fer- 
romagnet.

(4.94)

Fig. 4.30
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Tape
(b)

Fig. 4.31

Consider an example of the changing flux that links the coil of a reading head 
(Fig. 4.31a) as the tape carrying the recorded information slides past the head. To 
determine the flux linkage, it is possible (but not advisable from the author’s view
point) to proceed from the calculation of the magnetic field of the tape. Instead, it is 
more advantageous to apply the principle of reciprocity in the calculation and then 
evaluate the flux linkage in a much simpler way and much more accurately. To 
make this calculation on the basis of the magnetic flux theorem presented below, it 
is enough to know the magnetic field in the tape region that results from the unit 
current in the head winding (Fig. 4.31 b). With a small gap between the poles, the 
field decays very fast. Moreover, the field can be calculated or modeled in a rather 
simple way.

The calculation of a charge induced on the electrodes by a polarized dielectric is 
similar to the calculation of a flux linkage due to magnetization. Both methods of 
calculation use the analogous theorems, which are one of the corollaries to the prin
ciple of reciprocity.

Flux linkage theorem and its application. The sought-for flux that links a given 
loop and results from the magnetization of a body can always be found from the 
formula

where H7 is the field strength of the loop under, examination when the current / '  
flows through it (the effect of the polarizable body on the field H7 being disregard
ed); M is the magnetization of the body in question, inside the volume element dV; 
and V is the volume of the magnetized body being considered.

The formula of flux linkage becomes particularly simple if both M and H7 are 
constant within the body volume V:

Example 4.3. Inside a long multiturn solenoid having nQ =  5 turns in 1 cm of length 
there is a thin ferromagnetic film disposed parallel to the solenoid axis. The film has the shape

(4.95a)

*  = ( H y /> o M K (4.95b)
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of a disk with a thickness r = 2 00 0 ^  = 2 x 10” 5 cm and a radius r =  0.5 cm (Fig. 4.32). 
What is the emf induced at the solenoid terminals if the film magnetization component 
parallel to the solenoid axis varies uniformly from pJA  =  1 T to = -  1 T in a period 
T  = 10 ns = 10” 8 s?

Solution. By formula (4.95b), the magnetic flux linkage

*  = J 4 V  = V o M" rr2
In the course of change of magnetization, the emf

<f = - d * / d t  =  2 ¥ 0/7 ’ = 1.57 V

where = ¥  at = 1 T.
Note. Fig. 4.32a shows the solenoid field with a magnetized body inside the solenoid. It 

would certainly be possible to determine directly, too, by calculating the additional flux 
linking the loop (Fig. 4.32b). But this involves complex computations.

Foner magnetometer. In recent years this device has gained wide recognition in 
the investigation of ferromagnets. The principle of the magnetometer is easy to ex
plain using the theorem under study. The device is adopted to measure the 
magnetization of a specimen — a ball of radius p — placed between electromagnet 
poles in a field H 0 = Hx (Fig. 4.33a). It should be remembered that the magnetiza
tion of many materials, M  = Mx> is very low in comparison with the strength H Q. 
For example, A f/H 0 = 0.016 in the Gaussian system. -These conditions make the use 
of a number of known methods completely impracticable. In the magnetometer of 
Fig. 4.33, the specimen connected to a vibrating rod executes low-value oscillations 
in the direction parallel to the axis of measuring coils and perpendicular to the elec
tromagnet field (v = vy at H 0 = H]). It turns out that the emf induced in the coils is 
proportional to the magnetization of the specimen, its volume K, and the rate of its 
motion, v:

kMx Vv (4.96)
at M  =

In Fig. 4.33b is illustrated the pattern of a magnetic field of two parallel coils, 
with the current in one coil flowing in the direction opposite to that in the other. 
With the system of coordinates being symmetric, it is obvious from the symmetry
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considerations that only the xih  field strength component exists on the y  axis (x =  0, 
z  = 0). This component is the odd function of y. At low values of y , it can be 
assumed that

H° = = ky  <4.97)

where H° ;= H \/I l. The Hx ~y relationship appears in Fig. 4.33c.
The results of the calculation or measurement can be employed to evaluate the 

coefficient k. In this case, by use of (4.96) we find the flux linkage between the coils 
due to the ball magnetization:

*  = H?MXV = kMxVy (4.98)

With the specimen set in vibration,
<f= - d * /d t  = - kMxVdy/dt (4.99)

But dy/dt = v, and therefore (4.99) is in agreement with (4.96).
Proof of the magnetic flux theorem. Visualize a volume element dV  taken off a 

magnetized body (Fig. 4.34). Assume it has the shape of a pill box with a generating 
line cflM M and sides dS , whose planes are normal to the magnetization vector (i.e.

8—5475
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dS IIM), so that
dV  = d\dS = dldS

The magnetic moment of the element dm under examination can be represented 
by an equivalent loop of current / that encloses an area dS:

dm = M dV  = ie(fiS

From the two latter equations it follows that

Mdl = Mdl = ieq (a)

The flux ¥  passing through the macroscopic loop k  contains an elementary com
ponent cM that owes its existence to the magnetized element MdV. This component 
can be expressed as an equality

d*  = <b>
where / is the equivalent loop current; and dLM is the mutual inductance linking 
the equivalent loop and the given loop k.

Based on the principle of reciprocity we can define dLM in terms of the flux 
through the area dS at a unit current Ik in the given macroscopic loop k. So,

d L M =  M q H ^ S // ;  (c)

where is the field strength vector due to Ik in the loop k. The vector H'k is defined 
with respect to the location of a particular element dS.

Substituting (a) and (c) into (b) gives

d *  = /^ '(M d l)d S //*

or, since the condition is that MHdS and dldS = dV,
d *  = (no/l'jH 'tM dV

On integrating through the volume V for which MH^ *  0, we arrive at expression
(4.95), which was to be proved.

Induced charge theorem. This theorem is analogous to the theorem described 
above.

If polarization P appears between the plates of a short-circuited capacitor (Fig. 
4.35a), then a charge flows through the path short-circuiting the plates:

&Q= - ( \E P d V ) /U '  (4.100)

1 1 1

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4.35
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Here E* is the electric field strength of the capacitor at \J f across it in the absence of 
a polarized body (Fig. 4.35£); and V is the volume of the polarized body.

In formula (4.100), AQ > 0 when the charge passes from plate 7 to plate 2; the 
voltage in (4.100) is then defined as the difference:

£/' = *>;-*> 2 - (4.ioi)
As with the theorem of magnetic flux, expression (4.100) becomes much simpler 

if E'P remains constant throughout the body bulk.
A similar theorem can readily be formulated for insulated plates (Fig. 4.35c) 

where AQ = 0. With a polarized body inserted in the capacitor, the voltage between 
the plates rises by

AU = - ( \E 'P d V ) /C U '  (4.102)

where Cis the capacitance in the absence of a polarized body, other quantities being 
the same as given before.

The validity of (4.102) directly follows from (4.101). Indeed, if the voltage 
reduces to zero on account of the removal of charge AQ from the plate 7, then the 
presence of this additional charge causes a voltage AU = AQ/C. The voltage AU  is 
assumed to depend on changes in the potential difference between the same plates 
and in the same succession as for Ur.

Example 4.4. A strip of thickness b -  0.40 cm is placed between the plates of a parallel- 
plate capacitor. The spacing between the plates is h = 0.41 cm. The capacitor was kept at a 
voltage C/(0~) = -  <P2 = 4.0 V and then disconnected from the source. The mechanical
compression of the strip gave rise to the normal component of its polarization (normal to the 
plates from 2 to 7) by AP  = 1.55 x 10“ 13 C/cm2. What is the voltage across the capacitor 
after the change of polarization?

Solution. By theorem (4.102), the voltage increment is

AU = - ( jE 'A P d IO /l / 'C  =  (E '/U 'C )A P V  = 0.7 V

The increment AU > 0 because the vectors E and AP are antiparallel.
The resultant voltage is

U = U(0 - )  + AU  = 4.7 V

The theorem of an induced charge under the conditions of sinusoidally varying 
polarization. Assume the polarization varies in a simple harmonic manner and use 
quantities in complex notation. Resorting to formula (4.100), we immediately ob
tain the expression for current in a short-circuited external path (Fig. 4.36a):

I = jo Q =  ~(\E 'j<j>dV)/U ' (4.103)

8'

P

(b)Fig. 4.36 (a)
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Similarly, by use of (4.102) we find the ac voltage on open-circuited plates (Fig. 

4'366)' 0 =  -^ ¥ P d V ) /U 'C  (4.104)

The positive directions are chosen in the same manner as before.
Generalization of the theorem for a capacitor under any load conditions. From 

the viewpoint of the general theory of linear circuits, Eqs. (4.103) and (4.104) can be 
regarded as the expressions for short-circuit current i  = ls» and open-circuit voltage 
0  = U0 of an active two-terminal network whose emf arises from the periodically 
varying polarization of a dielectric (Fig. 4.37a, b).

It is known from the general theory of linear circuits that any active one-port has 
an internal impedance in the series equivalent circuit:

Z i = U o / i sh (4.105)
Consequently, in our case

Zj = l/jwCQ

This general result permits us to consider both steady periodically-varying states 
and transient processes.

Example 4.51. The plates of the capacitor given in Example 4.4 are connected through a 
resistance R  = K^Q (Fig. 4.37a). The capacitor is not charged initially. Find how the voltage 
induced by AP, such as in Example 4.4, changes with time. For the solution of the problem set 
forth here, information is lacking in Example 4.4. Now we need to know, along with other 
data, the capacitance of the capacitor without a polarizable body or the equivalent plate area 
which is S = 4.0 cm2.

Solution. Based on what was said above, we construct an equivalent circuit (Fig. 4.376) 
where the generator voltage u(t) =  AU  • 1 (/). The value of AU found from (4.102) is known to 
be equal to 0.7 V. The sought-for voltage is

uR = 0.7 e - at at <* = \/R C  = 1.16 x 104 s " 1 

This expression applies to a transient at the generator voltage

1 The solution of the same problem without resorting to the induced charge theorem is given
in Sec. 3.2 [see Fig. 3.11 and Eqs. (3.71) through (3.75)].
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!0 at / ^  0 
0.7 V at t > 0

It is expected that the reader is familiar with the theory of transients in electric circuits and 
with the definition of the Heaviside unit:

1 (t) = 0 at / ^  0 and 1 at / > 0

Proof of the induced charge theorem. Visualize an elemental volume of a polariz
ed dielectric, PdV t placed between the plates of a capacitor (Fig. 4.38). The volume 
element is in the shape of a pill box with a generating line dl parallel to the polariza
tion vector, 41IP, and with sides dS normal to dl and P  such that dSIdl. It is ob
vious that

d\dS = dldS = dV

The electric moment of the element can be expressed in terms of the two 
equivalent charges ± q separated from each other by the distance dl. This moment

1S dp = P dV =  qdl (a)

on condition that
q = PdS

The system of Fig. 4.38 can be regarded as a system of four charges: two charges 
of a dipole, q x = q and q2 = -  q v  and two charges of the plates, q} and qA = -  qr  
Denote the potential at a charge qn as <pn and assume the potential of the fourth

* Fig. 4.38

charge equal to zero, tp4 = 0. The relation between <pf and qk may then be expressed 
by the known system of equations (4.22) with the coefficients of potential:

<P\ = q x a n + q p n  + q3a n

*2  =  ? ia 2l +  ^ 2 2  +  <***23

* 3  =  ?1 «31  +  ^ 3 2  +  ? 3 a 33 

where the factors a ik are the coefficients of potential, obeying the reciprocity princi- 
pie, a ik = ockl.
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Bearing in mind that in our case q x = — q2 = Q> = U and* besides, consider
ing the reciprocity principle just formulated above, we can write based on the given

syslem. *>, -  <f>2 = <7(“ ii “  2012 + “ 22) + ^y4
U = qA + 9 3a 33

where /4 = a 31 — a 32 = a 13 —

In the absence of a polarized element, i.e. at q = 0, but in the presence of the 
charge q3 = </on the capacitor, the potential difference between the pill box sides is
given by , > , A(p\ — v?2 ==E o l = ^ /4

where E ' is the electric field strength inside the pill box at the charge q '  on the 
capacitor and in the absence of a polarized element, P = 0.

From the latter equality it follows that
A = (E’/q 'W

If q3 = qA = 0, i.e. the capacitor is uncharged, but q *  0, then according to (b) 
U = qA = (E'/q')qdl

or, taking into account (a), ,
U = (E /q ')V dV

In essence, it would be more appropriate to write here dU  rather than U, leaving 
the letter synbol U for the result obtained after integration of the latter equation 
through the entire volume V for which E 'P #  0. This integral identically coincides 
with expression (4.102). This completes the proof of (4.102), which is equivalent to 
(4.100) and to other expressions that follow from (4.100) and (4.102).

Shockley’s theorem. Expressions (4.100) through (4.105) that define the induced 
charge theorem directly lead to Shockley’s theorem of the current induced by a 
charge q moving with a speed v between capacitor plates.

It should be kept in mind here that if a unit charge q actually moves with a speed 
v, its motion can be expressed as a change of the moment of a dipole, p = q\t in 
which the other charge —q remains immobile; its position (coordinates) plays no 
role. So,

dp/dt = qd\/dt = qy (4.106)

Differentiating (4.100) with respect to time gives the current passing through the 
wire shorting out the capacitor plates:

/ = dQ/dt = -  [jE '(3P  /t)dV ]/U  (4.107)

But if within the range of action of the E field the only change in the dipole mo
ment stems from the charge motion, then we have to pass from (4.107) to an expres-

S,° n i= - ( E ' /U ') q v  (4.108)

This is one of the simplest statements of Shockley’s theorem: the current in a wire 
short-circuiting the plates is equal to the speed of charge times the magnitude of 
charge and the vector of field strength E*/U \ which would appear at the point of
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location of the charge q as a result of the unit voltage across the capacitor plates 
(this is exactly the ratio of the field strength to the potential difference).

Reasoning in the same way as done in deriving expressions (4.103) through 
(4.105), we can apply Shockley’s theorem to any resistance (impedance) of the cir
cuit.

Chapter 5 Potential Electric Fields

5.1. General Features o f Calculation Methods

We can always define the electric field in a homogeneous medium, given the charge 
distribution, by calculating the potential with formulas (1.21) that follow from 
Coulomb’s law:

<p = \Lq/R  + \ (pdV/R) + \ ($/R)dS + \ (r/R)dl\Mire0

But it is impossible to apply this method where the statement of the problem, 
commonly met with in electrical engineering practice, involves the given potentials 
at electrodes, their geometric location (Fig. 5.1j), and permittivity of dielectric 
bodies disposed between the electrodes (Fig. 5. \b). In such cases, recourse should be 
made to the field equations in differential form.

The field calculation method based on Coulomb’s law (Maxwell called it the 
direct method) presupposes an action at a distance: the charge dq = p d V causes a 
potential component dip = dq/(e04irR) at the observation point spaced a distance R  
from the source point i.e. the point of location of the charge dq. Not so with the 
calculation based on partial differential equations. For a potential field (at e = 1),

V V  = - p / e 0 (5.1)

or, in cartesian coordinates,

d2ip/dx2 + d2<p/dy2 + d2<p/dz2 = — p/e0 (5.1a)

In Sec. 95a of his treatise, Maxwell gives such a description of this equation. “ In 
the differential equation we express that the values of the second derivatives of V (<p
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in our notation) in the neighbourhood of any point, and the density at that point are 
related to each other in a certain manner, and no relation is expressed between the 
value of Kat that point and the value of p at any point at a sensible distance from it” . 
Thus “ the differential equation is the appropriate expression for a theory of action 
exerted between contiguous parts of a medium” . From the material presented in the 
preceding chapters, it is clear that now we would rather speak just of contiguous 
parts of a field.

Maxwell thus expressly defines the features of calculation methods employing the 
field laws in the form of partial differential equations and stresses their importance 
in the end of Sec. 95a: using these equations we shall “ prepare our minds to pass 
from the theory of direct action at a distance to that of action between contiguous 
parts of a medium” .

From the physical viewpoint, boundary conditions (required to solve a system of 
field equations) essentially influence the result only by way of exerting an effect on 
the field of neighbor points, but then this effect proceeds from point to point (and 
at a finite rate! The last circumstance is of no significance for static and quasistatic 
fields).

What we have said here about potential electric fields also refers to potential 
magnetic fields.

Integration (solution) of partial differential equations. Field calculations general
ly present a complicated problem. It is mostly impossible to express the calculation 
results in the form of simple functions. Therefore, the present book can only con
sider a small number of simple examples. The aim of the examples is to reflect, 
where possible, the most important features of the general methods of integration 
of field equations, paying particular attention to the physical and electrical 
engineering interpretation of the results. In the calculation examples discussed 
earlier we made use of appropriate procedures that enabled us to avoid the direct in
tegration of differential equations.

Solution to Laplace’s and Poisson’s equations. The problem of calculation of ir- 
rotational fields, in which the field strength can be represented as the potential gra
dient, involves the solution of Laplace’s and Poisson’s equations. The solutions to 
ordinary differential equations used in, say, circuit theory become unique only after 
arbitrary constants (constants of integration) have been determined from the initial 
conditions. As for partial differential equations, the solutions include arbitrary 
functions as well as arbitrary constants. The choice of the functions and constants 
which actually correspond to the sought-for solution is done from the additional 
conditions that make the statement of the problem physically definite. Thus, in 
solving a problem for a potential electric field within a certain region, it is insuffi
cient to say that the field in this region must satisfy Laplace’s equation. For the 
solution to the problem we must prescribe, for example, the type of electrodes to be 
used to produce the field and the potentials at the electrodes (conditions at the 
boundary).

In the general case, to define the field in the region bounded by the surface of 
electrodes, it is sufficient to specify the potential at the electrodes (Dirichlet’s
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problem)
W 5 = /,(S )  (5.2)

or the normal component of the gradient (Neumann’s problem)
d<p/dn\s = f 2(S) (5.3)

if Laplace’s equation holds for the entire region and the medium that fills up this 
region is homogeneous.

The theorem of uniqueness for Dirichlet’s problem. Assume that two solutions 
for ipx and v 2 exist and these solutions satisfy both Laplace’s equation and the given 
boundary conditions. Let us set up an artificial function

V  =  (<P{ -  <P2) mV(<Pi “  <P2)

By the rule of product differentiation, its divergence is
V F  =  (<Pj -  v>2)' V 2 (*>i -  ^ 2)  +  IV(^Pi ~  *>2)12 

But the first summand is equal to zero since both <px and <p2 satisfy Laplace’s 
equation. Hence,

VF = [V(*, -  v>2)]2

Applying the Ostrogradsky-Gauss theorem to the found divergence, we obtain

[VFdK =  j tV ^ ,  -  <f>2)]2d V  = $FdS = $ (* > ,- ^ 2) ’ V(*>, -  f>2

Extending the integral throughout all the field volume we find that the electrodes 
serve as a limiting surface. But according to the condition, both solutions for <px and 
<p2 on the electrodes take the specified value and hence are equal. Therefore,

\ [V(*. -  <e2)]2d v  = 0

The integrand is everywhere positive (squared); its integral can be equal to zero 
only if the integrable function is zero over the total region of integration. This re
quirement is equivalent to the condition

<P\ — <P2 =  c o n stan t

The constant is defined from the conditions on the electrodes at which <px = >̂2, 
and hence

<PX -  <P2 = 0

This completes the proof of uniqueness of the solution.
Various kinds of conditions determining the unique solution to a problem. The

specified conditions often differ from the ones required in solving Dirichlet’s or 
Neumann’s problems. Boundary conditions are sometimes given in a composite 
form. In certain problems the boundary conditions are found to be specified in 
terms of a tangential component of the gradient over the surface enclosing the area 
in question (see Sec. 7.3):

d ip /d r \ s  = f 2(S) (5.4)
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If a field can extend into an infinite-dimensional space, the conditions at infinity 
are necessary along with other conditions. If we are to know the behaviour of an elec
tric field across an interface between two different media, the specified conditions 
must also include boundary conditions at the interface. In the general case the pro
blem reduces to seeking individual solutions for each medium which, in addition, 
must satisfy the boundary conditions. A field can be specified by the distribution of 
an electric polarizationP or magnetic polarization M (see Secs. 5.3 and 6.1).

We will not dwell any longer on the requirements for the formulation of the condi
tions (the necessity and sufficiency of conditions). Let us only note that the com
pleteness of conditions corresponds to the complete physical definiteness in the state
ment of the problem being solved. It is therefore obvious that in the calculation of, 
say, static and steady-state fields, no initial conditions are needed other than boun
dary conditions. On the contrary, in considering time-varying fields, even potential 
fields in inhomogeneous imperfect dielectrics, there is the need to specify the initial 
conditions too, i.e. the distribution of a charge (or potential) in the region being ex
amined in the initial period of time, since the charge distribution changes with time.

Separate sections of this chapter deal with the method of images (Sec. 5.7) widely 
employed in electrical engineering and the method of complex functions (Sec. 5.8).

Other methods of field calculation. The potential field calculation methods based 
directly on partial differential equations are far from always being the only methods 
employed in practice. Of much importance is the use of integral equations and also 
some mathematical methods. As mentioned earlier in few instances, recent years 
have seen widespread application of field modeling and also simulation on analog 
and digital computers. The problem that often faces engineers in this connection is to 
reduce the initial equations to the form convenient for calculations and program 
preparation. The study of the methods of field calculations relates either to special 
technical courses or to particular branches of computing mathematics. It is hardly 
justifiable to include them into the general course in the theoretical bases of electrical 
engineering which deals only with the fundamentals of field theory.

5.2. Solution to Partial Differential Equations by the Fourier-Euler 
Method

The method consists in the representation of an unknown function of, let us say, two 
coordinates, <p(x,y), in terms of the product or the sum of the products of functions 
each of which depends only on one coordinate, for example:

x n = *„(*) and- Y„ = y„(y) (5.5)
The assumption here is that for any n, the expression

*n =  X nYn (5.6)
is the solution of the equation even if it does not satisfy the given conditions which 
must be met only by the sum of all solutions, each being multiplied by one coefficient 
or another:

* =  Z S S J n (5.7)
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That the sum of the solutions satisfies Laplace’s equation, if each of the terms 
satisfies it too, becomes obvious from the linearity of the original equation V V  = 0. 
Expression (5.7) obtained above is just the solution sought for since it satisfies the 
given boundary conditions for <p and the field equation.

By this method we obtain the desired results without running into much difficulty 
if it is possible to choose the coordinate system in which we can readily separate 
variables and set up boundary conditions. The problem then reduces to the solution 
of ordinary differential equations. The difficulties are most often met in seeking the 
function or the series of functions that satisfy the boundary conditions. In a number 
of cases it is even difficult to write these conditions analytically.

The method set forth here can be extended to cover the functions of three coor
dinates O, Xy z) or even four coordinates (y, x t z , 0; in defining the dependence on /, 
the initial conditions must also be given. As the number of independent variables in
creases, it certainly becomes more and more difficult to solve the equations.

5.3. Simple Problems Solvable in the Cylindrical 
and Spherical Coordinate Systems

Cylinder in a uniform external field1. Consider a long dielectric cylinder immersed in 
a uniform external field is0 so that its axis is normal to the field vector (Fig. 5.2). The 
cylinder has k  times the permittivity of the surrounding medium. Find the resultant 
field in the middle portion where we can disregard the effect of the cylinder edges far 
distant from this portion in the direction of semiaxes ± z. This is equivalent to the 
statement that the cylinder is infinitely long. Therefore, in the cylindrical coordinate 
system where the axis coincides with the cylinder axis the field proves plane-parallel, 
i.e. dependent only on the coordinates a and r, and identical for any value of z.

Potential distribution. Using the cylindrical coordinate system and counting off 
the angle a from the external field vector E0, we can readily prove the following: (1)

'See also the text dealing with the field in the gap between the stator and rotor in Sec. 6.4 
and Example 7.4.
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the potential represents a periodic function of a and hence can be expressed in terms 
of a Fourier series; (2) coefficients of the series depend on the radius; and (3) the 
series contains only even functions because at any r = constant

<p(a) = <p(- a) (5.8)

which follows from field symmetry.
Given these conditions, the Fourier series contains only cosine functions

ip(at r) = C0 + £  nCn(r) ■ cosna (5.9)

The constant CQ vanishes if is arbitrarily taken equal to zero in the plane 
a = ±  tt/2. We then complete the solution, being guided by the text presented in 
the beginning of this chapter. First we write the solution of the type given by (5.9) for 
the internal region, /, and external region, e:

Vi = Ec„cos/ia (5.10)

<Pe = £  C^cos/ia

As seen from the notation itself, these solutions include different coefficients of 
the series, cv  ... , cn and Cv  ... , Cn which are certainly dependent on the radius.

A second step in the analysis calls for the substitution of the probable solution
(5.10) into the field equation (Laplace’s equation) to enable us to determine a possi
ble form of the still unknown functions of the radius. Writing Laplace’s equation in 
cylindrical coordinates

(1 /r)(d/dr)[r{d<p/df)] + d ^ / r 2 da2 = 0 (5.11)

(assuming that the potential is independent of z, see Appendix A5) and differen
tiating, we obtain for the external region:

[d2Cn(r)/dr2 + dCn(r)/rdr -  {n2/r*)Cn(r))cosna = 0 (5.12)

Since this equation must be satisfied at any value of a , the factor enclosed in the 
brackets should be taken equal to zero. This factor represents a differential equation 
containing the function of r only, differentiable with respect to r only. This analysis 
allows us to write the bracketed factor as an ordinary uniform differential equation

d2Cn/d t1 + (\/r)(dCn/dr) -  (n/r)2Cn = 0 (5.13)

The solution to this equation is the radius to the mth power multiplied by the cons
tant Kn,

Cn(r) = K f nz t m =  ± n  (5.14)

which is easy to confirm by substituting (5.14) into (5.13). Really, the equation
[m(m -  \) + m -  n ^ K ^ - 2 = 0 (5.15)

is identically satisfied at m = ± n.
The solution for the internal region is sought in exactly the same wav. The result 

differs from (5.14) only by constant coefficients. Let us denote them by A^and K n for
the external region (r ^  a) at m = ± n t and m  =  — n respectively. For the inter
nal region (r ̂  a), we denote the constants by the same lower-case letters k„ and k ~ .
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So, for the internal region,
•Pi = I  „(k+rn + k ^ -" )c o sn a  (5.16)

and for the external region,
<Pe = I  n(A'„+r" + K~r “ cos na (5.17)

Over the entire internal region, the potential must remain finite (at a finite E J , and 
hence all the factors with the negative powers of r (since r may take a zero value) must 
be equal to zero:

* " =  0 (5.18)

In the external region away from the cylinder, i.e. at r/a > 1, a disturbing effect 
of the cylinder must vanish and the potential must be expressed aslthe potential of the 
external homogeneous (undisturbed) field. At r > a, this potential becomes then

<Pe = -  E qK = -  E ff  cosa ' (5.19)

if <p = 0 at x  = 0, which follows from the condition CQ = 0 specified earlier in for
mula (5.9).

The comparison between (5.19) and (5.17) leads us to conclude that
k ; =  0(n > 2) 

*i+= - * o
(5.20)

The condition (5.19) tells us nothing of the factors when the powers of r are 
negative because at r > a the corresponding terms are vanishingly small as against 
the first term K£r. The conclusions made from the comparison of (5.17) and (5.19) 
are just the result we have arrived at by use of the “ conditions at infinity” .

It still remains to use the conditions at the interface of two media. They can be ex
pressed as a potential equality

<Pe = at r = a (5.21)

and as the equality of normal components of the electric flux density vector. Since in 
our case the normal components are radial ones, the latter condition can be stated as

etd<p/dr = sed<pe/dra tr  = a (5.22)

Taking into consideration (5.18) and (5.20), we rewrite the potential expressions 
for the sake of clarity:

*i= E„>i kycosna 
<Pe = - E Qr c o s a +  £ n^ 1/f~r'"/,cos/ia

(5.23)

(5.24)

Proceeding from (5.21) and (5.22), we readily pass to the following systems of 
equations:

at n = 1,
= ~ E0a + K^/a

e,k \=  -  «/£() + K ^a-2) .
and at w 3> 2,

(5.25)
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k+an =  K ~/ann n

epk+ an~ 1 =  -  e jjK ~ a ~ (n+ 

From two Eqs. (5.25) in two unknowns we find
k \ —  ~  E q2ee/(e/. -I- e e )  

K ~=  EqKq2
where A = (e/ -  £,,)/(£, + ee).

Equations (5.26) lead us to conclude that
K~= k+= Oatn ^  2n n

(5.26)

(5.27)

Having found all the coefficients, we come to the final expressions for potentials:
in the external region (r ^  a, e = se)9

<pe = -  E0[ 1 -  AtfVr^rcosa (5.28)

in the internal region (r ^  a, e = ee),
iff = -  E(pLEe/(Ei + Ee)]rcosa (5.29)

The expressions for the field strength components become: 
in the external region,

Eer = -  d<p/dr = EJ1 -l- AaVr^cosa (5.30a)
Eea  = -  dip/rda = -  EJ1 -  AaVr^sina (5.30b)

in the internal region,
Et = Ei x = -  dip/dx = E t f z ^  4- se)] (5.30c)

In Eq. 5.30 c, x  stands for the cartesian coordinate x  = r cosa whose direction 
coincides with that of E0. This is the only component of the field which remains in
dependent of coordinates inside the cylinder (E = constant at r ^  a).

The found result explains why the field strength can noticeably rise inside inclu
sions with e lower than that of the surrounding medium. This sometimes fosters 
breakdown or insulation damage due to a discharge originating inside an inclusion. 
For example, the field strength inside a threadlike air bubble (^ = 1) in a piece of 
glass (se = 7) exposed to a transverse external field can be 2Eg/(Ee + ê ) = 1.75 times 
the field strength that would be found in pure glass. In the limit, if e€ > e., the field 
strength inside an inclusion becomes twice as high. At Ee < £/y the field strength in
creases twofold (in comparison with the undisturbed field strength) on the outside of 
the cylinder at its “ poles”  (at points r = a; a  = 0 or t) .

The found solution is easy to apply to problems relating to a conducting cylinder in 
a uniform external field. For this it is enough to set formally ef. — oo in (5.30a) and 
(5.30b), for the field inside the cylinder vanishes under these conditions, as is the case 
for a conductor. Outside the conductor (r ^  a), A is equal to unity, and hence

Eer =  E J  1 + aV r^cosa

*  -  -  E J I  -  a2//-2]sina
(5 .30d)
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Sphere in a uniform external field. As with the cylinder, the sphere is taken to have 
a permittivity s', and the surrounding medium a permittivity ee. It is advantageous to 
choose the spherical coordinate system with the z  axis running along the vector of the 
external field E0 (Fig. 5.3).

The field depends on two coordinates, radius R  and azimuth angle 0, and does not 
depend on the coordinate a (meridian angle). This means that the field is the same in 
any meridian plane (a = constant). Such a field is called plane-meridian.

Proceeding from the earlier considerations of the periodic dependence of the 
angle, we obtain the general solution in such a form

<f> = ( A R  + B R ~ * ) c o s e  (5.31)

if the assumption is that the potential is equal to zero in the equatorial plane (<p = 0 
at 0 = 7t/2). Here, A  and B  are constants.

It is easy to prove the above statement by substituting <p into Laplace’s equation ex
pressed in spherical coordinates (see Appendix A5).

The constants A  and B  are found from the same conditions as those specified for 
the preceding case (the cylinder in a uniform field). We can now specify the dielectric 
sphere of radius a immersed in the external homogeneous field E0. The potential in a 
region outside the sphere is

<Pe = ~ E 0[1 -  i;<73//?3]/?cos0 (5.32)

where v = (cf- -  ««)/(«,• + 2ee).
The potential inside the sphere is given by

3£/(e,. + 2£<?)]/?cos0 (5.33)

The field strength components are: 
in the external region,

Ee,R = -  d<Pe/dR  =  ^o l1 + 2i/a3//?3]cos0 (5.34a)

Ee,e = ”  B vJR M  = -  jE^I -  rja3/R 3]sin0 (5.34b)
in the internal region,
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E, = EZ= ~  W d z  = EJH e/te; + 2ee)] (5.34c)

where z  = Rcosd.
As with the cylinder discussed earlier, the field inside and outside the sphere can 

differ substantially from the external uniform field. Thus at ee > ejf the field inside 
the sphere is larger than E0; if ee > then Ei ~ 1.5E0. If ee < ejt the field inside 
the sphere weakens, but rises outside, particularly at the sphere poles (0 = 0 or tt).

To determine how a conducting sphere immersed in a uniform field distorts the 
field pattern, the sphere permittivity e. may be set at infinity:

EeJt = E0[ \+  2a3//?3] cos 0 

Ee,e = "  ^ot1 "  tf3//?3]sin0
(5.34d)

Note that whether we consider a cylinder or a sphere, at £/ = ee all the expressions 
take the form of the expression for an undisturbed field. Taking all the permittivities 
related to se, we can simplify somewhat the obtained expressions and write:

for a cylinder,
^  = -  E0[2/(e + l)]rcosa and is, = EJi2/(e + 1)]

for a sphere,
iPg = -  EJl3/(£ + 2)]/?cos0and£/ = E0[3/(e + 2)]

where e = £/£<,; y and X remain the same.
Graphical construction of equipotentials by known equations. It might be a very 

useful exercise for the student to try to construct field equipotentials for any of the 
cases discussed in this chapter.

Since the potential is defined by two coordinates,

<p = <p (S ,p ) (5.35)

the construction should be done in the following manner. Setting the potentials such 
as <pv <p2 ... and any concrete values of one of the coordinates, for example,
£2 ... , we find the coordinates, pv  p2 ••• i-e- locate the points at which the given 
equipotentials <p<p2 ... cross the lines {j, f 2 ... It is generally advisable to consruct 
equipotentials at a definite potential difference between neighbor equipotential lines.

Comparison of the results obtained for the cylinder and sphere. It is apparent from 
solutions (5.30d) and (5.34d) that (a) if a conductor such as a cylinder or a sphere is 
held in a uniform external field Eq, the field strength at the poles (r = a, a = OjTror 
R  = a; 0 = 0 or ir) of the cylinder and the sphere rises to 2EQ and to 3/s0 respective
ly; and(b) if a conducting medium has a hole(or £;. < e^, the field strength inside a 
cylindrical hole [see Eq. (5.30c)] grows to 2E0 and inside a spherical hole [see Eq. 
(5.34c)] to merely l-5*o. where E0 is the external uniform field strength.

A greater effect of the conducting sphere in one case (a) and a greater effect of the 
nonconducting cylinder in the other (b) can readily be accounted for by applying the 
general concepts of the flux of electric field lines. In the case (a), the flux lines strive 
to find an easy way to pass through the conducting inclusion, so that the lines con
verge toward the sphere, heading from all the sides for its pole. In the case (b),
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however, the lines strive for the cylinder surface and do not cross anywhere the planes 
normal to the cylinder axis. It is thus natural to expect that the flux lines will be 
denser near the sphere poles (3EJ than in the cylinder (lE ^ . In the case (b), on the 
contrary, the flux lines must bypass the obstacles on their way. Obviously, it is easier 
to go round the sphere (practically on all the sides) than to move round the 
transversely lying cylinder. That is why the density of flux lines inside the cylinder is 
higher (IE ^  than that inside the sphere (I^Eq).

One should note the following fact. As the field strength /^inside an inclusion in
creases (or decreases), the electric flux density D( = fi-figE, inside the same inclusion 
decreases (or rises respectively).

Field components due to polarization. In the cases considered above for the dielec
tric cylinder or sphere immersed in an external uniform field Eg, a change in the field 
arises from an additional field of charges due to polarization. If eg = 1, the charges 
result only from the polarization of a dielectric in the form of a cylinder or sphere. 
The resultant field may be taken to equal the sum of external field E0 and additional 
field EpOf the polarized body:

E = E0 + Ep (5.36)

Since we know the resultant field components and also the components of the ex
ternal undisturbed field, it is always easy to determine the polarization field com
ponents:

Ep = E -  E0

Cylinder (ei = e, e£ = 1). For the internal region (r ^  a), formula (5.30) gives 
Ep = E0[2/(e + 1)] -  E0 = -  Eg[(£ -  l)/(£ + 1)] (5.37)

The field of polarization is antiparallel (e > 1) to the external field.
As regards the external region, we need first to evaluate the components of the un

disturbed field E0 in cylindrical coordinates (see Fig. 5.2):
Eq = — E0sin a

(5.38)
EO s= EoCOSOi 

and then, using (5.30) and (5.38), to determine
E p  r = EJi(6 -  l)/(e + l)](a/r)2cosa (5.39a)
E P a  =  EJi(e -  l)/(£ + l)](<7/r)2sina (5.39b)

at r ^  a.
The field strength due to polarization is easy to express directly in terms of P. For 

this we should recall that e — 1 is the susceptibility ke. The polarization of the dielec
tric cylinder is then

P = E ie0( e -  1) (5.40)

Using (5.30c), we find that at ee = 1 and e# = e
P  = E0[2/(£ + D ^ e  -  1) (5.41)

This formula permits us to express E0 in terms of P  in (5.37) and (5.39), following

9—5475
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which we get:
for the internal region (r ^  a)>

Ep = - P / 2 e 0 (5.42a)

for the external region (r ^  a),
Epr = p  cos ot/lirSff2 = PaPcosa/lEff1 (5.42b)

EPa = psina/lTcetf2 = P a h in a /le ^ 2 (5.42c)

wherep  = P  • ira2 is the moment per unit length.
Sphere (e/ = e, ee = 1). Repeating the calculations in the same way as for the 

cylinder we arrive at the expression for polarization
P = E 0[ 3 / ( a 2 ) ] e 0( e -  1) (5.43)

and the expression for the electric field in the internal region (R  < a)
Ep = - P /  3e0 (5.44)

As seen Ep is constant and acts in the opposite direction to the vector P.
Such a direction of Ep is obvious from the illustration of charges due to polariza

tion on the sphere surface (Fig. 5.4). These charges and their field are related by 
Coulomb’s law.

For the external region (R ^  a)y the field strength of the polarized sphere is ex
pressed as

Ep r  = p c o sd /l 'K S ^  = 2Fto3cos0/3eoR3 ^

Epd = psin0/47reoR3 = Pa3 sin 6 / 3 6 ^

where p  = PV  = P  • 47t<z3/3 is the total moment of the sphere.
It is interesting to note that these expressions and expressions (1.25) for the field of 

a dipole with moment p  are identical.
Field of polarized bodies. The above expressions for field components due to 

polarization are certainly true regardless of the causes that lead to polarization P. In 
other words, they also hold if the polarization of a body results from the influences 
other than the field that acts at the given moment, i.e. P *  E/s^e -  1). Polariza
tion most often arises from mechanical deformation or appears as a residual effect of 
the external field that previously acted on a nonlinear medium. One can liken this ef
fect to residual deformation of a bent bar when the stress goes beyond the limit of 
elasticity.
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Instead of using (5.36) and other E  field expressions derived earlier, we can apply 
Laplace’s equations directly to determine the field from the given polarization for 
new boundary conditions. First, in the new problem the potential and the field at in
finity are zero (if the potential in the midplane is taken equal to zero) because the ex
ternal field is nonexistent and polarized bodies can cause a noticeable disturbance 
only for a short distance. Second, the continuity condition for the normal compo
nent of the electric flux density vector (for a cylinder) is now set up using the explicit 
expression of polarization:

D e,r =  ~  ^ e /d r ) = D i,r = ~ «oP * /dr> + Pf (5.46)
In the problem relating to a cylinder, Pr = Pcosa. The condition for the potential 

at the interface remains the same. It is very useful for the student to tackle this solu
tion on his own.

5.4. Polarized Ellipsoid.
Coefficients o f Depolarization

The field of a uniformly polarized ellipsoid (spheroid) can be calculated using 
Laplace’s equations and the boundary conditions in the elliptical coordinate system 
suitable for the purpose. However, the entire calculation process and the functions 
that describe the field outside the ellipsoid are rather complex. It is possible to obtain 
simple expressions only for the field inside a uniformly polarized ellipsoid or the field 
of an ellipsoid immersed in an external uniform field (Fig. 5.5). The field inside an 
ellipsoid is homogeneous due to its uniform polarization. This is the property intrin
sic only in the bodies shaped as an ellipsoid.

The components due to polarization P  that appear inside a spheroid are given by

Ey = -  N /> /£ 0 (5.47)

£ r - W £o
The factors Nj are known as the coefficients o f  depolarization.

For a spheroid with the z axis of rotation, the semiaxes in the x  andy  directions are 
equal. From the considerations of symmetry it is obvious that the corresponding 
coefficients are also equal:

9 *

Nx = Ny (5.48)
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The resultant field inside the spheroid exposed to an external field with com- 
ponents and E^  is expressed as

Ex = EOx~ NxPx/£0

E y =  - N y P / e  0 (5.49)

Ez = E<*- Nzp / E0 
In an isotropic linear dielectric, Px z = e^cEx z. The field inside the ellipsoid is

then given by

Ey = 0 (5.50)

Ez = £ te/( l + kNz)

For an elongated ellipsoid of rotation (a ^  c)
N z = (1 — 7 2) (Artanh7  — y )/y ^ (5.51a)

Nx = Ny = [7 -(1  -  7 2)Artanh7 ] /27 3 = (1 -  N z)/2 (5.51b)

where r.-----/  -,
7  = v l -  (a/cY

In computations, it may prove useful to keep in mind that
Artanh7  = ln[(l + 7)/(l -  7)]/2

For an oblate ellipsoid of rotation (a ^  c)
N z = (1 + ptyfi -  arctan/? ) /# 3 (5.52a)

N = N =  [(1 -l- /^arctanfl -  0]/203 = (1 -  N V 2x y  z (5.52b)

where
0 =  V(cr/c)2 -  1

For ellipsoids of any shape,
N Y + N v + N_=  1 (5.53)x y  z

The knowledge of the coefficient Nj for an ellipsoid is of practical importance 
mainly because real bodies of revolution commonly met in practice are not perfect 
ellipsoids. For example, a disk can be regarded as an oblate spheroid, and a round 
core as an elongated spheroid. This assumption allows us to determine the coeffi
cients N  for these bodies.

Strictly speaking, the notion of a depolarization coefficient is only applicable to 
ellipsoids, although it is sometimes given a wider interpretation (see Sec. 6.2).

On coefficients for a sphere, cylinder, and plate. On the strength of symmetry and 
Eq. (5.53), we can obviously arrive at Eqs. (5.42a) and (5.44) deduced earlier: for a 
sphere, N  =  1/3, and for an infinitely long round cylinder exposed to a transverse 
field, N  = 1/2. In the latter case, the major axis of the ellipsoid is c — oo. Besides, 
N z -* 0  because the depolarizing effect of polarization charges uncovered at infinite
ly remote ends of the elongated ellipsoid is equal to zero. The same considerations 
permit us to conclude that the depolarization coefficient for an infinitely long plate 
in a transverse field is N  = 1.
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5.5. Polarizable Bodies in an AC Field

An ac field in polarizable media may often be thought of as a quasistatic field, i.e. the 
field that obeys the Laplace-Poisson equation. In considering the steady-state condi
tions of a sinusoidally varying field, however, we should convert to the complex 
presentation of field vectors and potentials and also of the parameters of a medium. 
In discussing transients, it is expedient to resort to appropriate operator expressions.

Dielectric sphere with complex permittivity in an external ac field at Ee = 1. For 
the case at hand, all the formulas derived in this chapter apply equally well if all the 
variables such as y>, E, D, P are given in complex notation as is the sphere permittivity 

J i  =  e = e '  —j e  ' '  that can also be written as
-  ja /eQo) (5.54)

It is of interest to note a certain feature that shows up in an imperfect dielectric 
(e "  *  0 or a ^  0). At points lying outside the sphere (R  ^  a), the components of 
external uniform field £0 and polarization field k p differ in direction and phase.

Indeed, by expression (5.45),
Ep = E ^lcosd  • e R + sin0 • e e]F (5.55)

where ,
£  = [ (* -  iy< £+  i)i(« /*)3 (5.56)

whereas (see Fig. 5.3) .
E0 = EJicosS • e R -  sin0 • e^] (5.57)

Such a field contains rotational components.
A cylinder, ellipsoid, and other bodies in an ac field. For a cylinder and an ellip

soid, we should employ the same procedure as for the sphere discussed above, i.e. use 
the available solutions in complex form.

Of interest is the fact that the field inside a sphere and cylinder (exposed to an ex
ternal uniform field, of course) does not show rotational components. In the case of 
complex parameters of a medium, however, circular components appear inside an 
ellipsoid too, though they are insignificant.

5.6. Transients in Quasistatic Fields.
Relaxation

Operator method for calculation of the field in an inhomogeneous imperfect dielec
tric. The dependence of the equivalent parameters of a medium on frequency (see 
Ch. 3) shows that the field distribution in a nonuniform medium generally differs 
with the frequency of an external field. If the response depends on the frequency of a 
disturbing field, we have to expect a transient process to take place as a result of an 
aperiodic disturbance. Really, an aperiodic disturbance contains a definite spectrum, 
so that different frequency components cause different responses.

To describe a transient, it is convenient to resort to the operator expression for the 
equivalent permittivity e (or o )  replacing j u by p  in accordance with (3.57) and 
(3.69):

Eeq = eeqW  = e + a/P€0 (5.58)
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It is certain that the external disturbance must be presented in operator notation. If
the calculation results in an operator expression, say, E(p), for any field point, then,
following the general rules of the operator method, we can find the appropriate time
function v x

E(0 ~ E(p)

The calculation may involve certain difficulties if the initial conditions cannot be 
taken as zero conditions. For the analysis of the problem, it is first necessary to con
sider a simple concrete example for which, as will be shown later, the initial condi
tions are zero ones.

Imperfect dielectric sphere in a surrounding medium which is also an imperfect 
dielectric. Let us immerse a solid resin sphere of radius a having parameters £; and ai 
in a gaseous medium with parameters ee and oe. Assume that = 2ee,, ee = 1, 
a. = 0.1 <Je, and ae = 10“ 16S/cm.

The external field E0 that acts on the system referred to is homogeneous. The 
dielectric sphere must intensify the field E near the sphere poles (because e; > ee) in 
such a manner as shown in Fig. 5.6.

Fig. 5.6

Consider the field outside the sphere (R ^  a) just at its poles. Using (5.34) and set
ting 6 = 0 and R = a, we find that E = ER = 1.5 E0 for the parameters specified 
above.

But we have neglected here the effect of conductivities, a, and made the calculation 
entirely on the basis of the relation between the permittivities, e, of the sphere and the 
environment. Is it safe to do so? Yes, it is, but only for the moments of time that are 
very close to the moment of application of an external field. On applying the external 
field, E0, the dielectric polarizes very fast1 to give rise to bound charges on the sphere 
surface. These charges lead to a field distribution whose pattern now depends on the 
permittivities.

In the general case2, along with bound charges, free charges can also appear in a 
nonuniform medium that may change the field pattern completely. Free charges

1 By taking e purely real and independent of a>, we thus assume that P  follows in step with 
field changes.

2 If the ratio o/e varies throughout the medium, i.e. if e /a. *  e fa  .i i e e
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begin to accumulate gradually and indeed very slowly in a medium of low conductivi
ty. As the process comes to an end, the field distribution only depends on the relation 
between the conductivities of the sphere and surrounding medium. To describe the 
field so produced, ej and ee in (5.34) should be replaced by eeg of (3.57); if t — o o ,  c*> 

may be taken equal to zero. On performing requisite cancellations, the expressions 
for E  at R  ^  a take the form

Ee R = 1 + 2ij<73//?3] cos e (5.59a)

Ee e = -  £*0[1 -  ria3/R 3]sind (5.59b)

where t? = (oj -  ae)/(a i + 2ae).
For the case at hand, with the field distribution being determined by the conduc

tivities, we find that in the external region (R ^  a), E  — 0 .\A5E0 (Fig. 5.7) near the 
pole (R = a, 6 = 0).

Introduce now equivalent operator permittivities given by (5.58) into (5.34) and 
express the applied field in operator form E0(t) = E0 • 1(/) to obtain the operator 
expression for the field strength of interest under zero initial conditions. The condi
tions are indeed the zero ones because at the initial moment free charges do not exist 
in the field. To find the solution, we apply the known methods of operational 
calculus widely used in circuit theory. Substituting the above expressions for e and a  

into (5.58), (5.32), and (5.34a), we find that in the external region (R ^  a) just near 
the sphere (R -  a, 6 = 0), the field is

E  = ER(t) = E0( 0.145 + \.35e~kt)
at k  = 1.18 x 10~3s -1 .

The dependence E(t)/E0 is shown in Fig. 5.8. The field strength drops from 1.5E0 
(at the initial moment) to 0.8ii0 in ten minutes; 30 min after the application of the ex
ternal field, the field strength decays to 0.3is0.

5.7. Method of Images

This method was mainly worked out for handling certain problems in electrical 
engineering. It greatly extended the class of easily solvable problems.
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Charge images. The method of images can be applied to determine the + q located 
near a conducting surface with a > 0 (Fig. 5.9). For this, we replace the effect of the 
entire surface (the effect of charges induced on it) by the field of an image of the 
given charge with the opposite sign, -  q. Indeed, in the field of such two charges, the 
midplane (ground, or image plane) proves to be an equipotential surface (from the 
conditions of symmetry), which agrees with the requirements of actual conditions. 
The method of images was evolved by a great British physicist Kelvin back in the mid
dle of the last century, and is still widely used in practice.

The method owes its substantial extention to other British physicist Searle who 
applied it to the cases where the image plane represents the interface between any 
two different media.

Consider a charge q (Fig. 5 .10&) placed in a medium of permittivity e x at a distance 
h from a plane boundary between this medium and a medium with permittivity e2. 
The question is whether we can define the field assuming that the field in the first 
region is due to the actual charge q and to its incomplete (imperfect) image q x = k xq 
lying a distance h away from the boundary. The assumption also is that both charges 
lie in a uniform unbounded medium of permittivity ex (Fig. 5.10b).

Reasoning further from the analogy between real objects and mirror images, we 
may assume that the field in the second region is produced by a certain charge q2 
located at the point of the actual charge q but being quantitatively different from it, 
namely, q2 = k 2q. It may also be assumed that the entire space is filled with a 
homogeneous medium of permittivity e2 (Fig. 5 .10c) l. To support the validity of the 
above assumptions let us start with certain reasonings from which we will then deter
mine the coefficients k  x and k 2.

If the field in the first region is defined as the field of charges q and q x at a medium 
permittivity e x and the field in the second region is defined as the field of charge q2 at 
a medium permittivity e2, then the two solutions for the fields at the boundary be
tween the two regions must satisfy the following boundary conditions:

1 Searle applied the analogy between a candle (q) burning in the room and its image in- 
completely reflected in the window glass (<?,). Imagine fog (e = e,) outside the window The 
candle will obviously appear to be more dimly visible on the other side (<?2), as if clouded in fog

Fig. 5.9

(5.60)

(«2)-
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q

Cj 0 x 0 I
F ie ld  eq u a l to  

a c tu a l f i e ld  
at y > 0

r - * -(b)

With the assumptions made for the first region, y  ^  0 (see Fig. 5.10/?), the poten
tial assumes the form

<P\ = to/4TC0e1)([(>f -  h)2 + x 2 + z2]~ l/2 + k x[(y + h)2 + x 2 + z2] “ 1/2)

where the factors in brackets are the squares of the distances from the observation 
point to charges q and q x = k x q f if the xz plane coincides with the interface and the y  
axis passes through the charge q .

For the second region, y  < 0 (see Fig. 5.10c),
<p2 = (<?2/4ire0£2)[(y -  h)2 + x2 + z2\ ~ 1/2

where q2 = k 2q .
Setting if> j = <p2 at y  = 0, we will find that this condition satisfies the first equa

tion in (5.60) for the tangential E components. After canceling, we obtain from 
equalities (5.60)

1 + k x = k 2ex/e2 (5.61)

The condition in (5.60) for normal components will be expressed as derivatives 
with respect to y  at y  = 0:

s xd<px/  dy = e2dip2/  dy

whence
1 -  k x = k 2 (5.62)

This result together with (5.61) leads us to state that 
k x = (Cj -  e2)/(ex + e2)

k 2 =
(5.63)
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The image charge q x -  k xq takes a sign depending on the relation between ex and 
e2. At ex > e2y the field lines extend so as if they avoided entering the second region 
(kx > 0);at£ j < e2, on the contrary, it is as though the lines were drawn into the se
cond region (kx < 0). Notice that for a uniform field where £j = e2, we have 
k 2 = 1 and k x = 0, which is to be the case.

If the second region is a conducting medium, then the condition is formally 
equivalent to the condition e2 — oo, in which case k x = — 1, i.e. the charge changes 
sign and its reflection is complete.

Figure 5.11 shows the transverse cross section of a wire with a charge -I- r. The wire 
runs parallel to a conducting wall and to the surface of a dielectric, say, liquid oil of 
permittivity e2 that fills a metallic tank. The field above the dielectric surface can be 
specified by the method of double reflection: (1) the charge + r  is reflected in the 
dielectric so that its image charge is + t x and (2) both charges are reflected in the wall, 
the image charges being - t and - r r  The field above the dielectric surface is 
represented as the field of the four charged wires in the unbounded dielectric with ex.

Method of images for nonuniform conductors. The generalized formulas (3.56) 
and (3.57) for imperfect dielectrics given in Sec. 3.2 allow us to apply all the solutions 
found above to conducting media. Let it be required to determine the conductance 
per unit length between parallel reinforcement bars of Fig. 5.12*7, which illustrates 
the cross section of a concrete foundation infinitely extending to the left.

Using the method of images, we can determine the sought-for field if we replace 
the nonconducting half of the space (<r2 = 0) by a limitless medium of the same con
ductivity <7j as that of the first medium on the left (Fig. 5A2b). The medium on the 
right thus contains the images of the electrodes (bars) whose charges do not change 
sign. Such a reflection corresponds to the absence of the normal components of the 
current density on the surface of the first medium and hence to the absence of the 
normal component of field strength given by (3.129). The current distribution in the 
system under study is shown in Fig. 5 A lb . Replacing in the calculation formulas for 
parallel wires (see Sec. 4.1) r ' by / and ee0 by a, yields the relation between the cur
rent I  and the potential difference between the real electrodes, U = 2<p. The ratio 
between these quantities is equal to the conductance G = I/hp.

Considering the forces acting on the charge q by Coulomb’s law, we should take 
into account not only the charges and dipoles that exist independently but also the

e2lar = (j
Fig. 5.11
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Field equal to 
actual field

W Fig. 5.12

charges originating in conductors and dielectrics under the effect of the charge q be
ing examined. The effect of the latter charges comes to the interaction of these 
charges with their images. Whenever a charge strives to escape the conductor (the ef
fect is known as electron or ion emission) the forces of image charges always tend to 
hold the charge.

5.8. Method of Complex Functions.
Conformal Mapping

The method is applicable to plane-parallel fields in which the potential depends only 
on two cartesian coordinates, say, <p(x, y).

Representing the coordinates in complex form, z = x  + jy , enables us to set up 
the function of these coordinates as the function of a complex variable:

w(z) = u + j  v (5.64)

Both the real and the imaginary components of the complex number w certainly 
represent the functions of two coordinates x  and y, i.e. u = u(x , y) and v = v(x, y).

Assume w = z2. This means that u + jv  = (x + jy )2 = x 2 -  y 2 + 2jxy. 
Therefore, u = x 2 — y 2 and v = 2xy.

Those functions of w which are known as analytic functions have definite 
derivatives

dw/dz = lim ([w(z + Az) -  w(z)]/£z] (5.65)
Az — 0

that are independent of the manner in which the intercept Az near the observation 
point z is chosen and what path it takes to approach zero.

This holds for derivatives of any order; in other words, for these functions we have
dw/dz = dw/ dx = dw/jdy 

d 2w/dz2 = d2w / dx2 = — d2w/ dy2
(5.66)
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Separating w into the real and the imaginary parts in second-order derivative ex
pressions (5.66) yields

f i u /  dx2 + ./'( f i v /  dx2) = - d 2u / By2 -  j (  f i v /  dy2) (5.67)

Expression (5.67) shows that both u(xr y) and v(x, y) satisfy Laplace’s equation:
V 2u = f i u /  dx2 -I- d2u / dy2 = 0 

,  ,  , ,  ,  (5.68)
V2v = f i v /  dx2 + d2v / By2 = 0

This remarkable result allows us to consider any of the functions of u or v as the 
function of potential or the function of flux, for example, to take u = constant as 
the lines of equal potential and v = constant as the lines of flux normal to the 
equipotentials.

That the lines u = constant are normal to the lines v = constant can readily be 
proved considering, for example, the scalar product of two gradients:

grad u m grad v = ( Bu/ djrX dv/ dx) + ( Bu/  By)( Bv/ By)

It is assumed to be obvious that g rad / = ( Bf/ Bx)tx + ( Bf/ By)t for each of the 
gradients, and the scalar product is the sum of the products of similar components. 
But according to the first equality of (5.66)

Bu/ Bx + j (  Bv/ Bx) = — j (  Bu/ By) + Bv/ By
or

- B v /  Bx = Bu/ By, Bv/ By = Bu/ Bx (5.69)

After substituting (5.69) into the scalar product of gradients, we obtain
gradu-gradv = 0 (5.70)

This is exactly the expression of orthogonality of the lines u = constant and 
v = constant.

As an example, consider the function
w = u + jv  = t '  ln[(z -  a)/(z + a)] (5.71)

where the complex quantity z  = x  + jy  determines the point on the plane x y y.
It is easy to see that this function describes the field of two charged axes 

represented by points z  = —a (positive charge r) andz  = + o (negative charge — r). 
Here Re w = u defines the potential at point z  (Fig. 5.13).
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Indeed,
z + a = r+ z. a  and z -  a = r_ z  0

are the vectors of which the first is drawn from the positive axis + r  to the observa
tion point z  at an angle a to the horizontal, and the second from the point -  r  at an 
angle 0 to the same horizontal.

In this case,
w = u + y v = t ' ln ( r_ /r+ ) + yV(/3 -  a) (5.72)

at
u = r ln ( r_ /r+ ) and v = t ' (0 -  a) (5.73)

The equations = constant at r_ /r + = constant is already familiar from Sec. 4.1 
(see Fig. 4.3). The equation v = constant is the equation of flux lines or field lines 
normal to equipotential lines.

Equations (5.73) are the equations for the field of two charged axes, or the equa
tions for the field between two parallel round cylindrical wires whose surfaces coin
cide with equipotential surfaces u, and u2 (Fig. 5.14a). This graphical construction of 
the field may be regarded as the representation (mapping) on the plane z  = x  + jy  
of a simple uniform field which has equipotentials (u = constant) and flux lines 
(v = constant) on the plane w = u + yv that coincide with cartesian coordinates 
(Fig. 5.14b).

In the general case, the representation of the lines of a uniform field, w = u + yv, 
on the plane z  = x  + y> can be expressed by any analytic function. Such a represen
tation of w = /  (z) certainly satisfies Laplace’s equations (V2« = 0 and V2v = 0) 
and displays a very important feature, namely, it is conformal. This means that the 
transformation here is such that all orthogonal lines remain orthogonal in mapping 
and any sufficiently small geometric figures remain similar. Fig. 5.14 shows how the 
rectilinear rectangle in the plane w = u + yv transforms into a curvilinear rectangle 
whose angles between the lines u and v at the vertexes a, b, c, and d  remain square. 
The conformal representation is unique: each line u or v in the w plane uniquely 
defines the corresponding line u or v in the z plane. The conclusions follow from the 
fact that all analytic functions of a complex variable z, i.e. w = u + yv = /  (z), 
satisfy Laplace’s equation (5.68).
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The above analysis explains why the field calculation method based on the use of 
the functions of a complex variable received the name conformal representation.

Electric flux. A flux passes between any two lines vt and v2, such as
*  = (Vj -  v2)e0e (5.74)

on condition that a homogeneous medium between the electrodes has a permittivity e 
(the flux being determined per unit depth, i.e. per unit length of the parallel elec
trodes).

In defining any flux (electric current included), we should first specify a positive 
direction of the flux: formulation (5.74) assumes that the positive flux passes from 
left to right if the observer moves along the lines drawn from v{ to v2 (see Fig. 5.14 
and Fig. 5.15).

Note that for the specified condition, tracing around the closed path must be in an 
anticlockwise direction; according to the rule accepted here, the positive flux ¥  > 0 
will then correspond to the positive charge r  enclosed by the loop (Fig. 5.156).

The flux ¥  bounded by the lines and v2 (see Fig. 5.14<ar) is expressed in a 
representative scale as the difference

vi -  v2 = "*[(0! “  ot{) -  (02 -  a2)] = ¥
Here subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the angles formed by radii r+ and r_ sliding 
about the lines and v2. In the map of Fig. 5.14, -  a { = t  -  0 and 02 -
— «2 = 7r/2.

It will be worthwhile for the student to try to construct the flux lines for the two- 
wire line of Fig. 4.3 in such a manner that 1/12 part of the entire flux leaving the wire 
can flow between each pair of neighbor flux lines. It is obvious from simple 
geometric considerations that the locus of the line 0 -  a  = constant is the cir
cumference.

It may also be useful to analyze independently a few functions to make sure, for 
example, that the real part of the equation

w = r '  ln[sinOrz/a)] (5.75)

expresses the equipotentials of a number of negatively charged axes (if t > 0) 
located at points z = na> given any integer n. Superposing the constant component
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wQ = jz  on the field under examination gives a field that is similar to the field near a 
triode grid.

The sum of the field given by (5.75) and the field of the same axes but opposite in 
direction and displaced by z0 = a /2,

w = t ' (ln[sin(7rz/tf)] — ln[cos(xz/fl)l} =  r '  ln[tan(irz/a)\ (5.76)

expresses the field of the grid of sign-changing axes.
Field strength expression in complex form. Let u be a potential. The field strength 

is then
E = -gradw  = - (  du/ dx)ex -  ( du/ dy)ey (5.77)

The field is thus equal to the derivative of the conjugate function
E = — dw*/dz = — du/ dx — jd u /  dy (5.78)

This is easy to prove. Indeed, by (5.66)
dw/dz = du/ dx + jd v /  dx

Substituting dv/ dx from (5.69) into the right side of the expression gives

dw/dz = du/ dx — jd u /  dy
Transition to the conjugate number w* is equivalent to the change of sign of the 

imaginary component, which completes the proof of (5.78).
For the functions given above, the field of two axes is

E = - dw V dz  = t (2a/[(x -  jy )2 -  a2]} (5.79)

5.9. Van-der-Pauw’s Theorem

This theorem uses the general features of the equations for plane-parallel potential 
fields and leads to simple formulas for evaluating conductivity.

As known, electric conductivity is defined by Ohm’s law:
a = l /R S  (5.80)

where S and / are the cross-sectional area and the length of a cylindrical specimen; 
and R  is the resistance of the specimen along which a current flows. Cutting out test 
specimens presents inconvenience, but the main drawback is that the resistance at the 
contact between the end face terminal and the test bar (the resistance being indefinite 
and uncontrollable) may greatly affect the measurement results. This is exactly the 
reason why Thomson replaced Wheatstone’s simple bridge by a more elaborate cir
cuit. The effect of contact resistance can be obviated by converting from the 
measurement of input resistance

R = Ui2/ I i2 (5.81)

to the measurement of transfer resistance defined as the ratio of the voltage between 
the nodes m and n to current when the current enters at the node s and leaves at the 
node t :

^  (mri)/(st) Vmn ^ h t
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The ratio between the readings on the voltmeter and on the ammeter connected in 
the circuit of Fig. 5.16a is equal to

^(12X43) =  ^ 12 /^43  (5.82)
The subscripts here imply that under measurement is the potential difference be
tween electrodes (nodes, or points) 1 and 2, with the current applied to electrode 4 
and drawn from electrode 3 (Fig. 5.16a). This concept of resistance measurement lies 
at the basis of the method described below.

By van-der-Pauw’s theorem the conductivity is expressed as the equality
e - * h R ' o  +  e - r h R  "<7=  j (5 83)

The formula is suitable for evaluating the conductivity a of thin sheets of thickness 
h or electrolytes spread over on a flat horizontal bottom of a nonconducting vessel in 
a uniform thin layer, etc. The sheet of interest can be shaped to any desired form, 
either symmetrical (see Fig. 5.16) or asymmetrical (Fig. 5.17). The same also holds 
for the vertical walls of a tank with an electrolyte (for the generating line of a cylind
rical body). The specimen under test has four narrow electrodes (cylinder 
generatrices) numbered in succession and attached to it around its periphery. Two

v
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electrodes serve to feed current to the loop and the other two for the measurement of 
voltage. The effect of symmetry makes itself felt in measurements only if the location 
of points 7 ,2 ,2 , and 4 is properly chosen. The resistances entering into (5.83) are ex-

P R ' = Ul2/I43 and R "  = ui2/I4l (5.84)

Figure 5. 16a shows the circuit with a voltmeter and ammeter for measuring R ', and 
Fig. 5.17a the circuit for measuring R ' '.

The proof of the theorem rests on the following. In principle, an infinite half-plane 
(Fig. 5.176) can always be represented on the finite piece of the plane (Fig. 5.17a) by 
transferring all the points on one boundary (on the entire x  axis from -  oo to -I- oo) to 
the points on the other boundary using the requisite rule of mapping. Here, the iden
tically marked points have the same values (the same coordinates) of current (flux) 
and potential (v, u = <p), because it is this feature that determines their identical 
marking. The whole current flowing from electrode 4 is bounded by two lines of cur
rent (flux) vs and v̂ - that extend along the boundaries of the plane; the other two 
points lie just on one of the lines. The difference between the boundary values of cur
rent represents the total current that spreads over the specimen. The invariance of <p 
and v at respective points, whatever the method of transformation used, allows us to 
assert that the transfer resistance is invariable in conformal representation, i.e. 
representation by the functions of a complex variable.

Let us now take a look at the half-plane .y > 0 having at its boundary a successive 
row of points 7 ,2 ,2 , and 4 spaced at a distance a, b, and c from each other (Fig. 5.18) 
and evaluate the transfer resistance R ' in (5.84). We will use the known formula (4.3) 
for the potential in the field of two oppositely charged axes. Replacing ee0by a and r 
by 2I43/h  (precisely by 27 because the current 743 now spreads only on the half of the 
plane), we obtain for the circuit of Fig. 5.18a:

^12  =  ^1 ^ 2  =  ^ 4 3 / h l t o )  ln (r i3 / 24//r l4 , 23)
= (/43//?7r<j) In ([(a + b)(b + c)]/[(a + b + c)Z?])

whence
7?' = (l/hiro) In ([(a + b)(b + c)]/[(a + b + c)b]}

(5.85)

(5.86)
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The other transfer resistance 7? "  is found for the connections shown in Fig. 5.186. 
The voltage is given by

^32 = ^3 ”  = (/41/^iro) In [(a + b){b + c)/ca]
10—5475

(5.87)
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whence
R "  = (l/hva) In [(a + b)(b + c)/ca] (5.88)

Multiplying R ' and R " by - hwa, raising e to a respective power, and summing 
up, we get

e~ R + e~ R "h™ = [(a + b + c)b + ca\/[(a + b)(b + c)] (5.89)

On performing elementary manipulations we find that the numerator and 
denominator of the fraction are equal. This proves the validity of formula (5.83) for 
the upper half-plane. Note that both resistances are positive (R ' > Oand R  "  > 0). 
Reverse connection of the terminals of the current source and voltmeter leads to a 
change of the sign of transfer resistances. As mentioned earlier, however, the 
resistance is invariable in conformal representation and, hence, formula (5.83) is ap
plicable to a plate (cylinder) having any shape of the boundary (periphery).

Of particular interest is the version of (5.83) for symmetric configurations (see 
Fig. 5.16); the measurements made on these shapes permit us to state that R  ' = R  " . 
In this case, by (5.83)

2e~R — 2
and, hence,

a = (\n2)/w HR ' = 0.2206/hR ' (5.90)

It should be noted that in the specimens shaped as the ones shown in Fig. 5 .16&, the 
effect of the transfer resistance of input terminals is negligible since the main voltage 
drop (read on the voltmeter) occurs in the middle than in its “ wings*’

Chapter 6 Magnetic Fields. Quasistatic and 
Quasistationary Conditions

6.1. Solution of Magnetostatic Field Equations

In the absence of currents and, hence, the circulation of a magnetic field 
(curl H = 0), we can draw a far reaching formal analogy between a magnetic and an 
electrostatic field, which permits us to speak of magnetostatics or quasistatic 
magnetic fields. In these conditions,

H = —grad<pm ~  E = -gradv>
B = /x0H + /x0M ~ D = e0E + P * ’

if there is a similarity between /z0M and P or M and P /£0. In the case of linear media, 
B =  n 0fiH  ~  D  =  £0e E  (6.2)

Since divB = 0, this condition in conjunction with (6.1) allows us to apply 
Laplace’s equation to magnetic fields:

v 2<pm = 0 (6.3)

But the analogy goes much deeper. For the fields under examination the boundary
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conditions at the interface between two media 1 and 2 are similar too:

~  ~  E \t  ~  E 2t

B \n =  B 2n ~  D ln =  D 2n
(6.4)

which follows from equalities divB = Oand curlH = 0.
There are also important differences between these fields along with the formal 

similarity. For the conditions being considered, neither magnetic conductors nor 
magnetic shields exist. True, when a body of, say, fi ^  1 000 makes contact with the 
air, the ferromagnet surface can always be regarded as an equipotential, i.e. as the 
surface of a conductor in electrostatics. Reasoning from the analogy of Maxwell’s 
equations

curlE = — dB/ dt and curlH = J, (6.5)

we may assume that — dB/ dt is the magnetic flux density.
The formal similarity explained above is of importance because it enables us to ap

ply the solutions found for concrete cases of electrostatic fields to magnetic fields, 
providing the conditions are the same.

Sphere of permeability p in an external uniform field. Assuming the permeability 
of the environment to be equal to unity (a nonpolarizable medium) and analyzing ex
actly as in Sec. 5.3, we obtain the expressions similar to (5.32) and (5.33):

e -  na3/ R 3)R  cose (6.6a)

where rj = (ji -  1 )/(ji -I- 2) and
*m, / = - t f o P / k  + cosB (6.6b)

Likewise, for the internal region (R < a)>
H ( = H Z = -  d V  /  dz = H 03/0* + 2) (6.7)

where z = R cos6 (see Fig. 5.3). Comparing this result with (5.34c), we find that it 
follows from (5.34c) on replacing E 0 by H Q and e by fi.

Ferromagnetic tube in a transverse field. Applying the method of the solution of 
Laplace’s equation (see Ch. 5), we can readily solve the problem for magnetic 
shielding with a ferromagnetic tube (shell) immersed in an external transverse 
magnetic field. Let us set the external (undisturbed) field equal to H Q, the external 
and the internal radius of the tube to /^and rf., the permeability of the tube material to 
fi (in the environment, /* = 1). Using the same method we find that the field in the in
ternal region (r ^  r.) is uniform and equal to

H = A:H0 (6.8)
where the shielding ratio

k  = 4 ^ /[G *  + 1 )2re2 -  0* -  l)2/?]
*  4re2/[M r2 -  rf)] (6.9)

(approximation applies to a medium with n > 1).
In distinction to the cases considered above, in the magnetic shielding problem we 

need to write the solutions similar to (5.16) and (5.17) not for two but for three
regions (r < rjt rt < r <  re, re < r) and apply the conditions for the interface be
tween two media not to one but to two boundaries.
10*
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Field components due to magnetization. The resultant field may be regarded as the 
sum of the external field and the field due to magnetization:

H = H0 + Hm  (6.10)

This expression is completely analogous to (5.36) for electric fields. The vector of 
magnetic induction is also the sum of two vectors:

B = B0 + Bm  (6.11)

According to (6.7) and (6.10), inside a magnetized sphere surrounded by the air,
H m  = -M /3  (6.12)

Comparing (6.12) and (5.44), we should keep in mind the analogy between /*0M 
and P, as shown in (6.1).

Characteristic cases of calculation of the field for a magnetized sphere. Consider 
three cases.

1. The magnetization is known and equal to A/, its source being of no significance. 
The external field, i.e. the field in the absence of a magnetic sphere is H 0 = cons
tant. In a particular case, H 0 = 0.

2. The sphere in a uniform field with H0 *  0. The sphere permeability is
= constant.
3. The magnetization is a function of the field strength inside the sphere, i.e. 

M  = F(H). The external field has H Q = constant. In a particular case, H0 = 0.
For all the three cases, we restrict ourselves to the determination of //a n d  B  inside 

the sphere. It is of course not difficult to evaluate the field at any point outside the 
sphere. For this, we should add to H0 the field due to magnetization, the latter being 
determined from (5.45) after the substitution of M  for P/£0-

For case 1, as is seen from the above analysis,
H  = H 0 -  M /3

B  = Hq(Hq + 2A//3)

For case 2, the field strength H  is given by (6.7). At
M  = H(ji -  1) 

the magnetic induction [see (3.103)] is
B = n0(H  + M ) = -I- 2)

For case 3, we use one more equation M  = F(H) along with H  = H Q — M /3 . To 
determine M t we should solve these equations simultaneously. The solution is usually 
found graphically, since the function F(H) for ferromagnets is as a rule given in the 
form of a hysteresis loop. For this, apart from the graph M  = F(H) we should draw 
a line that represents the second equation H  = H 0 -  M /3 .

The points where these lines intersect (Fig. 6.1) determine the sought-for 
magnetization M. As is clear from the figure, a few factors affect M: the shape of a 
body (slope of the straight line -M /3 ) ,  external field (displacement of the straight 
line to H0) and the property of a material (the type of hysteresis loop). What still re
mains to be done is to choose one of the points of intersection, 1 or 2. The choice

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.15)
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depends on the magnetic history of a specimen, i.e. on the amount and kind of 
magnetization of the body before its exposure to the field H Q.

For a specimen initially magnetized to saturation — M$t the point of intersection 
shifts along the ascending branch of the loop as the external field grows, and reaches 
point 1 at the given value of H Q. For a body previously placed in a strong magnetic 
field in excess of H 0 and magnetized to + A/5, the point of intersection moves down 
the descending branch as the field decays to H Q, and reaches point 2. The specimen 
comes to saturation, —Ms and + A/s, in an external field with H q and H q ' ,  as seen 
from Fig. 6.1.

The way of determining Af in a field H Q of a high positive value which is then 
brought down to zero is shown in Fig. 6.2.

Knowing Af, we can find H  and B  from formulas (6.J3), of course at a definite 
value o f H q. For the case illustrated in Fig. 6.2, H Q = 0 and H  = -  Af/3.

In Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 are shown major loops with tips at + Afsand -  Af5. They result 
from a complete cycle of monotonic magnetization from - M s to +MS and then 
back from + Ms to — M s. The M -H relation and the effect of the magnetic history of 
a specimen on this relation can be very complex if partial magnetization cycles that 
give minor loops take place.

The field strength in a specimen differs greatly from the external field strength. 
The M -H  relation for specimens in the form of open magnetic circuits is different 
from the M -H  relation for the material proper. The latter (Fig. 6.3) results from the 
former on shifting all the points laid off on the x  axis by

Hm = - N M  (6.16)

where Nis the demagnetization (depolarization) factor, equal to 1 /3 for a sphere (see 
Sec. 5.4).

This way of transition from the external field to the field inside a specimen was 
suggested by Rayleigh and the shift is known as the Rayleigh shift.

Example 6.1. A sphere of radius a = 0.5 cm is made of a material that displays a hysteretic 
property. Its remanent magnetization (i.e. residual magnetization at H  = 0) is Mr = 
= 137 Oe = 1 370 A/cm = 1.370 x 105 A/m and coercive force (at which M  = 0) is Hc = 
= 410 Oe = 328 A/cm = 3.28 x 104 A/m. The demagnetization curve (the loop branch at
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Fig. 6.3

M  ^  0 and H  ^  0) features the points:
- H /H c 0.25 0.5 0.75 

M /M r 0.92 0.8 0.55

Find the magnetization of the sphere in the absence of an external field. It is assumed that the 
sphere was initially magnetized in a strong magnetic field.

Solution. Drawing the straight line H  = HM = -M /3  (exactly to scale!), we locate the 
point of its intersection with the demagnetization curve and thus find that for the data given 
above H  = -260  A/cm and M  = 740 A/cm.

6.2. D em agnetization Factors

Formula (6.16) includes a factor N  known as the demagnetization factor or the 
magnetic coefficient o f  depolarization. Formally this factor is introduced into the 
theory of magnetic fields in the same manner as the depolarization coefficient con
sidered in the theory of potential electric Fields (see Sec. 5.4). Its values only depend 
on the shape of bodies being magnetized. If a body is a spheroid with the z  axis of 
rotation, the values of demagnetization factors are calculated by formulas (5.51) to 
(5.53). The components due to magnetization are equal to

On the physical meaning of factors N. The field of an electrically polarized ellip
soid is evaluated by the laws of electrostatics. The internal field, 7VP/£Q, opposing 
the polarization arises from bound charges = Pn on the ellipsoid surface [see 
Eq. (3.25)]. They produce the field according to Coulomb’s law (see Fig. 5.4).

But when we make a similar calculation of the magnetic field in a magnetized 
body, the following question naturally arises: how can we explain the actual 
demagnetization caused by fictitious magnetic charges? Considering the question in 
a formal aspect, we see that everything is correct since the formal competence of 
magnetostatics is proven. But one certainly has a desire to try to seek an explanation 
that would be in line reasonably well with the physical understanding of the 
phenomena in which fictitious magnetic charges do not really participate. Let us 
follow such a course of reasoning.

(6.17)
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The magnetic field in the presence of a magnetized body contains two components 
given by (6.11): (6.18)

The first arises from the external influences such as the current in a solenoid, 
magnetization of the bar of an electromagnet, etc., and the second stems from the 
magnetization of the body proper. As regards an ellipsoid uniformly magnetized 
parallel to one of its axes, the vector BMinside the ellipsoid is parallel to the vector M, 
the first being related to the second by the proportionality coefficient:

b m  ~
or

Bm / h  = KM  (6.19)

The coefficient K  is positive in value and is smaller than unitv: 0 ^  K  ^  1.
For an elongated ellipsoid magnetized along its body, the coefficient K  approaches 

unity if (a/c)2 — 0. Indeed, here the equivalent surface current (per centimeter of 
length) is Ieq = Afand the magnetic flux density is BM = /i0/ ^  = /*0Af,i.e. such as 
it is inside a long solenoid. This means that K  = 1. The coefficient K is equal to zero 
for an infinite thin plate magnetized in a transverse cross section.

For magnetic induction, the coefficients K  may be called magnetization factors. 
For an ellipsoid,

Kx + Ky + Kz = 2 (6.20)

For a sphere, K  = 2/3. For a round cylinder, K  = 1/2 in transverse magnetization 
and K  -  1 in longitudinal magnetization.

Let us now turn to the field strength due to magnetization. By the definition itself,

h m  = b m / N - m =( k -  “ 0  - K ) M  (6.21)
In this expression we can readily reveal the demagnetization factor

1 ^ 1 - K  = N ^ 0 (6.22)

Ellipsoid in an external uniform field; shape anisotropy. Consider a spheroid of 
permeability fi. Decompose the external field vector H0 into two components, the 
component H  parallel to the axis of rotation and the component H Y normal to this 
axis:

H0 = " o  *«* + "«**, (6.23)

The expression defines the chosen system of coordinates (Fig. 6.4).

Fig. 6.4
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The assumption that the permeability remains constant is equivalent to the state
ment that the medium shows linear characteristics and allows for superposition. The 
magnetization of the ellipsoid along the x  and z  axes can then be written as

M z = l<m(H0z~ N zM z) (6-24)

In these formulas, the parantheses enclose respectively the xth andzth components 
of the field H inside the magnetized body [see. Eqs. (6.17)1; the factor k m is the 
susceptibility equal to — 1 = k. Solving (6.24) for magnetization components 
gives

Mx = k H ^ / d  + kNx)
Mz = kH^ / i X  +  kNz) (6-25)

Because Nx and N z differ in value, the magnetization vector does not coincide in 
direction with the external field strength vector (see. Fig. 6.4) and keeps closer to the 
semimajor c axis. Really, from (6.25) it is obvious that

Mx/M z ± H ^ / H ^  at N x *  N z (6.26)

The medium is assumed to be isotropic, so that its n and km are independent of the 
direction of magnetization. But we have arrived at inequality (6.26) specific to an 
anisotropic medium. In the given case, anisotropy stems from the axial variation of 
the ellipsoid, and this is the shape anisotropy.

Demagnetization factor in a magnetic circuit. In Example 3.4 of Sec. 3.3 we con
sidered a simple circuit. It consisted of a toroidal ferromagnetic core of length /^with 
a small transverse air gap of length When no current flows in the toroid coil and 
the ferromagnet retains the magnetization A/, the relation between M  and H  inside 
the ferromagnet takes the form

Hf  = H m = ~ M la/( la + lf ) (6.27)

In1 this formula [see also formula (d) of Example 3.4] deduced from the circuital 
law, we easily find the demagnetization factor

^  = /a/ (/a + //> (6‘28>
Figure 6.5a illustrates the magnetic circuit in a somewhat more general form; in 

Fig. 6.5b is shown the magnetic circuit of a permanent magnet. The magnet and the 
air gap are assumed to be different in cross section. Besides, the magnetic flux 
across the air gap is taken to be smaller than the flux across the average cross sec
tion of the magnet on account of a possible branching, or leakage of the flux:

+ M )Sm = kfl* a (6.29)

where k^  is the flux coefficient. It is higher than unity; its value is set up from ex
perience or found from calculations.

Applying the circuital law, we can write the equation
+ kpH J a = 0 (6.30)

where Im is the length of the permanent magnet.
This equation allows not only for the field strength of the air gap, H J a (magnetic 

potential difference), but also for the magnetic field strength that falls on the connec-
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ting branches. Thfe latter field strength is taken into account by the coefficient k^  
which is higher than unity. This coefficient shows that the permanent magnet 
mmf must be higher in magnitude than the magnetic potential difference
across the air gap. This is due to the fact that the connecting portion of the magnetic 
circuit shows a certain resistance and the active length of the magnet is somewhat 
shorter than its geometric length /m, at least because the magnetic flux lines deviate 
from the direction of the vector M.

Assuming that
H a = * a/ S a = (6.31)

we find from the simultaneous solution of the last three equations:
H m = - N M  (6.32)

where
N  = Ra/(R a + aR m) (6.33)

at ot K fl/kp  Ra -  ^a^O^a9 Rm “
Expression (6.33) simplifies to (6.28) at Sa = Sm, and k«  = kp = 1.
After determining the demagnetization factor, we can apply the method il

lustrated by Fig. 6.2 and locate the operating point for the material of the magnet, 
i.e. estimate M  and H  = H m.m *

6.3. Method of Images for a Magnetic Field

All the solutions obtained in Sec. 5.7 for an electrostatic field are also applicable to a 
stationary or quasistationary magnetic field.
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Consider a magnetized bar with a moment m that lies in the air (jjl1 = 1) near the 
flat boundary between the air and a medium of permeability p2 (Fig. 6.6).

By the method of images, the Field in the first medium should be taken equal to the 
field of the given bar with moment m and the field of its image with moment k {m 
(since each charge has changed k { times in imaging, the moment of the charge differs 
from the moment of its image by a factor of k {). By analogy to (5.63), we have

= 0*i “  /*2)/(/*i + M2) (6.34)
taking the permeability of both media equal to n v The further calculation is also 
similar to that in electrostatics.

Another important case of the calculation by the method of images involves a 
current-carrying conductor at the boundary between two different magnetic media. 
The field equations and boundary conditions can be satisfied if the calculation is car
ried out in accordance with the scheme presented in Fig. 6.7.

The field in the first medium (fx = fi{) is equal to the field of two currents: the cur
rent /  in the given wire and the current fcj/in its image, the permeability of the un
bounded medium being Here,

k \ = 0*2 ”  + M2) (6-35)
The field in the second medium (/* = ti2) 1S equal to the field of the actual wire 

but carrying the current k'2I. Here,
k 2 = 2/Xj/O*, + n2)

the entire space being filled with the medium of permeability \x2.

(6.36)
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It is easy to show that the boundary conditions and basic equations are satisfied 
precisely at these values of currents.

The differences between k x and k\ and also between k 2 and k 2 are due to the 
transposition of /Xj and /x2. The explanation of the fact is as follows. If the moment 
does not change sign in imaging, the current in the equivalent loop flows in the op
posite direction (Fig. 6.8). This explains the reversal of sign in respective coefficients 
(k[ = - k x).

6.4. Magnetic Field in Electrical Machines
The calculation of a magnetic field in electrical machines presents an important 
problem for machine-building engineers. It is usual practice to make certain 
assumptions and thus simplify the calculations. Of course, the assumptions must be 
such that they permit the engineer to estimate correctly the parameters and find the 
ways to improve the design. If the machine length in the axial direction is much 
greater than the stator and rotor radii, the field may be considered to depend only 
on two oordinates, r and a , disregarding a small region near the end faces.

Th field calculation thus reduces to evaluating the field in the gap between the 
salient poles of the stator and the smooth rotor (see. Fig. 4.23), excluding the effect 
of pole teeth between the slots in which coils are laid.The field distribution in the gap 
enables us to judge of the pattern of the emf being induced, reluctance in the gap, etc. 
More elaborate calculations can also take into consideration the effect of teeth.

The field in a gap between the round stator and rotor of an electrical machine. The 
estimate of such a field, even being fairly tentative, is of essential significance. The 
assumption of the round surface of stator and rotor is a reasonable approximation to 
the design of synchronous high-speed nonsalient-pole machines (Fig. 6.9). The 
magnetic field in the gap of such a machine is determined by the currents in the coils 
installed in special slots, as shown in Fig. 6.10 (for a stator). The slots are cut in the 
massive body of a cylindrical rotor to receive a dc winding. The slots for an ac win
ding are punched in sheet-steel laminations which are then stacked to form a stator 
ring.

Disregarding a steplike transition from slot to slot and from wire to wire, we may 
assume that the surface current per unit length of the perimeter varies in a simple 
sinusoidal way:

This is precisely the expression for the first harmonic component in the periodic 
spatial distribution of current over the stator and rotor surface.

Fig. 6.8

k  -  K'  cosa + K ' ' sina (6.37)
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H,

Fig. 6.10

Fig. 6.9

If a  is a solid angle, expression (6.37) only holds for magnetic systems with one pair 
of poles around the entire circumference (if the system has n pairs of poles, a  should 
be replaced by not).

Assuming the permeability of the stator and rotor to be high, n > 1, the field 
strength may be taken to be different from zero only in the air. The surface current 
then uniquely defines the tangential component of field strength on the rotor surface 
(r = rv H a = H al) and stator surface (r = rv  H a = H a l).

Let the rotor (Fig. 6.1 la) have a winding in which one half of its coils carry current 
into the paper, and the other out of the paper, each half being laid in slots around one 
third of the circumference (120°). The layout of magnet wires on the linearly 
developed rotor surface is shown in Fig. 6.11£; the same figure also illustrates the 
surface current density K  = Kz. The relation between K  = Kz and angle 0 quan
titatively coincides with the relation between the field-strength tangential component 
Kz = H a on the rotor surface (r = Tj) and the same angle 0. The quadrantal angle 0 is

(a)
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counted off from the symmetry plane between the opposite coils of the winding (see 
Fig. 6.11). The first harmonic in the periodic distribution of the surface current den
sity and the field-strength tangential component on the rotor surface (r = r{) is given

^  " « . i = * z , i = * i s i n 0
In the general case where the choice of the reference axis for counting off the angles 

P is arbitrary, both the (torrent and field strength can also include a cosine compo
nent.

When the rotor runs at a speed the angle of reference in the system of coor
dinates of the immobile observer is

a = P + ut (6.38)

An ordinary synchronous machine has a three-phase winding inserted in the slots 
of the stator and distributed so that the sinusoidal three-phase current is followed by 
a magnetic field having on the stator surface (r = r2) a tangential component

H a 2 = —K2cosP = - K 2cos(a -  at) (6.39a)

This notation which excludes the sinusoidal component (and includes only the 
cosine component) certainly corresponds to a specially chosen reference axis and an 
origin from which we reckon the angle a  and time t. In the P coordinate system 
rotating together with the rotor, the tangential component is stationary; with a 
change in angle P this component changes according to a simple sinusoidal rule, in
dependent of time. To the immobile observer (immobile relative to the stator) whose 
coordinate system is such that a serves as an angular measure, this field appears to be 
revolving. This means that at a point where the angle a is constant, the field 
sinusoidally varies with time and the point of a constant phase (P = a — ut = cons
tant) rotates at an angular velocity a> = da/dt.

Assuming that H a 2 varies in accordance with (6.39a), we thus define the line and 
point of reference for P and t which may be inconsistent with the reference axis 
shown in Fig. 6.11 for counting off the angles of rotor rotation. In a more general 
case, therefore, the tangential field-strength component on the rotor (r = r t) must be 
expressed as

H a , = K\ cos/3 + K'i sin p (6.39b)

The two equalities (6.39) are the boundary conditions for the field in the air gap, 
i.e. in the cylindrical layer confined between the rotor and stator (rj ^  r < r j .

In the calculations made earlier we dealt with two kinds of vector functions of r 
and a, the tangential component of which varies periodically with the angle [see 
Eq. (5.30b)]. One of these functions is a constant quantity multiplied by sin a  and the 
other is directly proportional to sin a  but inversely proportional to the square of the 
radius. The choice of the reference line for a remains arbitrary. The appropriate 
combination of these functions can satisfy the given boundary conditions. As a mat
ter of fact, we consider here vector functions H (r, a) and not functions E(r, a). But 
both these functions, including H and E themselves which are analogous to each 
other, comply with the requirement for the absence of curls and sources, i.e. the 
functions H(r, a) satisfy the equations of a magnetic field in an air gap:

divH = 0 and curl H = 0
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In the functions H (a, r) being considered the choice of constants can be made such 
as to satisfy boundary conditions (6.39). The solution then has the form

p2H a = {K[r\h2 + K2r\h y)cosa + ArJV^sina (6.40)

and
p2H r = AT"r?Ji4cosa -  (K \r\hA + K f^h js in o t (6.41)

where
P2 =  r \ -  r\, h h 3 = Ty/r2 T  1, h2 A = r^/r2 =F 1

As seen from these formulas, the radial component that varies in the air gap as a 
function of the angle is certainly followed by a tangential component.

It is apparent from (6.40) that the tangential components caused by the rotor win
ding vanish as the distance from the rotor to the stator increases (the factor h2 = 
= r%/r2 — 1 goes to zero). In a similar manner, the effect of the stator winding cur
rent on the tangential field component decays farther away from the stator. The 
boundary conditions are thus met. The radial components near the stator and rotor 
surfaces [see. Eq. (6.41)] result from the currents in both windings. The way of using 
formulas (6.40) and (6.41) will be shown in Example 7.4, Sec. 7.3.

The calculation performed here is also of interest as an example of the solution for 
the field equations with the given tangential components of a field at the boundary 
(rather than with the normal components as is the case for Neumann’s problem for
mulated in Sec. 5.1).

6.5. Vector Potential for the Magnetic Field 
in an Electrical Machine

It is of importance to know the vector potential at the points of location of conduc
tors where the emf is induced while the machine is running. In stationary conductors, 
the induced electric field is given by

E = - d A / d t  (6.42)

Let the rotor of Fig. 6 .1 la  carry a dc winding (slip rings and brushes being omitted 
for simplicity). The rotor revolves at a speed co. The stator conductors 1 and 2 in 
which we wish to specify the emf form a loop, i.e. a turn of the stator winding. 
Assume the first conductor lies on the radius making an angle cxj with the fixed 
reference axis for angle measurement. The same radius forms an alternate angle

jSj = ofj — a)t (6.43)

with the fixed rotor diameter indicated in Fig. 6.11a along with other quantities.
Figure 6 .1 lb shows the values of the following quantities as functions of the angle 

/3: the radial component of magnetic induction, Br (at a certain fixed radius, for ex
ample, on the stator surface, r = r2), the vector potential A = A z, and current in the 
rotor winding, the current being represented as the equivalent surface current density 
K  = KZ.

The sketch of Fig. 6 .11 b is drawn on the assumption that each half of the winding 
is arranged around 2/3 of the circumference; the distribution of Br as a function of 0
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is nearly sinusoidal (the third harmonic is not present, and the fifth has an amplitude 
accounting for 4°7o that of the first). The function A (0) then also closely resembles a 
sinusoid. The graph so plotted does not take into account the effect of slots and 
teeth.

If the function A (0)  for any point is known, then, assuming the rotor runs at an 
angular velocity a> = —8 0 /dt, the time-varying vector potential at a fixed point in 
space (a is constant) is given by

- d A /d t  = -(3 A /d 0 )(d 0 /d t)  = (3A /30)u

The sought-for electric field induced in the fixed conductor is equal to the same 
value*

E  = - d A /d t  = (dA/d0)o> (6.44)

It will be recalled once again that the field is plane-parallel, i.e. A  = A z and E  =
= Ez■

If a fixed conductor lies in the gap between the smooth surfaces of the stator and 
rotor (see Fig. 6 .1 la), then the electric field induced in the conductor can be express
ed as

E  = Ez = a)rBr = u}rnQHr (6.45)

This formula directly follows from (6.44) since
rBr = 3 A /3 0  (6.46)

considering that B = curl A.
Formula (6.45) is very popular and is often derived on the basis of simple con

siderations of wire motion in the magnetic field. But the formula is applicable only 
for the region of the air gap between two round cylindrical surfaces of the stator and 
rotor. Indeed, Br inside the slot (Fig. 6 .12) proves negligible, and the actual field be
ing induced is hundreds and thousands of times as high as that found from (6.45). 
Formula (6.45) is also impracticable if the wire that lies between the smooth surfaces 
of the rotor and stator is of iron rather than of copper. Because of its high 
permeability, the iron wire will have twice the radial magnetic-induction component 
of the copper wire under similar conditions. Nevertheless, the field induced in either 
wire is the same:

^Fe =  ^Cu at Fe =  ^ r ,  Cu (6*47)

Figure 6.12 illustrates a detail of the stator with deep slots for conductors. The 
winding of the rotor (see Fig. 6.11) creates a high field. The slots affect this field 
making it certainly nonuniform, as is apparent from Fig. 6.12, where the graphs plot
ted take into consideration only the effect of stator slots.

Assume that in the region of the highest field, the radial component is equal to 0.9 
T (9 kG) and remains constant on a certain interval of the angle 0. Because of a high 
permeability of steel teeth (jx *  2 0 0 0 ) the magnetic flux mainly bypasses the air slots; 
the magnetic induction in the slots is a factor of n lower than that in steel teeth, where 
it is approximately twice as high as the mean magnetic induction in the slot. The in
duction inside the slot may be taken equal to about 0.001 T (10 G).

The distribution of vector potential A  = A z in the stator at r = r2 as a function of 
the angle 0 or a = 0 + at is shown in Fig. 6.12 for the three successive moments of
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Fig. 6.12

time, t x = 0, tv  and tv  The straight line represents the dependence of the average 
potential A  in the absence of the effect of teeth and slots; the slope of this line is 
proportional to the average value of Br, as follows from formula (6.46) applied to the 
average values of A  and Br

But the slope of the line A (13) varies sharply (by a factor of 2000!) in the portions 
representative of steel and the slot, as is clear from formula (6.46) used for the 
calculation at r = constant. In the scale of Fig. 6.12, the lines of the vector potential 
for slots are just horizontal intercepts (A is almost constant at Br *  0), but the slope 
of the lines A ((3) in the portions representative of steel is greater than the average 
slopex. Although it remains almost invariable at various points of one slot (i.e. does 
not practically depend each instant on spatial coordinates), the vector potential 
smoothly decays with time as the rotor goes on revolving (Fig. 6.13). This is obvious 
from the comparison of the values of the vector potential at any point, for example, 
at point H  in Fig. 6.12 for various moments of time, t v  t v  t v  etc. Thus, in our case, 
dA /d t = dAav/d t , though A  *  A ^  Here formula (6.45) proves valid, too, if we 
substitute the specified values of Bf av (or H r w) for Br characteristic of the actual 
magnetic field.

As for a closed slot, the process of inducing the electric field in the wires inserted in 
this slot is similar to the process occurring in transformer windings that can be

1 The vector potential is taken to be zero on the rotor axis. This is equivalent to the zero poten
tial on the rotor surface at 0 = 0 (see Fig. 6.11).
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Fig. 6.13

disposed in the region where magnetic induction does not exist (Z? = 0). For this 
reason the component - d A /d t  of the induced electric field is referred to as a 
transformer component.

The seemingly contradictory conclusion expressed by (6.47) is explained in a 
similar manner. Fig. 6.14 shows how the vector potential A  = A z changes along the 
line r = constant that passes through the wire axis, the external field vector B0 being 
directed along r. The same figure also illustrates the field outside and inside the iron 
wire normal to the plane of the paper. From the analysis of the field pattern (showing 
a twofold increase in induction inside the wire) and the curve A  (a) = A z(a)> it is easy 
to see that the vector potential inside the wire must change; it changes twice as fast as 
the average potential whose variations are shown by a dashed line. The vector poten
tial changes little near the iron wire since the magnetic induction in close vicinity to 
the wire is a factor of n as low as inside the wire (the induction in question is that 
along the line r = constant). But as the rotor continues rotating, the slope of the 
steep portion of the line A  (a) changes so that the midpoint of this line slides along the 
average straight line A ^ ia ) .  For any point inside the conductor, the derivative 
-  dA /d t will be the same. It is equal to the rate of change of the average vector poten
tial:

- d A /d t  = —d A ^ /d t  (6.48)

The function A  (r, 0) is amenable to calculations only in rare cases. The attempts to 
take into account the effect of rotor tips and coil distribution inside a slot lead to ad
ditional difficulties. To achieve a success, the method of field modeling in an elec
trolytic tank can be used in case of plane-meridian and plane-parallel fields if A  = A z 
and the equation for vector potential is nothing else but Poisson’s equation:

V 2A = - J z/ w 0

11—5475
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Chapter 7 ENERGY A N D  FORCE

7.1 . General

The transmission and conversion of energy is of much practical importance in elec
trical engineering. Energy transmission and conversion commonly play a significant 
part also in cases where the purpose of a technical device is to transmit, convert, and 
receive information.

In its initial stages, electrodynamics developed as a science dealing with forces and 
motion of mechanical bodies due to electromagnetic processes (in a way, that was 
how Ampere understood this science, who was the first to introduce the word elec
trodynamics). At that time, the formulations containing only integral quantities and 
parameters often played a basic role.

Electric and magnetic energy. In the conditions of linearity, the electric energy of a 
charged capacitor and the magnetic energy of a coil carrying a current can be express
ed in terms of voltage, current, charge, and magnetic flux (flux linkage)

we = u2C / 2 = uq /2
Wm = i2L /2  = /¥ /2  (7-D

without resorting to the concepts of field theory and disregarding the problem on the 
space localization of this energy.

These expressions can be extended to cover a system of charged bodies and a . 
system of current loops:

we = <pkqk/2

= W 2
(7.1a)

In these formulas, the summation is taken with respect to the terms having the 
same index, though the sign of the sum is not given here for the simplicity of nota
tion. In the first formula, the summation is made over all the charges qk. This for
mula can be derived from the general expression for electric field energy (see 
Sec. 7.2) or obtained from formula (7.1) by applying it to the system of plates of a 
number of capacitors (direct capacitances). In the second formula, the summation is 
taken with respect to all the currents ik in the loop k  being linked by the flux ¥ k. The 
second formula is similar to the first, the only difference being that the vector poten
tial A k in the former is replaced by the integral

because the vector potential at various points of the loop k  is different.
The expressions containing the integral parameters of circuits find general use, 

particularly in circuit theory:
We =  * k * f u / 2

Wm = W * / 2 (7.2)
Here the summation is taken over the k  terms and / terms (from 1 to rt), i.e. for 

each k  the summation is extended over all /.
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Fig. 7.1

In a particular case, for two loops

Wm = (/j^u  + *2^22^ + *\*7^\2 (7^)
where L n = L v = L v  and L n  = L lx = M n .

The derivation of this formula for two loops is given in Sec. 4.2 [see. Eq. (4.75)]. 
The derivation can be extended over n loops.

The first of the two formulas (7.2) for electric energy contains the coefficient of 
self-capacitance, cmm, and the coefficient of mutual capacitance, cmn> which are for
mally analogous to those of self-inductance and mutual inductance. These coeffi
cients are not amenable to physical interpretation in such an illustrative way as direct 
capacitances presented in Fig. 7.1. This is the reason why the coefficients of 
capacitance are not popular. Applying the first of the two formulas (7.1) to all 
capacitances that constitute the system of capacitor plates, and expressing each of the 
voltages across the “ capacitors** as a potential difference, we easily obtain the first 
of the two formulas (7.2). All the coefficients cmn are found to be uniquely related to 
the direct capacitances. By performing these operations for the three pairs of plates 
shown in Fig. 7.1, we have

C11 = ^11 + ^1 2  + ^13  

C22 = ^21 + ^22 + C23 * * *
C12 = ~ C \ 2 * C 23 =  - C 23* * *

For the energy transmitted along wires, the power can be expressed in terms of 
voltage and current

p  -  ui

ignoring the question of where and along what path the transfer of energy takes place 
from the source to the consumer.

All the formulas given above contain only integral quantities such as w, /, q y and 
while the quantities in the explicit form that characterize the field, such as E, D, H, 
and B do not enter into the formulas. From the viewpoint of field theory, however, 
the processes of energy transmission and conversion in electromagnetic systems 
should be considered as the processes that occur in the field, are due to the field, and 
expressed by means of field equations. The energy of electromagnetic systems should 
also be regarded as the energy of a field.

That the energy of a field indeed exists is also evident from the following: the 
transfer of energy in electromagnetic systems can occur without the use of wires

11*
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(radio), and the electromagnetic field itself can appear in the absence of both charges 
and currents. The field energy and its transfer, i.e. the flow of field energy, are dealt 
with in Sec. 7.2.

In the analysis of energy relationships of much significance is Joule’s law that 
shows how the thermal dissipation of electromagnetic energy takes place. The dif
ferential form of Joule’s law is given by

PQ = f i / „  = e 2o

where P Qis the power related to a unit volume; and a is the conductivity. It is assumed 
that the current density is related to the field strength by a simple expression (Ohm’s

law> J = Ea

Forces in electromagnetic systems. Forces can be defined in terms of energy, 
disregarding field concepts. For this it is enough to use the expression of energy in 
terms of integral parameters and apply the law of conservation of energy to the 
system under examination.

The following energy balance corresponds to the law of conservation of energy:
dW s -  dW  + dA (7.4)

Here dWs is the energy supplied to the system from the source (generator), excluding 
the energy transformed into other kinds of energy, for example, into heat, in accor
dance with Joule’s law (i2rdt)\ dW  is an increment in the electromagnetic energy 
(field energy); and dA is the mechanical work done by the force being considered that 
causes an elementary displacement.

In the general case, the element of work is equal to the element of displacement in a 
given direction times the respective component of force, i.e.,

dA = fvdr, (7.5)

It is certain that the balance equation contains the elementary increment in elec
tromagnetic energy, dW> and the enegry dW s drawn from the source and determined 
precisely by the displacement <h\\

dW  = (dW/dtfdr, and dW s = (dWs/d v )dv

From (7.4) it then follows that
d W /drj = dW/drJ + f ri (7.6)

If the system does not receive energy from the source, then the work can only be 
done at the expense of the field energy:

dA = - d W  (7.7)

Correspondingly,
/ „ =  -d W /d r , (7.8)

In the above equations the coordinate tj and force are generalized coordinates 
and forces, the product of which is equal to the work given by (7.5). Thus, if is the 
angle of rotation, a , then the respective generalized component of force is the 
mechanical torque Ta. Indeed,
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/,<*! = Tada = dA (7.9)
The simple examples that follow illustrate the use of the relations derived above. 
Example 7.1. The electrostatic voltmeter of Fig. 7.2 consists of a row of parallel plates 

shaped as semicircles and another row of semicircular plates disposed in between. The first 
system of plates is stationary and the second hangs on an elastic string, can rotate about its axis, 
and has a mirror or a pointer attached to it to indicate the reading. The torque of the string be
ing twisted is proportional to the angle a . The torque counteracts the rotation of the moving 
system. All the moving semicircular plates are connected to each other and isolated from the 
system of stationary interconnected plates. If the plates experience the torque Tas a result of in
teraction of charges, the moving system turns by an angle of a ; hence, the work is done on the 
filament by twisting it, which thus stores a potential energy.

The capacitance of a parallel-plate capacitor is proportional to the area of plates. In this in
strument the active area of plates, i.e. the area portion that can be regarded as the surface of 
plates of a parallel-plate capacitor, is proportional to the angle a . The capacitance of the system 
is then

C = CQ + ka
where k  is the proportionality factor chosen from design considerations.

Find the relation between the angle of swing, a , of plates (and the pointer) and the applied 
voltage.

Solution. As a result of interaction of oppositely charged plates, the moving system ex
periences a torque T  that tends to increase the angle a.

The element of work being done
dA  = Tda

results in the potential energy of the string being twisted that counteracts the system rotation.
Determine the force from energy balance formula (7.6). Assume that the supply source main

tains a constant voltage U. From (7.6) we then get
/  = T = d W  / d o t -  dW /daJ a s

The energy delivered by the source at a constant voltage is defined by a charge dq = UdC:
dWs = Udq = U2dC

and therefore
dWs/d a  =  U2dC/da  = U2k  

An increment in the field energy at a constant voltage is
d W  = U2d C / l

and hence
d W /d a  =  U2(dC /da) /2  = U2k / 1
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It is of interest to note that at a constant voltage (with the energy being replenished by the
source), the field energy rises rather than decays.

Finally, we find that „ ,
/„  = T = l f tk /2

Assuming that the counteracting torque T of the string being twisted is directly proportional 
to the angle of twist,

T  = Ka

we obtain
Ka = U2k / 2 o ra  = kU2/2 K

where K  is the string rigidity.
Example 7.2. Find a force f x on a crosspiece, or connector (moving element) of the switch of 

Fig. 7.3, assuming that the inductance of round leads of radius r per unit length is
L0 = (nQ/ i r ) \ n [ ( a - r)/r)  (a)

*1

a
2r

<§H
—

3
r y

—1_1—

! fx

Solution. As the connector shifts a distance x, the inductance L  = LQ(l + x) grows, so that
d L /d x  = L0 (b)

With the current / being constant, the increment in the electromagnetic energy is
d W  = i2L0d x /2  (c)

and the energy delivered by the source is given by
dWs = id (Li) = i2L0dx (d)

Hence, by (7.6) we have
f x = BWs /d x  -  dW /dx  = i2L0/ 2 (e)

A joule for a joule. When forces do the work dA  in the absence of supply sources, 
it is evident that the system must expend the same amount of energy specified by 
(7.7). This conclusion directly follows the law of energy conservation.

But in the examples illustrated above we have pointed out that the field energy 
grows exactly by the same amount, i.e.

d A = d W  (7.10)

if the system is connected to a power source maintaining a voltage on capacitors (in
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considering the work done by the forces of an electrostatic field (Example 7.1) or if 
the power source maintains a constant current in inductive loops (in considering the 
work done by the forces of a magnetic field (Example 7.2). In both cases the source 
furnishes the energy dW s = 2dW. This law was formulated by Kelvin in about 1860.

Equation (7.7) just expresses the law of energy conservation, whereas Eq. (7.10) 
should sooner cause surprise than appear to represent a realistic situation. The rule
(7.10) is a purely general statement, sometimes called a joule-for-joule rule: as the 
field forces perform the work in 1 joule, the field energy rises by 1 joule. Obviously, 
the source of voltage must then furnish a double amount of energy, exactly 2 
joules. The rule (7.10) was mistaken more than once for the law of conservation of 
energy. Where this rule applies, the force is expressed as

f v = dW /d rj (7.11)

rather than as given by (7.8).
Without resorting to the general expressions of analytical mechanics, we will only 

point to a sufficient similarity between the discussed cases, i.e. between (1) the force 
/  due to changes in capacitance C(r/) and (2) the force f v due to changes in induc
tance L(rj).

In the first case where the source of potential is not present, by (7.8) we get 
/„  = ~ d (u 2C )/dv/2

at Cu = q = constant.
Performing the differentiation at the given condition, we find that

f n = u2(dC/d  jj)/2 (7.12a)

i.e. the force is precisely dfV/drj at a constant w.
Similarly, for the second case,

f n = i2(d£/dv)/2  (7.12b)

i.e. the force is precisely dlV/drj at a constant /.
In deriving the force expression, we can reason from various points on whether or 

not the source supplies energy to the system of interest. For example, the source does 
not deliver energy to an electrostatic system if the charges on the plates remain cons
tant; as regards an electromagnetic system, the source does not excite the field win
dings if the flux linkages do not change. If the voltage on the plates of the elec
trostatic system or the current in the windings of the electromagnetic system remains 
invariable, then the systems in question receive energy from the sources. Considering 
the same state of the system at the given moment, the specified forces cannot certain
ly depend on the probable character of changes of the energy in the system. Thus the 
attractive force on the plates of a parallel-plate capacitor does not depend on an in
crease (u remains constant) or decrease in the energy (q remains constant) when 
bringing the plates closer together.

Forces expressed in terms of field vectors, current, and chaige. It is sometimes con
venient to define the forces by resorting to the concept of a field but only partially. 
Thus the force acting on a charge in an electric field is found from the expressions

d t = Edq, or E£dS, or EpdV  (7.13)
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and the force on current-carrying wires from the expressions
d f = id ix  B o rJd V x  B (7.14)

It is of importance to note that here E and B are the vectors of an external field 
whose calculation does not include the effect of that charge (dq, £, or p) or current 
(id\ or JdV) for which we need to determine the force.

Thus according to (6.47), a cylindrical wire carrying current / experiences a 
transverse force f Q = Brf per unit length in an external uniform field B0 regardless of 
whether it is a copper or iron wire, though in the iron wire the magnetic induction is 
B  ® 2B0.

Of course, the result that follows from formulas (7.13) and (7.14) cannot and must 
not in all cases differ from the result deduced from the general energy expressions. 
For example, the force per unit active area of the plates of a parallel-plate capacitor is

f 0 = E $ /2  (7.15a)

which is easy to derive from formula (7.12a), i.e. from energy relationships. The 
same result follows from (7.13) considering that the plate charge of density £ = q /S  
is exposed to a field whose strength is equal to half the strength of the field between 
the plates, since the other half is due to the field of the charge £ and hence must not be 
taken into consideration.

The analysis above permits us to replace (7.15a) for an air capacitor by the expres
sion -

f 0 = £z/ 2e0 = EqE2/ !  (7.15b)

since E  = D /e0 = £ /e0.
In evaluating the forces by energy equations, there is no need for stipulations of an 

internal or external field. It should be noted that these stipulations would require 
more precise explanations.

Example 7.3. Determine the force for the case discussed in Example 7.2 (see Fig. 7 .3) using 
(7.14).

Solution. It is only the field of parallel leads that must be taken into account in determining 
the force on the crosspiece. This field of leads must be equal to half the field of the same 
parallel leads but stretching on both sides of the cross section being considered:

B  = i [ \ /y  +  1 /{a —

In this expression the first term specifies the field of the left lead, and the second the field of 
the right lead. Both components of the field have the same direction (out of the paper).

Using (7.14), we find the sought-for force by integrating between y  = r  andy  = a -  r:
a — r

f x  =  (M(/4t)/2 j  [ l/y  +  1 /{a -  y)]dy =  (/i0/2x)/2 In [(a -  r)/r]
y=r

The calculation based on energy considerations gives the same result [see Example 7.2, for
mulas (a) and (e)].

On the effect of internal inductance L t  In calculating the force on the crosspiece 
(see Fig. 7.3, Example 7.2), we disregarded internal inductance. The role of internal 
inductance in nonferromagnetic wires is of little importance. As for current- 
carrying ferromagnetic wires, the field energy in the air space between the wires may
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prove to be close to or of the same order of magnitude as the energy of the magnetic 
field inside the ferromagnet. The force must then be calculated by the formula

F  = i \d L /d x ) /2
where

L  = /2((/i(A) ^  [(a -  r)/r] + L,)/2 (7.16)

Since this equation defines force, the internal inductance here must obviously be 
specified proceeding from energy considerations. Fig. 7.4 shows the relation be
tween L i and the square of current; the values of L i are found from the measured 
values of force and current by applying expressions (7.16). The upper curve relates 
to the circuit supplied with direct current, and the lower curve to the circuit with an 
ac supply. The internal inductance decays fast with growing current because of 
magnetic saturation; the inductance is lower in the circuit fed from the ac source 
since the time-varying magnetic field is not capable of deep penetration into a 
massive wire (see Sec. 8.3). In Fig. 7.4 is also shown the value of air inductance Le 
calculated by the common formula; it does not depend on current.

The torque and force experienced by dipoles and polarized bodies. Using the 
above expressions, we can easily find the torque T (moment of the couple of forces) 
experienced by the dipole (a pair of charges) illustrated in Fig. 7.5. By definition, 
the mechanical torque is the moment arm h times the force f = qE:

T = h x $ E  = p x E  (7.17)

where p = £h is the electric dipole moment.
If the field is nonuniform, the forces on the charges ± q  are out of balance. Let 

the field at the point of location of a negative charge - q  be equal to E and the field 
at the point of location of + q be higher than E by hdE/dh which is a derivative with 
respect to the direction h. The distance h is assumed to be so small that we can 
restrict ourselves to a linear approximation in considering the change in the field
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strength. The force on the entire dipole is then
f = qhdE/dh = pdE/dh (7.18)

The above operation of space differentiation of the vector with respect to the 
direction h is expressed in vector analysis in terms of the del operator:

hdE/dh = (hV)E

Here the parantheses indicate that we should first take the scalar product of vector h 
and del operator V and only then can we perform the differentiation:

(hV)E *  x{dE/dx) + y(dE/dy) + zidE/dz)

In a polarized medium, the electric moment per unit volume is equal to P and 
hence the volume force on this medium is

f = (PV)E (7.18a)

or, on a linear medium where P = e^cEt
f = e ^ ( E V ) E  (7.18b)

where k  = e — 1. The existence of such forces was first revealed by William Thom
son (lord Kelvin), so the forces given by (7.18) can by right be called Kelvin forces. 

Applying the known transform
(EV)E =  (VE2 - E X  curl E)/2

we find that in a field with nonzero curl,
f = C(/:VE2/2  (7.18c)

This means that a dielectric is acted upon by a force proportional to the gradient E2: 
the dielectric is drawn into the region of a higher field.

Similar formulas are derived for a magnetic field and magnetized bodies. Thus, 
the force on a magnetic medium is

f = Mo(MV)H (7.19a)
or

f = /i0G*“  1)(HV)H (7.19b)

or, when the region in question has curl H = 0, the magnetic medium experiences 
the force

f =  H (ji -  l)VH2/2  (7.19c)

The latter formula tells us that ferromagnetic particles are always drawn into the 
region of the highest field strength.

For a polarized medium, the torque per unit volume in accordance with (7.17) is 
given by

T0 = P x E
or

To — x H
(7 .20)

In the case of a homogeneous polarization and a field independent of coordinates,
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the total torque within the limits of the body under study (M and H are constant 
within V) assumes the form

T = /i0M x H K  (7.21)

When using formulas for the mechanical interaction between a polarized body 
and a field, one should consider only the external component of field strength. In an 
isotropic substance, the vectors of the entire field and polarization are always in the 
same direction. Therefore, the vector product is different from zero only in bodies 
showing shape anisotropy, in which case the vector M does not coincide in direction 
with the vector of an external field strength (see Fig. 6.4). All the same here the field 
strength vector of the entire field is parallel to the vector M if a body of anisotropic 
shape, such as an elongated ellipsoid, is made of an isotropic substance.

Assume an elongated ellipsoid, say, a needle, is placed in an external uniform 
field H0 so that its axis is not parallel to the field. The torque it experiences is

T = /xqM x H0V

If the external field in question has only the xih and zth components, the 
magnetization terms given by (6.25) take the form

Mx = kHx = At/Zq/O + kNx)
M z = kHz = k H ^ /i l  + kNz)

where k  = n -  1.
The torque then has only the .yth component:

T  _  ^ 2H ^ { N X - N Z) v  
y (1 + ArAya + kNz)

This formula definitely shows that the torque indeed stems from anisotropy of the 
form; it is nonzero only when Nx *  N z. The torque is positive at Nx > N v  which 
means that it tends to align the needle in the field direction. Reversing the field 
direction does not affect the torque since in the product each cofactor
changes sign.

Let us note in conclusion that the substitution of H for H0 into (7.20) reduces the 
result to zero:

To = -  H J i }  -  0

Comparison of two systems of Fig. 7.6. It is interesting to compare the two simple 
systems depicted in Fig. 7.6a and b. In each system, the rotor can turn about the axis 
0; each rotor carries one turn of wire (winding) disposed in a pair of diametrically 
opposite slots. A current ix passes through each winding. The stator of the first 
system represents a coaxial ring. In the second system, the stator has salient poles 
partially enclosing the rotor. The magnetic fields of both systems can be considered 
identical within the region corresponding to the angle subtended by the pole pieces 
(see Fig. 7.6b). But the torques exerted on the rotors of the systems being compared 
are different! Indeed, using energy expression (7.3) and determining the torque by
(7.11) and (7.9), we find that

T  = dW /da  =  (3/da) (/?L,/2 + i%L2/2  + i^^M)
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But in the first system (see Fig. 1.6a) the rotation of the rotor causes a change on
ly in the mutual inductance, with L { remaining constant, whereas in the second 
system the self-inductance of the rotor winding rises as the rotor is rotating. This is 
because after rotor turning the magnetic flux is able to complete the magnetic circuit 
through the salient poles, at least partially. That is why the rotor of the second 
system tends to turn under the action of the magnetic field of its own current, even 
in the absence of the current in the stator winding; the rotor strives to take a posi
tion in which its self-inductance is at a maximum and this corresponds to its turning 
by x/2 with respect to the position shown in Fig. 1.6b. In the system of Fig. 7.6a, 
however, the rotor does not experience any torque when i2 = 0  and iY *  0 .

Maxwell’s rule. The following rule can apply whenever it is necessary to find the 
forces due to a magnetic field. Current-carrying conductors or other bodies immers
ed in a magnetic field always have a tendency to motion such that the magnetic flux 
or total magnetic flux linkage increases.

7.2. Field Energy and Its Flow

Umov’s and Poynting’s theorems. The analysis of energy transfer in an elec
tromagnetic field can be made by use of Umov’s general theorem that corresponds 
to the law of energy conservation and to the concepts of physical localization of 
energy: if a change of energy within a volume V takes place, then the flux of energy 
that flows through the surface bounding V must be equal to this change of energy in 
the region.

On passing from energy to power, a new formulation of the theorem reads: the 
rate of energy decrease, -  d W /dt9 in a volume V is equal to the flow of power going 
out through the surface bounding this volume. Denoting the density of power flow 
by vector Q, this theorem takes on such a mathematical form:

-d W /d t = -  J (dw/dt)dV  = $QdS (7.23)

where w identifies the volume density of energy.
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By applying the Ostrogradsky-Gauss theorem to (7.23), we can transform the 
statement of Umov’s theorem into a differential expression:

-d w /d t = divQ (7.24)

N.A. Umov, professor of the Moscow University, presented this theorem in his 
doctoral dissertation (1874). The theorem relates to the mechanics of continua in 
the presence of moving bodies, both solid and liquid, or gaseous. British scientists 
Poynting and Heaviside constructed the proof of an analogous theorem 10 years 
later, independent of each other and Umov’s works. They applied it to the energy of 
an electromagnetic field in the absence of moving bodies in the region under exa
mination. The derivation of the equation for a power density vector in an elec
tromagnetic field also refers to the same period of time. The equation has the form

Q = n  = E x H (7.25)

It is valid for the region being considered in the absence of moving bodies and any 
internal sources of energy. The vector II is known as the Poynting vector; it can also 
be written in the form other than that of (7.25) by adding the terms whose 
divergence is equal to zero and hence does not disturb the condition (7.24).

Derivation of Poynting’s theorem. Let us refer to Maxwell’s equations
curl H = oE + dD/dt

(7.26)
curl E = — dB/dt

It is assumed here that internal sources of energy and moving bodies are not 
present1. What can serve as a key to the analysis of these equations from the view
point of energy transformations is Joule’s law in differential form

P 0 =  JE  = oE2 (7.27)

where P0 is the power per unit volume.
Consider a field in which only the dissipation of electromagnetic energy, oE2, 

takes place and other kinds of energy conversion are nonexistant; the assumption 
also is that both the electric and the magnetic field must not certainly vary with 
time. In accordance with the adopted ideas of energy, we can reason thus: if the 
power dissipated in an element of volume is aE2/d V , then the same flow of power 
crosses the unit area on the surface bounding the volume V:

-  $IMS =  \oE2d V  (7.28)

Here II is the rate of flow of energy per unit area; the minus sign on the left 
side shows that the normal dS is directed outward and hence the integral (without 
the minus sign) represents the outward flow of energy. Expression (7.28) can be

1 In the presence of bodies moving in a magnetic field, Eqs. (7.26) are not valid even 
at low velocities. One of the causes, as revealed by Maxwell, is that the current den
sity assumes the form

J = a(E -I- v x B) 
and so its representation by a simple product oE is impossible.
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written in differential form:
-  divll = oE2 = JE  (7.29)

This means that the rate of decrease of the Poynting flux is equal to the rate of elec
tromagnetic energy dissipated in heat according to Joule’s law.

Return now to the general field equations. To introduce the term aE2 into them, 
multiply the first equation by E to obtain

E curl H = aE1 + EdD/dt (7.30)

To represent the left side of this equality (with aE2 on its right side) as divergence of 
a certain vector, subtract from formula (7.30) Maxwell’s second equation 
preliminarily multiplied by H. Applying the vector formula

A curl B -  B curl A = -d iv (A  x B)
to Maxwell’s equations, we get

E curl H -  Hcurl E = -  div(E x H) = aE2 + EdD/dt + HdB/dt (7.31)

But in the conditions of a static field, when d/dt = 0, the expression takes the 
form

- d i v ( E x H )  = aE2 (7.32)
Its comparison with (7.29) allows us to express the electromagnetic power density 

flow in the form
n  = E x H (7.33)

i.e. as the Poynting vector.
Applying the same interpretation of vector II = E x H to a time-varying field, it 

is easy to understand the meaning of all the terms on the right of identity (7.31): the 
term EdD/dt is the power expended in creating an electric field

EdD/dt = dwe/dt (7.34)

and the term HdB/dt is the power needed to produce a magnetic field
HdB/dt = dwm/dt (7.35)

Indeed, visualize a capacitor with an ideal dielectric whose conductivity is zero. As
sume the capacitor charges at a constant current ( /= constant at d u ^ d t= constant). 
Then, aE = 0 and HdB/dt = 0 (since / = constant). Hence,

-  divn = — div(E x H) = EdD/dt (7.36)

The inflow of energy per unit time dt is only spent on producing the electric field 
in the dielectric. This energy referred to a unit volume is

dwe = EdD (7.37)

For a linear dielectric, in which D =
dwe =  e e ^ E 2/ 2 (7.38)

and, hence, we may regard
we = ee0E2/2 

as the energy density of the electric field.

(7.39)
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For a nonlinear dielectric, the power EdD/Bt must be thought of as the power ex
pended in creating the field, though not necessarily all this power contributes to an 
increase in the field energy. For a dielectric in which the D-E relation takes the form
of a loop, the energy delivered to a growing field (D varies from -£>max t0 + Anax) 
is higher than the energy given up by the field as it changes from +D  to -  Anax-
The sum of these energies

+ Dmax ^max

II f EdD + f EdD = wh (7-40)

is the energy converted to heat due to hysteresis (the energy lost in hysteresis during 
each hysteresis cycle). As in the text above, the energy referred to here is certainly 
the energy per unit volume. It should also be kept in mind that the electric flux den
sity is assumed to rise and fall monotonically.

Similar reasonings permit us to conclude that the summand HdB/bt in (7.31) ex
presses the power expended in establishing the magnetic field in a unit volume. At 
being constant (for a linear magnetic medium), the volume energy density for a 
magnetic field is given by

wm = hhoH2/2  (7-41)

For a nonlinear medium, the energy expended in producing the magnetic field in
a unit volume is

dwm = He® (7-42)

This equality and (7.37) are similar in meaning.
The loss due to magnetization reversal, in particular a hysteresis loss, is expressed 

by the formula similar to (7.40):
$ Hem = wh (7-43)

This equality is known as Warburg’s law.
Rewriting expression (7.31) in integral form

-<£(Ex H)dS = -§ H d S  = \oE2d V  + Je  (dD/d/)dK + \H(bB /dt)dV

= dWe /d t  + d W /d t  + dWm/bt (744)

we come to the most popular formulation of Poynting's theorem which reads: the 
sum of the rate at which the energy of the electromagnetic field increases inside a 
volume V(bW /bt = bW Jbt + bWm/bt) and the rate at which an amount of the 
electromagnetic field energy inside this volume converts to other kinds of energy 
(b\Vd/bt) is equal to the flow of power of the electromagnetic field going in through 
the closed surface S bounding this volume; this power flow is equal to the vector 
flux II = E x H.

For a simple linear medium characterized by the parameters a, e, and /x (each be
ing independent of the field strength), the rate of rise in the field energy is

[ e e ^ m / b t y V  + \ f i ^ ( b H /b t ) d V  = bW /bt
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and the rate at which the electric energy changes to heat is

dJVg/dt = j  oE2dV

For a linear circuit with lumped parameters L, C, and r, the expressions have the 
form

dW /dt = ( < 2 + Cu2c)/2
and

dWQ/dt = I  i2r

Two-wire transmission line. From the viewpoint of the theory presented above, 
the power in a two-wire line is transmitted via the isolating medium surrounding the 
conductors, where the vectors of the electric and the magnetic field are mutually or
thogonal and the Poynting vector is parallel to the conductors and is in the direction 
of energy transfer. The conductors here play only the role of guides. Fig. 1.1a il
lustrates schematically the field in a transverse cross section. The dashed lines repre
sent the magnetic field lines. At each point, the vectors of field strength are tangent 
to respective lines. The direction of Poynting’s vector is indicated by the cross sym
bols (tails of the arrows) denoting that the vector is into the page.
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Inside the conductor (Fig. 1.1b), there is only an axial component of the electric 
field strength (charges move along the wire), which is equal to the current density 
divided by the conductivity, = J/a. Such an axial component certainly exists on 
the external surface of the conductor as well; it is commonly very small as compared 
to the normal component of the electric field strength, En. For example, a high- 
voltage power line shows such values of the components: Et *  1.8 V/m and En *  
® 400 kV/m.

But the axial component of an electric field determines a Poynting vector compo
nent directed along the radius toward the conductor axis (see Fig. 1.1b). The flow of 
power entering the wire is due to Joule’s losses inherent in the conductor.

Poynting vector expression in modified form. By substituting the electric field 
strength E = -  V̂ > -  dA/dt into the Poynting vector expression, we obtain

n  = E x H  = —V<p x H -  @ A / d 0 x H  

Using the known vector formula
curl (v>F) = >̂V x F  -  F x  V̂ > 

we can write the first term on the right of the expression in the form 
- V y ? x H  = ^curlH -  curl(^H)

The term curl (*>H) has no divergence, and so it can be omitted for sure in the 
calculation of power flow; in any case, it vanishes when under consideration is 
precisely the divergence of vector II.

The power density can thus be written in the form
n = Ux -  (dA/dt) x H (7.45)

where
n ,  = <^curiH = <pJ (7.46)

The second term in (7.45) is equal to zero for a static field and so the entire power 
flow is expressed by (7.46). Expression (7.46) was suggested by J. Slepian (USA) 
(See also C. O. Hines, Canad. J. Phys., 1952).

It is of interest to apply (7.45) to the case of the two-wire overhead power line 
considered above. Since A  is equal to A z and H lies in the plane xy, as shown in Fig. 
1.1a, the second component in (7.45) is always normal to the wire axis and con
tributes to the transfer of field energy only in the direction normal to the power line 
axis (this component represents a reactive power). The flow of energy along the line 
is expressed only by the first component in (7.45), i.e. by the vector (7.46); inside the 
conductors, this vector is parallel to the direction of the line axis.

Electromagnetic energy of a wave. As mentioned earlier, Maxwell showed that 
the solution to the system of equations for the field in a dielectric can give a pro
pagating wave with mutually orthogonal vectors H and E lying in the plane perpen
dicular to the direction of wave propagation; the wave travels along the Poynting 
vector direction (see Figs. 7.7 and 2.5 ). The Poynting vector represents the amount 
of energy carried by the wave per unit time through unit area of the surface normal 
to the wave direction. Proceeding from this definition, we should suppose that the 
density of an electromagnetic wave pulse (momentum) is the vector given by

12—5475
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g = n /c 2

and that the electromagnetic wave has a mass whose space density is
p = n / c 3

Experiments fully confirm the validity of these concepts. Thus, using the momen
tum density expression, we can calculate the pressure of electromagnetic waves in 
agreement with the experimental results.

Complex Poynting’s vector theorem. For a sinusoidally varying Held and a linear 
medium, we can represent Maxwell’s equation in complex notation. For the first 
equation to include Joule’s losses

*
p Q = oE2 = <jEE (7.47)

the right^iand side should contain the product of complex number E and complex 
number E conjugate to the first number. Here E is the complex quantity of the ef
fective field, so that the instantaneous field vector is

E (0 = V2 ReEe'*'

In order to include (7.47), we can just multiply both sides of Maxwell’s first equa
tion (3.55) by the complex quantity E, preliminarily replacing all the terms of the se
cond factor curl H by their conjugates:

*  *  * *

EcurlH = E(aE -  ju s ^ E )  (7.48a)

Maxwell’s second equation (2.14), which includes the complex permeability given 
by (3.117), i.e.

curl E = - ju w i0H 
should be multiplied by the complex conjugate of magnetic field strength:

H curl E = — jcog_ jigH2 (7.48b)
because only in this case can we encounter identical vectors E and A in the dif
ference being transformed:

* ♦ *
Ecurl H -  H curl E = - div(E x H) =  oE2 -  j u e ^ E 2 -I- jo ju ^ H 2

= (a -1- ajfige" ) / : 2 + wntfi H 2 + E 2 +  / / 2)(7.49)

This transform is similar to (7.31), and the vector E x f i is  the complex expres
sion of the Poynting vector BL But now, among the real terms entering into the right 
side of (7.49), there are other terms, along with Joule’s heat, oE2, that represent the 
irreversible dissipation of electromagnetic energy in a dielectric (dielectric loss 
u e t fE 2) and in a ferromagnetic (magnetic loss wntfi'H2). These three terms add up 
in a simple way: their sum is equal to the mean power dissipated for one period and 
referred to a unit volume, P0.

The remaining imaginary part of (7.49) which is
M  — £ (f’E2 + w ' H 2) =  JQo (7.50)

represents the reactive power consumed in a varying field and referred to a unit 
volume. The reactive power includes a magnetic component H 2 positive in
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sign and an electric component -  &£$ E 2 which is negative. The signs of these com
ponents are purely conditional. According to the definition agreed upon in Europe, 
the consumed reactive power is positive for an inductive reactance, Q = QL = I2uL 
> 0 , and negative for a capacitive reactance, Q = — Qc  = — / 2/wC = -  U \uC  < 
< 0. The formula of complex power should then contain the conjugate of current /, 
i.e. S = £//, and the Ppynting vector expression should have the conjugate of 
magnetic field strength, H . * *

The rule adopted in the USA is other. By this rule, S=  UI and 11= E x H , and 
only imaginary components determining the reactive power change sign.

The statement of (7.49) for the total complex power flowing into region V bound
ed by the closed surface S has the form

S =  P  + jQ  = - $ I I r f S = - $ ( E x H ) d S  

= \(oE2 + w e^'E 2 + w w 'H f y V
+ jo>\bon'H2 -  e # 'E 2)dV  (7.51)

This equation includes the most general expression of reactive power and also 
reflects the law of conservation of this power. It is now evident from this equation 
that the phases of both an electric and a magnetic field strength play no role in the 
algebraic summation of reactive components.

As for an alternating current, the representation of the Poynting vector in a form 
similar to that of (7.45) is also possible:

11= -  jo)A x H (7.52)

Energy flow in magnetic and dielectHc media. The analysis of the Poynting vector 
permits us to derive expressions for magnetic and dielectric losses and understand 
the essence of reactive power components in terms of the pulsation of field energy. 
Consider a ferrite cylinder (Fig. 7.8) placed in a transverse field, H 0. The ferrite con
ductivity is so small that the magnetic field due to induced currents can be

neglected. In this case, we may directly apply formula (5.30) to a  varying field too, 
replacing of course £  by H and e by y.. Assuming that the medium surrounding the 
cylinder has a permeability equal to 1, we find that the field inside the cylinder is 
uniform:.

H  = Hx = 2flro/(it+ 1)
12

(7.53)
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The axial component of the induced electric field (see Fig. 7.8)

E  = EZ = -ju &  (7.54)

is equal here to the induced emf per unit length of the loop enclosing the magnetic 
flux in question, = jin0Hy.

Since E  = Ez and H  = Hx, the only component of the Poynting vector is in the 
direction of the y  axis:

H =  P y = ±zH * = —jwfifi0H 2y  (7.55)

The absorption of this vector flux per unit volume, i.e. -d iv  n, is found quite 
readily:

-d iv  n  =  - d U y/d y  = j u ^ H 2 = ju(j,1 -  j f i" )n 0H 2 (7.56)

The real part of -  divll is the active component of consumed power related to a 
unit volume

R e(-d ivB ) = cVV< //2 = P0 (7.57)

The imaginary part of -d iv  II is the consumed reactive power Q0d\so related to a 
unit volume. The reactive power (consumed) is positive in accordance with the 
adopted rule. If we were to solve a similar problem for a dielectric cylinder immers
ed in a transverse electric field, we would find that the consumed reactive power is 
negative.

7.3. Energy Transfer in Electrical Machines

When a mover drives the rotor of an electrical machine and the electromagnetic 
energy generated in the stator flows into a transmission line, the entire flux of 
energy converted in the generator passes from rotor to stator through the air gap as 
the Poynting flux. This is exactly the way of energy transfer in a synchronous 
machine (Fig. 7.9a). The vector flux passes through a coaxial cylindrical surface 
enclosing the rotor and lying in the air gap between the stator and rotor. The power 
Pq transferred per unit length of the machine is expressed by the Poynting flux:

P0 = $IMS = $n,rfS (7.58)

Here the scalar product includes only the radial component of the Poynting vector. 
This component is expressed in terms of the zth component of E and the tangential 
(ath) component of H:

n r = - E ^ a (7.59)

But as shown in (6.45), the axial component of the electric field induced by the 
varying magnetic field at r { < r ^  r2 is

E  = Ez = urii(flr

The positive reference directions for a and z  and also the positive direction of to are 
interrelated in the same way as in the normal right-handed coordinate system. 
Therefore,

nr = -  urn(f l rHa (7.60)
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For the field of Fig. 7.9a, the sign of the product of three cofactors, c « i s  
negative, i.e. the power flows from rotor to stator1.

It is different with the example illustrated in Fig. 7.9b: the power flows from 
stator to rotor, IIr <  0. This is now the case of an electric motor.

In the first case of Fig. 1.9a the energy flows from rotor to stator; H field lines 
make an angle with the radius, which is in agreement with Faraday’s visualization of 
magnetic line tensioning: the tensioning of magnetic lines tends to slow the rotor 
down, and the turbine or any other driver opposes this tensioning and performs the 
mechanical work. This work causes the Poynting flux of energy to flow to the stator 
and then to a power line.

In the second case (see Fig. 7.9b), the rotating magnetic field of the stator tends to 
pull along and turn the armature. This is a motor. The energy now flows from the 
power line to the stator and then, as the Poynting flux, to the armature to do the 
mechanical work. The flow of power here is toward the axis, and so the Poynting 
vector has a negative radial component.

Example 7.4. Find the Poynting flux through an imaginary cylindrical surface of radius r{ 
^  r ̂  r2 that envelopes the rotor of a synchronous machine (see Figs. 6.9 and 6.11a), using 
formulas (6.40) and (6.41) that describe the field distribution in the air gap of the machine ot 
Fig. 6.9. It is exactly this pattern of field distribution that exists in the air gap of a syn
chronous machine whose armature is driven by a turbine with a speed a>, the stator winding 
being supplied with alternating current that produces a rotating (traveling) field. To a suffi
cient degree of approximation the surface current density in three three-phase windings may 
be taken equal to

Kst -  -H p2 = + AjCOS/S = +X'2cos(a -  aft) (a)
Solution. The radial component of the Poynting vector that represents the sought-for flux is 

expressed in terms of the zth component of E and the tangential component of H.
Assuming that the radius of the imaginary cylinder is equal to r and using formulas (7.60), 

(6.40), and (6.41), we obtain
n , = -  urpj-ffip = L cos2(3 + Mcos/3 sin 0 + N  sin20 (b)

where the constants L, Af, and N  can easily be found after appropriate substitution of (6.40) 
and (6.41). On integrating over the entire cylinder surface,

P0 = = j 2'  Urrda (c)

1 The signs of all cofactors a, Hr, and Ha are interrelated. Thus, for the case of Fig. 7.9a,
when os > 0 the quantity Hr is positive and hence Ha is negative. If Hr < 0, then H > 0, and 
therefore IIr = o)rnQ\HrHa I.
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we find that
P0 = (L  + N)nc (d)

because 2t

|  sin x  cos x  dx  = 0
o

Performing the requisite algebraic manipulations needed to determine L  and N, we see that 
quite a few terms cancel and the result obtained does not depend on the chosen value of radius 
r on condition, of course, that it lies in the interval r x ^  r ^  rr  The final result is of the form

P0 = K2P[ /̂{jf\ -  rf) (e)
Discussion o f  the found solution. The existence and sign of the flow of power are determined 

by the existence and sign of the angular (space) shift between the surface currents in the stator 
and rotor. At *  0 and K2 *  0, the field in the air gap is present, but at K'' = 0 the tangen
tial component of the magnetic field strength does not exist, hence nor does the radial compo
nent of the Poynting vector. If curent densities K j' differ in sign, tangential components of 
different signs appear (see Fig. 1.9a and b).

In the presence of moving bodies, it is necessary to take into account the 
mechanical work being done along with the flow of electromagnetic energy. The 
work can be expressed by Umov’s flux.

The machines in which the rotor produces an electromagnetic energy and the 
stator carries a dc winding (or just a permanent magnet) do not certainly offer any 
transfer of energy from stator to rotor, so that the Poynting vector through the air 
gap is absent. The Poynting vector appears in the rotor itself and its flux goes from 
the rotor to the power line connected via the slip-ring brushes to the rotor winding 
where the emf is induced.

Determining the torque T  from the analysis of the Poynting flux expression. For 
the case of the electrical machine considered above, the power P  transported as the 
Poynting flux to the rotor can be expressed by the product of torque T  and angular 
velocity a>. Therefore,

T = P / u = -  j  (Hr/a)dS  (7.61)

or, considering (7.60),

7-,,= \  r V W “ (7<62)
a = 0

Expression (7.62) deserves particular notice as it permits evaluating T only from the 
values of H  in the air gap. This formula is also applicable to stationary internal and 
external cylinders if the field between them obeys formulas (6.40) and (6.41).

A similar method of determining the torque (or some other generalized force with 
which one body acts on the other) from the electromagnetic field in the gap between 
any two bodies can also be adapted for other systems. A further analysis of the 
method leads to the Maxwell-Faraday theory of stress tensors in an electromagnetic 
Held.
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7.4. Energy Converters

Along with the vector flux of electromagnetic energy, the flow of other kinds of 
energy should often be taken into considerations. The vector that represents the flow 
of other types of energy per unit time has its specific features. In Fig. 7.10 is shown 
schematically the energy converter where various flows of energy W  enter and leave it 
(subscript 1 denotes energy inflow and subscript 2 energy outflow). As illustrated in 
Fig. 7.10, the following relations between the incoming and outgoing energy fluxes 
are possible: the inflow of electromagnetic energy, WUm is smaller than the outflow 
of the same kind of energy, This increase of the energy is due to the incoming 
high-frequency acoustic vibration energy fl, a significant amount of which goes in
to raising the electromagnetic field as a result of magnetostriction or electrostriction. 
The ouflow of acoustic energy, is therefore smaller than its inflow.

In summary, the inward energy flow Wla can be regarded as the energy of a local 
source (pumped energy), as the energy of an incoming signal, and as the 
energy of an amplified signal at the output of the converter. Both flows can be 
electromagnetic, but of different frequencies. In the absence of an input signal, no 
signal at the output must exist. The energy flow WB that accompanies any energy con
version is the energy dissipated in heat.

This type of energy transformation often shows a sharply pronounced resonance 
character —- transformation occurs only in a very narrow frequency range specific to 
both the pumping energy and the signal. The oscillatory interaction often stems from 
the quantum-molecular properties of a substance, so that the described type of con
verter is referred to as a quantum oscillator. The physics of processes in such an 
oscillator is beyond the scope of classical electrodynamics. This principle of interac
tion underlies the operation of lasers in which the electromagnetic modes can span 
the range of radio and light frequencies.

7.5. Lifting Force o f a Magnet

Figure 7.11 shows schematically two magnets: the first (Fig. 7.11a) has a magnetic 
circuit ending on an armature, and the second (Fig. 7.11^) is the electromagnet con
sisting of two identical halves. If the permeability of the armature is high, the magnet
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poles and their mirror images in the armature represent two identical systems. The 
lifting force of such an electromagnet can be very great. An American engineer 
Joseph Henry constructed an electromagnet with a lifting capacity of a few tons back 
in the 20s of the last century. Henry took such a great interest in the problem of 
magnetic pull that he postponed publication of his work on electromagnetic induc
tion for many years. His work on self-induction appeared in 1832. It was Faraday 
who first described the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction (1831).

The easiest way to determine the lifting force is to apply the principle of energy 
balance. Assuming the length of the air gap, x , is small as against the dimensions of 
poles, i.e. taking the field in the gap to be practically uniform, the field energy in the 
air gap becomes

Wo = vowo = 2SxB2/2H  (7.63)
where VQ = 2Sx is the air gap volume between the armature and both pole faces of 
the electromagnet of Fig. 7.11a.

Assume the current in the coil is so adjusted in response to small displacements of 
the armature (to small changes in x) that the magnetic flux = B S is kept constant. 
Assume also that the system receives no energy from the source (i.e. 
u = d $ /d t = 0), and its energy can change only as a result of changes in the air gap 
volume. The force acting on the unit area of each pole face then becomes

F0 =  ( d w ^ d x y i s  = B2/ 2/i0 (7.64a)

or, more accurately,
F0 = M B /2  *  B 2/2ti0 (7.64b)

For the poles with a face area of 2S = 0.08 m2, we find that at B = 1.5 T the lif
ting force is F  = 2SFQ = 7.16 x 104 N. Such a magnet can support (lift up) a weight 
of 7.3 t since 1 N = 0.102 kgf.

The magnetic pull of electromagnets can be very high. An illustrative example can 
be magnetic suspension of freight cars on support rails that serve as an armature. 
Electromagnets can rigidly be connected to the car axles and located under the ar-
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mature just as in Fig. 7.1 la. Being attracted to the armature, the electromagnet raises 
the car axles and thus lifts up the car. Cutting off the current in the electromagnet coil 
enables lowering the car wheels on the track. This type of suspension lacks complete
ly stable equilibrium, whatever the size of a finite air gap: on the one hand, as it starts 
descending under gravity, the magnet breaks away from the armature; on the other 
hand, as it begins to lift up, the magnet sticks to the armature. The reason is that the 
pull grows with decreasing gap because the reluctance of the magnetic circuit 
decreases and the induction rises. The use of quick-acting automatic devices 
eliminates the shortcoming in the characteristic of a magnet: as the gap grows in ex
cess of a certain preset value *0, the current in the coil rises fast and the electromagnet 
starts moving up closer to the armature; on the contrary, as the gap becomes smaller 
than the specified value, the current automatically drops off causing a decrease in the 
force of attraction. As a result, the freight car remains in the steady suspended state. 
A remarkable thing is that in magnetic suspension the frictipn of rest is totally nonex- 
istant and the friction in motion is very negligible, so that even a child can move the 
freight car and wheel it.

The lifting force of a permanent magnet can approximately be found from for
mula (7.64).

7.6. Determining Forces from Reluctance
The energy of a magnetic field for any linear portion (/z = constant) of a system can 
be expressed in terms of the magnetic flux and magnetic potential difference (mpd)

w m = jHBrfK/2 = *Um/2 (7.65)
where the difference of magnetic potentials between equipotential surfaces 1 and 2 of

magnet poles is Um = J2 Hd\ and the magnetic flux is $  = J B dS .

If an electromagnet or a permanent magnet represents a definite magnetic circuit, 
it makes sense to use the notions of reluctance and permeance

r = U J *  and Gm = * / Um (7.66)m m  m m v '
and express the energy by the formula

w  = * 2r /  2 = U2mG J 2  (7.67)m m m  v '
When determining the 77th component of force (with / kept constant) from changes 

in energy, /  = - d  JfVdiy, it. is convenient in a number of cases to calculate the 
derivative from reluctance or permeance. The energy of a complex system should 
best be evaluated from (7.67) as a sum of the energies of individual circuit portions. 
In the calculation of a simple circuit, it is expedient to express the magnetic flux in 
terms of the magnetomotive force 0  (or F):

* = e /r m (7.68)

In Fig. 7.12 is shown the electromagnetic suspension system of a gyroscope, which 
is calculated by the methods based on the concepts of a magnetic circuit. In the 
system of Fig. 7.12, as the gyrowheel starts to spin, the magnetic resistance that op
poses the fluxes changes and so does the wheel potential <p0relative to the
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Fig. 7.12
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yoke potential conditionally taken equal to zero. The magnetic potential can 
readily be estimated by applying the known calculation methods used in electric cir
cuit theory to an appropriate analog such as that illustrated in Fig. 7.13. The 
magnetic potential difference Uk = Qk -  <p0 that depends on “ neutral point 
displacement” now falls at each air gap k t so that

= O , -  *>o)/r \ (7.69)
It is clear that in energy equation (7.67), neither $  nor Um can be considered constant 
with changes in rm.

The systems similar to that depicted in Fig. 7.12 enjoy wide use in practice for 
magnetic suspension. Stable equilibrium of a moving element is ensured by quick
acting current regulators. With electromagnets operated on alternating current, it is 
expedient to insert capacitors such that the electromechanical system containing 
capacitances and inductances can be at resonance; motion of a moving element (the 
wheel in Fig. 7.12) may cause a required change of currents in the coils as the system 
departs from or approaches the condition of resonance.

In the magnetic circuit such as that of Fig. 7.12 containing the coils (not shown) 
wound on the cores and connected by any suitable method to capacitors, all the 
unknown currents in the circuit branches are found to be related to the unknown 
magnetic fluxes of the magnetic circuit. The calculation of such circuits, therefore, 
often proves to be rather involved.

Chapter 8 Varying Electromagnetic Field
in a Conducting Medium. Skin Effect

8.1. General

Time-varying electromagnetic fields are described by Maxwell’s equations. The 
simultaneous solution of the two basic equations for dielectrics is quite different in 
character from that for conductors because these two types of material differ in the 
relative share of irreversible dissipation of electromagnetic energy, generally known 
as loss.
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In the case of linear media and in the absence of moving bodies, it is possible to rely 
on the analysis of sinusoidally varying steady-state fields, without losing generality, 
and write the equations in complex notation:

curlH = (a -1- (8.1a)
curl £ = -  y'w/i/i0H (8.1b)

Excluding from this system of equations one of the two unknowns (E or H), we 
pass to one equation in one unknown (H or E) by raising the order of derivatives. 

Taking the curl of both sides of Eq. (8.1a) yields
curl curl H = (a + Jcoee^curlE (8.2)

if in the region of interest the medium parameters such as a and e are independent of 
coordinates, i.e. Va = Ve = 0.

After substitution of curl £ from (8. lb), the equation has the only unknown H left:
curl curlH = -  (a 4- jctee^junfiQH (8.3)

A similar equation results after eliminating H:
curl curlE = -  (a -I- jo3ee^jo)fifi0E (8.4)

The left-hand sides of the last two expressions contain the operation
curl curl P m — V2f  -I- graddivf (8.5)

If the properties of a medium do not depend on the coordinates and, besides, the 
space charges are absent,

graddivF = 0 (8.6)

for uiv E and div H are equal to zero under these conditions. Eqs. (8.3) and (8.4) then 
simplify yet more to

V2F = (a + jo)eê )Jo3HfjL0F (8.7)

where F is the field strength vector of either the magnetic field, H, or electric field, fe.
On the right side of the expression, the complex factors ju  and (jo))2 symbolically 

express the first and the second time derivatives, d/dt and d2/d t2.
The form of Eq. (8.7) for describing a particular process depends on the 

parameters of a medium. Of most importance are two limiting cases: an ideal dielec
tric and a good conductor.

Ideal dielectric. Wave equation. In an ideal dielectric where a = 0, Eq. (8.7) 
describes the propagation of a wave in a lossless medium:

V2F = (/o))2( l/v 2) f  (8.8)

where v = 1 /yJee^ifi0 is wave velocity.
The differentiation with respect to time can also give the expression in explicit 

form:
V2F = (l/v2)(d2F/d t2) (8.9)

In the simplest case, when F depends on a single space coordinate, say, the z coor
dinate, and there is only any one of the components of F, expressions (8.8) and (8.9)
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simplify into the form
d 2Fk /d z2 = ( jd ) \ \ /v 2)Fk (8.10)

d2F ,/dz2 = ( l /v 2)(d2Fk/d t2) (8.11)

These are the equations of circuit theory that apply to transients (waves) in lossless 
lines.

A disturbance such as a signal of voltage u and period T  that has occurred at the 
start of the line propagates along this line at a speed v. The signal will arrive at the 
point A , a distance a remote from the origin of disturbance (Fig. 8.1), only in time 
a /v ; this is the time required for the wave to cover the path a. As soon as the wave 
passes by the point A , the signal at the point vanishes. A certain time after the wave 
has moved away, a return signal may appear as does echo. This pattern of wave pro
pagation is typical for any physical process of wave nature rather than only for the 
electromagnetic process.

V u

^ 3

^ - ( d + v j / v

__________________ 1 A ____________________________

-

t 2< a / v

a/v < t 3< (a+d)/v

-----------------

14 > (a + d)/v

ia
t  Fig. 8.1

The propagation of electromagnetic waves (and their reflection) in dielectrics is 
dealt with in Chs. 9 and 10.

Good conductors. Diffusion equation. In good conductors, a is much higher than 
“ “ o; This is another limiting case for Eq. (8.7). The condition of good electric con- 
duction is equivalent to the statement that in the medium under study the conduction 
currents dominate over displacement currents. Eq. (8.7) then takes the form

V2f  =j(jjfi)i0oP  (8.12)
This equation can be rewritten to include explicit time derivatives:

V2F =  nntfrdF/dt (8.13)
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Equations (8.12) and (8.13) describe the electromagnetic processes in a well con
ducting medium. These processes are treated in the subsequent sections of this 
chapter.

Where it is possible to consider only one of the components of vector F in the 
cartesian coordinate system (for example, where F  = Fx at Fy = Fz = 0), Eq. 
(8.13) becomes simpler because now it describes a scalar

V2F =  bdF/dt (8.14)
where b =

The equation of this form is similar to the equations of diffusion or heat conduc
tion. To understand better the procedure required for the solution of the equations 
similar to the above one, it is worthwhile to discuss in brief the solution to the equa
tions describing diffusion proper.

Diffusion processes are dealt with in a number of branches of physics. In general, 
they can be described thus: if a certain medium has its homogeneity disturbed 
because of the accumulation of particles with higher volume density n, these particles 
move in the direction of particles with lower density tending to spread over uniformly 
in the space. The speed of particles, w, is proportional to the density gradient
negative in sign: . / o i n

w = -  7 grad/i (8.15)

The vector w is analogous to the vector of current density; it is equal to the number 
of particles transferred in a unit time through a unit area of the surface normal to the 
vector w.

If the particles under examination do not vanish, nor originate, their density 
changes only as a consequence of their motion. The divergence of speed w is then 
equal to the rate of decrease of the particle density:

divw = -  dn/dt (8.16)

Notice once more the analogy to the relation between the density of current and that 
of space charge (the law of charge conservation).

After the substitution of w from (8.15) into (8.16), we obtain the differential diffu
sion equation , « /0,

7 divgrad>i = dn/dt
or

V2rt = b dn/dt (8.17)

where b = 1/ 7 . From the mathematical viewpoint, this equation differs from (8.14)
only in letter designations.

We can get the same equation if we consider the processes of temperature distribu
tion, namely, the process of heat transfer due to thermal conduction.

Comparison of heat equations with electromagnetic field equations allows us to 
extend the clear and illustrative concepts of temperature distribution into the field of 
electromagnetism. It is even sometimes possible to use just the obtained solutions, or 
anyway the methods suggested by Fourier in his book Tteorie analytique de la
chaleur.

The vector of thermal 
gradient 6:

flux density Q is opposite in direction to the temperature 

Q  = -  A:gradfl (8.18)
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where k  is thermal conductivity.
The thermal energy density at any point is expressed as the product of temperature 

0 and thermal capacity c. If there is no heat generation in a medium (i.e. no increase 
in the thermal energy density due to chemical processes or heating of the substance by 
electric current), then it is only the heat of flux Q that changes the thermal energy 
density. Expressing the density of thermal (free) energy as the product of thermal 
capacity and temperature, we obtain the formula

cdd/dt = -  divQ (8.19)

which says that the rate of rise in thermal energy density, cd$/dty is equal to the rate 
of heat inflow — divQ. When the divergence is positive, the temperature drops since 
the outflow of heat, divQ > 0 , occurs as a result of the decrease in thermal energy 
density (see Sec. 7.2).

Substituting (8.18) into (8.19) gives
V20 = bdd/dt (8.20)

where b = c/k. This expression differs from (8.14) and (8.17) only by the value of 
coefficient b.

Equations (8.15) and (8.16) can readily be solved for the speed vector w as well. 
For this, it is necessary to differentiate (8.15) with respect to time and substitute 
dn/dt from (8.16) into the solution. Finally, we find that

dvi/dt =  7 grad div w =  yV 2̂

Similarly, differentiating (8.18) with respect to time and substituting 36/dt from 
(8.19), for thermal processes we get

3Q/3t = (A:/c)V2Q

The two latter equations bear a still more resemblance to Eq. (8.13) for the elec
tromagnetic field in a conducting medium. Unfortunately, there are few simple 
analogies as regards boundary conditions in order to achieve the similarity of solu
tions.

Analogy between thermal and electromagnetic processes. Owing to our tactile 
sense, we have a certain experience that enables us to judge of the process of heat dif
fusion. We know that a Jcettle placed on fire does not boil at once, a thick porcelain 
cup remains cool some time after pouring hot water into it, etc. We can get a much 
clearer idea of the rate at which the magnetic field sets in in a conducting medium if 
we consider geometrically similar thermal and electromagnetic systems under similar 
initial conditions. Of course, the numerical value of factor b in (8.14) and (8.20) is of 
much importance. However, it is possible to change the scale, i.e. units of measure
ment, and measure the time in seconds in one case and in milliseconds in the other, 
etc. The higher the value of b 9 the slower the process of transition to the steady state.

Table 8.1 gives the values of the constant b for some materials.
The following systems prove similar at comparable values of b: (1) a metallic or 

porcelain rod with an initial temperature 0(0) quickly immersed in a medium of 
temperature 0O (Fig. 8.2) and (2) a steel rod (but neither a copper nor a porcelain bar) 
placed inside a solenoid (Fig. 8.3), in which at moment t = 0 a current /0 begins to 
flow and a field H Q appears in the space around the rod; before then, the field inside
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Table 8.1

b , s/cm 2 Steel
H = 2 000 M = 10 000

Copper Lead • Porcelain

c /k 5.5 5 .5 0 .9 0 4 .0 12.5

tlHP 2 .5 12.5 0 .007  2 0 .0 0 0  6 i o - 15

the rod was equal to zero, H(0) = 0. This electromagnetic system has only one 
magnetic field component parallel to the solenoid axis. That is why the process is 
described by the scalar equation (8.14).

Instead of solid rods, we can consider tubes of external radius a and wall thickness 
/. A tube shields the interior both from the heat of the medium with a temperature 0Q 
and from the magnetic field HQ.

In similar systems, the same equations (differing only in designations, 6 or H) are 
applicable to identically bounded regions. Such systems show the similarity of 
boundary conditions 6 = 60 or H  = H0 at r = a and initial conditions 6 = 6(0) or 
H  = H (0) at r < a.

With the same geometrical dimensions and the same values of b , it is obvious that
h(r, t) =  v(r, t) at r ^  a and / > 0  (8 .21)

where
h = H /H 0 and v = [0 -  0(O)]/[0o -  6(0)]

Figure 8.4 illustrates the plots of h versus r/a  for different moments of time at 
b = 12.5 s/cm2 and a rod radius a = 1 cm (see Figs. 8.2 and 8.3). The curves show 
that a steel rod of a radius of 1 cm and/x = 10 000  gradually gets magnetized when 
exposed to a field H 0 = 1 A/m; the field strength on the rod axis becomes equal to 
about 0.1 H 0 in 1 s and then reaches 0.7 H 0 only in 3.37 s.

Fig. 8.2 Fig. 8.3 Fig. 8.4
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A porcelain rod of identical dimensions heats up at the same rate, with the same 
temperature distribution throughout its bulk: when immersed in boiling water the 
rod with an initial temperature of 20°C shows an increase of temperature along its 
axis by merely 8 °C in 1 s. If the values of b and a are other than the ones given above, 
the same curves of Fig. 8.4 can be suitable if we replace the time specified for each 
curve by the time

r  = t(b '/b ) (a '/a )2 (8 .22)

where b ’ and a are new values of the parameter b and radius a. For example, the 
field will permeate a copper cylinder of radius a = 0.5 cm at a greater rate: the field 
on its axis will reach 70% of the external field in a time t ' = 0.48 ms. Its heating will 
take a longer time because c /k  > hh0<j for this cylinder.

The shielding effect of the external layers of a solid cylinder (or the walls of a tube) 
during heating is due to the opposition the layers offer to the thermal flux which must 
also heat these layers. That is why a material of higher thermal capacity heats slower. 
The higher the thermal conductivity A: of a material, the greater the rate of its heating.

For the electromagnetic case, the causes of the shielding effect of a conducting 
tube are certainly different. An external magnetic field applied to a tube (or a solid 
cylinder) induces an emf in its layers as the field penetrates deeper into the material 
bulk. By Lenz’ law the induced emf produces a current that opposes a change in the 
magnetic flux linking the loop; in the given case, the induced current produces a 
counter field that prevents the applied field from penetrating into the tube or rod 
bulk.

Although the physical causes that slow down the rate of field and temperature 
distribution are different, the analogy can fairly be close. In solving engineering 
problems, therefore, analogous approaches are sometimes used. For example, to en
sure a fast penetration of the magnetic field into steel cores, they are usually assembl
ed from thin insulated laminations (transformer cores). The same approach finds use 
in heat engineering for constructing radiators.

An electric field also meets with opposition as it strives to penetrate into the bulk of 
a metal. This effect is particularly evident in conductors carrying alternating current 
(see Sec. 8.4).

Varying (ac) field in a conducting medium. The most frequent case dealt with in 
practice relates to the processes of field penetration into a conducting medium when 
exposed to a simple sinusoidally varying field. Here we meet with certain peculiarities 
in the solution of Eq. (8 .12), which is very important to undestand from the physico- 
mathematical viewpoint.

Consider the case of heating the rod of Fig. 8.2 assuming that the environment 
temperature varies harmonically:

0O = 0msincot + 0j (8.23)

It fluctuates about a mean value,# j. The rod temperature 0 gradually rises with 0O, 
the outer layers being the first to acquire a higher temperature.

If 0O were to change slowly, the entire rod would have time to heat up to the en
vironment temperature, i.e. to 0Q. But since 0Ochanges fast, only a thin outer layer is 
able to heat through to a temperature close to 0O. We can readily picture the
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temperature changes as being so fast that the internal layers heat above 6{only by the 
moment when the environment temperature begins to drop, falling below the mean 
value (0O < 0j). The incomplete process of heating thus changes for the process of 
cooling that, in turn, only gradually affects the bulk of the material. But with rather 
rapid variations in ambient temperature, the inner layers have no time to cool or heat 
rather heavily; substantial temperature changes (with an amplitude close to $m) occur 
only in outer layers, and the amplitude of temperature variations gradually decreases 
with distance into the material bulk.

We should take notice of the fact that the rate of heating to the highest level (the 
amplitude of temperature variation) is faster in external than in internal layers. It is 
as if the temperature propagated in a wavelike manner: the crest of the wave moves 
from the surface to the axis, gradually decreasing in height (wave decaying); the pro
cess of propagation may also be thought of as phase lag with the propagation of the 
wave into the body bulk.

Skin effect during heat diffusion. In the example considered above the skin effect 
shows up quite vividly: a varying disturbance in the surrounding medium does not 
penetrate into the bulk of massive bodies; the higher the frequency of a disturbance 
the lower the depth to which it affects a material.

An illustrative example of the effect of frequency on the depth of penetration is a 
change in the temperature of soil whose surface is subject to periodic yearly and daily 
temperature fluctuations. Daily temperature changes affect the soil to a much 
smaller depth than yearly changes. For this case, we can also visualize a phase lag of 
temperature variations in soil layers with an increase in the depth of penetration. As 
is obvious, at the onset of frost it is only the upper layers of soil that freeze through, 
and in early spring only the surface layers of soil start to thaw out. It is interesting 
that at a certain depth, the highest temperature is found to be only in winter (only by 
this period can summer heat penetrate to this depth) and the lowest temperature in 
summer.

Let us note once more that although heat diffusion and electromagnetic field 
penetration are formally similar, the physical processes that cause a delay of external 
influences are substantially different.

Quasiwave propagation in a resistance-capacitance (rQ  cable. For the calculation 
of a cable having a relatively large resistance and appreciable capacitance, Kelvin 
suggested an approximate solution of equations by assuming that the inductance L  0 
and conductance g in the transverse cross section are zero. The basic equations that 
describe the process occurring along such a resistance-capacitance cable (along the z 
axis) are

dU /dz = -  V

d i/dz  = -  ja>C0U
(8.24)

The simultaneous solution of these equations for, say, voltage takes the form
d2U/dz2 = jwr0C0U (8.25)

This expression differs from diffusion equation (8.12) only in that it describes the 
process in the cable in the single space coordinate. Since the time dependence is given

13—5475
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in complex notation, the equation is written in common rather than in partial 
derivatives. Its solution takes the form

U = A xe -* z + A f * z (8.26)

where 7  = a  + jf f  = Vy a>r0C0; a  =  0  =  y fu r^O ^ .\  and A  p A 2 are integration 
constants. Indeed, Eq. (8.26) satisfies Eq. (8.25), which is easy to confirm by perfor
ming the substitution.

Expression (8.26) represents a sum of two waves traveling in oposite direction at 
phase velocities

vph = ± (a)/0 = ± c/VeJi (8.27)

In the case of a sinusoidally varying supply source, a decaying wave progresses 
along the resistance-capacitance cable with a definite phase velocity. This is the pro
cess that follows the diffusion equation or, more definitely, the process that obeys 
the equation for an electromagnetic field in a conducting medium (and even in a well 
conducting medium). Why do then we call this process the quasi wave, or seemingly 
wave process?

Notes on wave processes. In the strict sense of the term, a wave process is the pro
cess which follows the equations

— ft!  — R /v) (8.28)
f x{tyR) = m (R ) f( t-R /v )  (8.29)

in which R  is the coordinate in the direction of wave propagation; v is the wave 
velocity; and m ( R )  is a function that defines the wave decaying and depends on the 
path covered by the wave (i.e. on R) .

If f ( t  -  R / v )  is different from zero only in a certain interval of the values of an 
argument

vx ^  t — R /v  ^  v2 (8.30)

then at point R  x this function is nonzero in the time interval tx ^  ^  r2 in accor
dance with (8.30); here t x is the instant at which the wave front has arrived, and r 2 is 
the instant at which the wave tail has gone.

Quasiwave equations and corresponding solutions do not give at all the picture of 
a wave process described by (8.28) and (8.29). The main cause of the discrepancy lies 
in that quasiwave processes follow the diffusion equation only in the case of a 
periodic disturbance and only where the solution is to be found for a steady state; in 
these processes, the phase constant 0 and attenuation constant a , and also the phase 
velocity, depend on frequency.

As regards an aperiodic process for example a signal (see Fig. 8.1), its spectral 
decomposition shows a set of the continuous series of frequencies. Since in a 
quasiwave process both the attenuation and velocity and also the phase depend on 
frequency, the signal undergoes distortion in shape during its propagation.

It is of interest to note that phase velocity grows with frequency,but then attenua
tion increases as well. That is why a harmonic component of infinitely high frequency 
(oj — oo) propagates at an infinitely high velocity, but attenuates at an infinite rate 
(e - a z  — 0 when a  — oo). This is the reason why a signal transmitted from, say, one 
point of the line instantly arrives at another point at the end of the line, but with a
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zero amplitude; a disturbance at the end of the line grows but gradually. It is exactly 
the pattern of heat distribution from the periphery to the axis of the rod or propaga
tion of an instantly produced external magnetic field (see Figs. 8.2 and 8.3).

Waves in a medium with equivalent complex parameters. In Ch. 3 we have shown 
by way of Eqs. (3.54) and (3.57) how we can pass to equivalent complex parameters 
a eq = a or e eq = e between which a simple relation exists:

a =ja)£ 0£ (8.31)

Does this mean that the introduction of complex parameters eliminates the dif
ference between the wave and the diffusion equation? As a matter of fact, the factor 
on the right of the field equation can be represented in any of the two equivalent
forms:

V 2F =  (/«)% <£ M0a F  (8.32)
or

V2I- = yw/iQ/xa I- (8.33)

We shall restrict ourselves to the analysis of a simple case where t  depends on the 
single cartesian coordinate z and, hence

V2£ = cPP/dz1 (8.34)

The solution of both (8.32) and (8.33) can then be written in the form
F = A + e - ^ e - ^  + A _ e0tzei(iz (8.35)

where the propagation constant
7  = a  + jP  = yWeegppo = (8.36)

If the condition (8.31) is valid, both expressions for y  are obviously equivalent. 
What makes the wave and quasiwave processes differ is not certainly the notation us
ed for the equations, but the properties of a medium: Eqs. (8.32) and (8.33) describe 
a purely wave process in a loss-free medium where g. = gande  = e. The same equa
tions express a quasiwave process (obeying the diffusion equation) in a medium 
where g = a and e = a/jo)€0, i.e. in a conductor.

In the first case, Eqs. (8.32) and (8.33) are valid for the wave process specified by 
(8.28) at R  = z; a wave progresses at a constant speed v = c/V/Ie, where 
c = 1 / V ^  is the light velocity in free space. In the second case, the notion of wave 
propagation is adequate only if a disturbance is periodic in character. Where an 
aperiodic disturbance takes place, we cannot speak of any waves at all.

In the general case, all the parameters e, (i and g are complex, and the general solu
tion gives a decaying wave with a phase velocity and attenuation that are dependent 
on frequency. But if the wave velocity and attenuation are frequency dependent 
(wave dispersion takes place), it is apparent that a propagating disturbance (signal) is 
subject to distortion; expressions (8.28) and (8.29) are then no longer valid. 
However, losses Ox", e", and a) in a medium are often very small, and so the disper
sion (the dependence of wave velocity and attenuation on frequency) is accordingly 
small too. The propagation of electromagnetic waves then practically obeys expres
sions (8.28) and (8.29).

One more point of interest is that as the frequency rises, g and e always approach a 
13*
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finite value of not less than unity, whatever the kind of frequency dependence of 
these quantities. In the limit, therefore, the wave velocity at a> — oo reaches the 
velocity of light in a vacuum.

In Ch. 9, we shall consider the simple cases of the solutions to wave equations for 
given boundary conditions (propagation and reflection of waves); it will be shown 
that where the field depends only on one coordinate, the known methods of calcula
tion of long waves are particularly suitable.

Electromagnetic compression. In conclusion, let us consider an interesting exam
ple of the practical use of a varying magnetic field for heavy compression of metal 
parts, fitting, for example, of a copper sleeve on a steel shaft. The method relies on 
the creation of a short impulse of a magnetic field that has no time to penetrate into 
the bulk of metal; in other words, the method essentially uses the skin effect.

Assume the field is set up by a pulsating current in the turns of a solenoid that en
circles a steel rod with a copper belt to be tightly pressed on to it (Fig. 8.5). As men
tioned above, the rapidly growing field induced by a short pulse of current has no 
chance to penetrate into the bulk of copper. One of the approaches to the creation of 
pulsating current is to discharge a capacitor of a rather high capacitance and high 
voltage into the solenoid circuit. Such a simple arrangement is quite capable of pro
ducing fields of 300 kA/cm and higher.

For simplicity of calculations, let us assume that the H  field in the surface layer of 
the belt of thickness p = a -  r0 < r0 decays linearly:

H  = HZ= —H 0(r -  r j / (a  -  r j

The density of current induced in the belt surface layer is found from Maxwell’s 
first equation (in the cylindrical coordinate system, see Appendix A5)

J = curlH = - e adHz/dr = -  r j
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I /  J a

r 0 1n
a >

Fig. 8 .6
Hz< 0

This current density is easy to evaluate by differentiating in the cylindrical coor
dinates at d/da  = d/dz ■ 0. Considering the direction of currents, J  = Ja, we see 
that it is the current density component J  that opposes the field penetration.

It remains to estimate the force per unit area of the cylinder surface. The force per 
unit volume due to the interaction between the current and Held is f = J  x B. By in
tegrating this force directed toward the rod axis (Fig. 8 .6) along the radius, we find 
the pressure, i.e. the force per unit area of the surface that is normal to this surface:

F =  f '  ( ~ f r)dr = [ '  Mo«§Cr -  r j / ( a  -  r ^ d r  =  p j f y l  (8.37a)
J ro J ro

This formula is valid, whatever the manner in which //changes in the copper belt, 
if the field on the inner surface of the belt reduces to zero. We can readily prove the 
point if we do not hasten to start with differentiating and work out the solution up to 
the end in the general form. Indeed, at H  = / / z(r), i.e. when H is parallel in direction 
to the axis and is only dependent on the radius,

J  = curlH = ~ e adHz/dr

The force is then

/ r = M o/< A =  -moH jH /d r
and hence

„ a a . H q ^
F =  j  {- f j d r  = M0j r Hz(dHz/dr)dr =  m0\  ^  H /IH t  = -  Hf)/2] (8.37b)

In these formulas, the subscript / stands for the internal cylinder surface. If //, = 0, 
then F  = ^ (/Iq/2  as pointed out earlier.

The quantity F  that expresses the field energy density can be regarded as a field 
pressure on a surface (tangent to the field vector).
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The effect similar to the one described above is also evident when a heavy current 
flows in a conductor. For example, the copper shell of a tubular lightning arrester 
was once flattened under a lightning stroke, more exactly, pressed to the inner 
steelwork. The current through the structure was found from the pressure sufficient 
to flatten the shell. The calculation is quite analogous to that described above. Strict
ly speaking, the result is adequate only on the assumption that the stress on a solid 
body exceeds the limit of electricity, otherwise the calculation should be made exactly 
by the rules of the theory of elasticity.

8 .2 . Varying M agnetic Field in a Thin Plate

Transformer core steel laminations. The Held in a core plate is the simplest and, at 
the same time, the widespread case. The core plates are insulated one from another 
and each has no effect on the other, at least in a first approximation. The width of a 
plate, b , is generally by far larger than its thickness, 2a.

Let us dispose the axes of cartesian coordinates so that the magnetic field H 0 ex
terior to the plate should have only the zth component (Fig. 8.7); this field is the L i e  
in strength on both sides of the plate. Assuming that the plate is normal to the x  axis, 
we can assert that the H  field has only the zth component and depends only on the x  
coordinate inside the homogeneous and isotropic plate. The basic field equation

1*

Fig. 8.7

(8.38a)
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y = a + j0  = '/juwitfJ (8.38b)

where H  is certainly equal to H z.
Propagation of plane waves. Differential equation (8.38a) does not differ from 

(8.25) for a resistance-capacitance cable; its solution is known:
H  = A le~ yx + A f yx (8-39)

The resultant field 
phase velocity

consists of two waves traveling in opposite directions ± x  at a 

vph = m/0 (8.40)

and a wavelength
* = V / / = 2 * / 0  (8*41)

When the field strength on both sides of the plate is the same and equal to H 0> the 
constants are determined from identical boundary conditions if the origin of coor
dinates is located in the middle of the plate:

Hx=a = H 0 = A xe -* a + A ^ a
= Hx=_ a = A xe *  + A ^ a (8.42)

From these formulas it follows that
A l = A 2 = A = H q/ W 0 + e-v°) = H f/lcoshya

After substituting the constants so found in (8.39), we obtain
H  = H 0( cosh 7*/cosh 7  a) (8.43)

The magnetic field distribution over the plate thickness is shown in Fig. 8 .8 , where 
the normalized field strength, h = H /H 0, is plotted versus the normalized coor
dinate x /a l * *:

h(x)= \H /H 0\ = lcosh7*/cosh7 drl (8.44)

In Fig. 8 .8 , the function hQc) is plotted for four values of a a. The values 0.5 and 1.0 
correspond to the normal operating conditions of transformer cores employed in 
power systems. As seen from (8.38b), a twofold increase in aa corresponds to a 
twofold increase in the plate thickness or fourfold increase in frequency (or 
permeability, or conductivity, or, finally, product ojfia).

The thickness of transformer steel sheets for work at a commercial frequency is 
0.35 mm; the curve a  a = 1 of Fig. 8.8  represents the field strength distribution in 
such a sheet at 50 Hz, and the curve aa = 4 at 800 Hz. The transformers intended for 
higher frequencies and also those designed to operate under pulse conditions have 
the cores made from thin permalloy tapes about 10“ 4 cm in thickness. The high
speed elements of automatic equipment use thin films 4 x 10” 6 cm to 4 x 10“ 5 cm

1 If the tables of the hyperbolic functions of the complex argument are not available, use
should be made of the known formula

cosh (at +jy)  = cosh* • cosy + y'sinhx • siny
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Fig. 8.8

in thickness. The surface effect in such films is negligible.
Representing the field (8.43) as a sum of two waves moving in opposite directions,

H  = ( / V 2 cosh7 a )e -7* + ( /V & o sh y a)^*  = H + + H  _ (8.43a)
we can assert that it is safe to neglect one wave if the real part of the exponent is large 
in value. Thus, when eta = 4 (see Fig. 8 .8) for pointsx  = 0.5a, the ratio between the 
amplitudes of waves moving in opposite directions is \H _ /H ^ \  = e4 = 54.6.

In (8.43a), H _  represents the wave that travels in the negative x  direction (from 
right to left in Figs. 8.7 and 8.9). This wave has covered the path from the plate sur
face to the point x  = 0.5a, which is equal to 0.5a. In the same expression, H + 
represents the wave traveling in the positivex  direction (from left to right in Figs. 8.7 
and 8.9); this wave has traveled the path from the left surface of the plate to the 
point x  = 0.5a, the distance being equal to 1.5a.

Under these conditions the plate can be considered nontransparent to the elec
tromagnetic wave of a given frequency. It can thus be assumed that only one wave 
enters the region lx I ^  0.5a in the direction from left to right of the plate. The ratio 
h = \H /H 0\ is then expressed just by the exponent

e -ct(a-x) =  e ~aa(l —x/a)

The electric field E (or the corresponding current density J  = aE) is easily found 
by using Maxwell’s first equation
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E = curlH /a

Differentiating (8.39) for plane waves, at H  = H z we get
E = Ey = -  (1 /a)(dH/dx) (8.45)

For H  represented by (8.39) as a sum of two waves, the electric field takes the form 
E = E y = $Axe~ yx -  = E + -  E_  (8.46)

where
f  = y /a  = y/jumiQ/o = (1 + jy j wmiq/ I o (8.47)

The field expression given above shows that for each wave taken separately, but 
not for the sum of two waves, the magnetic and the electric fields are interrelated: the 
electric field is equal to the magnetic field times f :

E + = fH+ = {A xe - yx (8.48a)
E_  = fH_ = (8.48b)

The factor f  is the wave, intrinsic, or characteristic impedance o f  a medium , which 
is measured in ohms. The direction of vectors E + and E_ is related to the direction 
of vectors H + and H _ and to the direction of wave propagation so that the cor
responding Poynting vector II = E x H is in the direction of wave propagation (see 
Fig. 8.9):

n + = E + x H + , n _  = E_ x H_ (8.49)

The field vectors and unit vectors e + and that point to the direction of wave 
propagation are related to each other by the equality (see Fig. 8.9)

H + _ = e + _ x E + _ / f  (8.50a)
or . . *

E + _ = x e + _ (8.50b)

For fields H+ _ and E + , the principle of superposition is applicable1:
H * H + + H _ a n d E  = E + + E_ (8.51)

When taking the sum of components, however, it is certainly necessary to keep in 
mind the fact that vectors E + and E _ are opposite in direction when H + and H _ are 
in the same direction as shown in Fig. 8.9. The electric field is then

E  = E . - ~ k _  = -  H_)  (8.51a)
if

H = H + + H _

If waves propagate in opposite directions, the electric vectors E + and E_ of two 
waves may happen to be in the same direction (see Sec. 8.5). The vectors E and H of 
one of the waves will then be at an angle of 180 0 with respect to each other, and so

1 The superposition principle is not applicable to Poynting vectors, and the n  vector of the 
resultant field is not equal to the sum of components II + and n _  since the power is defined by 
quadrature components rather than by linear components.
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the directions in which the waves progress will not change. Considering the com
ponents for this case, we have

E = E + + E _  andH  = H + - H _  (8.51b)

Equalities (8.50) and (8.51) hold here. The expressions similar to (8.48) through 
(8.50) do not obviously apply to a resultant field.

Substituting A  j = A 2 into (8.46) gives
E  = Jt/Zg/Tcoshya)(e~yx -  e^*) = f / /0(sinh7jc/cosh7 flr) (8.52)

In a particular case where x  = ± a,
E0 = z*Ey = f / /0tanh ya (8.52a)

We can also obtain the latter expressions by differentiating (8.43) in the same man
ner as we did in deriving (8.45). However, a slightly more intricate approach used 
here has given us a clearer idea of the decomposition of a resultant field into waves 
propagating in opposite directions. Also, we have become familiar with such an im
portant parameter as the characteristic impedance of a medium and deduced useful 
expressions (8.48) through (8.51).

In the absence of a reflected wave and for the resultant field,
E = { H

This relation is known as Leonovich’s approximate boundary condition.
Average permeability. Knowing the external field strength H 0 and the average 

magnetic induction across the plate1

Bav = (l/2fl)j \ p H d x = ( l / a ) \ \ (f H d x = w H av (8.53)

we can determine the average permeability

* = M *v = W o  = A aA o (8.54)
As is clear from Fig. 8.8  and the entire analysis made above, y.av can differ heavily 

from \k at large values of I ya I .
It is not difficult to perform the above mathematical operations on condition that 

the plate is homogeneous. But the method described below has more points in its 
favor. It offers the possibility of evaluating the magnetic flux by Faraday’s law:

- j u i  =  <f= $Edl (8.55)

For the plate of Fig. 8.7, the integration along the closed path encircling the plate 
(the path being traced in the direction of vector H, or the z axis, i.e. in accordance 
with the corkscrew rule) leads to the equality

$Edl = —2Efp =  -  2£f//0tanh ya (8.56)

with allowance made for (8.52a).,

Of course, in performing the integration, we should consider the variation of the H  phase 
as well as H  with x.
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Comparison of (8.56) with (8.55) gives
= i / l a b  = (f//0 /yW) tanh70  (8.57)

and
&av = ) tanhy°  (8*58)

In Eq. (8.58) we can perform one more operation by substituting the expression 
for f  given by (8.47):

f/yw/x^ = (^ /c N jw n tf j  = n/ya  

The expression for the average permeability of a plate now assumes the form

M-av = Mi -  2 = M tanhyflr/yxz (8.59)
At low values of \ya \ , we can expand tanh 7a into a power series. Hence,

= 1 -  (7«)2/3 + (2/15)(7a)4 -  . . . (8 .59a)
= 1 — (2/15)(o)^0a)2o4 + . . . + . . .

The average permeability is a complex quantity even if the permeability of the 
substance proper is a real number (magnetic loss is absent). The real part of the 
average permeability diminishes with a rise in I ya I. At large values of Re(ya), we 
may assume that tanh ya — 1, and so

y.av/\k = I /7 a -  l/a  V /o i^ a  (8.59b)

Expression (8.59b) corresponds to a “ strong skin effect” or “ high frequency” at 
which the plate remains nontransparent to an electromagnetic wave. On either side of 
the plate, a wave tends to propagate into the plate bulk:

(8.60)

where n is the distance from the plate surface to a point in the plate bulk. The electric 
field strength on the plate surface is given by

E0 = m 0 (8.61a)

At such a high frequency, the inward flow of power through a unit area is

Pq + JQo = = EV ?  = " k  (8.6it>)
or

P0 = Re(//2f) = H fr u ^ o / lo  = R e ( 4 / n  (8.61c)
In this case (tanh ya — 1) the magnetic flux is directly proportional to the 

perimeter, as follows from (8.56). A further increase in the plate thickness does not 
result in a heavier magnetic flux because the magnetic field fails to penetrate deeper 
into the medium all the same and thus cannot cause complete magnetization of the 
plate.

Eddy current loss. The energy of a varying magnetic field irreversibly converted to 
a thermal energy per unit time is known as the dissipated power. In a ferromagnetic 
conductor where the imaginary part of permeability is zero, /x" = 0 , all the 
dissipated power results from eddy currents, /  = oE #  0. By Joule’s law, the 
amount of thermal power evolved in each element of volume is

dP =  (Uo)J2dV  = E2odV (8.62)
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Integrating this expression throughout the entire thickness of the plate, we can 
find the loss due to eddy currents in the lamination, commonly expressed as power 
per unit volume or mass.

A more general definition of this type of loss reads: the complex power dissipated 
in a plate is equal to the power that flows into the plate through its side walls. This 
power is equal to the integral of the Poynting vector.

The flow of power per unit area of the plate of Fig. 8.7 is given by
D0 = E<p0 = f tf0tanh7* • H 0 (8.63)

and the flow of power per unit volume is
50 = P0 + jQ 0 = 2n/2a = //^ (tan h  ya)/a. = H q jwnn 0 (tanh ya)/^a  (8.64)

This power can be expressed in terms of the average complex permeability (8.59), 
frequency, and external field strength:

S = P0 + jQ 0 = Hljwii0Qil -  y>2) (8.65)

Total core loss (due to reversal of magnetization). Let us consider the simple case 
of linear medium. The hysteresis loss can be found from the area of the hysteresis 
loop in the form of an ellipse (BH curve) that represents the energy dissipated as heat 
during each hysteresis cycle. The permeability of the substance proper (see Sec. 3.4) 
is given as a complex quantity:

lf =  M' ~ h "  (8 -66)
If we replace the permeability of a substance by its complex permeability, 

Eq. (8.59) will give, as before, the average (effective) complex permeability of the 
plate. Eqs. (8.64) and (8.65) express the total core losses as a combination of eddy 
current losses and hysteresis losses. The division of the total core losses into the two 
types of loss presents a far from simple problem.

Depth of penetration. From the basic solution (8.39) it is seen that as plane waves 
propagate inside a conducting medium, the amplitude of each component decays ex
ponentially. As the wave penetrates the metal for a distance

jc0 = l / a  = Ref/a  = \N < *w tf/2  (8.67)

the wave amplitude decreases by a factor of e01X0 =  e. This distance is conditionally 
called the depth o f  penetration, or skin depth. In reality, a field certainly penetrates a 
medium to a greater depth as the wave gradually decreases in amplitude.

Phase velocity vph. For plane waves moving in a conducting medium, vph can be 
defined as the velocity with which the crest (a maximum of the field strength) of a 
sinusoidal wave advances over the surface in the absence of a wave coming from the 
opposite direction. The wavelength X (8.41) is defined as the distance between the 
two neighboring crests, one following the other. If a wave moves in a medium 
described by real parameters (a = 0 = Vco/i/iqct^) , in a distance equal to 
x  = X = 2x/|8, the amplitude of the wave will decrease by a factor of e2x, i.e. to ap
proximately 0.001 8 of its initial value.

Obviously, a body can be considered completely nontransparent to an elec
tromagnetic field whenever the body dimensions are comparable with the 
wavelength. By definition, however, bodies are considered nontransparent if the
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amplitude of the wave that must cover a path in excess of a threefold skin depth 
decreases to 5 °/o. If the radius of curvature of a surface exceeds 2 to 3 times the skin 
depth, the surface may be assumed flat in approximate calculations and the waves 
that propagate into a conducting medium may be regarded as plane waves.

Cylindrical shield. In Fig. 8.10 is shown a hollow metallic cylinder of infinite 
length. It must protect (shield, or screen) the internal region from an external varying 
magnetic field whose strength H 0 is parallel to the cylinder axis. The cylinder radius is 
by far larger than the wall thickness, r, ► re -  r, = a. The conductivity and 
permeability of walls are a and respectively.

It is easy to calculate approximately the shielding effect of such a magnetic shell if 
we assume that plane waves move inside the shell walls, so that

H  = A xe~ yx + A ^ x (8 .68)

The condition is that we count off the coordinate x  from the internal surface of the 
cavity.

The constants A x and A 2 can be determined from the two known values of the elec
tric or the magnetic field at certain values of the coordinate. Thus, knowing the inter
nal and the external magnetic field, H x and H 0, on the inside and outside of the shell, 
we find that

H x = A x -I- A 2,H 0 = A 1e~ ya + A ^ a (8.69)

The conditions on the two surfaces are seen to be different, whereas they were 
identical for the transformer core lamination considered above. But asymmetry, 
H x *  H 0, is not entirely the case in point. What is more important is that the state
ment of the problem specifies only H 0 and it is the quantity H x that we have to deter
mine. The shielding (screening) constant, i.e. the shielding effect reached, is given by

ksh = H x/H 0 (8.70)

So, to evaluate the shielding effect, we must determine H x, given the value of H 0.
But H x is uniquely related to the E x field on the inside of the shield, first, by the 

equation
E x = O A x - A d  (8.71)

and, second, by the law of electromagnetic induction 
2xr<E 1 =  -jw T rfli0H l (8.72)
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The latter equations are deduced on the assumption that H x = / / lzan d £ j = E ly 
(see Fig. 8.10).

Comparing (8.71), (8.72) and the first equality in (8.69), we obtain
A 2 = A x(2f + j a w 0)/(2f -  ywr^o) (8.73)

Substituting (8.73) into (8.69) gives after simple manipulations:
H 0/H l = cosh ya + r^fsinhya/2  (8.74)

The above calculation is only valid when the wavelength of a varying magnetic field 
in the medium surrounding the shell and filling its cavity by far exceeds the shield 
diameter. Really, it is only under these conditions that the sinusoidally varying 
magnetic field is simultaneously the same at all the points on the external shield sur
face (H = H 0 at r = re). The same concerns the internal field in the cavity (H  = H x 
at r ^  r,).

8.3. The Skin Effect in a Coaxial Cable

Strong skin effect. Consider the case when the depth of penetration of a field into the 
conductor and sheath of a cable (Fig. 8 .11) is small in comparison with the conductor 
radius and sheath thickness. The field both in the conductor and in the sheath is real
ly a plane wave propagating to the center in the conductor and toward the periphery 
in the sheath (Fig. 8.12).

Let the (inner) conductor carry current I  into the paper as shown in Fig. 8.11. The 
magnetic field on the conductor surface

// , = 7/ 2*77 (8.75)

is then in the clockwise sense (this is the positive//direction at positive current /). The 
corresponding electric field is given by

Es = t f l i  (8.76a)

where J7 is the characteristic impedance of the conductor material.
The positive vector E,- is in the direction of current through the conductor. With 

the pair of vectors E; and Hf- directed so as shown in Fig. 8.12, the wave propagates
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into the conductor; the Poynting vector has the same direction as the wave.
In the sheath the positive current is opposite in direction to the positive vector of 

the electric field (see Fig. 8.12). The pair of vectors Ee and He on the outside of the 
conductor (sheath) are related to each other by the equation

Ee = t j f e  (8.76b)

where is the characteristic impedance of the sheath material; the Poynting vector is 
in the direction of wave propagation — the vector points to the periphery. The 
magnetic field on the inside of the sheath is

He = i/2 r re (8.77)

In the case of a strongly pronounced skin effect, the frequency must sufficiently be 
high as follows from the condition of the depth of penetration:

x0 = iN u n n 'p /l  < (8.78)

where r is the sheath thickness. But the frequency must be such that the wavelength in 
the medium insulating the conductor from the sheath can be great as against the 
distance between the sheath and conductor:

re -  r, < \ = v T =  (c/Vi)(2ir/a>) (8.79)

In Eq. (8.79) c is light velocity and e is the permittivity of the insulating medium; it 
is assumed that this medium is ideal (e" =  0  and a = 0), and its permeability is 
H = 1. If the condition (8.79) were not met, we would have to consider the wave pro
pagation inside the insulating medium in the radial direction. It would then be im
possible to determine the magnetic field strength by the circuital law expressed by 
(8.75) and (8.77). Indeed, in the space between the sheath and conductor, an ap
preciable displacement current could flow in the longitudinal direction.

To transfer energy over the cable, a voltage must be applied between the conductor 
and sheath; a radial component of the electric field strength corresponds to this 
voltage. This component together with the magnetic field strength produces an axial 
component of the flow of power. As with the dc cable (see Sec. 7.2 and Fig. 7.7), here 
the axial components of the electric field are only responsible for the branching of the 
flow of power transmitted over the cable into the sheath and conductor.

Cable impedance. To define the complex quantity Z0 which is the impedance of the 
cable per unit length, we need to find the voltage drop per unit length and then to 
divide it by the current in the cable.

Let Us be the voltage between the sheath and conductor at the start of the cable 
portion, and Uend be the voltage at the end of this portion (see Fig. 8 .11). We then ex
press the above statement in the form

(Us -  Uend)/l = 7Z0 = i(R0 + jX o) (8.80)

The voltage in each particular cross section of the cable can be represented as the 
potential difference between the conductor and sheath or as the integral of the elec
tric field along the radius:

U =  <Pi~ <Pe = ( E f i rJ ri
(8.81)
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Since we know the axial components of the field strength on the surface of the 
conductor and of the sheath, Et and Ee, the sought-for voltage drop, Us -  Uend, 
may be found by applying Maxwell’s second equation to a rectangular loop shown by 
the dashed line in Fig. 8.11. The rectangle is formed by two intercepts of the radii and 
two parallel intercepts running along the external surface of the conductor and inter
nal surface of the sheath. The direction of tracing round the loop and the correspon
ding positive direction of the magnetic flux are in agreement with the right-hand 
screw rule:

$Edl = (£,. + Ee)l + Uend -  Us = -yujB dS = - j w i  (8.82a)

or
Us -  Uend = (£, + Ee)l + j u i  (8.82b)

The magnetic flux linking the loop is the flux specific to “ air” inductance:
*  = ILa = / / (M ^ T rJ ln ^ .)

The electric Held strength generally contains both the potential component 
= -  gradsp and circulation component = -ya>A. Separating out these com

ponents in formula (8.82a), we obtain
(£w + E J l  -  M A t + A e)l + Uend -  Us = - ja A  (8.82c)

But (Aj + A e)l is the integral of the vector potential. By definition, this integral is 
equal to the magnetic flux linking the loop of integration. On the strength of this 
analysis, we can cancel out the appropriate terms in formula (8.82c) and write it in
the form .

(E ^ + E ^ ) l= U s - U end (8.82d)

Equation (8.82d) quite vividly shows that the voltage drop is entirely defined as the 
drop o f  potential along the conductors. This is indeed so since under the given condi
tions the voltage is the difference of potentials between the conductor and sheath in 
the given cross section (z-constant). The voltage drop (8.82d) is therefore the dif
ference o f  potential differences.

Where the skin effect is very strong, Et and Ee are described by formulas (8.76) and 
the magnetic fields in these formulas are expressed in terms of /  in accordance with 
the circuital law. After simple transformations, from (8.82b) we then have 

(Us -  Uend)/l =  i ju L ^  +  f//27rr(. + t j /2 * r t  = IZ 0

whence
z 0 = R0 + jX o = f ,/2nr( + re/ 2*re + juL^  (8.83)

where __________
f/,e =  =  (1 +  jW

The first two terms contain both the real part equal to resistance R 0 and the ima
ginary part which is the internal reactance, the last term being the inductive reac
tance, i.e. the opposition offered by air inductance:

jXfr = jaLfr = yw0*(/2ir)ln (r/r,)
It is of importance to note that the first two terms in (8.83) are inversely propor

tional to the perimeter rather than to the cross section as is the case with the dc 
resistance.
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Of course, the dc resistance is lower than the ac resistance R 0. This is obvious 
from the fact that at the given current / , the heat loss is at a minimum if the current 
density is distributed uniformly over the cross section.

The general case of skin effect. If the conductors are transparent or 
semitransparent to electromagnetic waves, i.e. if the skin depth for a cable is of the 
same order of magnitude as the conductor radius r, and sheath thickness r, one has to 
consider the penetration of an electromagnetic field into the conductor across its 
whole thickness. The differential equation subject to the solution is then more com
plex in form.

Equation (8.12) for an electric field
V2E = juwitfjE  (8.84)

takes a comparatively simple form in the cylindrical system of coordinates since 
E = E  :

Z (\/r)(d/dr)(rdE/dr) = j ^ (f jE (8.85)

Here we can use the formula for the nable square of a scalar, V 2<p. It should also be 
pointed out that E  is independent of either the z  coordinate or the a  coordinate.

The magnetic field strength has only the ath component. Also, the operation V2 is 
not identical to the operation carried out on a scalar. The simplest way of finding the 
corresponding expression in the cylindrical coordinate system is to differentiate suc
cessively in the cylindrical coordinates. Since H  = Ha, we have 

curlH = ez[( 1 /r)(d/dr)(rH)] 

and, in accordance with (8.5) through (8.7),
curl curlH = - e a(d/dr)[(l/r)(d/dr)(rH)\ = - jw w & H  (8 .86)

Replacing the only argument r in (8.85) and (8 .86) by the variable
£ = n l-ju n iL tf  = x ^ j  (8 .86a)

simplifies these equations to the form
d2E/d£2 + ( l /M d E /d t )  + E  = 0  (8.87a)

d2H/d$2 + (1 /£)(<////</£) + (1 -  l/£ 2) / /=  0 (8.87b)

In the latter equations partial derivatives are replaced by common derivatives 
since both H  and E  are the functions of the only variable £.

Note once more that E  = Ez and H  = H a , for which reason (8.87a) differs from 
(8.87b), though both represent the expression (in cylindrical coordinates) of the same 
equation (8 . 12).

In addition to Eqs. (8.87), there are three boundary conditions:
H  = H; = 7/ 2*7 ; at /• = /*,. (1)

H  = H e = i/l'Kre at r = re (2)
H  = 0 at r = re + r (3)

We can also specify the fourth condition when H  and E  remain limited at r = 0. 
Conditions 1 and 4 serve for determining two integration constants in the solution for
14—5475
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a cable conductor, and conditions 2 and 3 for specifying two integration constants in 
the solution for a cable sheath.

Equations (8.87) have received the most thorough study in mathematics. They 
represent particular cases of Bessel’s nth-order equation:

d 2y /d x 2 + (1/j<)(dy/dx) + (1 -  n2/x 2) y  = 0

Equation (8.87a) is the zero-order equation, and (8.87b) is the first-order equation. 
The solutions to these equations are written as a linear combination of Bessel’s func
tions of the first kind, /„(£), and second kind, Yn(g)> of the nth order.

Thus, for an electric field
E  = Ez = A 0J0(H) + B0 y0({) (8 .88a)

and for a magnetic field
H  = H a = A XJ ,(£) + B x yj({) (8 .88b)

where A n and Bn stand for integration constants.
It is practically sufficient to determine either the magnetic or the electric field 

strength component since the other component can easily be found from one of Max
well’s equations.

In the specified conditions of the stated problem, it is most convenient to represent 
H  = H a in terms of E  -  Ez by Maxwell’s second equation which leads to the ex
pression

H  = { l/jM d E /d l)  (8.89)

where f  is the wave impedance of a medium. It should be kept in mind here that 
= -• /!« ) .

For a cable conductor (r ^  rf.), we should set B { = B2 = 0 in (8 .88) according to 
the fourth condition since as the argument £ approaches zero, the second-kind func
tions T0(0) and 1^(0) go to infinity. Next, applying the first condition, we find A { 
and then A 0 related to A  j by (8.89). The resultant of this operation is then

E  = - j t H M t V J t f . )
H  = H 'J f i V J f a )  (8.90)

where H. = //2*r;. is the magnetic field on the conductor surface; and £. is the argu
ment at r = r-.

The conductor impedance per unit length, equal to E ./I  according to the defini
tion, takes the form

Zu  = E / i  = R 0l^ J 0 G g W tfg )]  (8.91)

The factor R 0 = l /irrfa is the conductor dc resistance.
Figure 8.13 presents the plots of functions 70(£) and 7j(£) at £ =
For a coaxial cable sheath of thickness t ,  field expressions (8 .88) contain first-kind 

functions ( / 0 and Jx) and second-kind functions (Jq and Tj) because both remain 
finite when their argument is finite in magnitude and different from zero.

At large arguments, however, the absolute values of these functions become very 
high.

But there are linear combinations of these functions
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H ?  = Jn - J Yn ( 8 -9 2 )

which approach zero with a rise of x  at the argument £ = x  P -  j  :
lim H^(xP^j )  = 0

X  — OO n

It is exactly these functions that correspond to physical conditions: the wave of an 
electromagnetic field that travels in the sheath along the radius must reduce to zero 
with a rise in the argument x  = r The function H <2> is known as Hunkers
function, or Bessel's function of the third kind, where n identifies the order of the 
function and index (2) characterizes the form of Hankers functions. In wide use are 
also the functions with index (1).

The functions (8.92) express the wave going from the axis to the periphery along 
the radius. The plots of functions //^2)(£) and i/{2)(£) are shown in Fig. 8.13.

If the sheath of a coaxial cable is nontransparent to an electromagnetic wave, the 
expressions for the field simplify to

E = EZ = 

H  = H a =
(8.93)

The constants here are given by
%  = - M H y / H f X l ' ) ] ,  a x = H x/ H \ m e)

where / / j  = //27rre is the magnetic field strength on the inside of the sheath.
The constant a{ is directly found from the given value of H l . To determine the 

value of <70, we must apply Maxwell’s first equation to the expression for H , con-

14*
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sidering that
d H f X W  dr = (£/r)[ 3//<2>(S)/ d{] = « /r)[tfJ2>(£) -  H ™(£)/*]

According to (8.83) and (8.91), the internal impedance of a sheath nontransparent 
to waves is defined as

z 0] = ( - j V 2*re)[HVXte)/HV>(le)) (8.94)

If the cable sheath is “ transparent” , an opposite wave appears on its external sur
face (its expression is the same as that for the wave in the conductor). The magnitude 
of this wave is such that the total magnetic field strength on the sheath surface is 
equal to zero. But the electric field strength is different from zero.

8.4. Electromagnetic Field in Conductors 
of a Two-Wire Line

Large distance between conductors. If the distance 2a between the two wires of a 
transmission line is large in comparison with their radius r0, the effect of the 
magnetic field of the wire on its neighbor can be neglected. This permits us to 
calculate the impedance of each of the two parallel round wires (considering the skin 
effect) as the coaxial cable conductor impedance (8.91). This impedance should also 
include the reactance attributed to the magnetic flux in the air.

The impedance for the two-wire line with round conductors of radius rQ is then 
given by

z 0 = ( £ /x r 2<r)[./0(£,.)//,(£,)] + y'«G*<A) ln(2a/ro) (8.95)
Short distance between conductors. In this case each conductor is found to be not 

only in the field of the current it carries but also in the current field of its neighbor. 
As a result, the electric field induced in one conductor with changes in the magnetic 
field of the other has an added effect on the distribution of the electric field in the 
first conductor. This effect is referred to as a proximity effect.

Unfortunately, a more or less simple integration of equations is impossible in this 
case.

It is common to use experimentally derived formulas for conductors of standard 
configuration; pertinent reference books usually give the calculated resistances and 
reactances of the conductors of a certain grade and construction. Note also that con
ductors come solid and stranded of a number of wires. They are often made of two 
metals such as steel and aluminum and also steel and copper. Accurate calculations 
of such conductors are not feasible. Before using conductors of a new cross section 
with a new mutual arrangement it is advisable to carry out preliminary measurements 
or perform tests on models.

Conductor — ground. In power transmission lines and also communication 
systems, of particular interest is the case where the return conductor for current is the 
ground (earth).

In ac power systems, this case of operation is generally the case of emergency. This 
is not so in dc systems. The only factor to be reckoned with is the resistance at the 
spots where the current dissipates into the earth from grounding conductors; along 
the rest of the path, the current spreads out over such a large cross section that the
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resistance practically reduces to zero. For an ac line, the depth of penetration of the 
field into ground is not too large (due to the skin effect), so that the following rela
tion is valid:

E g / i  =  * 0 *  +  J X Qg

Here the electric field Eg on the ground surface determines the resistance and reac
tance offered by the ground to the current flowing into it. For power lines, it may be 
assumed that the resistance is practically independent of ground conductivity and 
equal to around 0.05 ohm/km at 50 Hz. The reason is that current spreads out to a 
smaller depth with an increase in ground conductivity It is customary to assume the 
reactance of a wire-ground loop at 50 Hz equal to

X w_g = 0.338 In(D /aw)

where aw is the wire radius; D  is a certain reference depth at which the equivalent, 
return wire runs, the depth being dependent on the ground resistivity p. For the 
ground of medium humidity (p = 102 ohm m), the depth D  is 940 m, and for stony 
ground (p = 104 ohm m) this depth is 9.4 km.

The effect of an internal magnetic field in determining the inductance. If we regard 
the inductance as a coefficient in the expression for reactance, it makes sense to con
sider the effect of an internal magnetic Held only where the emf induced by this field 
cannot be taken negligible in comparison with the emf due to the flux between the 
wires or in comparison with the active component of the voltage drop in the wires. In 
these cases, the flow of alternating current is inevitably associated with a nonuniform 
distribution of the current in the wire (i.e. with the skin effect). Therefore, the effect 
of the internal magnetic field must be taken into account in such a manner as is done 
in the theory of skin effect. Where the emf caused by the internal flux is small and 
does not lead to a redistribution of current in the wire, the effect of the internal 
magnetic field may simply be neglected.

Thus, when we evaluated the self-inductance of the loop comprising two parallel 
wires (when 2 a > rQ), we assumed that

L q = (/Xq/tt) In (2a/r0)

But in the literature on the subject this formula often contains an additional term 
that allows for the flux inside the wires proper:

L 0 = (p0/ 7r)[ln(2 a / r 0) + 0.25] (8.96)

If this term plays a noticeable part in comparison with the first term and, besides, 
the inductive reactance coLQ cannot be taken negligible as against the resistance R0, 
then it is necessary to allow for the internal inductance, proceeding from the calcula
tion of field distribution in the wire, and, sometimes, to give due consideration for 
the proximity effect.

8.5. Conductors in the Slot o f an Electrical Machine

Calculation for the case of a plane wave. It may be assumed that a z-directed plane 
wave propagates in copper or aluminum conductors (p = 1) inserted into a fer
romagnetic slot (Fig. 8.14), the electric and the magnetic field of the wave being
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E  = Ex and H  = //^respectively.
This assumption is valid primarily because a ferromagnet has high permeability 

(fi «  oo), the conductivity of which is zero in the x  direction since the ferromagnet 
consists of steel laminations insulated one from another and disposed normal to the 
machine axis (thex  axis). The magnetic field vector must then enter the slot practical
ly at a right angle to its walls. Hence, we can state that the field lines run approx
imately parallel to the y  axis.

For the system being examined, the general expression for H and E, which is 
similar to 8.39, may be assumed to be known:

H  = Hy = A  j e - K  + A 2 e^z (8.97a)
E  = Ex = Cj e~y* + C2 e*z (8.97b)

where y = Vy .
Of the two equations with independent integration constants A x, A 2, C {, and C2 it 

is advantageous to have one equation derived from the other by resorting to one of 
Maxwell's equations. Thus, applying the first equation curl H = aE and noting that 
H  = / /  and the field depends only on the z  coordinate, we find, after the substitu
tion of H  from (8.97a), that

E  = Ex = e -* z -  A 2 e^z) (8.98)

where f  = y /a  as before.
It now remains to determine only the constants A x and A 2 proceeding from the 

concrete statement of the problem. Let the slot contain two wires of heights h j and h2 
(see Fig. 8.14) that carry currents I x and /2. Let these wires be copper conductors and 
hence have the same values of y  and f.

Solve the problem first for the lower conductor. For this, transfer the reference 
point of z to the top of the lower conductor. The constants A  j and A 2 are found from 
boundary conditions for z  = 0  and z  = h2.

At z = h2 (the slot bottom), the magnetic field strength is zero:
Hy = A x e ~ yh2 + A 2 eyh2 = 0 (8.99)
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Indeed, at a finite value of I x + I2 the magnetic flux encircling the conductors in 
the open slot must be finite because the flux must close on itself through the air. But 
if the flux is finite and the ferromagnet permeability is very high (theoretically in
finite), then the field strength in the ferromagnet must be equal to zero. Besides, the 
tangential component of the field strength does not undergo discontinuity (does not 
change abruptly) at the boundary z = h2. The above analysis leads us to the condi
tions (8.99).

At z = 0 (between the conductors)
H  = A X + A 2 = I2/b  (8.100)

where b is the slot width.
The latter condition directly follows from (8.97a) in combination with the circuital 

law: integrating around the loop traced from the left to the right wall between the 
conductors and closed through the ferromagnet (see Fig. 8.14), we obtain

= Hyb = i2

From (8.99) and (8.100) we find that
A t = U2/2b)(ey^/sinhyh2) 

a 2 = ( -  i2/2b)(e-vh*/smhyh2)

Using (8.97a) and (8.98) yields
H  = (72/Z?)[sinh7 (/i2 — z )/  sinh7 /z2] (8.101a)

and
E  = f ( /2/b)[cosh7 (/i2 -  z)/sm hyh2\ (8 .101b)

where z is counted off from the top of the lower conductor.
The above solution permits us to find readily the solution for the simplest case of a 

single conductor in the slot. For this it is enough to set the total depth of the slot equal 
to h = h2l which enables us to assume that / 2 = /, I x = 0 , and h x = 0 .

A similar approach is applicable for obtaining the solution for the upper conduc
tor. Transferring the reference point for z to the top of the upper conductor of 
Fig. 8.14 and determining A x and y42 from boundary conditions H  = I2/b  for 
z = h x and H  = (7y + I2)/b  for z  = 0, we get

7j sinh7 (hx -  z) + I2 sinh7 Z + sinh7 (/i1 -  z)
b sinh7 /ij b sinl^/tj
f  I" • cosh7 (/ij -  z) _  j  cosh7 Z -  cosh7 (/?j -  z) 
b L 1 sinh7 /i1 2 sinl^/ij

(8 .102a)

(8 .102b)

In the system under study we have encountered all the typical features peculiar to 
the propagation of plane waves: the field results from two waves, one traveling op
posite to the other. At the lowermost point of the second conductor, i.e. at the slot 
bottom, the magnetic field is zero. This means that at the slot bottom, the magnetic 
field vectors of the two waves moving in the opposite directions are equal and op
posite in sign.
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Although the calculation is approximate in character (the assumption is that 
everywhere H  = f f ) ,  it gives the results which are rather close to the ones obtained 
in measurements. The experimental study of the E-z relation can be made by measur
ing the voltage E0l = U between two sharp electrodes pressed against the conductor 
surface (Fig. 8.15). The wires running from the electrodes to tne voltmeter must be 
disposed so that the closed loop along which the integral is taken cannot be linked, 
where possible, by the magnetic flux. Only then can we say that

§Erfl = E0l -  U = 0

where Uis the voltage read from the voltmeter. Where the above precautions are not 
taken, the right-hand side of the equation becomes other than zero, namely, - j a>$.

Energy dissipation in conductors. What is the resistance of a conductor in a slot? 
What amount of loss does the skin effect contribute to the total thermal losses in the 
conductor?

The energy lost in conductors can easily be found from the Poynting vector. Thus, 
for the lower conductor of Fig. 8.14, the incoming Poynting flux passes only 
through the upper surface of the conductor. This flux per unit length of the conduc- 
tor is given by „  ~  —  (8.103)P0 + jQ 0 = Ef fb

The real part of (8.103) is just the sought-for energy irreversibly dissipated in heat 
which can be represented as the usual I 2R 0 loss.

After the substitution of E  and Pi from (8 .101) at z  = 0  (for the upper surface of 
the lower conductor), we have

I 2R 0 = p Q = bRe(Ef f )  = I \  Re [(f/6 ) coth7 /i2]

The ratio of the real part enclosed in the brackets to the dc resistance serves as a 
measure of an increase in the resistance due to the skin effect:

k  = Rc(yh2 coth7 /i2) (8.104)

This formula is similar to (8.59) we have met with in discussing the propagation of 
plane electromagnetic waves in a conducting medium.
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The resistance of one conductor of height h = h x = h2 that occupies the entire 
slot exceeds one-fourth the resistance of two series-connected conductors of height 
h i = h2 = h/2. The resistance of these two conductors is easy to calculate by setting
h  = h  = '•

8.6. Study of the Skin Effect on Models

It is obvious that the skin effect should be reckoned with in high frequency applica
tions. This is also the case for power engineering which has to deal with bus ducts of 
large cross section enclosed in thick metallic jackets. The skin effect in such systems 
plays a significant part. Since the calculations often prove extremely involved, 
recourse is generally made to modeling.

A small-scale model of an electric system. In the study of large-size circuits intend
ed for work at comparatively low frequencies, it is convenient to investigate the field 
and evaluate the impedance on a model physically similar to the original but in a 
reduced scale.

In order that the process of penetration of an electromagnetic field into the metal 
of the model should remain the same as in the system under study, it is necessary to 
keep invariable the product (Zenneck’s parameter)

a2o)nti0o = constant (8.105)

where a is one of the linear parameters of the system.
The argument of the functions characterizing the skin effect, i.e. £ or 7 a, then re

mains invariable. The form of the function itself is determined by the shape of the 
cross section.

But in any of the expressions for impedance, a factor
f /a  = ('ljulin0/<j)/a (8.106)

stands ahead of a certain function of £.
For example, the impedance of a conductor is

Zq — (f /o) Zq = (f /* )F (£ ) (8.107)

Therefore, keeping the function F(£) invariant, i.e. following the condition
(8.105), we find that the model impedance Z q is different from the impedance ZQ of 
the original.

The inadequacy of condition (8.105) shows up quite vividly in the example of the 
cylindrical shield specified by (8.74). Shielding depends not only on the quantity 
7 a = a ylju)wi0o, whose square is equal in magnitude to Zenneck’s parameter, but 
also on the wave impedance of the shield material, f  = V/ayqx0/a . The above 
analysis thus reveals the difficulties met with in modeling and calculations made on 
the basis of model data.

There are no such difficulties in case of the magnetic skin effect, where the entire 
process occurs within the region of a conducting core (see Sec. 8.2), and also in case 
of the skin effect in conductors placed in the slots of an electrical machine (see 
Sec. 8.5). The conditions specific to the above cases allow modeling transients too 
(see Fig. 8.4, for example). For the purpose formula (8.105) can be useful after
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replacing u  by r 1, where r is a certain time constant characteristic of the transient in 
question. For example, the modified formula

a 'Jmjlqo/t =  a { V/i/x0a/rj = constant (8.108)

shows that the time scale for the model (identified with subscript 1) has been chang
ed. The real time t for the original is equal to the estimated time t{ for the model 
multiplied by the scale factor

k ( = r / r ,  = ( a / a x)2 (8.109)

if the conductivity and permeability are invariable.
Analog. The skin effect in parallel wires lends itself to simulation by an electric 

analog. The processes occurring in the analog are quite different from those in the 
original, but they are definable in terms of functional dependences proportional to 
the dependences valid for the original. This simulation often proves very infor
mative;

A network of two-ports as a model. Where the skin effect is amenable to the 
analysis by considering the simple propagation of a plane wave, as is the case for 
transformer core laminations, it is possible to use an iterated network of two-ports 
(as a model of a long transmission line). The model for nonlinear ferromagnetic 
plates represents a circuit of two-ports with nonlinear inductances. Such a circuit 
model permits studying the process of propagation of a plane wave in a nonlinear 
conducting medium. Fig. 8.16 illustrates a circuit model for the study of the skin ef
fect in a lamination. This model enables us to analyze a transient after establishing 
the stationary magnetic field / / 0 »  /" on both sides of the model; investigate the 
steady-state processes at the given external sinusoidally varying field on connecting 
the model to the current source /; and study the steady processes peculiar to the 
sinusoidally varying magnetic flux on connecting the model to the voltage source U.

8.7. Additional Remarks

In this chapter we have described most important technical problems. Although this 
chapter is comparatively large, its space is hardly sufficient to present fully the theory 
of a varying field in conducting media. We have not touched upon the whole class of 
problems dealt with in theory, largely because the methods of mathematical analysis 
are not always suitable for ordinary technical calculations, too cumbersome, or even 
poorly developed. This has forced us to consider even the classical problem on the 
loss in transformer core laminations only to an initial approximation. In reality, a 
ferromagnetic material of cores exhibits a nonlinear dependence B(H), i.e. 
anisotropy that appears as a nonuniform permeability in different directions. A fer-
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romagnet has a number of other peculiar properties which show up most vividly with 
fast changes in magnetization, 10“ 6 s to 10“ 9 s.

The calculations aimed at estimating the skin effect with due regard for the 
nonlinear properties of a material present a complicated problem, the more so as up
per harmonics appear in the material. Indeed, in transformer laminations linked by a 
sinusoidal magnetic flux, an external nonsine field H(t)  is set up because the current 
is nonsinusoidal; if the external field (current) is sinusoidal, the magnetic induction 
proves nonsinusoidal. It is of interest to note that the case which is practically 
amenable to calculations is the one involving extremely large nonlinearity, where the 
hysteresis loop takes the form of a rectangle; the calculation procedure becomes 
somewhat analogous to that described below which takes account of the domain 
structure.

Some problems are solvable by the method suggested by F. E. Newmann. The 
method replaces the induction-magnetic field relation by the dependence of 
permeability on the coordinate. It offers the possibility of evaluating such important 
parameters as the internal impedance of ferromagnetic conductors and average 
permeability of cores, but the m?*hod excludes from the consideration upper har
monics that appear in ferromagnets.

The static hysteresis loop of modem electrical-sheet steel is made very narrow by 
virtue of the persistent effort of technologists; the loop area is very small, i.e. the 
energy lost in a hysteresis cycle is very low, 0.4 W/kg at 50 Hz in good steel grades. 
But the share of eddy current loss has become rather substantial; this loss is 
noticeably higher than the value calculated by the classical method for materials of 
given conductivity and permeability. Added losses can partially be attributed to a 
higher imaginary part of permeability with rising frequency (the effect is known 
as magnetic viscosity) and partially to the microscopic nonuniformity of magnetiza
tion.

The seemingly low iron loss has on the whole a significant bearing on the 
economical effectiveness. The thing is that modern industry produces annually 
millions of tons of electrical steel. Also, a power line, for example, generally requires 
several iron-core transformers for the transmission of power to consumers. 
Moreover, it is largely the permissible density of energy dissipated in steel and copper 
that determines the dimensions of huge transformers and generators installed at elec
tric power stations; an increase in specific iron loss calls for larger machines and thus 
larger rooms at power stations.

Eddy-current loss increase due to the domain structure. Consider the simplest, 
though instructive case, which helps understand why the eddy current loss can be 
larger than the value obtained from classical equations (see Sec. 8.2).

From the viewpoint of the theory of ferromagnetism, a demagnetized plate, where 
B = Bav = M av = 0, consists of a number of oppositely magnetized regions (do
mains) as shown in Fig. 8.17. In the plate of thickness 2a = 4b> the outer layers of 
thickness b have M  approaching saturation with the M vector pointing downward, 
whereas the medium layer of thickness 2b has the same magnetization directed up
ward. The average magnetization is

Mav = M s(2b - 2 b )  = 0
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whereas the saturation magnetization is very high, *  2T.
Notice that at such a high magnetization, the magnetic induction (magnetic flux 

density) in each of the regions practically remains equal to n0Ms despite the presence 
of an additional field strength / / 0, even if this field could amount to hundreds of 
amperes per centimeter. We thus can always assume that in a good ferromagnet the 
saturation induction is equal to

BS = ^ ( M s + H 0> *
if, of course, the H 0 Held does not reach thousands and tens of thousands of amperes 
per centimeter.

The process of magnetization of the plate being considered may be thought of as 
the process of displacement of boundaries (walls) between the domains. Thus, if an 
externally applied field H Q causes the domain walls to move in opposite directions at 
a speed v, the mean magnetic induction B  grows:

dB/dt = 2vn0Ms/a  (8.110)

Really, as a wall shifts for a distance ds = vdt, the magnetization in the region 
changes from —Ms to +MS, i.e. by 2Ms. But the change in induction should be 
related to the plate Jialf-thickness, a. Assuming that the mean value of induction 
changes by the law Bm cos a t, we find that

2vfi0M s/a  =  -Q)Bm sinQ)t

whence _
V = -  vm sinoi/ at Vm = o1aBm/2y.(sMs

A maximum displacement of the domain wall at such a speed is then
=  (8. 111)

Obviously, at comparatively low values of B , about 0.1 T (1000 G), the relative 
displacement of the wall is small, sm / a = 0.025, and so the width of all domains may 
be taken constant.

The wall motion causes an electric field in the outer regions:
E(t)  = 2MoA/5v (8. 112)
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It is easy to calculate the amount of energy that must be lost as Joule’s heat in a 
unit volume:

P0 = E za-2b/2a = a2o>2B 2 a/2 (8.113)

In the latter expression, B  is the effective mean induction over the cross section, 
and E  is the effective field being induced.

We can now compare the above result with the one obtained for eddy current 
losses by the method described in Sec. 8.2. At low frequencies, when I y a I <  1, the 
expansion of tanh ya  into a series can evidence that the losses found from (8.113) are 
1.5 times as high as the losses calculated by (8.64).

Magnetic field in the presence of superconductors. These materials are already in 
commercial use. They will doubtlessly play an increasingly important role in the near 
future. Unfortunately, we cannot, in the space available, consider the behavior of 
superconductors in a magnetic field and their electromagnetic properties. We refer 
the reader to the literature available on the subject.

Chapter 9 Propagation and Reflection 
of Electromagnetic Waves

The present book briefly discusses only the basic concepts of the theory of wave pro
pagation and reflection that do not require complex mathematical calculations. A 
large number of monographs and textbooks are available on the subject of wave pro
pagation, reflection, and refraction.

9.1 . P lane W ave Propagation

Consider simple cases of propagation of electromagnetic plane waves. Assume a 
wave propagates in an ideal dielectric,£ = e ; its electric vector has only thexth com
ponent and depends only on the space z  coordinate, i.e. E  = Ex(z). As was shown in 
Sec. 8.1 [see (8.10)], the electric field vector E  = Ex then satisfies the equation

d2E /dz2 = (ju/v)2E  = y 2E  (9.1)

where v = 1/V££ 0^ 0 is the wave velocity, and y  = y«V/i/«0ee0 = y/3 is the pro- 
pagation constant.

Differential equation (9.1) is the wave equation (see Ch. 8), but its solution is 
analogous to the solution of diffusion equation (8.38a):

E  = A +e~^z + A _e^z = + E_  (9.2)

It differs from the solution of (8.38a) only in that the factor y  in the exponent is pure
ly imaginary when e and fi are real.

The constants A  + and A _ are specified by boundary conditions. The transition 
from the complex representation to instantaneous values is accomplished in a com
mon way:

E(t,z) =  i? +i#ris in (« f -  &z +  ^  + ) +  msin(c*>f +  0z +  ^ _ ) (9.3)
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If in (9.2) E  represents the effective value of the complex number, then 
E +tm= U  + IV2 a n d £ _ m = L4_lV2

The factor \l2 can be omitted if E  represents the amplitude value of the complex 
number, which is often implied to be the case even if the quantity in question has no 
subscript, such as m.

Expressions (9.2) and (9.3) describe a wave in an ideal dielectric. This is a real 
wave, and expression (9.3) fully corresponds to the definition of a wave (8.28): a 
disturbance that is a function of the difference between the coordinate and the pro
duct of time and speed, namely,

f ( t ,R ) = f ( R - v t )  (9.4)

The arguments of the two terms in (9.3) reduce exactly to the form of (9.4):
0[(«/flf=F z] + ^+ ,_  (9.5)

It is thus obvious that the first term in (9.3) represents a wave traveling at a velocity 
v = oj//3 in the positive z  direction (forward wave), and the second term represents a 
wave coming from the opposite direction at the same velocity (backward wave). 
Here,

v = a>//? = c/yfejjL (9 .6)
where c is the velocity of propagation of the wave in vacuum.

The wave referred to is a plane transverse-polarized wave. It varies only in the 
direction of propagation along the single cartesian coordinate and has the only 
spatial component normal to the direction of propagation and independent of the 
space coordinate.

Knowing the expression for one of the vectors of an electromagnetic field, we can 
define the other vector by applying one of Maxwell’s equations to the expression for 
the first vector. In our case, we use the second equation, which gives

H = curlE /— = (1 /— jo)fi no)(dE/dz)Qy (9.7)

since E  = Ex(z). Differentiating (9.2) yields

H = H y = H + + H _ = (A +e -? z - A  _e^z) / f  (9.8)

where
f  = ju>ii fi(/y  = Vfi hq/ s e0 = 120W/X /e  , ohms (9.9)

For vacuum (air), f  = f0 = 12(br = 377 ohms. As mentioned earlier, the parameter 
f  is the wave impedance of a medium, defined as the ratio between the vectors E  and 
H  of a forward-traveling or backward-traveling wave.

For a medium described by complex number £  = /x' -  y/x' '  = /x z  -  6  ̂ and 
e =  e' -  j e "  = e z  -  6e, the propagation constant 7  and wave impedance fare 
complex numbers too:

y = a + j(3 = yW/XoCQ̂ x e = (co/cyfjie z  (ir -  Se -  6M)/2
f  = 120W£7e" = \20WJJe z  (6e -  6 J /2

(9.10a)
(9.10b)
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The real and imaginary parts of y  characterize attenuation and the velocity of pro
pagation, respectively.

Where y  that defines a wave is a complex quantity, the wave decays exponentially. 
Thus, for a plane wave traveling in the z direction (in the absence of a backward 
wave),

E = = E 'f- 'X e -J 0* (9.11)

° r E(t, z) = E rf~ azsm(wt -  fiz + 4>o)

where E0 is the amplitude and \p0 is the phase of a wave at z = 0 and t = 0. For the 
wave in question, the magnetic field is given by

H  = (9-12)

and
h 0 = E0n

The magnetic field lags in phase the electric field by an angle ip = (6e -  $M)/2, as 
shown in Fig. 9.1 for <p > 0; the corresponding spatial shift is Az = <p/@* The sketch 
is drawn not to scale, the aim being merely to stress out the shift in phase. With such a 
phase difference, the amplitudes must in reality decay appreciably faster. It is in
structive to compare this wave pattern with Maxwell’s sketch shown in Fig. 2.5 for 
the lossless case.

Equations (9.10), (9.11) and the solutions found from them are also valid for a 
medium defined by an equivalent permittivity eeq whose imaginary part is at
tributable to conductivity. When a wave impinges upon a second medium, the wave 
will partially bounce back and partially propagate into the second medium. The wave 
pattern then changes substantially.

Reflection of waves from a flat boundary between two media (normal incidence). 
In the general case, the solution to wave equations for a given electromagnetic wave 
incident on a body that disturbs the homogeneity of a medium involves appreciable 
difficulties, though from the physical viewpoint it is a very simple matter to for
mulate the problem: it reduces to the solution of the wave equation V 2?  = y 2F, with 
the boundary conditions for vectors E, D, H, and B being satisfied. These problems 
are dealt with in radio engineering, where the area of study covers propagation of 
electromagnetic waves over the surface of the earth or sea, reflection of waves from
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conducting layers of the atmosphere (differently ionized layers of the ionosphere), 
interaction of incident waves with receiving antennae, etc.

We shall restrict our analysis to the simple case of a linearly polarized plane wave 
incident at a right angle onto a flat interface between two isotropic media. The 
assumption is that the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves are equally 
polarized1. If this were not the case, it would be impossible to obtain the required 
solution for normal incidence, i.e. to satisfy wave equations and boundary condi
tions for two media.

Let us choose a coordinate system from Fig. 9.2. The parameters of the first 
medium (z < 0) are fj and y x at ex and n x\ the parameters of the second medium 
(z > 0) are f2 and y 2 at e2 and /*2. The incident wave advances in the positive z  direc
tion. The x  and y  axes are so chosen that E  = Ex and H  = Hy.

The boundary conditions on field vectors can be written as
E x = E 2, H x = H 2 a tz  = 0 (9.13)

These conditions specify the known requirement for continuity of the tangential 
components of field vectors.

Under the conditions of the problem, the incident and the reflected wave pro
pagate in the first medium:

E ^ E r f - y  1*, E = E rSf>yiz (9.14a)

//,. =  £ y r , ,  Hr = -  E / f ,  (9.14b)

Referring to (9.2) and (9.8), we can state that
£ ,  = Ei + Er (9.15a)

H x = H i + Hr = (^. -  Er) n x (9.15b)

In the second infinite medium, only the transmitted wave is present, which travels 
along the positive z direction:

E 2 = Elr = Etr<je -y *  (9.16a)

'in  a plane-polarized wave, the field vectors remain lying in any one of the planes over the en
tire extent of the wave. For example, E, remains parallel to x  and, correspondingly, H parallel 
toy .
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H 2 = H tr = E tr/S2 (9.16b)

Substituting the vectors of the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves into 
(9.13) at z = 0 and taking into account (9.15), we obtain the set of equations:

E ^ E r = E tr (9.17a)

^  + / f r = H tr = (Et -  Er) n x = Etr/ i 2 (9.17b)

Eliminating from these equations the vector of the transmitted wave, we find that 
a tz  = 0

Ep — r  E j (9.18)

Here V is a reflection coefficient, given by
r  = (f2 -  f ,) /(f2 + rj) (9.19)

Since H r = - E / ^  at z  = 0 we have
Hr = -  THi (9.20)

Using the above expressions and recalling (9.13), we can easily obtain the vectors 
of the transmitted wave at z = 0 :

E2 = (1 + o Ej (9.21)

" 2 = 0 "  (9.22)

Consider how a wave goes from the air (vacuum) into copper a t /  = 50 MHz. Ac
cording to (9.9), = 120?r = 377 ohms and f2 is the complex quantity dependent
on frequency. At 50 MHz, the wave impedance of copper is

f2 = 2.6 x 10“ 3 z. 45°, ohms

As the frequency decreases, f2 decreases accordingly.
Since I f2/f j  I is very small, T may be taken equal to about -  1. The wave is fully 

reflected and the sign of the electric vector is changed:

^ro = ~  Eio
The electric field on the surface of copper is thus close to zero:

* 1,0 = * /0  + * /0  ® ®
But the magnetic field increases about twofold over that of the incident wave, as 

follows from (9.20). Multiplying the resultant magnetic field by the wave impedance 
gives the electric field on the metal surface:

* 1,0 = * 2,0 = 2Hi0h  = 2*/of2/ f i  (9*23)
Analogy with long transmission lines. It is easy to see the analogy between the 

above solutions and the corresponding solutions for the case of two long series- 
connected lines. The wave impedance of a medium, f, now plays the role of the wave 
impedance of the line zc. Analogy is substantially close if a few boundaries follow in 
parallel with the first boundary. As with a number of lines connected in series, here, 
for the calculations of T, we must replace the wave impedance of the next medium, 
f2,by the input impedance f/#| of the entire system that extends beyond the interface.

15—5475
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The calculation of is similar to that of f  for the system of long lines:

=  E  l .c /^ .O  P - 24)
whereE l0 = E20andH x 0= H 20aie the electric and magnetic fields at the first boun
dary.

Wave vector. Let a wave travel along a unit vector es and s be the observation point 
coordinate counted off from the origin in the direction of es (Fig. 9.3). Based on 
these assumptions, we can use all the above equations, denoting the coordinate along 
which the wave propagates by 5 :

E = E ^ -^ a n d H  = H^ " 75 (9.25)

at E  = f / /  .
The propagation constant y in the above formulas is often expressed in terms of 

the wave coefficient:
k = - j y  (9.26)

The equations for a traveling electromagnetic wave then assume the form
E = E ^ - ^ a n d  H = (9.27)

They differ from (9.25) and preceding equations only in the designation of the expo
nent.

Referring to (9.10a), it becomes obvious that
k =  -  jy  = o)Vc €(£ n0 (9.28)

For a lossless medium (ji = /*,je = e), the wave coefficient is real:
k  = 2x/X (9.28a)

where X = vT  or 1/X = fsl 
In the above expressions, v is the velocity of an electromagnetic wave in a given 

medium, X is the wavelength,/is frequency, and T  = l / / i s  the period.
In describing electromagnetic waves, it is convenient to use the notion of a wave 

vector. For a plane wave traveling along the es direction, the wave vector is
K = kes (9.29)
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For any point b t whose position in space is defined by a vector r drawn from the 
origin (see Fig. 9.3), we then have

re5 = s and rK = ks (9.30)

Proceeding from equalities (9.30), we can replace the exponent in (9.25) and (9.27) 
by a scalar product

-yrK = - j k s  = -  ys (9.31)

A remarkable thing is that the vectors E, H, and K form a triad of vectors (Fig. 9.4) 
related to each other by simple equations:

H = K x E / o E  = H x K/ojcCq (9.32)

These equations are easy to remember if we keep in mind that E  = f //a n d  the 
Poynting vector n  = E x n  must be in the direction of wave propagation, i.e. in 
the direction of K (see Fig. 8.9).

Fig. 9.4

In expression (9.31), the scalar product can be expressed in cartesian coordinates: 
Kr ^ k j c  + k y *  k £  (9.33)

if r = xex -I- y e y + zez, where kx, ky9 and kz are the components of a wave vector 
in cartesian coordinates. In a lossless case, the relation between the modulus of the 
wave vector and the moduli of its projections takes a simple form

K2 = k2 = k \  + k j  + = (2tt/ \ ) 2 (9.34)

The latter part in the equality is nothing else but formula (9.28a) derived above.
Expressing the scalar product Kr in (9.31) as (9.33), we obtain one more expression 

for a traveling plane wave:
E = Etf-W **  + V  + (9.35)

Given the wave vector components, we can easily determine the direction of wave 
propagation:

es = K /k  = (1 /k)(kxex + kyey + kzez ) (9.36)

The velocity with which a free wave advances in space and its phase velocity (see 
Ch. 8) have the same direction e5:

v = vPh j = *9-37)
The wavelength of a free progressive wave is

X = vT =  v / /=  2*/k  (9.38)

Components of the wave and phase velocities. The wave velocity v can be

15*
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represented as a vector
v =  ves =  vK/ k  =  -l- vyBy -I- vzez (9.39)

having definite components along the rectangular axes. They are easily found by 
comparing (9.39) with (9.33) :

v* = vcos(K ,ep, vy = v co s(K ,ep ,... (9.40)

Each of the components vx, ... is smaller than the velocity v in the direction of K. 
This could be considered obvious and it would be pointless to dwell upon the fact but 
for the existence of phase velocities in the x> y , and z directions:

vph,x  =  V *  vph,y  =  V -  ” • < 9 ’ 4 1 >

where Ax, A , ... afe the wavelengths in the directionsx ,y ,  ... , and/  = 1/Tis the 
frequency, we shall prove now that the phase velocities are greater than, or equal to, 
the velocity of propagation of an electromagnetic wave. This seemingly paradoxical 
fact relates only to a phase velocity; the propagation velocity of any signal carried by 
an electromagnetic wave is always lower than, or in the limit equal to, the velocity of 
the free wave.

Fig. 9.5

The dependence of the wavelength on the direction of its measurement is specific 
to all wave processes. Fig. 9.5 illustrates the waves traveling along the z axis. For a 
z-directed wave, the distance between the crests is minimum and equal to X. In any 
other direction, for example, in the / direction, the distance between the crests is

largen A ,=  X /cosa> X  (9.42)
where a  = z  ez, I.

We may refer to Fig. 9.3 to support the point. Let the triangle x ^ f o  represent a 
portion of the plane (normal to the vector 8 ) in which the field vectors are equal to 
the wave amplitudes. Also, let s be exactly equal to the wavelength. In other words, 
the adjacent plane proves parallel to the first plane and passes through the origin. 
The intercepts are then equal to the wavelengths of waves traveling along the cor
responding axes:

Ax = x 0, Ay = y 0, ... (9.43a)

Since s = \ e s is normal to the plane, it is obvious that
5 = X = *0cos(s, Bx) = _y0cos(s » = ••• (9.43b)

We have thus arrived at the same formula as (9.42), but expressed in a more
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general form. Comparing (9.43) with (9.38) and (9.41) leads us to state that
=  v/cos(K, ex) 3* v

vphj> = v/cos(K, e p  3s v , ...

There is a general relation between v ,vphpc and component 
x. It directly follows from (9.40) and (9.44):

2Vi. V = V vphXx

(9.44)

vx in the given direction

(9.45)

It is easy to understand the relation between the phase velocity and wave velocity 
by considering the known and illustrative physical processes of a wave character. 
Assume sea waves run to the shore so that the wave crests are slightly nonparallel to 
the shoreline and form a small angle with it. If we compare a slow motion of the crest 
of a wave on the sea surface and a high speed with which the foamy crest advances 
along the shore, we can readily see that the difference in speeds is indeed large. The 
first corresponds to the wave velocity and the second to the phase velocity along the 
shore. Fig. 9.6 schematically portrays the sea shore in line with the* axis. The waves 
whose crests are shown by solid lines move toward the shore at a certain angle a to the 
shoreline with a speed v.

Fig. 9.6

If each of the waves travels a distance X for a time T  = 1//, then any wave will run 
along the shore a distance

Ax = X/cosa

The smaller the angle the wave crests make with the shoreline, the faster the wave 
advances along the shore. In the limit, when the waves move normal to the shore (the 
wave crests are parallel to the shoreline), the phase velocity goes into infinity because 
one and the same wave phase appears simultaneously along the entire shore. When 
vphx  = 00 * and thus a ~ ‘t / l ,  the velocity component for the wave moving in the 
direction of the shore is vx = 0 .

Additional notes on the phase velocity and signal propagation velocity are given at 
the end of Sec. 9.2.

Expression (9.45) applies to the simple case of a single plane wave propagating in a 
infinite homogeneous medium in the absence of reflected waves. This is a very 
general expression, and so the phase velocity v h in a given direction times the signal 
velocity vs in the same direction is always equal to the square of the velocity of a free 
wave:

(9.45a)
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Energy transported by a wave. For an incident wave, the Poynting vector accor
ding to (9.32) is

n  = E x H = KE2/ann0 = KH2/ o)€ £0 (9.46)

The flow of power is in the direction of wave vector K, or in the direction of wave 
propagation.

The density of energy carried by a traveling wave can be found using the known 
formulas

*ve = E 2ee</2, wm = H 2̂  J 2  (9.47)

From the equality E 2 = f2/ / 2, i.e. E2 = H ^ hq/ ee^ ,  it follows that we = wm, 
and so the total energy density of an electromagnetic wave is

w = w e + w m = ee(F2 = (9-48)
If H  and E  are effective values, then w is the average value of energy density, i.e. 

the average value in space, along the wave from Emax to £ max, or the average value in 
time, during a period for a stationary point through which the wave passes.

Expression (9.46) for energy density and (9.48) for power flow are related to each 
other by the equality

n  = wv (9.49)

where v is the velocity of a free wave. Really, v = l/V/i/i^Q, and hence

wv = = E 2e€Q/y/n^e 0 = EH  (9.50)

By definition, K and v are in the same direction.
The above expressions are valid only if the region under consideration is free from 

a reflected wave or other waves. The principle of superposition applies to field vec
tors, but is not suitable for energy and power (given as products or quantities 
squared).

For a plane wave that falls normal to the flat boundary between two media, some 
simple and interesting relations hold.

Assume the medium of interest is air (fj = i*0, e ~  M ~  0  and the wave impinges 
at a right angle onto a medium displaying any complex parameters. Two waves are 
then present in the first medium, one traveling forward (the incident wave in the + z 
direction), the other backward (the reflected wave in the — z  direction). The wave 
vectors of the incident and the reflected wave are opposite in sign, and are given by 
(9.18) and (9.20) as

Er = rE ,,r tr = - r H , .

The resultant field vectors according to (9.15) are
E  = E f f - Jkz(l + Te+J2Jcz)

H  =E(f ~ jkz(l -  Te+j2kz)/{0

The Poynting vector is then

n  =  E x A = E 2[\ -  i n 2 + J2  Im (IV +'2**)]K/u,Wo <9-51>
The term within the brackets is the difference between conjugates, 
Y e+ jikz  _  Y * e ~ j2kz.
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It is interesting that the flow of active power represents the difference between the 
corresponding components of power flows of the incident and the reflected wave. 
The imaginary component of power flow, i.e. the reactive power, depends on the 
coordinate and shows up in the formation of the regions storing predominantly the 
energy of an electric field and the regions where the energy of a magnetic field 
predominates. This wave pattern corresponds to that of a standing wave.

Electromagnetic wave and its pressure as the wave impinges on the boundary be
tween two media. In the case of normal incidence of the wave on the flat surf ace of a 
well conducting medium, the wave pressure can be found by the method discussed in 
Sec. 8.1 [see formula (8.37) and Fig. 8 .6].

Choose the coordinate system so that the magnetic vector of the incident wave can 
be equal to H  = Hz providing the wave travels along they axis, as shown in Fig. 9.7.

A high-frequency field decays fast inside a metal, producing a current of the density

This vector points in the negative direction, — ex , since Hz decays in they direc
tion. The metal carrying the current of density J experiences a force per unit volume

J o  =  x  H  =  —  f i y / H B y

Integrating this force through the entire metal thickness from y = Otoy = y0, i.e. 
up to the depth of metal where the current density practically goes to zero, we obtain 
the force related to a unit area of the metal surface, or the pressure

Fig. 9.7

j  = curlH = exdHz/dy (9.52)

F0 = — eyn0 j y°jHdy = -  eyn0 \ y°H(dH/dy)dy
0 0 
H— 0 *

H=H< (9.53)
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where Hs is the field strength on the metal surface.
As seen from the formula, the pressure is equal to the energy density of the field on 

the metal surface. The magnetic field on a well conducting surface is twice that of an 
incident wave: „  = m . (9 .54)

Consequently, the pressure is four times the average magnetic field of an incident 
wave:

F0 = ^ 2 / 2  = 4 0 ,0 ^ 2 )  (9.55)

or the pressure of an incident wave is a twofold average value of the total energy den
sity (9.48):

F0 = 2(p.f/ij/2+ e ^ j/2 )  (9.56)

The same results follow from the general concepts of mechanics in conjunction 
with the Einstein equation by which the mass density corresponds to the energy den-

The mean mass density of an incident electromagnetic wave is given by
m 0 = moHj/2c2 + e ^ j /2 c 2 (9.57)

A moving mass possesses a momentum equal to the mass times velocity. Hence, 
the momentum density for an incident wave is

flo = moc  (9.58)
By Newton’s law, a change in the momentum is equal to the impulse of force:

d(mv) = f dt

In our case of normal incidence, where total reflection from the metal surface 
takes place, the wave velocity becomes opposite in sign. This means that the average 
momentum density changes by Ag0 = 2m tf. But the energy flow distributed in co
lumn c T bearing on a unit area changes its direction in time T. Therefore, the impulse 
of force defined as the product of pressure F0 and time T  must be equal to Ag0 times 
the length cT:

F0T = 2 m ( f2T (9.59)

F0 = 2m tf1 (9.60)

Considering (9.57) for mass density defined by the Einstein law we arrive at expres
sion (9.56).

Physical processes involved in wave reflection and propagation. Analyzing the 
behavior of a dielectric in an electric field, we stressed out that a dielectric medium is 
responsible for the appearance of additional bound charges possesssing an additional 
field. We also emphasized that a magnetized medium causes the appearance of addi
tional carriers of an electrokinetic (magnetic) moment. In the same manner, a 
medium certainly has an effect on an electromagnetic wave, namely, on its velocity 
and direction of propagation. Molecular dipoles vibrating under the action of an 
electromagnetic wave become the microscopic sources of electromagnetic radiation.
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The field of a host of such radiators superposes on the field of an incident wave, for
ming the resultant field.

9.2. Cavity Resonators and Waveguides
Throughout this book, we have spoken more than once of the guided propagation of 
waves. The waves traveling between the conductors of cables or overhead lines repre
sent the simplest case of this type of propagation. Electromagnetic waves can also 
propagate along waveguides (hollow metallic tubes) and fibers of high permittivity, 
forming what is called a dielectric waveguide. In the first case, waves travel within a 
tube as they undergo multiple reflections from well conducting walls. In the second 
case, waves travel by multiple reflections from the boundary between the dielectric 
and air (the effect of total internal reflection which is well known in optics).

Of much practical significance are cavity resonators. In a way, they resemble 
acoustic resonators and in the simplest case represent a hollow metallic enclosure for 
setting up and maintaining spatial standing waves of a strictly definite wavelength. 
When excited by a field source of a definite frequency, the resonant cavity, like an 
LC  resonant circuit, is capable of storing an appreciable amount of energy. Such 
cavities have a very high Q , ranging into the tens of thousands.

Different methods are applicable for calculating both waveguides, and cavity 
resonators. In calculating rectangular resonators and waveguides, one can proceed 
from the concept of existence of a number of plane waves reflected from well con
ducting walls. This physical concept of the generation of standing waves due to 
superposition of a number of traveling waves has certain merits since it is simple and 
illustrative.

Cavity resonator. Let the metallic walls bounding a rectangular cavity run normal 
to the coordinate axes, as shown in Fig. 9.8a. The distances between parallel walls, 
i.e. the height, depth, and width of the cavity, are^4, B , and C respectively. Assume a 
wave propagates within this cavity:

E, = E(*>--'Kir (9.61)

where Kj = kxex + kyey + kzez.
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The wave bounces back as it impinges on the wall normal to the x  axis. The wave 
vector of the reflected wave differs from Kj only by the changed sign of the jcth com
ponent:

K2 = -  kxex -I- kyey + kzez (9.62a)

As it strikes the wall normal to the.y axis, the second wave also bounces back. The 
wave vector of the new reflected wave differs only by the sign of the^th  component :

K3 = -  kxex -  kyey + kzez (9.62b)

Reasoning in the same way as before, we determine eight possible values of the 
wave vectors.

As a matter of fact, the condition (9.34) stemming from the basic field equations 
must be satisfied for each of the vectors. The plane wave specified by any of the wave 
vectors undergoes a number of reflections and converts to the wave with the same 
wave vector.

The formulas for the sum of eight different waves, having in the general case dif
ferent amplitude factors, are rather cumbersome. Indeed, defining each of the ex
ponential factors by use of Euler’s formula gives the expression of the form *

e ±jkxx e  ±jkyy e  ±jkzz

= (cos k ^  ± j  sin k ^ ( c o s  k ± j  sin kyy) (cos kzz ± j  sin kfZ) (9.63)

The expression consists of eight terms for each set of the chosen signs. Besides, 
each of the amplitude factors has three terms:

E = + Ey*y +
However, all the possible terms can be written in a very compact form since they 

are of the same type. Thus, the most general form of the expression for the xth com
ponent of the electric field becomes

K  = E, ( ) ( f f t V )  ( sm ) (9 64>

where the subscript / identifies a different combination of factors chosen in the form 
of cosines and sines.

Equation (9.64) takes a yet simpler form if we use the known boundary conditions 
for ideally conducting walls: only the normal component of the electric field can be 
present on the surface of such walls. Hence, Ex must reduce to zero aiy  = 0 as well 
as at z = 0, in which case the expression for Ex contains sines rather than cosines.

We thus can replace (9.64) by the expression of the form

Ex = E , ( sm AyOsinAyy • sin*^ (9.65)

In a likewise manner, we obtain

Ey = £’2sin kxx  ̂sm sin

Ez = Ejsinks • sin^f^?***)
Further refinements are easy to perform if we set Ex = 0 at y  = B and also at
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z = C reasoning from the same concept of the field on the surface of a conductor 
(the walls are parallel to the x  axis). The above conditions are met at

ky = m v/B  and kz = mr/C  (9.66a)

Similar conditions on the .yth and zth components lead us to the equality
kx = hr/A  (9.66b)

In the three latter equalities, the factors /, m, and n are integers called 
characteristic numbers. A set of these numbers, such as / = 0, m = 1, and n = 1 or 
/ = 1, m = 1 and n = 0 , etc. characterizes oscillation modes.

Equalities (9.66) in combination with (9.34) enable us to arrive at the equation 
relating the frequency/ or the wavelength of a free progressive wave, X = c //, to the 
dimensions of a resonator:

( k / n f  = (2/X)2 = (I/A)2 + (m/B>2 + (in/C)2 (9.67a)
or

(2 v /\)2 = k 2 + k 2 + k 2 (9.67b)

This means that a certain maximum wavelength (or minimum frequency f )  is 
specific to a resonator of given dimensions A , B , and C. At this wavelength, 
resonance oscillations can be excited inside the cavity; in other words, an alternating 
electromagnetic field can be induced in the form of spatial standing waves. The 
oscillations at which the electric vector points in the direction of the shortest cavity 
side correspond to a maximum wavelength. Thus by (9.67) we have

X/2 = 1/V(/A4)2 + (m/B)2 + (n/C)2 (9.68)

If A < B ^  C, then it is evident that X = Xmax at / = 0.
The other two integers must be of the lowest possible value, w = n = 1. The electric 
vector (9.65) is then given by

E  = Ex = E ls\n(^y/B)sm('Kz/C) (9.69)

The other components Ey and Ez are equal to zero (see Fig. 9.8)1. Under these con
ditions

X =  xmax =  2B C N b 1 + C2 (9.70)

At A < B = C,
\na* = ^

Formulas (9.65) are subject to further refinement since each of the rows still con
tains a factor in which we must choose a cosine or sine. It can be shown in a variety of 
ways that we must fix upon cosines and, hence, replace (9 .66) and write:

Ex = E xcoskjc • s i n • sinfc^z
Ey = E2s\nk^c • co sk ^  ■ sin/r^z (9.71)
Ez = E^sink^pc • sinAy> ■ coskpz

‘If, in addition, we set m o rn  equal to zero, the xih component vanishes too,
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vances in moletronics have brought into wide use millimetric and submillimetric wave 
bands. The branch of engineering that deals with so short waves becomes rather 
closely linked with optics. In use are now many devices which inherently differ in 
design even from microwave devices. These are first of all open resonators and open 
waveguides. What distinguishes these devices is that their dimensions noticeably ex
ceed electromagnetic wavelengths, just as the dimensions of mirrors and lenses in op
tics greatly exceed optical wavelengths. In the simplest case, an open resonator is just 
a combination of two metallic mirrors disposed one opposite the other. These 
resonators are adapted for use in quantum generators.

Rectangular waveguide. Consider a rectangular waveguide (Fig. 9.10) having 
dimensions A  and B along the jc and y  axes and infinitely extending in the direction of 
the z axis. The configuration of the field induced in such a waveguide differs from the 
field configuration in the rectangular resonator of Fig. 9.8a only in that the waves do 
not undergo reflections from the wall normal to the z axis. In the set of wave vectors 
(9.63), therefore, the component kz is of one sign only.

For a + z-directed wave, the exponent of e just becomes -  jk^z (rather than 
-I- jk^z). The possible solutions must then differ from (9.71) since in these formulas 
we should replace sink^z and coskzz by e~jk^:

Ex = EiCOskjX • sinkyy • e~jk*z
Ey = E 2sinkjc • cos kyy ■ e~JkzZ <9*76)
Ez = E 3s\nkjc • sin kyy • e~Jk*z

The form of (9.67) turns out to be the same as before 

k 2x + ky + k\  ~  (27r/^ )2
Also,

kx = hc/A ,ky = mir/B  (9.77)

In order that the electromagnetic waves may propagate in the z direction without 
attenuation, kz should be real; in other words, the following inequality should be 
satisfied:

k \  = (2ir/X)2 -  (hr/A)2 -  (mir/E)2 > 0 (9.78)

This condition shows that the waveguide can transmit waves whose wavelength in 
free space is below a certain critical value:

\ < \ cr= i N d / A f  +  (m/B)2 (9.79)
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A critical wavelength depends on the mode to be set up, each mode being defined 
by the number / and m. If A < B, then the largest critical wavelength, Xcrmax = 2B, 
corresponds to numbers / = 0  and m = 1; both / and m cannot reduce to zero at the 
same time, as is apparent from (9.76) and (9.77).

At / = 0 and m = l,wehavefcx = Oand ky = ir/B. Hence, according to (9.76),

E  = Ex = E xsm('Ky/B)e~^kzZ (9.80)

The magnetic field of a wave can easily be found by Maxwell’s equation

H = C//w/i0) curl E

At / = 0 and m = 1, we obtain

Hx = 0,H y = -  j k ^ xsmkyy • p  
H z = -  kyE xcoskyy  ■ p (9.81)

where p  = y r yV / ^ 0.
Wavelength A in a waveguide and phase velocity. Knowing the zth component of 

the wave vector, we find A of the wave propagating in the waveguide:
A = 27x/kz (9.82)

Comparing (9.78) with (9.82) we can conclude that this wavelength is always larger 
than X of a free wave. This is evident if we reduce (9.82) to the form

A = X/Vl -  (X/Xcr)2 (9.83)

The phase veloctiy vph of a wave traveling along the waveguide is thus always 
higher than the wave velocity in free space:

vp/l = A f>  v = V  (9.84)

The relation between X and A is shown schematically in Fig. 9.11 which illustrates 
the wave that propagates along a waveguide as it undergoes multiple reflections from 
lower and upper walls. The figure also gives one more quantity, Xz, which specifies 
the distance the crest travels during a period T  along the z  direction, i.e. along the 
wave vector of the incident wave. This path is smaller than A and hence more so than 
X. The wavelength A grows with a , but \ z decreases.

z
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The simplest way of obtaining this result is to calculate div E which must be equal 
to zero in the absence of a space charge. Using (9.71), we find that

divE = dEx/dx + dEy/dy -I- dEz/dz

One of the sines identically reduces to zero when any of the integers /, m, or n is equal 
to zero. Here, as is required, divE = 0, and so no restrictions are imposed on the 
relation between field vectors. If any of the integers does not go to zero, then the rela
tion between the amplitude factors enclosed in the parentheses must be such that the 
resultant value is equal to zero. A different choice of cos and sin in (9.65) leads to the 
set of equations that has a unique solution, E x — E2 = E 3 = 0 .

The magnetic field inside a cavity can always be found from Maxwell’s second 
equation on condition, of course, that E is known:

Consider the field pattern in the simplest case when / = 0,m  = \ ,n  = 1 (see Fig. 
9.86 and c). According to (9.69) and (9.72), we have

To excite oscillations inside a resonant cavity, the external source of oscillations 
must properly be coupled to the chamber. For this, a hole is made in the inner wall of 
the resonator and a coaxial cable (or a waveguide) is inserted through this hole into 
the enclosure.

With an electrical method of excitation, the cable conductor is inserted to a small 
depth into the chamber (Fig. 9.9a). The electric field pattern of the conductor inside 
the chamber must, at least partially, resemble the configuration of the field to be in
duced.

With a magnetic method of excitation, the conductor is bent in the form of a small 
loop and its end is made fast to the chamber wall (Fig. 9.96). The configuration of 
the magnetic field of the loop must partially resemble the configuration of the field to 
be induced.

=  -  ( E xk x -I- E^ky -I- E ^ k ^ s i n k ^  • sinfc^y • sink jz

H = O'/aj/xoJcurlE (9.72)

(9.73)

(b)
Fig. 9.9
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In electric excitation of the field (/ = 0,/w = n = 1), the cable must pass through 
the hole in the wall normal to the x  axis and the post extending into the cavity must be 
parallel to thex  axis (see also Figs. 9.14,9.15, and the pertinent text). In magnetic ex
citation of the same field, the cable must be connected to the wall parallel to the x  
axis.

Losses in and the quality factor of resonators. As mentioned earlier, the Q factor 
of resonators is very high and runs into the tens of thousands for a wavelength of 
10 cm.

Losses can roughly be estimated from the known values of the magnetic field on 
the wall surface, using formulas (8.61c):

where H  is the component tangent to the surface (effective value), and 
x 0 = VSTcv/x̂ xa is the conditional depth of penetration.

Formula (9.74) expresses power referred to a unit area of the surface. Taking the 
integral of P0 over all the six walls, we can calculate the dissipated power.

To determine the Qf we must also know the energy stored in the resonator. It can 
readily be found by integrating over the volume the value of a maximum energy den
sity of the electric field (if E  is an effective value):

The maximum magnetic field energy is of the same magnitude because twice in one 
cycle all the electric field energy converts to the magnetic field energy. What attests to 
this statement is the general concept of oscillations in a resonator and also the shift in 
phase by tt/ 2  between the electric and magnetic field vectors, as follows from the 
comparison of formulas (9.73). The ratio between the stored energy and dissipated 
power expresses the quality factor:

Application of cavity resonators. We have considered a simple resonator and a 
simple configuration of the field excited in its cavity. Exciting other modes calls for 
proper dimensioning of a resonator and more complex coupling means for jointing 
the external source to the chamber.

Cavity resonators largely operate in the microwave region at wavelengths from 
about 10 cm to a few millimeters. At greater wavelengths, the dimensions of cavities 
become too large, and so it is more practicable to use portions of lines as resonators 
tuned to a desired wavelength.

Rooms for hf apparatus and hf generators are often surrounded by a metallic 
shield and thus are capable of storing standing waves of a certain frequency. The 
fields of high strength that are sometimes set up in such rooms can be harmful to the 
health of attendants. To preclude the deleterious effect of high fields, generators 
must have an additional shield. In some cases the metallic walls must be provided 
with an absorption coat.

At wavelengths below a millimeter, cavity resonators and waveguides prove im
practical because very small parts require highly precise manufacturing techniques. 
Besides, tuning and handling of such resonators involves difficulties. Recent ad-

P0 = Re(//2f) = H 2/ ox0 = H N  (jihhq/20 (9.74)

Q  = (9.75)
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The characteristic impedance depends on the mode under consideration. For the 
TE01 mode, this impedance takes the form

Zc = Ex/H y (9.87)

By use of (9.80) and (9.81), we find that
Zc = w 0/k z = Vji0 /e0 /V[(I -  \/X cr)2] (9.88)

As X approaches Xcr, Zc grows. Waveguides Find use in the measurements of elec
trical and magnetic properties of a medium over a wide frequency range including a 
millimetric wave band.

Waves are reflected from the waveguide end, whether it is open or closed. A part 
of energy is radiated into space through the open end. At its open end, the waveguide 
is furnished with a horn, which very closely resembles an acoustic horn, to decrease 
the reflection from the open end and increase the amount of radiant energy.

Excitation of various modes. The mode of a wave sustained in a waveguide largely 
depends on the type of coupling of the waveguide to the generator. Fig. 9.14 shows a 
post inserted in the waveguide for exciting the TE01 wave mode.

For excitation of the TE02 mode, the waveguide should be complete with two 
posts; their fields must differ in sign and must be displaced across the waveguide 
(along the y  axis) so that each post is in the center of circles of magnetic lines il
lustrated in Fig. 9.13.

The type of connection of the cable to the waveguide, as shown in Fig. 9.15, serves 
to induce the TMn wave. In this wave, the electric field has an axial component, as is 
apparent from the method of excitation. But the magnetic field has only a transverse 
component (the TM, or E wave). The field configuration for the TMn mode is 
shown in Fig. 9.16. The connector for jointing the source to the waveguide can also 
be in the form of a loop whose magnetic field must (partially) resemble in configura
tion the magnetic field of the wave being excited.

For various wave modes, the waveguide cutoff frequency (critical frequency, or 
guide wavelength) is different in magnitude. Waveguides excited in a single mode at a 
given frequency of the generator are most practical.

Summary. In modern practice, the fields of uses of electromagnetic waves are most 
diverse. Comparatively long waves find use in radio communication (wavelengths 
from thousands of meters to several meters) and in television (about a meter). In 
radio engineering, radio links also enjoy use. In such links, a coaxial cable or a
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waveguide delivers electromagnetic waves commonly of a wavelength from 3 m to 3 
cm to concave mirrors or horn antennae from which the waves propagate (as a pro
jector ray) along the straight line to a mast with receiving mirrors or horns. After 
amplification, the beam of electromagnetic waves is sent to the next mast.

The earth’s man-made satellites can serve as relay stations.
Of interest are some more notes on the behavior of waves of different wavelengths: 

(1) long waves remain tied to the earth’s surface that serves as an open waveguide for 
them; (2) short waves reach remote points as they undergo reflection from conduc
ting layers of the ionosphere: (3) still shorter waves freely pass through the 
ionosphere, and so their reception is possible only in the field of “ direct vision” . It is 
these waves that are transmitted by chain relaying, including retransmission from 
satellites.

In conclusion of this digression on radio engineering, let us point out that an in
crease in wave frequencies is of advantage in radio communication since more and 
more information (by telephone, television, etc.) can be conveyed over a small range 
of frequencies. Therefore, laser-beam communication offers exceptionally wide op
portunities.

Decimetric and centimetric wave bands find use in radiolocation.
The waves covering the millimetric and submillimetric wave bands enjoy impor

tant uses in physicochemical investigations. Still shorter waves approach the optical 
range.

Phase velocity and a collecting lens. It is sometimes said that the velocity of a free 
wave is indeed the wave velocity (by the Einstein law, it can never exceed the velocity 
of light in vacuum), whereas the phase velocity is the notion that owes its origin to a 
purely formal definition and has no real meaning. The latter argument is not wholly 
correct because the formal definition of phase velocity vph stems from the concept of 
real phenomena and can be applied in the calculation and description of real pro
cesses. To illustrate the point, let us compare an ordinary optical collecting lens (Fig. 
9Ala) with a collecting lens (Fig. 9. Mb) consisting of a number of parallel or coaxial 
conducting plates. In the latter, the phase velocity vph is greater than the light velocity 
c between two conducting surfaces (as in a waveguide with parallel walls), so that the 
thickness of the lens grows with distance from the center. On the contrary, the 
thickness of the ordinary optical collecting lens must decrease with distance from the 
center since the wave velocity in glass is lower than that in the air.
16*
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The relation between these three wavelengths is simple:
A \  = X2 (9.85)

For the case shown in Fig. 9.11, this is obvious since \  = Xcosa and A cos a  = X.
If we divide both sides of equality (9.85) by r 2, we shall find that

V vz = v 2 (9.86)

where v is the velocity of a wave in free space, equal to the velocity of light, and vph is 
the phase velocity of a wave in the z direction.

What meaning does velocity vz have? To give the answer to this question, let us 
first solve the following problem. If we assume that the wave has traversed a cross 
section 1 of the waveguide at some instant, what time does the wave take to cover a 
path Z\2 = s to traverse a cross section 21 The wave will cover this distance in a time 

r = (5/cos a), v = s/v  coset

Indeed, the wave travels to the second cross section not in a straight path but by a 
zigzag way, now being reflected from one wall, now from the other, etc. Since the 
wave falls at an angle a, the distance run by the wave is equal to 5/cos a. The velocity 
vcosa = vz is the velocity of propagation of a signal in the z direction. Obviously, 
this velocity cannot be higher than the velocity v of a free wave; vz is equal to v if thez 
axis is in the direction of propagation of a free wave.

We can get a clearer idea of the velocity vz as a signal propagation velocity by 
visualizing a short optical signal sent by a projector in a direction that makes an angle 
a  with the z  axis. This signal will travel in the z direction by multiple reflections from 
the walls. The relation (9.86) is valid for all cases involving three velocities as well as 
for the case of a rectangular waveguide (see also the text at the end of this section).

The sketch of Fig. 9.12 is another attempt to show more vividly the configuration 
of an electric field at a certain instant t. All the field patterns shift in time along the z 
axis with a velocity v h = A /T  = Af. The field map (grid) becomes such as shown in 
the figure as a result of multiple reflections at / = 0  and m = 1, or, which is the 
same, at kx = 0, ky = -k/B. The level of the grid in Fig. 9.12 represents the instan
taneous value of vector E  = Er

The field strength at the given instant is negative where the grid is below the zero 
level. The grid has the zero level near the waveguide sides (y = 0 and.y = B) where 
Ex = 0 according to the condition. The distance between the two neighboring tops 
of the grid (along the z axis) represents the waveguide wavelength A.

y Fig. 9.12
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TE and TM waves. Expressions (9.76) and (9.78) deduced above describe in the 
most general way a variety of waves propagated in rectangular waveguides. They are 
mainly divided into two classes. To the first belong the waves having no axial compo
nent, i.e. the zth component of the electric vector (Ez = 0). Such waves (fields) are 
known as transverse electric (TE) waves (modes), or magnetic (H) waves (modes), the 
two terms being synonymous. The second class includes waves which have no axial 
magnetic component. These are transverse magnetic (TM) waves, or electric (E) 
waves.

Waves are further classified as certain modes according to the values of integers; 
the wave is said to be a TEjm mode where = 0 and the integers are I and m, or a 
TM/m mode if Hz = 0.

The wave depicted in Figs. 9.10 and 9.12 is the wave of the TE01 mode. This wave 
has an electric vector defined by (9.80) and a magnetic vector with the yth and zth 
components given by (9.81).

For TEoj modes, the field configuration features not one but two half-waves of the 
sinusoid Ex (and the corresponding magnetic field) present along the.y axis, as shown 
in Fig. 9.13.

x T E 02

Comparing the fields of a waveguide and a resonator (with a standing wave stored) 
reveals that in the resonator the orthogonal vectors E and H are */2  out of phase 
and the real component of the Poynting vector is zero. This is not the case for the 
waveguide with a traveling wave, where the transfer of energy takes place in the same 
manner as in a long transmission line.

The point worthy of note is that waveguides are analogous in many respects to long 
lines; namely, the expressions for waves traveling in a waveguide include the factor 
e ~jk£. A large number of the rules in the theory of long lines apply to waveguides. Of 
significance is the fact that the notion of an input and a characteristic impedance and 
also the notion of a reflection coefficient are also suitable for the description of 
waveguides.

16—5475
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F ig . 9 .17

Other notes on various velocities. If a medium does not display dispersion, and so 
its e, fi, and hence v of a free wave propagating in this medium are independent of 
frequency, there is no need to introduce some other velocities apart from v, vph, and 
signal velocity vs. For a dispersive medium whose properties are frequency depen
dent, i.e. e(jo)) and n(ja)9 it is necessary to use additional velocities such as energy 
flow velocity u and the rate of energy transfer, u v  In a nondispersive medium, these 
two types of velocity coincide with signal velocity: u = u x =* vs.

9.3. Waves in a Nonlinear Medium

The analysis of propagation of waves in nonlinear media presents a complex and im
portant problem in electrodynamics. We shall dwell here only on the qualitative 
aspect of origin of shock waves in a nonlinear ferromagnetic dielectric.

The wave velocity is inversely proportional to the square root of permeability. The 
permeability proper decreases with rising field strength due to saturation. Hence, the 
portions of an incident wave that have a higher amplitude of the magnetic field travel 
faster.

Consider a wave in a coajdal cable whose insulation consists of ferrite. Assume 
that at the sending end of the line the wave has the shape as shown in Fig. 9.18a. 
What shape will the wave acquire in time At noting that the velocity of the wave 
grows with an increase in its magnetic field?

The answer is given in Fig. 9.18b. The wave portions with the highest H  have 
outrun the rest of the portions with a lower field strength so that the wave is seen to

(b) F ig . 9 .18
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have a very steep front indicative of an almost instantaneous increase in the field of 
the wave to its maximum value.

This process is reminiscent of turnover of a sea wave as it approaches the shore. 
The lower layers of water put in motion by the running wave lose speed because of 
their proximity to the bottom and the upper layers of the wave outstrip the wave 
base, forming a ridge hanging over the wave. A similar process is encountered in 
aerodynamics during the formation of shock waves.

Under certain conditions (at definite H  amplitudes for a given magnetic 
characteristic), the permittivity may grow with rising field; this is evident from the 
curve of permittivity in weak fields (Fig. 9.19). What will happen in this case? Ob
viously, the forward portions of the wave will break away and go ahead (until they 
reach a maximum); the energy they carry will spread along the line, and the wave will 
have its forward part so smeared that it can hardly be discernible. Such a process also 
aids in the buildup of a steep front. A most interesting feature in this process is that 
the tail must catch up: at weak H  fields, the velocity is higher due to a lower 
permeability. It can be expected that in the end the wave of Fig. 9.20a will acquire the 
shape as illustrated in Fig. 9.20b. Fig. 9.21 shows a shaper of rectangular pulses, sug
gested in the USA. It consists of a number of nonlinear two-ports the theory of which 
was developed by Melville. From the theory of distributed circuits it is known that a 
line can be represented by a circuit of two-ports. As shown in Sec. 9.1, the propaga
tion and reflection of plane waves follow the laws analogous to the ones describing 
transmission lines. It is thus clear that the pulse shaper of Fig. 9.21 is nothing else 
than a circuit model of a long line with nonlinear parameters. The voltage pulse at the

Fig. 9.19

(a)

Fig. 9.20
(b)
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output of the shaper deforms in shape as compared to the input pulse in the same way 
as the wave does when it propagates in a medium with nonlinear parameters.

It is also instructive to point to the similarity and difference between the circuits of 
Figs. 8.16 and 9.21. The first is a model of wave propagation in a nonlinear conduc
ting medium, and the second in a nonlinear dielectric medium. The First circuit thus 
has resistors inserted into its transverse branches, and the second capacitors. 
Nonlinear effects can result from electric as well as magnetic nonlinearity. Semicon
ductors are an example.

Chapter io Electromagnetic Wave Radiation

10.1. Introductory Remarks

In the previous chapters we often focused on the behavior of waves of an elec
tromagnetic field. Maxwell’s conception of why a field propagates in free space with 
light velocity c was dealt with in Ch. 1. The description of wave propagation and 
reflection was given in Ch. 9. But up to this point we did not touch upon the topic of 
how waves originate, i.e. how oscillating currents and charges bring about the emis
sion of energy in the form of electromagnetic waves. The thing is that this topic in
volves complicated mathematical analysis. Now that we have acquired experience in 
handling the field equations and performing mathematical operations, we can look 
into the subject matter and understand more comprehensibly the essence of 
mathematical transformations.

It is easy to get a qualitative conception of electromagnetic radiation by consider
ing any mechanical vibrations, for example, ripples in the water that spread out in 
circles from the place where a stone was thrown. Radially propagating waves whose 
amplitude dies out as they run away evidence that the stone has given up part of its 
energy to the waves, and this energy will never return to the place where the stone 
fell.

The energy carried by the ripples spreads out over the surface of water1.

1 In this connexion, it might be to the point to recall Shakespeare’s verse. Says Joan of Arc:

. . . like a circle in the water,
Which never ceaseth to enlarge itself
Till by broad spreading it disperse to naught.

{Henry VI).
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Fig. 10.1

It might be useful to consider one more example. If we immerse a stick into water 
and then raise it vertically with a constant speed, we can see that the level of water 
slightly rises round the stick. If we now lift up and let down the stick periodically at 
a definite rate, we can watch ripples radially running away over the surface of water, 
which are quite discernible at a large distance from the stick. This effect bears 
analogy to the radiation of electromagnetic waves.

The electric field of a dipole shown in Fig. 10.1 decays fast with distance R. In
deed, the field potential [see Eq. (1.24)] can be written as

<P =  =  q \  e f t M i r e J i 2  (10.1)

and the field components [see Eq. (1.25)] are given by

Er = ql cos 0/271-e^3 
Eq = ql sin d / ^ e ^ 3

The field strength decays inversely with the cube of the distance.
If the dipole moment q\ varies fast, for example, the dipole draws power from an 

ac generator, then the field due to this varying dipole spreads out noticeably farther, 
decays comparatively slower, and displays in effect the features of an elec
tromagnetic wave. For example, let the dipole moment ql = q j  cos ut vary in a 
simple sinusoidal pattern. In the plane normal to the dipole that passes midway be
tween the spheres, we have at / = lz and at a distance R:

B = Ba = (ji^4Tr)((jp‘/Rc)qnJ cos to (/ — R/c)
E  = Eft = cB

where c is the velocity of light (the velocity of an electromagnetic wave in vacuum). 
The field strength now decreases inversely as the first power of the distance.
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10.2. Delayed Potentials

In the calculation of radiated electromagnetic waves, it is generally more convenient 
to deal with a scalar potential <p and vector potential A rather than with the field 
strength. But the relation of these potentials to charges and currents is known only 
for static and quasistatic fields:

<P = (1/4t£q) j  p dV /R  

A = (mo/4») j  J  dV /R
(10.2)

[see Eqs. (1.21a) and (2.62a)].
It is therefore necessary to find, where possible, similar relations for charges and 

currents whose densities p(t) and J(/) change fast.
Refer to the field equations deduced for a vacuum:

cu rlB =  /igJ + ptffflE/dt
curl E = -d B /d t  (10.3)

div E = p/eQ, div B = 0 

Expressing the main field vectors in the above equations in terms of potentials 

E = -g rad  -  dA /dt, B = curl A (10.4)

and substituting them in the third and the first equation of the set of equations 
(10.3), we obtain

div E = - V V -  div dA/dt = p/eQ (10.5)

curl B = curl curl A = — V2A + grad div A

= n j  -  (l/ctyd/dO grad* -  ( l /c 2)(a2A /ar2) (10.6)
We have used here the identity transform curl curl A = -  V2A + grad div A and 

written 1/c2 instead of e^iQ.
In the latter equality, it is expedient to transpose all the terms containing the 

potential to the left-hand side. The expression then takes the form

-  V2A + (X /c^& A /d t2) + grad [div A + (1 /c*)(d<p/dt)\ = MqJ (10.7)

The sequence of differentiating with respect to space coordinates and to time can 
be changed, and therefore

(d/dt) grad ip ■ grad d<p/dt
Expressions (10.5) and (10.7) contain both the scalar and the vector potential. 

This appears to lead to much inconvenience, for the scalar potential in (10.5) seems 
to be related not only to p but also to A. Also, the vector potential in (10.7) seems to 
be related both to J and to the scalar potential. But these seeming relations are easy 
to eliminate. It will be recalled that in defining the vector potential (see Sec. 2.5), we 
pointed to the possibility of specifying arbitrarily the values of div A. Thus, we can 
always add such an arbitrary function of coordinates and time, grad X, to the ex
pression of vector potential A that the divergence of A takes a desirable form. The
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added function cannot affect curl A since the curl of any gradient is identically 
equal to zero, curl grad X = 0.

In order for (10.5) and (10.7) to be homogeneous, which greatly simplifies their 
solution, it is enough to assume that in vacuum

div A = - (1  /(?)(dip/dt) (10.8)

and in a dielectric with e and
div A = -(en /c^ tfip /d t)  (10.8a)

With these assumptions made, the vector potential in (10.5) vanishes and, 
besides, the sum within the brackets in (10.7) reduces to zero.

The possibility of simplifying Eq. (10.7) by an appropriate choice of the expres
sion for div A stimulates us to supplement the set of Maxwell’s equations by Eq. 
(10.8) which is known as the gauge condition or Lorentz condition1.

Eqs. (10.5) and (10.7) for potentials then take on a symmetric form
v 2*> -  ( l / c ^ a V a r 2) = - P/e0 (io.9)
V2A -  (1 / c ^ A / d t 2) = - PoJ (10.10)

They differ from the known equations for stationary and slowly varying fields only 
by the second terms on the left-hand side. For a stationary field, these terms reduce 
to zero. They are also negligible for a slowly varying field (the second derivative 
divided by the light velocity squared). Eq. (10.9) was first deduced by Riemann in 
1858, who applied it to describe induction phenomena of electric currents 
(Maxwell’s treatise, sec. 862).

The equations given above are wave equations. The simplest one-dimensional 
wave equation received much scrutiny in Chs. 8 and 9:

d tyd x2 -  ( i/v 2)(d2/ / a r 2) = o

As seen, this equation includes only the second derivative with respect to the single 
space coordinate, d2f/d x 2. rather than the sum of second derivatives with respect to 
all space coordinates:

v f y  = d2f/d x 2 + d2f /d y 2 + d2f/d z 2
The solutions to wave equations (10.9) and (10.10) are given as identities

<P =  j[p] dV M iregR , A  =  n 0 j ([J]/4irR ) d V  (10.11)

1 Other gauge conditions are also possible. Thus the condition

VA = -{ne/<?){d<p/dt) -  miqO*p

is convenient to use in the calculation of a field in a conducting medium (a *  0). Given such a 
condition, we can abandon (10.9) and (10.10) and use instead

v 2<p -  (e/i/c^aVd*2) = p^ofa/dt)  (10.9a)
V2A -  (ep/c^X ^A/dt2) =  pp0o(dA/dt) (10.10a)
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The charge density p and current density J  under the integral are put in brackets. 
This means that when evaluating the integral of the potential at any point at an ins
tant t , we should take the charges and currents occurring at a much earlier moment, 
namely, at the instant

t -  R /c
when

[p] = p(t -  R/c), [J] = J(/ -  R/c)

This condition is in agreement with the notion of a finite velocity c at which an 
electromagnetic disturbance propagates in a medium: any change in the charge (or 
current) a distance R  remote from the observation point can be detected only after 
the lapse of a time, R /c, required for the wave to cover the path.

The potentials specified by (10.11) are known as delayed, or retarded potentials. 
For a point charge q = pdV or current /I = JtfKalong a conductor length, the ex

pressions for delayed potentials simplify to the form

<P = fa]/4 tt£qR
A = ii0[ i\] /^ R  (10.12)

Deriving equations for delayed potentials. Assume the potential <p is set up by a 
charge q located at the origin of coordinates and p is nonzero only in a small region 
d V bounding the point 0. Suppose the charge varies with time, q = q(t). The poten
tial <p must then naturally be a function of time too.

To find <p as a function of space coordinates and time, we must solve Eq. (10.9). 
For the entire region free from the charge (for the entire volume apart from dV), 
this equation can be written in the form of Riemann’s equation

V2* = (1 /c ty d ty d t2) (10.13)

Proceeding from the considerations of symmetry, it is natural to conclude that <p 
can depend on the single space coordinate R in the spherical coordinate system. On 
differentiating, the expression for V 2<p then assumes the fornj

V V  = (\/R?){d/dR) [R2(d<p/dR)] = (1/*) [dH R ^/dR 2]

where the right side is written in the form convenient for further transformation. 
Multiplying both sides of (10.13) by R  and introducing R  under the sign of differen
tiation with respect to t, we obtain

d2(R<fi)/dR2 -  (1/c2) IdHRifiVdt2] = 0 (10.14)

The solution to this equation, found by D’Alembert, is well known

R<P = f x(t -  R/c) + f 2(t + R/c) (10.15)

where f x and f 2 are any functions satisfying certain concrete conditions of the 
problem of interest.

That expression (10.15) indeed satisfies (10.14) is easy to prove by substitution. 
Of course, the assumption taken here is that the functions f x and f 2 have uniquely 
definite second derivatives. A feature peculiar to f x and f 2 lies in that they depend on 
R  and t taken not separately but as a difference t -  R /c  or sum t + R/c. This im
plies that the first function f x (t -  R/c) represents a wave propagating from the
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origin of coordinates in the radial direction with a velocity c [see also Sec. 8.1].
As is apparent from the above analysis, the second function f 2(t + R/c) 

represents a wave moving along the radius toward the center with a velocity c. From
simple physical considerations we can conclude that the second term in (10.15)
should be omitted, for it does not conform to the conditions under examination: the 
varying charge lies at the origin, and, hence, a change in the potential (times the 
radius) that stems from the change in the magnitude of the charge must first occur 
at points less remote from the origin and then, with the lapse of time, at more remote 
points (and not at all in the reverse order). So, setting f 2 = 0, we obtain a solution 
to Eq. (10.13), expressed as

V = (1 /R )fx( t -  R/c) (10.16)

in which the form of function f x still remains unknown.
To define this function, one can take the following course of reasoning. If c — o o ,  

Eq. (10.16) becomes
<fi=(l/Jt)fi(0  (10.17)

and must represent the solution to Eq. (10.13) when its right side goes to zero, i.e. 
the solution to Laplace’s equation V 2<p = 0. This solution is well known in elec
trostatics:

<P = Q (O^TCqR

It remains valid for q(t) = p(t)dV  when c — o o  or R /c  — 0.
More exactly, when R/C < Tt where T is the period of the sinusoidal changes of 

the charge in question.
Comparing the latter equality with (10.17), we can specify the sought-for form of 

the function
f \( t)  = q(t)/4ve0 = p(t)d V/4TreQ

Note that by letting c go to infinity, we have changed only the argument rather 
than the form of the function, which is now known. Returning to Eq. (10.16), we 
can rewrite it considering that now we know not only the argument but also the 
function:

^  = q(t — R / c ) / ^ ^  = p(t - R /cyiV /A ice^  (10.18)

Passing to the integral taken as a sum of potentials built up by individual charges 
pdVy we obtain expression (10.11) for a delayed potential. Note that p is a function 
of both t and coordinates x, y> and z, i.e. p = p(x, y> z , t). The quantity [p] under 
the integral in (10. 11) can now be written in an expanded form as

[p] = p(xt y > z , t -  R/c)

Applying quite similar reasonings, from (10.2) and (10.10) we derive (10.11) for 
the delayed vector potential A.

We shall not dwell further on the general solution, and turn instead to some par
ticular cases.
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10.3. Electric Dipole Radiation

Let a wire, with its elemental length expressed by a vector 1 (Fig. 10.2), carry an 
alternating current /(/). Consider the electromagnetic field produced by the current,

allowing for the finite velocity of field propagation by introducing delayed poten
tials in the calculation. Assume the current is purely harmonic. Its expression in 
complex form is

7 ~ / wsinaj/ (10.19)

It is of advantage to choose such a calculation procedure: to determine first the 
vector potential A, then, after taking its curl, find the magnetic induction vector

curl A = B

and, at last, evaluate the electric field strength using Maxwell’s first equation 

curl B = /x^Eq/ojE =  ( j w / c ^ E

or
E = (cV/oj) curlB (10.20)

In performing all the calculations it is expedient to make use of the spherical coor
dinate system (Fig. 10.2a). Write out those expressions which will be of avail here: 

(1) in the chosen coordinate system (Fig. 10.26),

I =  /(cos 0t R -  sin fej) (10.21)

(2) the only operation met with in the chosen calculation procedure is the curl of F 
in spherical coordinates:

tp /R 2 sin 6 tg/R  sin $ ea /R
curl F = d/dR 3/3$ 3 /da

RFe Rsin$Fa

( 10.22)
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Vector potential. At a point distant R  from current element 71, the potential ac- 
cording to (2.62b) is given by

A = ( ^ ^ { h / R )  = nJX [(cos $eR -  sin 6e0)/4icR] (10.23)

To take account of the delay of potentials, we should pass from / to t -  R /c  In 
other words, for a harmonic function, we should write sin «,(/ -  R /c) in place of
sinotf. This corresponds to the multiplication o f / f r o m (10 19) b \ e~J<jiR/c = p-JkR
In this case, J

Ie jkR ~ InPn (<* -  kR) (10.24)

where, as before,
k  = a)/c (10.25)

Thus, to allow for the delay of a vector potential, we should introduce only the 
factor e~JkR into expression (10.23) in complex form. The vector potential1 can 
then be written as

A = [(cos $eR -  sin $t9)/AwR}e“jkR (10.26)

Magnetic field. Determine the vector of magnetic induction from curl A by apply
ing (10.22) to expression (10.26). Since A does not depend on the meridian angle a 
and does not include the crth component (d/da = 0, k a = 0), the operation curl A 
simplifies considerably and leads to the equality

or

B = (1 /R ) Rd/dR d/dd 
RA„

(10.27)

B = Ba = KiiqII/AtR) [0/<W?)(-sin 9e~JkR) -  (3/36) [(cos 6 /R )e-JkR]]

— 0if/l/4v){fu/Rc-+  l /R 2) sin de~ikR (10 28)
Under quasistatic conditions at which

kR  = wR/c =  2icR/\ < 1 (10.29)

(for the near region) we can neglect the first factor in the parentheses and set e~jkR 
*  1. Then, the magnetic field

B = Ba ~ (jif/l/4-wR2) sin 6 (10.30)

exactly follows Biot-Savart’s law.
On the other hand, for large distances and high frequencies, at which

kR = 2 irR /\ > 1 (10.31)

(for the far region), we can neglect the second factor in the parentheses and assume

1 Here and elsewhere below, the potentials under consideration are delayed potentials.
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that
B = Ba = iijU ju/AnRc) sin 0e~*kR (10.32)

This is exactly the magnetic field of the electromagnetic wave being radiated.
A remarkable thing is that the radiation field increases with frequency and 

decreases inversely with the first power of the radius, i.e. the field decays much 
more weakly with distance than Biot-Savart’s component (10.30).

Considering the relation between the wavelength of a free wave and frequency, 
X = c / f  = 2ttc/ u, expression (10.32) can be written in the form

B  = Ba = (nJl/2) (j/\R )  sin de~JkR (10.33)

The magnetic field is oriented tangent to the circles of latitude because B  =  Ba 
(see Figs. 10.1 and 10.2) and its strength decreases from the equator to the poles 
(sin 6).

Electric field. The E  vector is found by Maxwell’s first equation (10.20). Using 
(10.22) at B = Ba given by (10.28) and at d/da = 0, we obtain

t R/R 2 sin 6
curl B = d/dR

0

t ^ R  sin 0 
d/do 

0
0
Rsin0Ba

Performing the differentiation, we find that
curl B = (iijle-W /A 'K R ) {{ju/Rc 

+ l /R 2) 2 cos 6 eR

+ K/Wc)2 + ju /R c  -I- 1 /R 2] sin$ed} (10.34)

Keeping in mind this expression, from (10.20) we get 
E = (jw njle~jkR/ATR) {[c/juR

+ (c/jwR)2 2]cos Btft + [1 + c/jwR (10.35)
+  (c/juR)2] sin 6 ■ etf}

This expression for the electric field also contains a factor that decays inversely as 
the radius. For the far region, we can disregard all other factors as against this 
factor, and so the expression reduces to the form

E  = Ee = (j(j)ti(fl/4'KR)sm6e jkR (10.36a)

or
E = ( - j a m / i t R 2) Ie ~ ikR 1 x R (10.36b)

since I x R  = — IR sin $ • ed.
In the far region, the components B and E are orthogonal (see Fig. 10.1) and 

related to each other by the factor c:

E  =  E9 =  cB  = cBa (10.37)
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Radiation power. This power can be found by evaluating the Poynting flux 
through the closed surface.

The Poynting vector in the far region specified by (10.32) and (10.37) takes the 
form *

n  = ( l / ^ E - B  = ( c / ^ B 2at R
= (Ai0/c)(a)///47r/?)2 sin2# • e* = Il^e* (10.38)

The Poynting vector is real here, which shows that at any moment the 
field carries away the source energy out of the far region.

After integrating the real vector over the sphere, we obtain the real 
quantity (active power) which represents the entire radiation power:

p  = <£ u ^d s

= |  (/Xq/c) (<jjIIM itR )2 sin2# 2tt R2 sin # d$
0 =  0

= (fif/c) [(a>2/67r)(//)2 (10.39)

Here, we have taken into account that dS = 2ttR sin # Rdd is the spherical surface 
element in the form of a belt between two latitudinal circles differing in angle by d6\ 
R sin # is the radius of a latitudinal circle with an angle # reckoned from the “ north 
pole” .

Considering the electric dipole (see Fig. 10.1) with a varying electric moment q\9 
we must assume that the wire connecting the two charged spheres carries a current 
/  = jwq. In this case, the radiation of an element 71 is identical to the radiation of 
the electric dipole having a moment

q\ = 71//o> (10.40)

In all expressions for the radiation field and power we can then set 71 = jwq\. 
Hence, we have

B = Ba = -  [/i0<o2/4*7?c] <?1 s in f fe  ~jkR (10.41)

E = Ee = cha (10.42)

and

P  = (Mo/c)(a>4/6*)fa/)2 <10-43)
Input resistance of a radiating dipole — radiation resistance. This is a very im

portant characteristic for a supply source sustaining charge (and current) oscilla
tions in the dipole. The characteristic can also be complex in character, i.e. can in
clude a reactive component. The reactive component of the impedance corresponds 
to reversible changes in the energy of the field near the dipole. This component must 
be offset by inserting the appropriate inductances or capacitances. The active com
ponent is an equivalent input resistance rin responsible for firjn losses, i.e. dissipa
tion of the energy as heat in accordance with Joule’s law. From (10.39) it is obvious 
that

rin = P /f i  = Ot/cXa)2/  6 t)/2 = 80ir 2(/2/X2), ohms (10.44)
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Thus, at a wavelength of 100 m and a dipole length of 10 m, rin is near 7.9 ohms.

10.4. H alf-W ave Antenna

At high frequencies, one cannot sometimes consider a radiating wire length / to be 
very small as against the wavelength. Where this is the case, the current in all the por
tions of the wire cannot be taken identical. Proceeding from the theory of long lines, 
it can readily be shown that the current of a finite value at the input end of the line 
reduces to zero at its open end (the voltage at the open end is correspondingly at a 
maximum). If the length of each of the two wire pieces connected to a source is close 
to one-fourth the wavelength, X/4, then standing waves appear in these wires, with 
the current distributed almost sinusoidally along each wire piece. Fig. 10.3a shows 
the distribution of current and linear charge density, r. Fig. 10.36 illustrates the 
antenna and its image in the conducting ground. The vertical wire and its image form 
a half-wave antenna.

The distribution of current along the wire can be taken cosinusoidal:
/  =  / 0cos(2tt/A )

where / is the distance from the center of the antenna to an observation point. The 
field for each element of the antenna can be found from the formulas derived above. 
For this, we have to replace A by 7dl and take the integral along / between the limits 
— X/4 and + X/4. The distances R (Fig. 10.4) from various points of the antenna to 
the observation point are different. As seen from Fig. 10.4, if R = R 0 — /cos0 for a 
far region, we can assume to a high degree of accuracy that / cos 6 is negligible relative 
to R 0. But this subtrahend can be appreciable compared with the wavelength X (recall 
that the entire length of the antenna is equal to X/2). If this is the case, the difference 
in phase betweert the waves transmitted from various points of the antenna can also 
prove considerable.

Refer now to (10.32). Let us replace/by cf/and assume that/? «  R 0 and the angle# 
is identical for the radii R  and R 0 (see Fig. 10.4). But we will consider the phase factor
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Fig. 10.4

to be dependent on the location of a radiation point at the antenna{i.e. dependent on 
the coordinate I):

e -jkR  _  e -jkRoejkIcosd (10.45)

To determine the total field, we should take the sum over all components of the 
field radiated by the elements of the antenna along its entire length; in other words, 
we should take the integral along / between -  X/4 and + X/4:

B = B ( f- jkRo f+X/4 e~Jklcosecos k ld l
- X / 4

where = Hf/o/u su\6 /4tRc.
Upon integrating, we obtain

B = Ba = y o W ^ s i n  6)e “ '**<>cos [(t/2)cos0] (10.46)

In the far region (for which we have found the solution) the electric field vector is 
normal to the B vector and differs from the latter by the factor c:

E = Ed = cB = cBa (10.47)

10.5. Directional Radiation

Directivity is of exceptional importance in many cases of radio signal transmission. 
In the radiators discussed above, a certain directional effect is also present. Thus, the 
dependence of Ba and Ee on the angle 0 is evident from formula (10.46) and 
Fig. 10.3c. But the above systems radiate energy that propagates within a very wide 
solid angle. Therefore, in the absence of energy absorption, the radiation power 
decays inversely with the square of the distance, and each of the electromagnetic field 
components decreases inversely with the radius. The smaller the angular width of the 
beam of energy being radiated, the larger the distance for which it is possible to 
radiate a readable signal.

One of the simplest systems used to effect the desired directivity consists of a 
number of half-wave antennae spaced at quite certain distances one from the other; 
provision is made within the system to keep currents strictly in phase or maintain a

17—5475
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definite phase shift specified by the calculations. The total field is found as the sum 
of all field components radiated by the antennae. For a far region, the distances to 
each of the antennae may practically be taken equal. However, a small difference in 
distances has a substantial effect on the phase displacement of waves traveling from 
individual antennae of the entire system, and so this effect must be taken into ac
count.

Consider, for example, five half-wave antennae arranged parallel to each other 
and spaced at X/2 intervals. Fig. 10.5 displays this antenna array depicted so that the 
plane of the drawing is normal to the antennae and passes through the center of each. 
From the figure it is seen that the distance from each consecutive antenna (in the 
ascending order of its ordinal number) to the observation point decreases by b cos a , 
where b is the distance between the neighboring antennae equal to X/2, and a is the 
meridian (direction) angle, i.e. the angle between the antenna base line and the radius 
drawn to the observation point.

Fig. 10.5

The field of each antenna differs in phase from the field of its neighbor by the 
angle

V = (27r&A)cosa = ircosa

By summing up the five field vectors (see Fig. 10.5), considering that each has a 
length F, we obtain

Fs = F[sin (5iy/2)/sin (iy/2)]

In detemining the vector Ba, we must take (10.46) as the expression for F. 
Multiplying Ba by c gives the expression for E  =  Ee in the far region.

The directional radiation pattern appears in Fig. 10.6 (for plane 0 = ir/2). The 
dependence on 0 is the same as that presented in the pattern of Fig. 10.3c.

Another method of achieving the directional effect is to dispose the radiator in the 
focus of a parabolic ‘ ‘mirror’ ’ (an array of conductors). The diameter of such mirrors 
reaches dozens of meters. The radiators described above find use as radio beacons and 
radiation sources in radiolocation. Parabolic systems also enjoy wide use as
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A/2/4 a

A /2 { J ^  
A/4  
A/21*

receiving antennae in radio astronomy. Lasers display exceptional directivity. They 
concentrate radiation into a narrow beam that practically has a parallel pattern.

10.6. S um m ary

Hertzian vector. Considering the radiation of an electric dipole

P = <?I
it often proves useful to introduce one more type of vector potential

Z = pe-A*«/45reoR (10.48)

It is known as the Hertzian vector or polarization potential. This vector is equal to 
the dipole moment divided by the distance R  from the dipole to an observation point 
(accurate to a constant factor). Where the dipole moment varies with time, its value is 
taken at an instant t — R /c  to allow for the finite velocity c of the polarization 
potential. For a sinusoidally varying potential given by the complex number p, the 
delay is expressed by the factor e~jkR (the delay in phase by kR).

The Z vector shows a number of remarkable features. First of all, it satisfies the 
wave equation which will now be written in complex form as

V*Z + (w /c fj. = 0 (10.49)

This equation differs from (10.10) in that it represents the time differentiation, 
d/dt, of the given harmonic time function Z (t) as the product of jo) and the complex 
quantity Z.

The validity of (10.49) follows from the fact that an analogous equation is ap
plicable to the vector potential [see (10.12) and (10.10)]

A =  =  {j<J>q\/ATE(f?’R )e -jkR (10.50)
This expression is identical to (10.12) for a harmonic function given in complex form. 
Indeed, (10.48) and (10.50) represent the identical functions of time and coordinates

Ce~JkR/R
and only differ by the value of constant factor C = constant.
17*
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We now consider two more features of the Hertzian vector. Both a scalar potential 
<p and vector potential A can be expressed in terms of the Hertzian vector:

<p = — div Zand A = jojZ/c2 (10.51)

To support the point, we can perform the divergence operation in the spherical 
coordinate system and compare the solution with (10.23) for A.

Substituting(10.51) for and A into the expression for the total electric field
E = — grad <p — josA /

we find that
E = grad div Z -  (ju/c)2Z 

or, evaluating grad div Z by use of the known identity, we obtain
E = V2Z -I- curl curl Z -  (/Wc)2Z

At last, considering (10.49), the expression becomes
E = curl curl Z (10.52)

The expression above describes the total electric field of the dipole expressed as the 
Hertzian vector Z.

The magnetic field vector can be found from (10.51) for A:
B = curlA = (/Wc2)curlZ (10.53) *

In the case of one dipole, the use of the Hertzian vector gives the known results and 
in essence does not offer any advantages in calculations. But its application in solving 
a number of design problems can result in mathematical simplifications.

The Hertzian vector can also be found for a field due to an alternating current 7 
flowing in conductors /. In the elemental conductor dlt the product Id\ can readily be 
expressed in terms of an infinitesimal electric dipole:

Id\ = juqd I = ywcfp (10.54)
The Hertzian vector corresponding to the current /(/) in the conductor is then 

defined as an integral:
Z = (l/yto)j(//4ir£0R)e--'*R</l (10.55)

Applying this integral to the closed loop, where /  is the same in all the loop 
elements, we can take /  outside the integral. For this loop,

Z = (i/jo,)§(.i/4ire0R )e-jkKdl (10.56)

Using this calculation method, we can determine the radiation of an antenna in the 
form of a loop carrying current /  (Fig. 10.7).

Magnetic dipole. For the region R > d, where d  represents the linear dimensions 
of area S bounded by the loop carrying current /, a loop antenna can be represented 
as a magnetic dipole with a magnetic moment

m = IS (10.57)

Proceeding from the formal analogy between magnetostatics and electrostatics.
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we can represent the magnetic moment as two magnetic charges qm opposite in sign 
located at the ends of length pieces I (see Fig. 10.7):

Kf*  = tfm1 00.58)
We can extend this analogy and obtain the Hertzian magnetic vector or magnetic 

polarization potential
i m = (m/4*R)e~jkR (10.59)

From the symmetry of Maxwell’s equations
curlH = jw e0E, curlE = -ywpoH

it is possible to find (up to a sign!) that the following quantities are formally 
analogous:

E ~ H ,H  ~ E J u e 0 ~ -ju>no (10.60)

Denoting the Z vector discussed earlier as a Hertzian electric vector Ze enables us 
to compare the equations expressed in terms of Ze with analogous equations express
ed in terms of Zm, keeping certainly in mind (10.60):

Ze = ite~jkR/4ireJi 

E = curl curl Zg 

H = ya*0curlZe 

P =Q\ 
dp = P dV

jkR/4tcR 

H = curl curl Zm 
E = -yuMocurlZm 

m = 7S 
dm = MdK

In the latter line, the electric moment dp of elemental volume dV  is expressed as the 
polarization of a substance. Similarly, the magnetic moment is expressed as the 
magnetization. Substituting the desired quantities into the Hertzian vector expres
sion, we obtain dZ. By integrating it, we can evaluate Ze and Zm.

The expression for H in the left column is derived from (10.53) for B at H = B//x0 
andc2 = 1/Mae0.
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All the expressions given here hold for a homogeneous medium: p  = e = 1 and 
a = 0. They can be extended to cover any medium on replacing fi0 and e0 by and 
CqC and vacuum light velocity c by the complex quantity c/Ve^T. Obviously, the factor 
exp( - jk R fe ^ )  allows here for attenuation as well as decaying.

The above equations are also valid for two different media. Basic equations are us
ed to describe each medium and then the solutions are found to satisfy the boundary 
conditions at the interface between the media.

Sommerfeld applied exactly this approach to solve a very important problem on 
the propagation of radio waves over the earth’s surface. It is of interest to note that 
the Sommerfeld method for calculating the Hertzian vector is in extensive use in 
geological survey. One of the prospecting methods uses a multiturn ring dozens of 
meters in diameter, which is laid on the ground surface and then ap alternating cur
rent of a very low frequency (about 1 Hz or even tenths of a hertz) is passed through 
it. At a large distance from the ring, the field at the ground surface is measured. This 
field varies with ground conductivity. Its pattern of variation is indicative of the 
ground structure composed of layers and inclusions of different conductivities.

Reciprocity principle and receiving antennae. If in the far region of a wave 
radiating element of infinitesimal length dlx there is a second vanishingly small ele
ment cfl2, the first element will induce an emf in the second:

d<?= dEdi2

Expressing dE as given by (10.36b), we obtain
d<?= -  (jw^A-KR^ie ~jkR(di, x R)dl2 (10.61)

Taking d (fas a quantity proportional to the vector product (cflj x R)<fl2, expres
sions (10.61) can be written in the form

d<?= { j ^ 0/4 rR 2)Ie-JkR(dl2 x  R)dl,

where R is the vector drawn from dix into dl2.
From the latter expression, which is symmetric with respect to d\x and cfl2, it 

follows that on interchanging the positions o f  a receiving and a radiating element, 
one element will induce the same em f d <? in the other at the same current I  in the first. 
This is the principle of reciprocity for a transmitting and a receiving antenna. The 
principle holds for electromagnetic waves propagating in vacuum and in any 
isotropic and nongyrotropic linear medium. Free charges present in a stationary 
magnetic field (as is the case for the ionosphere) disturb the reciprocity principle.

Integrating (10.61) by lengths d\x and dl2, we can show that the reciprocity theorem 
is valid not only for elementary oscillators but also for oscillators of a more complex 
configuration.

Radiation from a moving charge. When a charge q moves with a certain accelera
tion1, it radiates electromagnetic waves. The simplest way of calculating the radia
tion is to use formulas (10.41) and (10.42) for the field of an electric dipole in a far

1 In an inhomogeneous medium, a charge can radiate waves at a constant velocity too 
(Cerenkov radiation).
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region:
B = [M0(y^)2/47r/?c]pe ~jkR x eR

and
E = cB x

These formulas are written on the assumption that the moment varies sinusoidally. 
The second time derivative is represented by the factor (/c*>)2.

For an arbitrary function of time
p = p(/) = q\(t) (10.62)

we have
B(0 = 0if/4*Rc)q[d1\(t -  R /c)/d t2] x  aR (10.63a)

E(0 = cB(/) x  t R (10.63b)

Considering a moving charge q (Fig. 10.8), it is always safe to assume that a sta
tionary charge -  q lies at the point of reference of vector !(/). The two charges then 
display an electric dipole moment (10.62). The assumption that a stationary charge 
-gr exists at the point from which the “ arm” 1 is to be reckoned does not certainly af
fect the field radiated by a moving charge.

It is obvious that d\/dt = v(/) is the charge velocity, d ^/d t2 = a(/) is the accelera
tion, and the quantities a, v, and 1 are vectors. The finite velocity (light velocity) of 
field propagation, i.e. the delay in propagation, is taken into account by substituting 
t -  R /c  for the argument t. Expression (10.63a) can thus be rewritten to take the 
form

B(/) = (/x0/4x/?c)^ra(/ -  R/c) x t R (10.64)
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The Poynting vector1 is then given by
n= (l//i0)E x B = [\/e0(4irc)2]q2a2 sin2 rieR (10.65)

where rj is the angle between the vectors a and (see Fig. 10.8).
Taking the integrtal over the sphere of radius R  (10.39) gives the instantaneous 

value of radiation power:
p(t) = $IUS = (1 /6 t B ffW a 2 , (10.66)

In the case of harmonic oscillations, we should replace a2 by (w2l)2, where / is the 
half of the peak-to-peak value (i.e. the swing) of charge oscillations, and besides, 
pass to the time-averaged value of power. If / is the amplitude of harmonic oscilla
tions, the rms (effective) value is known to be equal to \/yf2 of the peak amplitude. 
The expression for power then assumes the form

P  = (10.67)

In this expression, it is possible to replace the frequency w = 2 * /by a wavelength 
X =  2 t c / w  and write

P  = (4/3)ir t y q t f / e j S  (10.68)

The radiation power thus varies inversely as the wavelength raised to the fourth 
power.

Blue sky. Why is the sky blue? Although this question does not certainly relate to 
the problems in electrical engineering, it might be instructive to note that the above 
equations of classical electrodynamics (dependence of radiation power on 
frequency), explain why the sky assumes a blue color.

The electric field of a light wave polarizes air molecules. The dipole moments so 
formed oscillate at a frequency of light waves, and we can assume to a first approxi
mation that the amplitudes of all molecular dipoles are proportional to the intensity 
of radiation in the entire spectrum.

So, for white light, the oscillation amplitudes of orbital or molecule electrons (elec
trons linked to molecules) distribute themselves uniformly over the entire frequency 
spectrum. But the radiation power given by (10.67) varies directly with the fourth 
power of frequency. Therefore, the light scattered by molecules appears blue: the at
mosphere is just a host of luminaries of all spectral colors, of which the sources of 
blue give light more intensely than the sources of red.

Molecular generators. Conversion of the electromagnetic energy of one frequency 
/ j  to that of another frequency f 2 presents an important problem in electrical 
engineering. The problem is of particular significance in the case where the power 
given off at a frequency f 2 is higher than the power of electromagnetic waves at a fre
quency / j .  As noted in Sec. 7.3, this type of energy conversion does not certainly 
violate the law of conservation of energy. A very important group of generators

1 The solution is found after evaluating the quadruple vector product [(a x e^) x e^]
x  (• x eR) =  e„[#2 -  (wR)2] = e ^ l  -  cos2 1 7 ). All the operations should be performed by 
using consecutively the known formula A x (B x C) = B(AC) — C(AB).
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(lasers) rely on the laws of quantum physics and physical optics. One of the most 
distinction features of the beam generated by a laser is its uniformity in phase due to 
phase coincidence of the waves of all molecular radiators of the laser.



APPENDICES

A1. Vector Algebra
Vector resolution

A = t ^ x + t / Ay + t tA z

A  =  e A  +  ' A  +  e A

A = V 1* + V 4* + ' A
Scalar product

C = AB = , 4 ^  + + A f i z = BA
C = A B  cos (A, B)

Vector product

C = A x B =
e,  e> ez 

Ay A z 
B* By Bt

= - B  x A

Triple vector product 

A2. Vector Identities

C = A B  sin (A, B), C JL A ;C  ± B  

A x (B x C) = B(AC) -  C(AB)

where

V<p(u) =  (d<p/du)Vu 
V ( ^ )  = + <pV\J/
V(AB) = A x (V x B) + (AV)B + B 

x (V x A) + (BV)A

(AV) = A ^a/ax) + A (d/dy)
+ A z(d/dz)

V(^?F) = v>VF -f FVy>
V(A x B) = B(V x A) -  A(V x B) 

div curl F = 0, curl grad <p = 0 
V x (v?F) = <py x F -  F x V<p 

V x (A X B) = (BV)A -  (AV)B + AVB 
-  BVA

curl curl F = grad div F — V*F
A3. Integral Identities

1. £  <pdS = |  grad*> • dV

2. § FdS = j divF • dV
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3. <jj> Fdl = j curlF • dS

4. |  F x dS = curlF • dV

5. <f> F(AdS) = j (AV)F • dV  + j  FdivA  • dV

Among these identities, the second is known as the Ostrogradsky-Gauss theorem and the 
third as Stokes’ theorem. The first, second, and fourth identities can serve as statements of 
basic operations:
6. grad^> = V<p = lirn (<£ <pdS)/V

7. divF = VF = Jim FdS)/K

8. curlF = V x F = lim ( -  <f> F x d S )/Vv~o 1
Statements 6,7, and 8 are noted for uniformity. What is needed for performing one and the 

same operation is to multiply the operator V by scalar (6), the scalar by vector (7), and last, the 
vector by vector (8).

X  ' / — V F > 0

-►  •  — V x F - 0

/ 1 i x

1 4
V x F *  0

\ •  t V F  - 0

V x F  * 0  

V F * 0

The figures above are the sketches Maxwell used in his treatise to illustrate the operations in
volving the operator V, which were not yet popular at the time.
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INDEX

Absolute dielectric constant, 52 
Analog, 218

Bessel’s functions, 210—211 
Biot-Savart’s component, 254

Cable impedance, 207—209 
v Capacitance, coefficients of, 85—86, 108 

determination of, 102 
direct, 86 

v Capacitor, 63—64 
Cavity resonator, 233—237 
application of, 237—238 
losses in, 237 
quality factor of, 237 

Charge, bound, 60 
free, 60 

* Charge images, 136— 138 
Circuit theory, 10
Coefficients of polarization, 131—132 
Collecting lens, 243 
Conducting sheets, 108 
Conductivity, 11, 107—108 
equivalent, 59 

Coulomb’s law, 12, 23, 119 
Current density, 10 
Cylinder, 129—130 
Cylindrical shield, 205—206

Delayed potentials, 250 
deriving equations for, 250—251 

Demagnetization factor, 150—153 
Density, of bound charge, 46—49 
of coupled currents, 66 

Dielectric loss (power loss), 58 
Dielectric permittivity, 51—52 
complex representation of, 57—58 
equivalent, 59

Differential field equations, 21—24 
Laplace-Poisson’s, 23—24 

\  Differential operators, 21—24 
Diffusion equation, 188—190 
Directional radiation, 257—259 

\  Dirichlet's problem, 120—121 
Displacement current, 55, 135 
active component of, 58 
density of, 55 
reactive component of, 58- 

Dissipation factor (loss tangent), 58 
'  Divergence, 21 

Drop of potential, 208

Eddy current loss, 203—204 
\ Electric dipole, 18 

Electric displacement, 49—50 
Electric field, 254 
Electric field strength, 11 
Electric flux, 142—143

density of, 11 
Electrodynamics, 9 
classical, 9—10 

Electrolytic tank, 105—106 
Electromagnetic compression, 196—198 
Electromagnetic waves, 30 
Emf, 10—11
Energy, electric, 162—164 
electromagnetic, 177—178 
magnetic, 162—164 

Energy converters, 183 
Energy dissipation, 216—217 f
Energy flow, 179—180 
Energy transfer, 180—183 
Equations of field lines, 97—98 
Equivalent parameters, 78—79 
Examples, 18—21, 25—26, 38, 42—45, 60—61, 68, 

70—74, 100—101, 105—106, 111—112,
115—117, 149—150, 165—166, 168, 181—182

Faraday’s law, 24 
Faraday-Maxwell’s law, 40 
Ferromagnetic tube, 147 
Field theory, 10 
Field vector, electric, 12—13 
magnetic, 14— 16 

Flat tanks, 108 
Flux linkage theorem, 111 
proof of, 113—114 

Foner magnetometer, 112—113 
Forces, 166—167, 169—171 
in electromagnetic systems, 164— 165 

Fourier series, 124 
Fourier-Euler’s method, 122—123 
Frequency characteristics, 62—63

t Gauss’ theorem, 11, 18, 23—24, 49, 52

Half-wave antenna, 256—257 
Heaviside unit, 117 
Hertzian vector, 259—260 
Hysteresis loop, elliptic, 77—78

Ideal dielectric, 187—188 
Identities, integral, 266—267 
vector, 266

Induced charge theorem, 114— 116 
proof of, 117—118 

Inductance, calculation of, 104— 105 
internal, 168—169

Joule-for-joule rule, 166—167 
Joule’s law, 164

Kelvin forces, 170 
Kirchhoffs current law, 109 
Kramers-Kronig permittivity dispersion 

expressions, 57
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Laplace’s equation, 23, 98, 120—121 
Laplacian operator, 23 

' Lorentz’ condition, 249 
t Lorentz’ field theory, 53

Macroscopic theory, 9 
Magnetic dipole, 260—262 
moment of, 65 

Magnetic field, 253—254 
Magnetic field strength, 10, 69—70 
Magnetic induction, 10—11, 14—16 
Magnetization, 64—65 
Magnetostatics, 75 

\Mapping of a field, 13, 98—103 
Maxwell’s equations, 9—24, 239 
in integral form, 10—11 
first, 10, 22, 27, 55, 252—254 
second, 10—11, 23, 39, 53 
Gauss’ theorem, 11, 18, 23—24 

corollaries to, 29—33 
Maxwell’s rule, 172 
Melville’s theory, 245 
Method of average potentials, 103—104 
Method of complex functions, 139—143 
Method of images for, 135—139, 153—155 
magnetic field, 153—155 
nonuniform conductors, 138—139 

Microwave cavity resonators, 32—33 
Molecular generators, 264—265 
Moment arm, 18 
Mutual inductance, 89—97 
basic definitions of, 89—90 
of loops, 95 
negative, 93—94 
of parallel two-wire lines, 95 
positive, 93—94

* Neumann’s problem, 121 
Newton’s law, 232

'' Ostrogradsky-Gauss’ theorem, 48, 66, 121

Parallel wires, 81—89, 94—95 
mutual inductance of, 95 

Permeability, 11, 70—71 
average, 202—203 
complex, 77 

Permittivity, 11 
Phase velocity, 204—205, 243 
Plane wave propagation, 221—233 
Poisson’s equation, 23, 26, 35, 120—121 
Polarization, 50—51 
current, 55 
density of, 55 

delay, 55—57 
Potential, 12

\ coefficients of, 85, 87—88, 108 
distribution of, 123—125 
field, 33
gradient, 12—13

scalar, 33 
vector, 33—38

Poynting’s theorem, 172—176 
derivation of, 173—176 

Poynting’s vector theorem, 178—179 
Poynting vector, 193, 197, 227, 230, 255, 264 
Principle of superposition, 16— 17 
Propagation of plane waves, 199—202 
Protective grounding, 105 
Proximity effect, 212

Quasiwave propagation, 193—194

Radiation power, 255 
Radiation resistance, 255—256 
Receiving antenna, 262 

-V Reciprocity principle, 86—87, 96—97, 109—110, 
262

application of, 110—111 
Rectangular waveguide, 238—239 
Relaxation, 57 

- Resistance, 107—108 
Resonant effects, 79—80 
Riemann’s equation, 250 
Rotation, 21—22

Self-inductance, 89—97 
basic definitions of, 89—90 

Shape anisotropy, 151—152 
Shockley’s theorem, 118—119 
Skin depth, 204 
Skin effect, 193, 206—212 
on models, 217—218 
strong, 206—207 

Sphere, 110 
Spin, 65
Step voltage, 105 

\  Stokes’ theorem, 38 
Susceptibility, 50—51, 70—71 
complex, 77
complex representation of, 57—58

TE waves, 241—242
TM waves, 241—242
Torque, 169—171, 182
Total core loss, 204
Transient processes, 62—63
Transmission line, two-wire, 176—177

Umov’s theorem, 172—173

Van-der-Pauw’s theorem, 143—146 
Vector, electric polarization, 45—46 
Vector algebra, 266 
Vector potential, 253

Warburg's law, 78, 175 
Wave equation, 187—188 
Wave vector, 226—227

Zenneck’s parameter, 217
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